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Abstract
The issue of the challenges of assessing autism spectrum disorders (ASD) in females
is a recurring theme in the ASD research literature. Differing presentations of ASD in
females, lower prevalence ratios due to unknown reasons, as well as limitations of
standardised assessment instruments used, are some of the reasons described as
causing or contributing to these challenges. However, clinicians are rarely asked about
their experiences of assessing ASD and, to date, the experiences of psychologists in
assessing ASD in girls has yet to be explored. Based on the findings of a Republic of
Ireland-wide survey, the experiences of 91 psychologists working in children’s services
who were clinically active in autism assessments were explored. Quantitative data was
primarily gathered, but qualitative data was also gathered via open-ended questions.
Findings indicated that psychologists accessed different training opportunities during
professional training and post-qualification. Psychologists had more experience
assessing ASD in boys, and psychologists who had completed more assessments with
girls, indicated higher levels of confidence in assessing ASD in girls. Findings also
indicated that psychologists’ confidence in using clinical judgement during ASD
assessments was positively correlated with the number of years’ experience assessing
ASD, which has significant implications for assessing ASD in girls. Psychologists also
reported that girls were more likely than boys to be sub-threshold on screening
instruments and diagnostic assessment measures. Psychologists indicated that there
were specific challenges related to assessing autism in girls, and they also identified
particular ‘red flags’ for identifying autism in girls, as well as specific assessment
practices for over-coming such challenges. Finally, survey data was used to compile
information and guidelines that could be used by psychologists to inform assessment
practices when assessing ASD in girls, as the majority of psychologists indicated that
they would welcome the publication of best practice guidelines in this area.
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
“The bottom line is that we understand far too little about girls with ASDs
because we diagnose autism based on a male conceptualisation of the
condition. We need a complete paradigm shift.”
(Hill, 2009)

Improvements have been made in recent times to broaden our shared understanding
of autism in girls, but there is so much we do not yet understand about autism
generally, and more specifically in girls. The latter assertion is a potent catalyst for this
research study, so that a contribution to this field, in any way possible, can be made
with a view to increasing our understanding and knowledge about assessing autism in
girls. In this chapter, a contextual introduction to both the research study and the thesis
itself is presented. More specifically, the researcher’s positionality and identified
research problem will be described. The broad aims, objectives and research
questions will be described, as well as the philosophical underpinnings of the study.
Theoretical and conceptual frameworks informing the study will also be described,
followed by an overview of the literature review and a summary of the research design.
To conclude, the thesis structure will be outlined.

1.2 Influences on research
1.2.1 Positionality
The researcher’s professional background as a psychologist, working in children’s
disability services for over ten years, as well as two years spent in professional training,
influenced the instigation of this research study exploring psychologists’ experiences
of assessing autism in girls. The researcher has worked in different types of disability
settings including a service for children with moderate, severe and profound intellectual
disabilities, as well as working as a basic grade and senior grade psychologist on Early
Intervention Disability Teams (EIT). These experiences have provided the researcher
with a perspective in the practices of assessing autism in children, and more
specifically in girls, beginning as a trainee psychologist, then as a newly qualified
psychologist and slowly progressing to a more experienced psychologist. Collectively,
these experiences have afforded practical opportunities to reflect, both independently
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and with fellow psychologists, as to the challenges that can be associated with
assessing autism in girls. For example, experiences, reflections and observations have
unearthed the possibility that perhaps, psychologists with less experience in assessing
autism in girls may encounter more challenges, which in turn may lead to diagnoses
of autism in girls being missed or misdiagnosed. Perhaps trainee psychologists, or
early career psychologists, rely more heavily on results or scores from autism
screening and diagnostic assessment instruments, compared to those with more
experience in the field. Perhaps psychologists with training or experience in assessing
autism in girls have developed practices to overcome such challenges via adapting
their assessment practices when assessing for autism in girls. These areas were
among the topics the researcher aimed to explore as they created a “disturbed and
unsettled situation” (Dewey, 1929, p.236 as cited in Biesta, 2010, p.107) for the
researcher. There was a desire to establish if there were shared experiences amongst
psychologists at a national level that might translate to “intelligent action” (Dewey,
1929, p.236 as cited in Biesta, 2010, p.107). Perhaps, by investigating the practices of
psychologists in assessing autism in girls, that “intelligent action” or research findings
might translate to recommendations for practices in assessing ASD in girls being
formulated. Ultimately, the overarching aim of the researcher, is to contribute in any
way possible, to improving the diagnostic process so that time between symptom
appearance and formal diagnosis can be reduced (Goin-Kochel et al., 2006), in a
manner that is helpful for autistic females and their families.

1.2.2 Philosophical framework
This research study is underpinned by the Pragmatic worldview. Instead of being rigidly
aligned to a worldview that sets out expectations and rules as to what can and cannot
form part of the research study, the Pragmatic worldview facilitates using all
methodologies, resources and tools available to explore, understand and address the
research problem (Creswell, 2014). It is also important to consider a number of
branches of philosophy including axiology, epistemology and ontology. Axiology refers
to what the researcher values within the research study. In this instance, both
subjective and objective information is valued in interpreting the results. Epistemology
refers to theory of knowledge and can be simplified with reference to the following core
question of the field: what is knowledge? (Goldman, 2020). In subscribing to the
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pragmatic worldview, the researcher posits that everyone’s experiences are real, and
in order to make sense of individual experiences, we explore them collectively to
determine “warranted assertions” (Biesta, 2010, p.111). The ontological position of this
research study posits that knowledge constantly evolves (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019) and
it is the shared experiences and beliefs of individuals that contribute to this continuous
evolution of knowledge.

A more detailed examination of the philosophical

underpinnings of this study is provided in Chapter Four: Methodology.

1.3 Research problem
The assessment of autism in children and adults is a difficult and complex process
compounded by a number of factors including the absence of biomarkers for the
disorder (Dworzynski et al., 2012) and the reliance on clinical judgements about
behavioural markers (Filipek et al., 2000; Gray et al., 2008). In addition to these
complexities, it is also widely accepted that autism diagnoses in girls are significantly
more challenging for a variety of different reasons (Rogers, 2016), including
weaknesses associated with diagnostic instruments in detecting autism in females.
Sedgewick et al., (2016) refer to the emerging consensus from researchers and
clinicians that the male preponderance in autism might be overstated. Best practice
guidelines (e.g., NICE, 2011) in the assessment of autism, identify core team members
that should be involved in the assessment process and this includes a clinical and/or
educational psychologist. In recent years, and as evidenced by the literature review in
this thesis, much has been written about autism in girls. However, little research has
been conducted, that focuses upon exploring psychologists’ experiences of assessing
autism in girls. It is the view of the researcher that much can be gained from exploring
the lived experiences of psychologists in assessing autism in girls. This research gap
provided justification for this study which will focus on psychologists’ experiences of
assessing autism in girls (0-18 years) working in children’s services in the Republic of
Ireland (ROI).

1.4 Literature review
During the process of the literature review, it became apparent that there was very little
existing research specifically exploring the diagnostic experiences of psychologists or
other clinicians in assessing autism in children, as well as more specifically in girls.
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Therefore, it was necessary to broaden the field of reference for the literature search
so as to identify related and relevant research conducted in the area to date. This
resulted in a number of different issues relevant to autism in more general terms, and
then more specifically in the identification and diagnosis of autism in girls, being
explored. To ensure this literature review was comprehensive and relevant, the
researcher created a preliminary literature review map (Creswell, 2014) which
identified a number of relevant topics. This included, psychologists’ experiences of
assessing autism in girls, sex/gender differences, assessment instruments,
international classification systems, prevalence rates, best practice guidelines and
theories of autism with a particular emphasis on contributing to an understanding of
autism in girls. Following on from the preliminary literature review map, further topics
of relevance were identified which included confounding variables in autism research
and assessment, i.e., sampling, respondents, clinical judgement and gender, as well
as a number of issues relating to recognising the signs and symptoms of autism, e.g.
identifying autism across different childhood developmental stages. The online library
search engine, ‘OneSearch’, on the UCD library website, which facilitates searches
across all library collections, was used to search for research literature related to the
aforementioned topics.

1.5 Research aims, objectives and research questions
The overall aim of this research study was to investigate psychologists’ experiences of
assessing autism in girls. Following a review of the literature and on the basis of the
researcher’s experiences in assessing autism, the following research objectives were
identified:
1) Identify assessment instruments used by psychologists during autism
assessments.
2) Explore whether psychologists use additional instruments or strategies during
autism assessments with girls.
3) Explore psychologists’ perceptions of the effectiveness of these instruments
during autism assessments with girls.
4) Explore

psychologists’

experiences

of

using

international

diagnostic

classification frameworks generally, and more specifically during autism
assessments with girls.
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5) Explore psychologists’ perceptions s on gender differences when assessing
autism.
6) Explore gender discriminatory nuances, if any, considered by psychologists
during autism assessments with girls.
7) Explore if psychologists’ approaches to assessing autism in girls change over
time.

Three research questions were subsequently devised from these seven research
objectives which are as follows:
1) Have psychologists accessed specific training and acquired experience in
assessing autism generally, and more specifically in girls, during professional
training and post-qualification?
2) How effective do psychologists perceive standardised autism assessment
instruments and diagnostic criteria as set by international classification systems
to be, when assessing autism in girls?
3) What, if any, gender differences have psychologists observed during autism
assessments with children?

In addressing these research questions, the researcher also aimed to use the research
data to identify implications and recommendations for practice in the field of assessing
autism, with a specific emphasis on assessing autism in girls. Such implications for
practice and recommendations are presented in Chapter Six.

1.6 Theoretical framework
The work of Lave and Wenger (1991) which includes the theoretical concepts of
‘situated learning’ and ‘communities of practice’ provide the theoretical framework for
this research study. This theory aligns with the position that learning is a collective
activity; knowledge is produced within a group and the process of acquiring knowledge
is social (Denscombe, 2008). As outlined in Section 1.2.1 Positionality, the catalyst for
this research study arose from the researcher’s own reflections, when comparing her
experiences of assessing autism in girls as a less experienced psychologist to those
experiences, as a more experienced psychologist. This authentic first-hand experience
as a novice, provoked a quest for investigating or exploring collaboratively with other
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psychologists, their experiences of assessing autism in girls; with the aim of identifying
recommendations for practice with respect to assessing autism in girls. Anecdotally
and experientially, psychologists are increasingly aware of the intricacies of assessing
autism in females, and there are increased opportunities for continued professional
development (CPD) in this area. It is the belief of the researcher that psychologists in
the ROI want to contribute to address challenges they face when assessing autism in
girls and by conducting this study a community of practice is being organised or
facilitated by the researcher.

1.7 Conceptual framework
Miles and Huberman (1994) describe the conceptual framework as a written or visual
presentation that “explains either graphically, or in narrative form, the main things to
be studied – the key factors, concepts or variables – and the presumed relationship
among them” (p.18). A conceptual framework for this research study is illustrated in
Figure 1.1 below. A description of definitions of ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ relevant to this
research study are also described in the paragraph that follows.
Figure 1.1 Conceptual framework
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1.7.1 Definitions of sex and gender
Autism is a heterogeneous disorder and, as such, is associated with a very broad
phenotype. In this research study, the definitions used by the World Health
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Organisation for ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ are adopted. More specifically, ‘sex’ refers to “the
different biological and physiological characteristics of males and females, such as
reproductive organs, chromosomes, hormones, etc.” (WHO, 2011, p.79) ‘Gender’ on
the other hand refers

to the socially constructed characteristics of women and men, such as
norms, roles and relationships of and between groups of women and men.
It varies from society to society and can be changed…While most people
are born either male or female, they are taught appropriate norms and
behaviours – including how they should interact with others of the same or
opposite sex within households, communities and work places. (WHO,
2011, p.78).
Lai et al., (2015) maintain that it is very difficult to separate the effect of ‘sex’ and
‘gender’ in autism, primarily because research studies in autism focus on children,
adolescents and adults (i.e., autism at different developmental stages) (Lai et al.,
2015). Therefore, in this literature review, the terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ with respect to
autism will be used interchangeably, unless they are referred to specifically as ‘sex’ or
‘gender’ as described by the WHO (2011).

1.7.2 Autism Terminology
Over the years, there have many changes to the terminology used to describe autism.
Many of these changes are reflected in definitions used by international classification
systems as detailed in Section 3.2 of the Literature Review. At present, autism
spectrum disorders are an overarching term for all terminology used to define autism
(e.g., autism, autistic disorder, Asperger’s syndrome). Before DSM-5 (APA, 2013)
revisions as to how autism is defined, Attwood (n.d.) maintained that there were no
differences between the terms high-functioning autism and Asperger’s syndrome, in
that they both describe individuals with a diagnosis of autism and intellectual
functioning above a standard score of 70 on standardized assessment measures (i.e.,
absence of an intellectual disability). DSM-5 (APA, 2013) also describes three different
levels of support that an autistic individual might need. Level 1: requiring support; Level
2: requiring substantial support; and Level 3: Requiring very substantial support.
Individuals with autism that require Level 1 support have fewer challenges in relation
to their social communication skills and restricted interests and repetitive patterns, and
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may also be described as having ‘mild autism’. Whereas, individuals requiring Level 2
or 3 support may be described as having more severe forms of autism.

1.8 Research design
Quantitative research approaches problems or questions by testing theories via
examining relationships between variables, whilst qualitative research approaches aim
to explore and understand how individuals understand a particular human problem
(Creswell, 2014). Creswell (2003) maintains a justifiable position that “qualitative and
quantitative approaches should not be viewed as rigid, distinct categories, polar
opposites or dichotomies, but instead maintains that they represent different ends on
a continuum” (Creswell, 2014 p. 3) and that research designs can be more quantitative
than qualitative in nature, or vice versa (Creswell, 2014). In answering the research
questions of this study, the researcher attempted to survey as many psychologists as
possible, who are clinically active in autism assessments with children in the Republic
of Ireland (ROI), so as to explore their experiences of assessing autism in girls.
Although the survey was designed to gather both quantitative and qualitative data, the
methodology is primarily quantitative in nature. However, the researcher equally
valued qualitative data that was collected by a substantial number of psychologists’
responses to open-ended qualitative questions. This is because the selection of one
of these methodologies over the other may have resulted in shortcomings in
addressing the research questions (Creswell, 2014).
1.9 Thesis structure
In Chapter Two, the author will provide a short history of autism, a description of autism
epidemiology which includes information pertaining to autism aetiology. A description
of a number of theories of autism, with a particular emphasis on how they contribute
to understanding autism in females will also be provided. Chapter Three presents
research findings relating to various components of autism assessments (e.g.,
assessment instruments, classifications systems for autism, clinical judgement,
sex/gender differences). In Chapter Four, the research methodology will be described
and, in Chapter Five, findings from the research study are presented. In Chapter Six,
the findings of the research study are presented with respect to how they relate to other
relevant research studies. Implications and recommendations for clinical practices are
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also presented, followed by a description of the strengths and limitations of the
research study and concluding comments. Appendices and references are presented
after Chapter Six.
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Chapter Two: History, Aetiologies and Theories of Autism
2.1 Introduction
To begin this literature review, a short history of autism is provided. Following on from
this, autism epidemiology which includes information pertaining to autism aetiology will
be described. To conclude this chapter, a number of theories of autism are presented,
with a particular emphasis on how they contribute to understanding autism in females.

2.2 A short history of autism
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) encompass a group of neurodevelopmental
disorders that are characterized by persistent deficits in social communication and
social interaction, and restricted patterns of behaviour, interests and activities (APA,
2013; WHO, 2018. Although only formally identified in the 1940s, autism was referred
to in earlier periods of history. As early as 1926, the Russian-based child psychiatrist,
Grunya Efimovna Sukhareva published a detailed description of autistic traits found in
a number of children. She compared similarities in children observed, to adults with
schizophrenia but noted one difference, whilst adults with schizophrenia deteriorated;
children sharing the same traits seemed to make improvements over time. She defined
her observations as ‘schizoid personality disorder’. In the early 1900s, Eugen Bleurer,
a Swiss Psychiatrist, was the first person to coin the term autism and used it to refer
to a specific set of characteristics related to schizophrenia. Autism was then defined
independently and almost simultaneously on two sides of the Atlantic in the 1940s.
Leo Kanner, an Austrian-American Child Psychiatrist, named the condition in 1943 in
the United States of America (USA). He initially observed that eleven of his young
patients seemed to inhabit worlds of their own, ignoring people around them. He
observed that they could amuse themselves for hours by engaging in spinning
activities and were frightened by changes in their environment. Some of the eleven
children were able to speak, whilst others tended to speak in a detached way and
referred to themselves in the third person. Based on the Greek word autos, which
means ‘self’, Kanner labelled the condition autism, as he believed this group of children
were happiest in isolation. In 1944, Hans Asperger, an Austrian Paediatrician,
discovered four patients of his own that were remarkably out of touch with people. He
described the children as displaying precocious abilities in mathematics and science.
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He compared this group of children to ‘Little Professors’ and also called the condition
autism.
All of Asperger’s patients were male, whilst in Kanner’s original group of
children; there were eleven males and three females (Kanner, 1971). At that time,
Asperger (1944/1991) noted that “it may be only chance that there are no autistic girls
among our cases, or it could be that the autistic traits in females only become evident
after puberty. We just do not know” (p.85). However, he later recognized that there
were females with this pattern of behaviour. The main features of autism described by
Kanner and Asperger in the 1940s continue to be relevant and it is noteworthy that
Kanner theorised about gender disparities in autism, at that time. Certainly, an
awareness of autism in females has grown considerably. However, much remains
unknown which may be particularly relevant for autistic females, thereby highlighted
the continued need for research in this area.

2.3 Epidemiology
Epidemiology is the scientific study of the prevalence and pattern of occurrence of a
disorder or disease within a population. It is also concerned with the determinants,
causes or other factors influencing its occurrence. In this section, prevalence rates and
autism gender ratios will be described. Please note that it is beyond the scope of this
literature review, to examine all autism prevalence studies. Therefore, details relating
to a number of prevalence studies conducted worldwide, adapted from Elsabbagh et
al., (2012) are provided in Appendix A.

2.3.1 Prevalence rates and gender ratios
In 1966, Lotter, identified as conducting one of the first autism prevalence
approximation in the general population, surveyed 8–10-year-olds in Middlesex in
England. Autism prevalence was estimated to be 4.1 per 10,000 or 0.041%. Since that
time, numerous research studies have been conducted investigating autism rates
worldwide with different prevalence figures being reported; ranging from 1.4 per 10,000
or 0.014% (Al-Farsi et al., 2010) to 189 per 10,000 or 1.89% (Kim et al., 2011). There
are mixed findings with regards to autism prevalence rates in Ireland. Sweeney and
Staines (2016) investigated autism prevalence rates in school-going children (6-11
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years) in the Republic of Ireland. They adhered to the European Autism Prevalence
Protocol (EPAP) (Boilsen et al., 2016) and as part of this administered the Social
Communication Questionnaire (SCQ) to 7,951 parents of children in mainstream and
special education schools across Cork, Waterford and Galway cities. There was a
response rate of 69% (n=5457) and the autism prevalence rate was estimated to be at
1% or 100 per 10,000. Given that diagnostic ascertainment was achieved via parental
reporting on the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ), an autism screening
questionnaire so those findings may need to be interpreted with caution. In contrast,
Gavin and O’Dea (2017) estimated autism prevalence rate to be at 1.7% or 170 per
10,000 on the basis of data gathered from geographic-specific school- and earlyintervention multidisciplinary disability teams in Ireland. Those findings are quite similar
to autism prevalence rates based on findings from the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) for 11 Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM)
Network from the USA which were summarised by Baio et al., (2018) on behalf of the
CDC, who reported a prevalence rate of 1.68 per 10,000 or 0.0168%.

Significant variations in male-to-female ratios have also been reported. For
example, McCarthy et al., (1984) indicated the ratio to be 1.33:1. Wing et al., (1976)
quoted a gender ratio of 16:1 and Baio et al., (2018) reported a male-to-female ratio of
4:1. In more recent times, perhaps coinciding with an increasing awareness and
understanding of autism in females, Lai et al., (2012) highlighted that recent
epidemiological studies have produced lower gender ratios, even among higherfunctioning populations. In a systematic review and meta-analysis of male-to-female
autism ratios, Loomes et al., (2017) reported that that the commonly quoted ratio of
4:1 is inaccurate and the true ratio is more likely to be closer to 3:1. In a general
population study, Kim et al., (2011) quoted male-to-female ratios of 2.5:1 and 5.1:1 in
the general population sample and high probability group respectively. Mattila et al.,
(2011) quoted a gender ratio of 1.7:1 in higher functioning individuals, while Rutherford
et al., (2016) quoted different gender ratios at different developmental stages and
noted that the ratios reduced with increasing age. More specifically, the gender ratio
for adults was 1.8:1, whilst it was quoted as 3.5:1 for children (Rutherford et al., 2016).
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2.3.1.1 Intellectual functioning. Intellectual Disability (ID) tends to occur more
frequently with autism than in the general population. De la Torre-Ubieta (2016)
reported that 35% of individuals with autism have an ID, whilst Christensen et al.,
(2016) reported that 30% of individuals with autism have an ID. Gender ratios are also
known to vary with respect to cognitive ability and it is widely agreed that gender ratios
reduce in the presence of comorbid ID. Fombonne (2005) quoted a median male-tofemale sex ratio of 5.5:1 for IQ in the normal range; compared to 1.95:1 in the presence
of a comorbid moderate to severe ID. Rivet and Matson (2011) cited seven studies that
found that a greater proportion of females with autism had lower levels of cognitive
ability, and that there were greater male-to-female ratios in the absence of ID. More
specifically, Nicholas et al., (2008) found that 73% of girls compared to 56% of boys
had an ID with the ratio of male-to-female within this category being 2.4:1. However,
when IQ was above 70, the ratio of male-to-female increased to 4.9:1. Contrarily,
Duvekot et al., (2017) did not find that lower levels of IQ were more strongly associated
with autism diagnoses in girls compared to boys. However, there were fewer girls
represented in that study sample (n = 231; girls = 64).

2.3.1.2. Classification systems for autism. On the basis of a systematic
literature review of all studies focusing on autism prevalence, Fisch (2012) makes a
robust case linking the prevalence of autism to nosology (i.e., how the definition of
autism is constructed or classified. Fisch (2012) identified a quantum leap in
prevalence rates that correlated with the broadening of the definition of autism linked
with DSM-III-R (1987). Up to that time, prevalence studies reported autism at rates of
1.9-4.8 per 10,000 or 0.019-0.048%. These prevalence studies were based on Kanner
and Rutter’s criteria and DSM-III. In 1991 Gillberg et al., used DSM-III-R criteria and
the prevalence rates jumped to 9.5 per 10,000 or 0.095%. Fombonne (2018) also
highlights the huge variability between the eleven Autism and Developmental
Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) networks contributing to surveillance surveys in the
USA ranging from 1.31 to 2.96 per 10,000 or 0.013% - 0.0296%, for children aged 8
years old. The validity of methods used for diagnostic ascertainment across networks
was questionable. More specifically, a review of the ADDM surveys indicated that 20%
of ‘confirmed cases’ of autism did not have previous eligibility for autism education
services or a medical diagnosis of autism in their records. At the same time, if nosology
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of autism has primarily and historically been focused on autism in males, perhaps the
reliability of accepting widely quoted gender ratios is questionable.

2.3.1.3. Validity and reliability of prevalence research studies. Fisch (2012)
presented criteria for establishing valid and reliable research studies, investigating the
prevalence of autism. He argued that such criteria should be rigorously applied to all
studies investigating prevalence rates. Criteria included how populations are accessed
for studies (e.g., database); sample size (i.e., a minimum of 25,000 to 30,000); and
diagnostic ascertainment (i.e., telephone call or gold standard assessment).
Application of these criteria resulted in almost one third of prevalence studies being
ineligible for inclusion. Furthermore, when particular exclusionary criteria for
prevalence studies are used, autism prevalence rates remain the same since that time,
other than the exponential growth arguably linked with DSM-III R (Fisch, 2012).

2.3.1.4. Challenging gender ratios. A number of professionals, including Dr
Judith Gould (Middletown, 2010) and Professor Tony Attwood (2018) continue to
dispute the gender ratios and believe that the gender differences are more evenly
proportioned. They maintain that the large discrepancy is as a result of a number of
factors, including bias towards autism in males and misunderstanding or lack of
knowledge about the subtleties of autism in girls. Nichols et al., (2008) argued that
awareness of the elevated sex ratio in autism might also influence clinicians’
expectations, both in terms of identifying boys as an ‘at-risk’ group, and conversely,
lowering their ‘index of suspicion’, potentially leading to an under-identification of girls
with ASD.

Lai et al., (2012) also raised concerns about accepting the male

preponderance of autism as certainty, given it may lead to the potential neglect of
autism in females. This in turn may have implications for our understanding, clinical
practice and the diagnosis of autism (Lai et al., 2012). Consequently, consideration
needs to be given to the assertion that females may be under-identified within the
general population (Mandy, 2012). Therefore, in echoing Asperger’s thoughts, we need
to maintain our fascination about gender differences (Asperger, 1944; Frith, 1991) and
continue to research this area.
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2.3.2 Aetiology of autism
Aetiology refers to the causes or set of causes attributed to a particular condition. Given
the heterogeneity of autism, its aetiology is quite complex and there is no singlyaccepted cause of autism. In the sections that follow, some of the causal factors that
have been linked to autism aetiology will be explored.
2.3.2.1 Genetics. High rates of autism heritability confirm that autism has a
strong genetic basis (Sandin et al., 2014), something that has been long established
(Folstein & Rutter, 1977). Research statistics indicate that genetics can provide
explanations for approximately 55% of cases of autism and Sandin et al., (2014)
reported autism heritability to be 50%. Early studies exploring autism genetics focused
on identifying a single gene responsible for the broad phenotype of autism. However,
there has been a shift away from discovering a single gene, and to date, 881 genes
have been implicated in autism which includes at least one from every chromosome
(Butler et al., 2015). Presently the genetic architecture of autism is characterised by “at
least three phenotypic presentations with distinct genetic underpinnings” (Eapen,
2011, p. 226) which are as follows:
i)

Syndromic autism is caused by rare, single-gene disorders (e.g.,
Neurofibromatosis Type 1; Phelan McDermid; Tuberous sclerosis; or Fragile
X (de la Torre-Ubieta et al., 2016) or monogenetic syndromes. These
syndromes only account for approximately 3% of cases of autism (AlonsoGonzalez et al., 2018).

ii)

Broad autism phenotype caused by genetic variations in single or multiple
genes. Each of the variations are common and distributed continually in the
general population, but result in different clinical phenotypes when a certain
threshold is reached through complex gene-gene and gene-environment
interactions (e.g., 15q13.3 deletion or 16q11.2 duplication (de la TorreUbieta et al., 2016)). This accounts for approximately 49.4% of cases of
autism (Alonso-Gonzalez et al., 2018).

iii)

Severe and specific phenotype caused by ‘de-novo’ mutations in individuals
or transmitted via asymptomatic carriers.

This also accounts for

approximately 3% of cases of autism (Alonso-Gonzalez et al., 2018).
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2.3.2.2 Environmental risk factors. There is strong evidence for autism being
associated with increased parental age (Durkin et al., 2008; Hultman et al., 2011);
shorter interpregnancy interval (Cheslack-Postava et al., 2011; Cheslack-Postava et
al., 2014 & Coo et al., 2015); and immune dysregulation or immune system deficiencies
(as cited in Lyall et al., 2017). There is mixed evidence relating to the use of different
medications (e.g., to treat depression) during pregnancy (Gentile, 2015). However,
evidence relating to exposure to anti-epileptic medication during pregnancy and autism
seems to be more consistent (Christenson et al., 2013). Using findings from prior
research studies, as well as information pertaining to certain bodily functions or
processes, King (2011) hypothesises that parents’ exposure to various agents (e.g.,
valproic acid, ethanol, folic acid) or the effects of particular conditions (e.g.,
hypothyroidism) impact upon the normative functioning of retinoic acid and oestradiol
during the stage of embryonic development and links these risk factors to the autism
‘epidemic’ in children. Chang et al., (2018) reported that mice exposed to early-life
diesel exhaust demonstrated autism-like behavioural changes. However, generalising
this finding to humans is quite a leap, and there is no way a causal relationship could
be accepted.

2.4 Theories of autism
Many different theories have been put forward to explain autism and those subscribed
to by psychologists, are likely to influence how they identify, assess and diagnose
autism in children. In this section of the literature review, a number of theories of autism
are outlined, with an emphasis on how they contribute to our understanding of autism
in females.

2.4.1 Behavioural theories
2.4.1.1 ‘Refrigerator mother’ theory. The Refrigerator Mother theory was one
of the first theories of autism to be proposed by Bruno Bettleheim in 1967, in his book
entitled The Empty Fortness. The theory was based on the premise that autism arose
in children, as a result of an emotionless parenting style. The theory, which has been
completely discredited, was based on a behavioural perspective, and focused on the
impact of external behaviours on individuals; ignoring the effect or impact of any
individual internal processes. At that point in history, most mothers worked at home,
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and therefore, parenting responsibilities mostly rested with mothers resulting in autism
and females being linked causally.
2.4.1.2. Social motivation theory. Social motivation “can be described as a set
of psychological dispositions and biological mechanisms biasing the individual to
preferentially orient to the social world (social orienting), to seek and take pleasure in
social interactions (social rewards), and to work to foster and maintain social bonds
(social relationships)” (Chevallier et al, 2012, p. 231). Although research evidence is
provided at a behaviourally, biological and evolutionary level (Chevallier et al., 2012),
the universality of this theory arguably falls short in explaining all of the characteristics
of autism, in that it fails to provide any explanation for restricted and repetitive patterns
of behaviour (RRBs) that are accepted as an inherent part of the condition. In addition,
subscribing to a position that asserts that all individuals with autism lack social
motivation is arguably an over-generalisation. Many individuals with autism, including
females with autism, have spoken about wanting friends, experiences of loneliness
and isolation; but not having the skills to navigate these social systems (Milner et al.,
2019; Kanfiszer et al., 2017). Furthermore, it has also been reported that females with
autism can find it particularly difficult to navigate social situations (APA, 2013) as social
demands increase, and that difficulties are due to a deficit in skills rather than low or
no social motivation.

2.4.2 Cognitive theories
Cognitive theories can be further subdivided into social cognition (i.e., theory of mind,
emotion processing or social orienting), and non-social or domain general processing
(i.e., executive dysfunction, enhanced processing of local features or abnormal
attentional processes) (Happé et al., 2006).

2.4.2.1 Social cognition. The Theory of Mind Deficit or Mindblindness
compares the performance of neurotypicals to individuals with autism and proposes
that individuals with autism do not ascribe mental states to themselves and, by
consequence, also fail to do this with others. It was originally theorised by BaronCohen, Leslie and Frith (1985) based on a small sample of autistic children, 80%, i.e.,
16 from 20, of whom failed a test designed to assess theory of mind. Unfortunately,
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Baron-Cohen et al., (1985) failed to record the number of boys and girls in the research
paper, so it is unknown if any girls were included in the study sample; calling into
question, generalisability of the findings across genders. A hierarchy of theory of mind
skills has since been proposed, and research has shown that individuals with autism
demonstrate capacity to successfully perform first order, i.e., inferences about a belief,
(Happé, 1994), and second order theory of mind skills, i.e., inferences about a belief
about a belief, (Bowler, 1992). Baron-Cohen (1989) later revised his original proposal
and proposed that difficulties associated with theory of mind in autism, reflect delays
rather than deficits. Further research would be helpful in examining the extent to which
this delay is present in the female population with autism.
The ‘Extreme Male Brain’ Theory of Autism was also pioneered by Baron-Cohen
(2002) and is a revised version of the Theory of Mind theory of autism. Baron-Cohen
(2002) categorised individuals as having different types of brains. He did this on the
basis of human sex differences of ‘empathising’ and ‘systemising’; as well as extreme
versions of these brains. ‘Empathising’ is defined as “the drive to identify another
person’s emotions and thoughts, and to respond to these with an appropriate emotion”
(Baron-Cohen, 2002, p.248). ‘Systemising’ is defined as the “drive to analyse the
variable in a system, to derive the underlying rules that govern the behaviour of a
system” (Baron-Cohen, 2002, p.248). The ‘systemising’ category is defined as the
extreme male brain, which is theorised to be the underlying cognitive style of
individuals with autism. Baron-Cohen (2002) claims that more males than females fall
into the ‘systemising’ category. However much of the research he provided,
differentiating males from females is from the 1970s, and likely to have been written
within the context of stronger gender stereotypes of that time (i.e., girls are caring and
boys like to play with cars). In accepting this theory, there is a danger of viewing autism
through a “masculine lens” (Krahne, 2012, p.95). There is also a danger that the impact
of cultural and societal expectations, and pressures on behaviours will be
underestimated (Krahne, 2012) because theories such as this perpetuate an
understanding of autism from a male perspective. This, in turn, has the potential to
negatively impact the detection of autism in the female population, as their symptoms
can be more subtle (Mussey et al., 2017). It is also important to highlight that certain
cognitive psychologists refute gender stereotyping assumed by Baron-Cohen’s
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theories, and provide research evidence challenging claims that males have greater
intrinsic aptitude for mathematics (Spelke, 2005, as cited in Krahn, 2012, p.95).

2.4.2.2 Domain general processing. Executive functioning (EF) skills are a
broadly defined function and encompass skills such as planning, working memory,
inhibition, mental flexibility, and shifting and maintaining attention. The Theory of
Executive Dysfunction, was borne out of researchers’ observations that certain profiles
of brain injuries shared similarities with autistic individuals; primarily, but not
exclusively, relating to damage to the Prefrontal Cortex. Hill (2004a) reviewed the
literature in relation to EF and autism. He concluded that it was unlikely that one
universal profile of such difficulties was linked to autism. Patterns of EF deficits have
been reported by some researchers; but there have been different research findings,
as well as different profiles; thereby ruling out a distinct pattern of EF profile for
individuals with ASD (Nyden, Gillberg, Hjelquist & Heiman,1999; Ozonoff, 1997;
Ozonoff & Jensen, 1999).
The Weak Central Coherence theory was first pioneered by Hermelin and O’
Conner in the 1960s, but has been refined over the years by researchers including
Frith and Happé (1994). This theory proposes that individuals with autism have
difficulties obtaining a sense of global coherence when processing information. Several
explanations have been put forward to determine causality, including difficulties with
generalisations (Plaistead, 2001) and narrow visual attentional focus (Mann & Walker,
2003). Positively, Happé and Frith, (2006) refined this theory to highlight that this
theory no longer purports to explain all aspects of autism; but is rather viewed as one
part of a cognitive style in autism.
The ‘broken mirror’ theory of autism is based on the idea that individuals with
autism have impairment with respect to their imitation skills. It is based on research
findings of a mirror neuron system which is less activated in individuals with autism
during particular tasks involving imitation. While this theory is interesting in terms of
increasing understanding of how autism can affect individuals, in attempting to find a
singular causal explanation for autism, it falls shorts (Southgate et al., 2012). In
addition, Dean et al., (2017) reported that girls with autism are better at masking their
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characteristics of autism via imitation within social groups. This in turn, leads one to
question how useful this theory is in aiding our understanding of more subtle
presentations of autism, arguably a presentation that may be more common in autistic
females.

2.4.3 Biological theories
With respect to biological theories of autism, there have been investigations as to
whether or not exposure to androgens prenatally is linked with the aetiology of autism.
Whitehouse et al., (2010) found a link between pragmatic language skills in girls in
middle childhood and higher levels of androgens (i.e., male hormones such as
testosterone) which were measured directly after birth. Shortcomings relating to this
research have been raised by Whitehouse et al., (2010) including the collection of
androgens immediately post birth versus the span of exposure to androgens
throughout prenatal foetal development. The researchers go on to state that this type
of study warrants further investigation but maintain that the findings highlight that
androgens impact upon postnatal behaviour. However, it is reasonable to argue, that
this assertion by Whitehouse et al., (2010) may be an oversimplification of a much
more complex process.

2.4.4 Integrative theories
Formalising theories using computational models may be a helpful way to test relevant
components of theories of autism (Austerweil, 2015) and the Bayesian framework has
been proposed as a computational framework for formalising autism theories
(Pellicano el al. 2012). “It is based on Baye’s rule, which describes how agents should
update their prior belief about something after observed evidence (Austerweil, p.367,
2015). This framework claims to be able to unite different levels of analysis of autism:
perception, cognition and social tasks; something that is likely to be very helpful given
the diversity within the condition. It is based upon the premise of the Bayesian brain.
The Bayesian brain predicts the incoming sensory inputs from the environment and
compares it with the actual inputs. Difference observed between the sensory inputs
and actual inputs are known as prediction errors. With respect to individuals with
autism, perceptual irregularities occur as a result of different levels of impairment,
relative to the balance of precision and prediction errors. Haker et al., (2016) theorise
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that prediction errors can happen at various neurobiological levels, thereby accounting
for the pronounced heterogeneity within autism. This framework is promising from the
perspective of increasing our understanding of autism in girls, in that it provides a
framework through which more subtle presentations of the condition can be
understood, in that autistic females may make fewer prediction errors. However, much
of this research is at an experimental stage and has not yet transferred to address any
clinical challenges that clinicians involved in autism assessments may be experiencing
(Haker et al., 2016).

Baron-Cohen and Swettenham (1997) proposed combining multiple theories of
autism (i.e., an integrative theory of autism) in order to best understand autism in its
less classical, more subtle forms. An integrative theory of autism (Baron-Cohen and
Swettenham, 1997) highlights the futility of selecting one theory of autism over another
and facilitates acceptance of the position, that a single causal explanation for the
condition will not be found and that multiple theories are needed for a comprehensive
understanding of autism. This approach has the potential to support more effective
diagnostic pathways for females with autism, so that narrowly focused understandings
can be discarded, and subtleties of the condition can be explored and accepted within
the context of a broader understanding.
2.4.5 Genetic theories
2.4.5.1 ‘Female protective effect’ theory. In a large-scale study investigating
whether or not there is a “female protective model” in autism, Jacquemont et al., (2014)
investigated sex-based differences at a genetic level. The sample consisted of 15,767
DNA samples from The Signature Genomic Laboratories; 9,206 males and 6,379
females, all of whom had been referred by physicians for diagnostic purposes with
queries regarding neuro-developmental disorders. Seventy-three per cent of this
sample presented with Developmental Delay (DD), Intellectual Disability (ID) and/or
autism. Findings indicated that females had a higher harmful genetic mutation burden
compared to males. In fact, Jacquemont et al., (2014) found that there was a threefold increase in harmful genetic mutations in females diagnosed with autism and
concluded that there was an increased gender liability in females for autism and that
the male brain requires milder alterations for autism to occur. It is important to consider
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that research samples only included those with neurodevelopmental disorders and/or
autism and it would be interesting to compare these findings to findings of a general
population study (Jacquemont et al., 2014) which might facilitate capturing harmful
genetic mutations, if any, in undiagnosed autistic females in the general population.
Robinson et al., (2013), looked at almost 10,000 sets of 12-year-old non-identical
twins, and reported that the twin siblings of autistic girls had greater autism
impairments, than twin siblings of autistic boys. They theorised that girls may require
greater familial aetiologic load to manifest the phenotype (Robinson et al., 2013) or to
overcome a possible female protective effect. If ‘‘females are equally at risk, in terms
of genetic predisposition, but a factor relating to genetic or hormonal sex differences
enables them to compensate for that risk. They are, therefore, less likely to manifest
the full range of autistic symptoms, as conventionally measured’’ (Skuse, 2007, p.393).
Therefore, conventional screening and diagnostic instruments may not be sufficiently
sensitive or refined to assess for autism in girls (Skuse, 2007). At the same time, it is
also important to consider that, Sandin et al., (2014) did not find any gender differences
for autism risk in their large-scale study investigating familial study of heritability. This
highlights that research in this area is inconclusive.
In a review of sex differences in autism, Ferri et al., (2018) identified two specific
models that form part of Female Protective Effect Theory. More specifically, they
referred to the greater variability model which “states that males exhibit greater genetic
variability, allowing for an increased incidence but decreased severity of ASD”. He
also referred to the “liability-threshold model, which states that females who meet
diagnostic threshold for ASD will carry a higher mutational load than males, and that
relatives of females with ASD are more likely to be effected than relatives of males with
ASD (Ferri et al., 2018, p. 2). Ferri et al., (2018) also suggested “that possessing a Y
chromosome, in the case of males, is a risk factor for neurodevelopmental disorders,
and/or having a second chromosome is protective in the case of females” (p. 4). These
hypotheses imply that when autism affects females, they experience significant
difficulties; as well as implying that females also have a genetic protective factor.
However, this may contribute to perpetuating an idea that when females have autism,
they are more severely affected and clinicians may then be at risk of overlooking autism
in its more subtle presentations.
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2.4.6 Neurobiological theories
A number of different research studies have given rise to the idea that autism is
characterised by atypical neural connectivity, rather than by a discrete set of atypical
brain regions” (Lai et.al, 2014, p. 903). Alaerts et al., (2016) investigated if there were
any differences between neural expression in males and females. Forty-two males and
42 females with autism were included in the experimental group and 75 males and 75
females without autism were included in the control group. Alaerts et al., (2016) found
that males and females showed a differential neural expression of autism. Males with
autism were shown to have highly consistent patterns of hypo-connectivity (compared
to typical males); whilst females were shown to have highly consistent patterns of
hyper-connectivity (compared to typical females). The researchers hypothesised that
differences between males and females with autism is due to sexual differentiation as
opposed to masculinisation in both genders. However, because of the relatively small
sample size, it is difficult to generalise from these findings.
The ‘Amygdala Theory of Autism’ theorises that individuals with autism have
amygdala deficits. The amygdala is located in the temporal lobe of the brain and is
thought to form part of the limbic system. It is associated with steering an individual
through the social world via their social intelligence. Baron-Cohen et. al. (2000)
reviewed evidence to establish if individuals with autism have amygdala deficits.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) results suggested that the amygdala
area of the brain was not activated in autistic individuals during tasks in which gender
had to be identified based on photographs of males’ and females’ eyes. Other areas
of the brain were activated instead. The Amygdala Theory of Autism subscribes to the
belief that characteristics typically, or even traditionally, associated with males as
opposed to females (i.e., that of poorer social intelligence) contribute to shaping the
definition of autism. At the same time, it is important to consider that a total of only
eighteen participants were included in the study (i.e., six individuals with autism, four
males and two females; 12 twelve individuals without autism, six males and six
females). This limited sample size, with significantly less females compared to males,
makes it difficult to generalise from this study.
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2.4.7 Neurodiversity
Many theories of autism are based upon a deficit-based perspective; hence the reason
this section of the literature review primarily focuses on such theories. In recent years,
this approach to understanding autism has been challenged; and there is a shift from
understanding autism through the lens of a medical-model of disability towards a social
model of disability. Arguably, this shift in understanding is best encapsulated by the
neurodiversity movement. Neurodiversity was mostly used by civil and human rights
movements in the 1990s (Masataka, 2017) with its initiations taking root for people with
autism within the online community (Kapp et al., 2014). This movement celebrates
deficits as differences and for many of its proponents investigating causes and
potential cures for autism is rejected, in favour of acceptance. The term was first
thought to have been used, in relation to autism, by Judy Singer, an Australian Social
Scientist with autism in 1998 (Baron-Cohen, 2017). Baron-Cohen (2017) refers to
Steve Siberman’s book Neurotribes as the manifesto for this movement (Silberman,
2015). However, in the first public talk on autism in 1938, Hans Asperger highlighted
his therapeutic goal in supporting children with autism. He said “Our therapeutic goal
must be to teach the person how to bear their difficulties, not to eliminate them for him,
but to train the person to cope with special challenges with special strategies; to make
the person aware not that they are ill, but that they are responsible for their lives.” (as
cited in Silberman, 2014, p. 138-9). On the basis of this assertion, one might argue that
Hans Asperger set the wheels in motion for the neurodiversity movement. In a bid to
explore opposition between the medical model and the neurodiversity movement with
respect to autism, an online survey was conducted by Kapp et al., (2014). Participants
included autistic people, relatives and friends of autistic people and those with no
specified relation to autism. Results indicated that participants with autism were less
likely to be concerned with finding causes for their autism, compared to parents. In
contrast to this, but to a certain extent unsurprisingly, results also indicated that
participants with autism were more likely to attribute their autism to biological reasons
which is framed within the context of the medical model of disability as opposed to
framing causes as being socially constructed as within the Social Model of Disability
(Kapp et al., 2014). It is important to note that the selection process for the
questionnaire of Kapp et al. (2014) was unsystematic in that certain populations were
not targeted, thereby highlighting the need to interpret the results with caution. Of note,
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most of the respondents were female (i.e., 68.6%) which may also have implications
for findings.

2.5 Conclusion
In Chapter Two, a short history of autism and autism epidemiology has been described.
Theories of autism with a particular emphasis on explaining autism in girls has also
been described. In the next chapter, research literature pertaining to the components
of autism assessments, with a particular emphasis on assessing autism in girls is
presented. More specifically, this includes research literature pertaining to international
classification systems, autism assessment instruments, sex/gender differences
relating to the core features of autism, recognising the signs and symptoms of autism,
clinical guidance documents and psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism.
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Chapter Three: Components of the Autism Assessment
3.1 Introduction
In this section of the literature review, research literature relating to the components of
the autism assessment, with a particular emphasis on autism in females, is presented.
It is important to note that there is some overlap between the research literature
pertaining to Section 3.3: Assessment instruments’ and 3.4 Core feature of autism:
Sex/gender differences’ as standardised autism assessment instruments are used in
research studies to investigate core features of autism.

3.2 International classification systems
Since Kanner’s first systematic description of autism in 1943, researchers continue to
revise definitions of autism, as knowledge and understanding of autism is shaped and
informed by research studies. Presently the most widely referenced formal definitions
of autism are contained in the neurodevelopmental sections of the American
Psychiatric Association’s (APA) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) and the
World Health Organisation’s (WHO) International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
systems. In the absence of gold standard biomarkers, classification of autism is acutely
challenging, given its heterogeneous nature. Classification systems attempt to bridge
this gap, and are designed to define psychiatric disorders and identify associated
characteristics.

Criteria included in the international classification systems are based upon how
a disorder is understood and described within the research literature. Skuse (2018)
reports that, conventionally, a psychiatric diagnosis is judged according to three
criteria: reliability, clinical utility and validity; and it is likely that in meeting these criteria,
inclusion within an international classification system is ensured. Skuse (2018)
provides evidence for reliability (Spitzer et al., 1978) and clinical utility (Lord et al.,
2012), but highlights the problems that autism, as a psychiatric diagnosis, has in
meeting the criteria for validity as a result of the heterogeneous nature of autism. Skuse
(2018) also highlight the challenges associated with the commonalities autism shares
with other disorders and attempts made to define these disorders as discrete
categories. Issues with validity are particularly relevant for girls with autism, because
it is likely that “current defining (DSM) criteria are still mainly based on male
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characteristics” (Tillman et al., 2018) which results in females being at a greater risk of
autism diagnoses being missed (Dworzynski et al., 2012; Rivet & Matson, 2011).

3.2.1 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
Autism was first referred to as a distinct disorder in the DSM-III (APA, 1980) and was
defined as infantile autism. Prior to this, the term autism and other derivatives had only
been used in relation to childhood schizophrenia. It was subsequently referred to as
autistic disorder in DSM-III-R (APA, 1987) and the definition of autism, within this
revision, was broadened significantly. Sixteen criteria relating to the triad of
impairments (Wing & Gould, 1979) were referred to (i.e., social interaction, social
communication and social imagination). Individuals suspected of having autism were
required to have a minimum of two difficulties in all three areas, and a minimum of eight
difficulties overall. Mutism, echolalia, and repetitive stereotyped behaviours were also
observed. The age of onset was increased to 36 months, and if onset occurred
thereafter, it was to be referred to as “childhood onset”. No reference was made to
gender. DSM-IV (APA, 1999) and DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) continued to refer to autism
as autistic disorder, but introduced different categories, namely Asperger’s syndrome,
Rett’s Disorder, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder and Pervasive Developmental
Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS). Both DSM-IV (APA, 1999) and DSMIV-TR (APA, 2000) continued to use the triad of impairments, but reduced the number
of criteria with respect to each subcategory of autism spectrum disorders. Again, no
reference was made to autism in females.

The most recent classification of autism included in DSM-5 (APA, 2013) has
eliminated sub-categories for autism; most likely because of the lack of consistency
between clinicians’ use of various categories. In DSM-5 (APA, 2013), historic traits
associated with autism are now viewed as part of the diagnostic formulation, and social
communication and social interaction deficits were amalgamated as one category.
DSM-5 is the first version to make reference to “gender-related diagnostic issues”
(APA, 2013). Although, only two lines of reference are made; they are nonetheless
significant in highlighting that the ratio of males to females in autism (i.e., 4:1) may
reflect an underdiagnosis of autism in females, particularly for those without an
intellectual disability. In a systematic literature review and meta-analysis of the effect
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of DSM-5 (APA, 2013) on autism diagnoses, Kulage et al., (2014) reported that several
studies have found that DSM-5 (APA, 2013) criteria have lower sensitivity rates
compared to specificity rates (Gibbs et al., 2012, McPartland et al., 2012, Worley &
Matson, 2012 as cited in Kulage et al., 2014). Sensitivity is defined by Norris and
Lecavalier (2010) as the “percentage of true cases correctly identified by a screen;
rates of 70-80% are the accepted standard” (p. 266). They also provide a definition for
specificity as “the ability of the test to identify those individuals who do not have the
condition…the percentage of non-cases correctly identified; this value should be close
to 80% or higher” (p. 266). It is reasonable to consider that decreased sensitivity levels
may result in missed diagnoses in females with autism, in that criteria may not be
sufficiently sensitive to detect autism when it manifests more subtly.

3.2.2 International Classification of Diseases (ICD)
The World Health Organisation (WHO) (2018) reports that the history of ICD has its
roots in the late 1800s, with the publication of International List of Causes of Death, by
the International Statistical Institute in 1893. In 1948, the publication was handed over
to the WHO, when the organisation came into being, and it published the 6th version,
ICD-6. The purpose of ICD is to monitor the health of the population and to make
resource allocation plans (WHO, 2018). Table 3.1 shows how autism has been defined
and revised in the various ICD publications.

Table 3.1: Diagnostic labels for autism spectrum disorder in ICD
Version
Diagnoses and subtypes
ICD 8 (1967) Schizophrenia
Infantile Autism
ICD-9 (1977) Psychoses with origins specific to childhood
Infantile autism
Disintegrative psychosis
Other
Unspecified
ICD-10
Pervasive Developmental Disorders
(1993)
Childhood autism
Asperger’s syndrome
Atypical autism
Other Pervasive Developmental Disorders
Pervasive developmental disorders (unspecified)
Other childhood disintegrative disorder
Rett’s syndrome
Overactive disorder with mental retardation and stereotyped movements
Source: ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder: Defining Dimensions and Subgroups’ O. Ousley and T.
Cermak (2014). Current Developmental Disorder Reports, 1(1), 20-28.
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In 2018, ICD-11 (WHO, 2018) was published, which saw a revision of autism
classification which brought it more in line with DSM-5 (APA, 2013), primarily in
eliminating sub-categories for autism.

ICD-11 (WHO, 2018) also refers to two

categories of impairment (i.e., social communication and social interaction, and
restricted interests and inflexible patterns of behaviour). In relation to autistic females,
ICD-11 (WHO, 2018) states that some individuals with autism are capable of
functioning adequately by making an exceptional effort to compensate for their
difficulties at different developmental stages. It builds on this by stating that such
sustained effort may be more typical of females, and this can have a harmful effect on
mental health. ICD-11 (WHO, 2018) also refers to other disorders that share
boundaries with autism (e.g., intellectual disability or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), and notes that these comorbid conditions can often be how autism
initially manifests in the individual. The guidelines do not elaborate specifically on how
this might manifest in females; however, the inclusion of this guidance is nonetheless
helpful.

3.2.3 Application of diagnostic criteria from classification systems
Autism as a definition has broadened significantly over the past seven decades (Rutter,
2005); and the growing awareness of autism in females, is reflected in international
classification systems. At the same time, interpretation of autism criteria as set out by
classification systems, is entirely dependent on the clinician performing the
assessment, and as such, needs to be described and accepted as a subjective process
(Laidler, 2005). Haney (2016) commented that diagnostic criteria are guidelines at
best, and in light of this, “the larger issue may not be whether diagnostic criteria are
biased [towards males] but rather whether evaluators can recognize and advocate for
accurate diagnoses in females who have autism spectrum conditions.

Doing so

requires practitioners who are able to apply diagnostic criteria critically and to selfreflect about their own gender stereotypes.” (Haney, 2016, p. 402). This is in line with
the guidelines issued in DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000), which emphasises that the criteria
and descriptions are meant to be employed by individuals with appropriate clinical
training and experience and not applied prescriptively by untrained individuals (Wing
et al., 2011). With this in mind, it is likely that further research is required to explore if
and how psychologists do this, with a particular emphasis on identifying autism in girls.
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Hiller et al., (2014) explored patterns of teacher and parent reporting with respect to
DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) and DSM-5 (APA, 2013) criteria in 69 boys and 69 girls with
high-functioning autism. No differences were noted in the broad diagnostic criteria.
However, results suggested some key areas that might make autism more difficult to
indentify in girls, as per the criteria. For example, some behaviours in girls were not as
impaired as clinicians might expect for a ’typical’ autism profile. Girls also presented
with less restricted and repetitive behaviours. These findings highlight that autism can
present differently in females and may be more subtle. Therefore, how psychologists
and other clincians apply diagnostic criteria needs to be investigated further.

3.3 Assessment instruments
Early assessment instruments used Kanner’s autism as a basis for design and, since
that time, classification systems have been used to inform the design of assessment
instruments, in that definitions of autism as described by classification systems (i.e.,
DSM and ICD). Charman et al., (2013) highlighted that “screening and diagnostic
instruments help clinicians least, in the cases where they are most in want of direction,
as their accuracy will always be lower for marginal cases” (p. 52). This is because
instruments are validated on a broad, as opposed to a narrow, phenotype (Charman
et al., (2013). In fact, the ‘Assessment, diagnosis and interventions for autism spectrum
disorders: A national clinical guideline’ Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
(SIGN, 2016) query whether instruments used are sufficiently sensitive to identify
characteristics of autism in females, and conclude that autism in females can be
misdiagnosed.

3.3.1 Screening instruments
Screening instruments can be defined as being broad or narrow focused. Broad
focused

or

general

developmental

screening

instruments

focus

on

other

developmental concerns and not just autism, and are sometimes referred to as Level
1 screening, e.g., Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL: Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001).
Narrow focused screening instruments, as the name suggests, focus on screening for
developmental issues solely related to autism. These are sometimes referred to as
Level 2 screening instruments, e.g., Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ;
Norris & Lecavalier, 2010). Screening instruments are different from diagnostic
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measures in that they “typically require less time, training, and experience to
administer, and the results of screening measures indicate levels of risk for disability
rather than provide a diagnosis” (Ibanez et al., 2014, p. 587). While it is beyond the
scope of this literature review to examine all research literature pertaining to every
screening

instrument,

general

information

pertaining

to

these

instruments,

psychometric properties, and sex/gender differences relating to screening instruments,
will be explored.

Professional bodies in America and England take very different positions in
relation to the use of screening instruments. The American Academy of Neurology
(Filipek et al., 2000) and the American Academy of Pediatrics (Johnson et al., 2007)
recommend routine use of screening instruments at general developmental checks for
all children. This is in spite of the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) (Siu,
2016) highlighting that evidence for the efficacy of screening instruments is limited.
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence Clinical Guidelines 170 (NICE
CG, 2011) and the UK National Screening Committee (NSC, 2012) concluded that
there was insufficient evidence to recommend any ASD-specific screening instrument.
In addition, the UK NSC also recommend against the use of a systematic population
screening programme, on the basis that no screening instrument is sufficiently
sensitive and specific for nationwide surveillance. In the Republic of Ireland (ROI), the
HSE Autism Diagnostic Protocol (2018) refers to screening instruments being less
effective with higher-functioning individuals with autism, and that overall results need
to be interpreted with caution. The ‘Psychological Society of Ireland: Best Practice
Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders for
Children and Adolescents (PSI, 2010) do not offer guidance or recommendations with
respect to the use of screening instruments.

3.3.1.1 Psychometric properties. The psychometric properties of sensitivity
and specificity relating to screening instruments can be used to determine
effectiveness. There are negative implications for selecting higher rates of sensitivity
over specificity and vice versa. More specifically, low sensitivity rates may result in
delayed access to the initiation of early intervention (Kanne et al., 2018) or missed
diagnoses.

While low specificity may be associated with considerable emotional
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implications for families engaging in assessments for autism, as well as increasing
costs for under-resourced services that have increasingly longer waiting lists (Kanne
et al., 2018) or perhaps misdiagnoses. Positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) are additional psychometric properties that are considered
when evaluating instruments. PPV refers to the number of children correctly identified
as having the disorder; whilst NPV refers to the number of children correctly identified
as not having the disorder, within a given sample. PPV and NPV range from 0.0 to 1.0
and higher values indicate greater levels of accuracy. PPV and NPV also vary
depending on the sample. For example, the PPV value increases and NPV decreases
in a clinical autism setting because there are more children with autism in the sample;
the opposite occurs in a general population study (Ibanez et al., 2014).

Research literature has invariably indicated that autism screening instruments
have less than acceptable rates of sensitivity and specificity. For example, different
sensitivity (i.e., 0.54 to 0.92) and specificity (i.e.,0.45 to 0.96) rates have been reported
for the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ; Norris & Lecavelier, 2010) which
is frequently referred to in the research literature (Charman et al., 2007; Corsello et al.,
2007; Eaves et al., 2006a; Eaves et al., 2006b; Lee et al., 2007; Oesterling et al., 2010;
Snow et al., 2008; Ung et al., 2016: Wei et al., 2015; Wiggins et al., 2007; Witwer et
al., 2007). Corsello et al., (2007) found that the SCQ had lower rates of sensitivity
among autistic children with higher IQ scores and milder symptoms, which is likely to
be relevant for higher functioning girls with suspected autism. Corsello et al., (2007)
also found that females in an ASD group, which included atypical autism, Asperger’s
syndrome, Fragile X and Rett’s syndrome, scored below the recommended cut-off of
15 for the SCQ (mean score of 13.9), compared to their male counterparts (mean score
of 19.9) indicating that the recommended SCQ cut-off score may need to be adjusted
when screening for autism in females.

It is worth noting that in all studies investigating the efficacy of screening
instruments, there are a higher proportion of males in population samples. For
example, in research studies investigating the SCQ, there are consistently fewer
females in all of the research study samples (e.g., Charman et al., 2015: 70% male;
Corsello et al., 2007: 78% male; Eaves et al., 2006: 79% male; Ung et al., 2016: 86.6%
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male). Although this pattern is expected, given gender ratios, a lower representation
of females in samples, may perpetuate lower efficacy rates of screening instruments
when used with females, particularly if one subscribes to the position that autism
presents differently in females. Smaller numbers of females in samples also results “in
limited statistical power to detect small to moderate effects” (Tillman et al., 2018, p.
2,491).

Chlebowski et al., (2013) conducted a large-scale study (n=18,989)
investigating the M-CHAT (Robins et al., 1999b) and M-CHAT Follow up (Robins et al.,
1999b) in toddlers aged between 16 and 30 months. The M-CHAT is an autism
screening instrument with 20 questions that require yes/no answers and designed to
detect autism in toddlers aged between 16 and 30 months. The M-CHAT follow-up is
a two-stage screening instrument. At the first stage the parents complete the screening
questionnaire which is subsequently scored. During the second stage, more detailed
information relating to failed screening items is sought from parents, via a semistructured interview. A total of 1,737 toddlers screened positive on the M-CHAT; 1,295
completed further follow up and a further 272 continued to screen positive and were
referred for evaluation. Ninety-two children from 272 received a diagnosis of autism;
60 received a non-ASD diagnosis, 15 had other developmental difficulties and four had
typical development. These outcomes were used to determine the PPV for initial MCHAT screening which was identified as 0.06; and a PPV of 0.53 for the M-CHAT
combined with telephone follow-up. The different PPV values quoted highlights the
limited psychometric properties of the M-CHAT particularly when it is used without
follow-up. All of these research findings highlight the need for psychologists to be
informed as to the efficacy of screening instruments when using them.

A validation study of the Modified Checklist for Autism Revised with Follow-Up
(M-CHAT R/F) was conducted by Robins et al., (2014) in two states in the USA (i.e.,
Atlanta and Connecticut). In the study, toddlers (n=16,071) were screened at 18- and
24-month developmental checks. Parents of toddlers at risk on M-CHAT-R completed
follow-up, and those who continued to show risk were evaluated. These findings were
used to investigate sensitivity and specificity rates of the M-CHAT R/F. When the MCHAT R/F cut-off was greater than or equal to two, sensitivity and specificity rates were
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0.96 and 0.56 respectively. When the cut-off was greater than or equal to three,
sensitivity and specificity rates of 0.73 and 0.89 respectively were reported. These
findings again highlight that sensitivity and specificity rates of this screening instrument
are below par which is concerning, particularly if results are being used to inform
decision-making in relation to further evaluation for autism.

3.3.1.2 Gender/sex differences and screening instruments. In a preliminary
study, Kopp and Gillberg (2011) attempted to develop and validate an extension of the
Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ) so as to be more sensitive to “the
phenotype of autism in females” (ASSQ-REV). The ASSQ-REV consists of 27
items/statements and is scored using a likert scale (i.e., not true, somewhat true and
certainly true). One hundred and ninety-one individuals, aged 6–16 years, were
included in the study which consisted of three subgroups: clinic girls (n = 71); clinic
boys (n = 62), and community girls (n = 58). Findings indicated that certain single
ASSQ-REV items were more typical of autistic girls, compared to boys, e.g., avoids
demands, very determined, careless with physical appearance and dress, and
interacts mostly with younger children. However, the findings were not statistically
significant and the items were not better at capturing autism in girls (Kopp & Gillberg,
2011). At the same time, the researchers did highlight that further research focusing
upon gender-based specific assessment tools is an important future goal for
researchers.

Grove et al., (2017) explored sex differences using the Autism Spectrum
Quotient (AQ; Baron Cohen et al., 2001). The AQ is a screening questionnaire with 50
items and is scored using a likert scale (i.e., definitely agree, slightly agree, slightly
disagree and definitely disagree). The AQ-10 or the short-form version of the AQ has
ten items and is also scored using a likert scale. Participants (n=550), aged between
16 and 77 years with a diagnosis of autism, completed the AQ short form; 265 males
and 285 females; and the majority of participants had an above average IQ. Findings
indicated that, for the most part, the structure of the autism phenotype, as measured
by this instrument, was the same for males and females. However, two items were
noted to be biased towards females (i.e., social behaviour items) and researchers
suggested that perhaps females are more aware of their social difficulties or the bias
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may have been affected by recency effects in that the mean time from date of diagnosis
was shorter for females compared to males, making females more aware of their
difficulties. Males also reported more repetitive behaviours than females. However, on
the whole, the factor structure was highly comparable with almost equivalent levels of
severity reported for males and females affected by autism. It is worth noting that these
findings pertain to older children and adults and might reflect similarities in profiles of
adults with autism rather than younger children.

In their investigation of the sensitivity and specificity of particular The Diagnostic
Interview for Social and Communication Disorders (DISCO; Wing, 2006), Carrington
et al., (2015) identified 14 items from the DISCO which were found to be highly
discriminative for autism screening. Of particular interest, is how the authors refer to
the 14-item set as ‘sign-posting’ autism diagnoses via guiding “clinicians in selecting
an age-appropriate diagnostic pathway when first assessing cases where a concern
has been raised” (Carrington et al., 2015, p. 46). Defining the process as ‘sign-posting’
rather than ‘screening’ is likely to facilitate a pathway that is inclusionary rather than
exclusionary in nature. This type of pathway may be more favourable to autistic
females.

3.3.2 Diagnostic instruments
Considering the heterogeneity of autism and that it emerges in early childhood and
presents differently across the lifespan, it is extraordinarily complex for autism
diagnostic instruments to be specifically precise in identifying “well-defined behaviours
that are necessary and sufficient for diagnoses” (Lord, Pickles, DiLavore & Shulman,
1996; Volkmar et al., 1994 as cited in Lord et al., 2014). Autism diagnostic instruments
have two formats; observational or care-giver interview. Examples of autism caregiver interviews include the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003), the DISCO (Wing, 2006); and
The Developmental, Dimensional and Diagnostic Interview (3di; Skuse et al., 2004).
The most commonly used observational instrument is the Autism Diagnostic
Observation Schedule Second Edition (ADOS-2: Lord et al., 2012). Both the ADI-R
(Rutter et al., 2003) and the ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012) are often referred to as the
“gold standard in research protocols and have become widely known among clinical
professionals” (Corsello et al., 2007, p. 179). These instruments are also the best
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evaluated standardised diagnostic instruments for evaluating suspected autism
(Zander et al., 2015). However, “diagnostic instruments are most needed for children
and adults who do not fall within the most easily recognised prototype…such as
those…with milder symptom presentation” (Lord et al., 2014), but as previously
mentioned, they help clinicians least in the cases they are most in want of direction
(Charman et al., 2013). This is particularly relevant for females with autism who are
likely to fall outside of the most easily recognised prototype.

DSM-5 (APA, 2013) acknowledges the significance of clinicians using
behavioural standardised diagnostic instruments in autism assessments and
recommends the use of questionnaires, caregiver interviews and observation
measures, so as to improve reliability in autism diagnoses over time and between
clinicians (Zander et al., 2015). However, in a systematic review of a number of clinical
guidance documents (CGD), both Penner et al., (2017) and Hayes et al., (2018)
highlighted that recommendations relating to the use of diagnostic instruments were
varied with respect to key operational recommendations. Hayes et al., (2018) went on
to recommend a clearer framework with respect to diagnostic tools and processes as
being very helpful for practitioners.
3.3.2.1 Psychometric properties. Lord et al., (2014) refer to ‘validity’ as the
most important aspect of a diagnostic instrument and define it as the extent to which
the instrument measures autism as described by diagnostic criteria. Zander et al.,
(2015) investigated the validity of the new ADI-R algorithms (Rutter et al., 2003) and
the ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012) and found that the ADOS-2 was superior to the ADI-R
in terms of diagnostic accuracy, but that the best diagnostic validity was generated by
the combination of the ADI-R and the ADOS-2. Frazier and Hardan (2017) evaluated
whether autism constructs of the ADI-R and the SRS-2 parent report (Constantino &
Gruberer, 2012) yielded comparable scores, across males and females with autism. A
total of 2,643 children with a diagnosis of autism from the Simons Simplex Collection
(SSC) were included in the study; 352 females and 2,291 males. Findings indicated
that females without comorbid ID had substantially lower levels of restricted interests.
The authors recommended further research so as to establish if assessment
instruments needed to be revised in light of this finding. No other autism construct
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indicated measurement bias in relation to gender. The SSC sample was a singleincidence family sample (i.e., one child with autism) and tended to have families of
higher socio-economic status. Therefore, it may not be representative of all families
with autism which limits generalisability (Frazier & Hardan, 2017). In addition to this,
the number of females included in the study is significantly lower than the number of
males; and all females included already had a diagnosis of autism. Tierney et al.,
(2016) and Bargiela (2017) highlight concerns relating to this issue of circularity, in
that, typically, participants in the sample have previously received a diagnosis of
autism. Therefore, undiagnosed autistic females are not included, which in turn,
highlights the need for more general population studies in autism research.

Reliability is another psychometric property that can be used to evaluate
diagnostic instruments. It is the degree to which an instrument is free from
measurement errors. In a review of diagnostic assessment instruments, Lord et al.,
(2014) reported adequate to high levels of reliability for the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003)
and the ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012). However, reliability of the DISCO (Wing, 2006)
was variable which may need to be understood within the context of the original design
use for the DISCO, i.e., to assess a child’s development in different areas rather than
to be used discriminatively in order to categorise (Lord et al., 2014). Corsello et al.,
(2007) also investigated rates of sensitivity and specificity with respect to the Autism
Diagnostic Observation-Generic (ADOS-G; Lord et al., 2000) when used alongside
parental screening measures (i.e., SCQ & MCHAT) with 2-year-olds. Findings
indicated that when the ADOS-G was used alone, it had relatively high rates of
sensitivity and specificity (i.e., 0.84 and 0.80 respectively). However, the gender ratio
included in the autism sample was 4:1 and there were also considerably more males
in a non-autism group (i.e., 81% male). This, in turn, may make it difficult to consider
these psychometric properties as being relevant for autistic females.
3.3.2.2 Gender/sex differences and diagnostic instruments. A number of
studies have found no significant sex differences using standardised diagnostic
instruments i.e., ADOS (Lord et al., 2000) and the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003; Holtmann
et al., 2007). Other researchers have reported some differences (Lai et al., 2015;
Kirkovski et al., 2013). Despite similar screening rates for boys and girls, Duvekot et
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al., (2017) found that girls were less likely to receive an autism diagnosis based on
standardised diagnostic instruments which, in turn, may mean that girls with autism
are at risk of being under-identified using current diagnostic instruments (Dukekot et
al., 2017). The researchers recommended further exploration as to why this is the case
and whether or not it might be beneficial to adapt diagnostic instruments to improve
identification of autism in females (e.g., provide examples characteristic of girls). This
is of particular relevance, when one considers that in the Republic of Ireland, access
to clinical or educational supports is often dependent upon clinicians using
standardised autism assessment instruments to diagnose autism (e.g., access to
special classes for children with autism or to clinical services for children with autism).

Beggiato et al., (2017) explored the ways that girls with autism scored on the
ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) compared to boys with autism. Gender differences were
noted with respect to six ADI-R items, four of which are included in the diagnostic
algorithm (i.e., range of facial expression used to communicate, imaginative play,
circumscribed interests and unusual preoccupations). The researchers argued that if
assessment instruments “do not take gender differences in clinical presentation into
account in their diagnostic algorithms, this is likely going to contribute to underrecognition of ASD in females (Beggiato et al., 2017, p. 684). Although there were
fewer females included in the sample (i.e., n=2,310, females= 464), arguably there
were sufficient numbers to identify statistically significant patterns. This, in turn,
highlights the importance of clinicians, including psychologists being mindful of the
limitations associated with standardised assessment instruments.

Using a community-based clinic sample (n=679; 113 females), Mussey et al.,
(2017) found that females with higher verbal IQ scores tended to have lower scores in
the ADOS-G module 2 and 3 (Lord et al., 2000), with higher scores on the ADOS-G
being indicative of autism. This suggests that gender differences and subtle social
communication difficulties may not be adequately captured by current diagnostic
instruments. Duvekot et al., (2017) also suggested that restricted and repetitive
patterns of behaviour (RRBs) in girls are qualitatively different and may not be picked
up by current instruments. It is essential that psychologists involved in autism
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assessments, whilst investigating these core difficulties, are aware of how RRBs may
manifest differently in females with autism, compared to males.

In a large-scale multi-site study (n=2,684) examining sex and age differences
using the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) and the ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012), Tillman et al.,
(2018) found lower levels of early childhood RRBs in females, compared to males.
There were no reported gender differences with respect to social communication
difficulties as per the ADI-R and ADOS-2. However, there are a number of factors that
may have impacted upon this finding in that it was primarily Module 1 of the ADOS-2
which was used. Arguably this module examines lower order social communication
skills when compared to Module 3 of the ADOS, which takes on a more interview style
with children, and explores their perspectives on a range of social communication
difficulties, e.g., emotions, relationships. Coupled with this, it is also important to
consider that the ADI-R is based upon parent/care-givers’ perspective on difficulties
and there is always the chance that parents may report symptoms differently in boys
compared to girls (Tillman et al., 2018).

Wilson et al., (2016) highlighted sex differences in adult males and females
referred for autism assessments. They found that males had significantly more RRBs
than females and as per DSM-IV (APA, 2000) classification of autism, they also found
that males with full ASD (i.e., childhood autism, Asperger’s syndrome and highfunctioning autism) had more severe socio-communicative difficulties compared to
females. In contrast, females with partial ASD, i.e., Pervasive Developmental Disorder
- Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) and atypical autism, had more severe sociocommunicative difficulties compared to males. These reported differences highlight
that there may be particular heterogenic manifestations of autism related to sex/gender
that may not be captured by diagnostic instruments. In addition, diagnostic instruments
may not address “differences in specific symptom severity and core-symptoms
profile…[and]…females may again be at a disadvantage in terms of fulfilling criterion
and being adequately diagnosed” (Wilson et al., 2016, p. 817).

Harrison et al., (2017) examined the role of gender on social and behavioural
ratings within the ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012). Although the findings indicated that item-
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level bias with respect to gender was not apparent, a number of pertinent suppositions
were put forward by the researchers. Of particular relevance to this research study, is
the consideration that autism assessment instruments are designed “to identify social
deficits through a comparison to operationally-defined normative social behaviour
(Harrison et al., 2017, p. 2771). However, if the operationally defined normative social
behaviour is based upon Western males, there is a possibility that gender based biases
are inherent in assessment instruments used (Harrison et al., 2017). Although no
gender bias was identified, the researchers issued caution due to the selected items
included in the study; as well as the low number of girls in the sample (Harrison et.
2017). In addition to this, the data was collected from families who self-referred to a
university setting and consideration has to be given to undiagnosed autistic girls with
autism in the community who are excluded from research studies.

3.3.3 Respondents
Carrington et al., (2015) highlight that parent report measures can be vulnerable to
under- or over-reporting and that respondents may also misunderstand written
questions and “therefore provide responses that are not a true representation of the
behaviour” (p.46). Hiller et al., (2016) also found that if a teacher expressed no
concerns about a child who went to on receive a diagnosis of autism, the child was 13
times more likely to be a girl. Zander et al (2015) talks about societal awareness of
autism in countries outside of the United States of America (USA) when considering
lower scores on the Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised (ADI-R; Rutter et al., 2003)
in a Swedish sample, compared to an American sample. Research findings also
demonstrated that ADI-R parent reports of certain aspects of behaviour can vary and
change over time; whilst other reports are more reliable (Lord et al., 2014). Lord et al.,
(1995) investigated the use of the ADI (LeCouteur et al., 1994) and found that autism
was missed in 10% of two-year-olds, because parents did not report sufficiently
abnormal repetitive behaviours during the interview, even though these behaviours
were observed during the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al
1989). It is important for psychologists involved in autism assessments to be aware of
the potential implications these findings may have in detecting autism in children.
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3.4 Core features of autism: Sex/gender differences
The DISCO Team (2017) who are based at The Lorna Wing Centre for Autism note
that there is an increasing awareness that girls and women on the autism spectrum
are being missed, and highlight the need for clinicians to consider the extent to which
females with autism present differently to males. In a systematic review and metaanalysis of toy preference research, Davis and Hines (2020) reported that boys
preferred boy related toys e.g.vehicles, and girls preferred girls related toys e.g. dolls.
Parenting approaches with respect to gender may also contribute to gender
differences, in that research findings have suggested that parents use more supportive
and emotional language with females (Flannagan & Perese, 1998), whilst encouraging
more autonomy and independence in their sons (Pomerantz & Ruble, 1998 as cited in
Kreiser et al., 2014). Attwood (2006) also claimed that because of gender-based
expectations, females with autism displaying social difficulties or unusual social
behaviour may be perceived as being overly shy or passive or socially immature.

Hartung and Widiger (1998) (as cited in Haney et al., 2016) commented that if
symptom expression of a particular disorder differs by gender, the development of
diagnostic criteria will be biased toward the gender that externalizes the behaviour
maladaptively. Research has shown that males with autism are increasingly more likely
to present with externalising behaviour (Kopp & Gillberg, 1992), so perhaps diagnostic
criteria are more informed by autism in males. Interestingly, Constantino (2017)
discusses a shift from initial beliefs that sex ratio differences were as a result of autism
being different in males and females “to the more likely scenario that males and
females categorically differ in their susceptibility to reaching a (common) diagnostic
threshold in the setting of pathogenic risk” (p. 769). In a systematic review and metaanalysis of male-to-female autism ratios, Loomes et al., (2017) found that autism in
girls was more likely to be missed, compared to boys, due to diagnostic gender bias.
The researchers went on to highlight the need “to formulate and counter the gender
bias that leads to some girls with autism missing out on a timely diagnosis and the
accompanying support” (p. 471).

3.4.1 Core features: social Communication and restricted and repetitive behaviours
International classification systems identify the core features of autism as social
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communication difficulties, and restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour (RRBs)
and there is conflicting evidence as to whether or not these behavioural markers
present differently in autistic females compared to autistic males. For example,
Holtmann et al., (2007) found no gender differences in a small sample of 23 highfunctioning males and 23 high-functioning females, with autism with respect to core
differences using the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003), ADOS-G (Lord et al., 2000) and the
CBCL (Achenback & Rescorla, 2001). The mean age of the sample was 11 years and
9 months.

In exploring sex/gender differences based on parents as respondents in autism
assessments with school-aged boys and girls with autism, Sutherland et al., (2017)
noted that there were few differences reported, regarding communication strengths
and difficulties. Boys were noted to be more communicative if it related to a topic of
interest; but both genders were described as being similarly ‘chatty’. In relation to social
interaction strengths and difficulties, both genders were described as having difficulties
understanding social cues (>76%) and 70% had difficulties in group settings. No
differences were noted regarding special interests or repetitive behaviours, but
differences were noted in the types of special interest linked to gender (i.e., girls
showed more interest in animals and art; whilst boys were more interested in dinosaurs
and transportation). Similar numbers of boys and girls displayed repetitive behaviours.
In terms of the quality of the research study, parents were invited to participate via
social media and no diagnostic ascertainment occurred apart from parents indicating
that their child had autism which may impact the reliability of research findings. The
sample consisted of 171 parents of autistic girls and 163 parents of autistic boys with
a relatively equal number of boys and girls included in the study. These findings
highlight that core differences in autism can be subtle which may be overlooked or
missed by clinicians or psychologists clinically active in autism assessments.

Backer van Ommeren at al. (2017) proposed that one possible reason for the
lack of evidence for sex differences in autism is as a result of a reliance on identifying
the presence of reciprocal behaviours as opposed to exploring the quality of them.
Backer van Ommeren at al. (2017) examined sex differences in reciprocal behaviour
in children with autism (32 girls and 114 boys) and in typically developing children (24
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girls and 55 boys). The Interactive Drawing Test (IDT) was used to assess sex
differences in the quality of social behaviours (i.e., reciprocity) at four levels. Findings
indicated that girls with autism had higher reciprocity scores than boys with autism.
Differences between girls with autism and typically developing girls were subtle. No
differences were observed between males and females in the typically developing
samples. On the basis of these findings, Backer van Ommeren at al. (2017)
recommend that social limitations or impairments be “measured at more advanced
levels of reciprocity” (p.796) because girls with autism may present with milder social
impairments compared to boys. It is important to note that the number of females in
the research study was small. Also, the IDT was designed by Backer van Ommeren
(2015) and its psychometric properties have only been investigated by the author. This
highlights the need for independent research as to the quality of the test, even though
Backer van Ommeren at al. (2017) maintain that it has sound psychometric properties.

Sedgewick et al., (2016) investigated the social motivation and friendship
experiences of adolescents (n=46) with and without autism in a special-school setting.
Semi-structured interviews and standardized measures of these variables (i.e.,
Friendship Qualities Scales (Bukowski et al., 1994) and the SRS-2 (Constantino &
Gruber, 2012) were used as part of the investigations. There were 13 girls and 10 boys
with autism; 13 girls and 10 boys without autism. The diagnoses and special
educational needs of participants without autism included specific language
impairment, William’s syndrome, ADHD and intellectual disabilities. Findings indicated
that girls with autism showed similar social motivation and friendship quality to nonautistic girls, while autistic boys reported having both qualitatively different friendships
and less motivation for social contact relative to boys without autism and to girls with
and without autism. Girls with autism also highlighted high levels of relational
aggression within their friendships. Qualitatively, this information is rich and
meaningful. However, it is limited in terms of generalisability and it remains to be seen,
how much it is truly representative for females with autism. In addition, there was huge
variability in IQ ranging from the extremely low to the low average as measured by the
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler, 1999) among the
participants which may have confounded the findings.
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Head et al., (2013) included equal numbers of typically developing males and females,
as well as males and females with autism (n=100) in their research study which
explored emotionality and sociability in children with autism. In 10–16-year-olds,
findings indicated that females with autism had similar friendship skills to typically
developing males; and better skills than males with autism. This finding may highlight
a possible challenge faced by clinicians during diagnostic assessments. More
specifically, if clinicians are primarily assessing autism in boys, which one can assume
to be the case when prevalence rates are considered; the likely benchmark for
difficulties in relation to friendships is likely to be with respect to males with autism,
rather than females with autism. Head et al., (2013) raised this point and queried
whether or not a naïve clinician might inaccurately rule out autism because social skills
are comparable to typically developing males, but not comparable to typically
developing females.

Increasingly, research findings are demonstrating that girls with autism are
presenting with different patterns of restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour
(RRBs) compared to boys with autism (Sutherland et al., 2012; Kirkovski et al., 2013;
and Van Wijngaarden-Cremers et al., 2014). Solomen et al (2012) found that girls with
autism had marginally lower RRBs compared to boys with autism, but considered that
this may have been as a result of gender bias within the assessment instrument (i.e.,
Repetitive Behaviour Scale-Revised (RBS-R; Lam et Aman, 2007)). This screening
instrument refers to objects such as trains, dinosaurs and toy cars which are
traditionally male interests and the findings might have been different if the instrument
included a wider range of RRBs (Solomen et al., 2012). Rivet and Matson (2011) also
maintained that circumscribed interests around dolls or babies in females with autism
might be misinterpreted as pretend play. Therefore, it is necessary to consider all
behaviours or characteristics of females as a whole and look for repetitive behaviours
of any kind, even seemingly benign ones (Rivet & Matson, 2011).

DSM-5 (APA, 2013) requires the presence of two significant indications of RRBs
which Mandy et al., (2011) maintains is putting autistic females at greater risk of being
missed as they found that clinicians were less likely to give a diagnosis of autism
without the presence of RRBs (Mandy et al., 2011). In addition to this, Mandy et al.,
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(2012) investigated the presence and stability of autism sex differences throughout
childhood and adolescence. Fifty-two girls and 273 boys with autism were included in
the sample and the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003), ADOS-G (Lord et al., 2000) and/or the
3Di (Skuse et al., 2004) were used for diagnostic ascertainment. The researchers
found that boys had more RRBs than girls on the 3Di (Skuse et al., 2004) and the
ADOS-G (Lord et al., 2000). Mandy et al., (2012) argue that studies that do not find
gender differences with respect to RRBs is due to research sample sizes that are too
small to be able to detect differences or effect size. This is misleading and may lead to
the missed or misdiagnoses of autism in females.

Gould (2010), in her article on missed diagnoses and misdiagnosis of autism in
women, focused on a number of different areas including social understanding, social
communication, social imagination, and special interests and routines, to highlight how
autism may present differently in females compared to males. She warned against
using a narrow perspective of autism categories and advised in-depth assessment
through the use of specific questions, a complete developmental history and
observation in different social settings. Specific questions for females suspected of
having autism are presented in Appendix B. Frazier et al., (2014) highlight that the
inclusion of behaviour exemplars, characteristic of a female presentation, may improve
identification of females with autism and perhaps this is something that might be
welcomed by psychologists conducting autism assessments.
3.4.2 ‘Camouflaging’
Lai et al., (2017) attempted to operationalise or define ‘camouflaging’ as the
“discrepancy between the person’s ‘external behavioural presentation in socialinterpersonal contexts and the person’s “internal status” (i.e., dispositional traits and/or
social cognitive capability (Lai et al., 2017, p. 693). The researchers were emphatic in
stating that the definition provided is for research purposes only and extensive
research is needed to operationalise this definition in wider terms. Lai et al., (2017)
explored ‘camouflaging’ in 30 adult men and 30 adult women with autism, with a mean
age of 27. The results indicated that ‘camouflaging’ as defined in the research study
was not significantly correlated with age, verbal, performance or full-scale IQ. Females
with autism showed more ‘camouflaging’ than men with autism, but there was
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substantial variability across genders, in that ‘camouflaging’ was not found to be
specific to females. There were men who presented with marked ‘camouflaging’ and
females who presented with little. The researchers warned against seeing
‘camouflaging’ as an integral part of the ‘autism phenotype in females’, if such a
phenotype exists. Lai et al., (2017) suspect that the higher incidence of ‘camouflaging’
in females arises as a result of socio-cultural factors, i.e., gender-based expectations
and gender socialisation across development. Of note, Lai et al., (2017) found that
higher levels of ‘camouflaging’ were associated with more depressive symptoms in
autistic males compared to autistic females, and there was no significant relationship
between ‘camouflaging’ and anxiety symptoms in either sex or gender. Contrary to this,
Gould (2011) has suggested that females who ‘camouflage’ autism difficulties are more
likely to experience depression or anxiety. Lai et al., (2017) highlighted the need for
further exploration of ‘camouflaging’ with children.
Bargiela et al., (2017) also explored ‘camouflaging’ via interviews with females
that received a diagnosis of autism later in adolescence or adulthood. Although the
research sample size was small, almost all of the females (12 out of 14) reported
‘camouflaging’. Finally, Tierney et al., (2016) interviewed 10 adolescent females with
autism and highlighted some themes relating to their experiences. The majority
interviewed reported that they used masquerading techniques or innate strengths to
develop and maintain relationships, but these strategies tended to have negative
consequences on their psychological well-being. There were a number of limitations
to this study, including small sample size, failure to include adolescent males with
autism as a comparison group or typically developing adolescents to explore if they
also experience the same types of difficulties.
3.4.3 Comorbidities and differential diagnosis
There is a high incidence of autism co-occurring with other conditions including
intellectual disability, schizophrenia, attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), developmental language disorder (DLD),
anxiety, depression, sensory disorders and sleep disturbances (de la Torre-Ubieta,
2016). Simonoff et al., (2008) found that 70% of children (n=112) with ASD had at least
one comorbid disorder whilst 41% had two or more. Matson and Williams (2013) also
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highlighted that considerable overlap exists between autism and mental health
disorders. They reported that ADHD, anxiety and depression are among the disorders
most commonly associated with ASD and co-occurring conditions associated with
autism are particularly relevant for autistic females. In the sections that follow research
relating to this issue and diagnostic overshadowing is presented.

3.4.3.1 Psychopathology. Holtmann et al., (2007) found that autistic girls, were
five times more likely than autistic boys to be hyperactive and have behaviour
difficulties as reported by parents on the CBCL (Achenback & Rescorla, 2001). This
suggests that autistic girls with externalising psychopathology are more likely to be
referred for diagnostic autism assessment. Moreover, girls with ‘‘internalizing’’
problems are referred to professionals less often than boys with similar problems,
probably because these behaviours are considered ‘normal’ in females (Rucklidge
2010). This is consistent with additional findings from Holtmann et al., (2007) who also
found that parents, relatives, and health professionals may consider girls’ social and
communicative impairments as being due to shyness or anxiety. This misinterpretation
of symptoms could lead to mis-referral, misdiagnosis and/or missed diagnosis of
autism in females. Hiller et al., (2016) investigated if there were any sex differences in
parental pre-diagnosis concerns and reported that externalising behaviour was
reported as a primary concern for a half of the girls, but only one quarter of the boys.
This might be interpreted as girls being more likely to be referred for assessment when
presenting with externalising behaviours. Kopp and Gillberg (1992) purported that
difficulties in boys may be difficult to ignore or dismiss, as boys ‘‘may be both
aggressive and domineering and show strong initiative in their insistence on
sameness…[whilst]…girls may have more language and social imitation skills which
would tend to obscure the core deficit to a considerable extent’’ (Kopp & Gillberg, 1992,
p. 97). This deduction is based on a case study of six girls with autistic disorder; thereby
making it very challenging to generalise from the findings. However, the research
paper is seminal in drawing attention to likely challenges in assessing autism in
females. Ambrose et al., (2020) reported overall similarities in overall anxiety scores
between autistic males and autistic females. However, gender differences were noted
with respect to two items in the Anxious Arousal subscale, in that autistic females
scored higher than autistic males on these items. Solomen et al., (2012) also found
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that girls with autism demonstrated more internalising psychopathology (i.e., anxiety,
depression) compared to males with autism and neurotypical females.

3.4.3.2 Eating disorders. There is evidence to suggest that females with
autism may receive vague diagnoses including eating disorders (Kopp & Gillberg,
1992; Gillberg, 2007; Mandy et al., 2012). Gillberg (1983) first proposed a relationship
between autism and eating disorders and Hus et al., (2013) conducted a systematic
review of research studies investigating autism and eating disorders. Findings
indicated that autism prevalence rates were significantly higher in an eating disorder
population compared to healthy control participants. However, there are limitations with
this systematic review, in that six of the nine studies included were based on the same
Swedish sample. At the same time, given the higher female-to-male ratio in eating
disorders (10:1) (Smink et al., 2014), the presence of a comorbid eating disorder may
lead to autism being underdiagnosed in girls and women (Mandy et al., 2012).

Mandy and Tchanturia (2015) conducted a study with ten females with eating
disorders, with suspected autism and a mean age of 26.4 years. Module four of the
ADOS-2 was used for diagnostic ascertainment and five of the females scored within
the diagnostic algorithm. Another female who scored below the diagnostic threshold
on the ADOS-2 had a childhood diagnosis of autism; whilst another was judged likely
to have autism based on further assessment, which included clinical observation,
participant self-report and parent report. All seven of these females reported autismlike difficulties prior to their eating disorder. There are limitations to this study, in that
the ADOS-2 may not be sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between autistic difficulties
and those associated with eating disorder (Mandy & Tchanturia, 2015). At the same
time, the authors did conclude that there was evidence that indicated inadequate
assessment of autism in girls with eating disorders, and that this warranted further
investigation.
3.4.3.3 Intellectual functioning. In exploring sex differences in autistic traits in
relation to diagnosis, Dworzynski et al., (2012) attempted to identify factors that
resulted in girls meeting the criteria for autism or being subthreshold. The Twins Early
Development Study (TEDS) was a United Kingdom (UK) based population study of
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more than 15,000 twins born between 1994 and 1996. Dworzynski et al., (2012)
compared girls and boys aged between 10 and 12 years and found that when
intelligence and level of adaptive functioning were equivalently high amongst them,
females were less likely to be diagnosed with autism compared to males. They also
found that girls with autism displayed fewer social-communication difficulties compared
to males. Holtmann et al., (2007) explored parental reports of early cognitive skills of
23 high-functioning autistic males and autistic females. They found that girls with
autism were four to nine times more likely to fall significantly below the average on
measures of intellectual functioning, i.e., 1.5 standard deviations below the mean. In a
sample of 2,568 children with a diagnosis of autism with males constituting 81% of the
sample, Giarelli et al., (2010) found that girls, especially those without an intellectual
disability, were more likely to be diagnosed with autism at a later age, compared to
boys. Mandy et al., (2018) investigated gender differences with respect to the
developmental trajectory of social difficulties. They found that seven-year-old boys
had higher scores on a parent-report social communication difficulties measure,
compared to females. However, at 16 years males and females had similar levels of
social autistic traits. It is important to note that these findings were based on a
screening measure (i.e., social communication disorders checklist) completed by
parents. These research studies highlight the importance of psychologists being aware
of the influence of intellectual functioning in females with autism.

3.4.3.4 Diagnostic overshadowing. Hully et al., (2006) attempted to review
diagnostic issues relating to girls with Asperger Syndrome and found evidence which
suggested that girls with autism are likely to be treated for a comorbid condition, most
likely depression, which then leads to a diagnosis of autism. Bargiela et al., (2017)
conducted interviews with 14 females who received a diagnosis of autism later in
adolescence or adulthood. Twelve of the females interviewed experienced mental
health difficulties as a comorbid condition and commented that health professionals, in
particular General Practitioners (GPs), as well as teachers, did not notice that their
symptoms might be related to autism. Their concerns were often dismissed and
participants identified autism stereotypes (i.e., severe and overt social communication
problems, as well as having savant skills) as contributing to delayed diagnoses. On
the basis of those findings, Bargiela et al., (2017) proposed that “the knowledge and
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assumptions of teachers, GPs, mental healthcare workers and other professionals
contribute to the diagnostic bias against females with autism” (p.3291). However, the
sample size was small (n = 14) which effects generalisability of the results for females
with autism. In addition, male participants were not included, so it is not known if such
issues are also relevant to males with autism. Sutherland et al., (2017), in exploring
the demographics of children with autism, noted a higher proportion of girls were
diagnosed by a psychiatrist (i.e., 8.2% of girls compared to 1.8% of boys) which might
suggest that girls were more likely than boys to present with mental health conditions
and their pathway to diagnosis may often be via mental health pathways rather than
disability services, which may be more the case for their male counterparts.
3.4.4 Timing of Diagnosis
A review of the research literature has also revealed gender differences relating to the
timing of diagnoses in females versus males. Goin-Kochel, et al., (2007) explored the
diagnostic experiences of 494 parents from five countries of children with an average
age of 8.3 years. They found that, overall, girls were diagnosed later than boys, but the
difference between age of diagnosis was only significant for Asperger’s disorder
(average of 8.9 versus 7.0 years) and PDDNOS (5.1 versus 3.9 years), but not autistic
disorder (3.7 versus 3.3 years). This might imply that females who do not have a
comorbid intellectual disability, receive a later diagnosis. However, it is important to
bear in mind that approximately seventy-nine percent of the sample were male and
this may have implications for the generalisability of the results.

Siklos and Kerns (2007) also found that the time-frame from the first visit to a
health care professional to final diagnosis was significantly longer for females (average
of 4 years 2 months) compared to males (2 years 2 months). Age at diagnosis was
later for females (6 years 1 month) compared to males (4 years 8 months). Although,
again, a very small sample (n= 56; 69.7% males), the findings highlight the need for
more in-depth and comprehensive research in this area, primarily because the
evidence suggests that such practices have negative implications for autistic females.
In addition to this, Crane et al., (2010) also reported that levels of parental satisfaction
with the overall diagnostic process decreased when the length of diagnostic delay
increased, which may imply that parents of autistic females have lower levels of
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satisfaction with overall diagnostic processes. On the other hand, using a communitybased clinic sample, Mussey et al., (2017) found no gender differences in age of
diagnosis for males and females. Diagnostic ascertainment was in line with best
practice or gold standard autism assessments (i.e., ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012), CARS2 (Schopler et al, 2010), DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000)). The sample size was large (n=679)
and quite a number of females were included, relative to other studies (n=113) in this
field.

Punshon et al., (2009) explored the reactions of people who received a
diagnosis of Asperger’s syndrome or high functioning autism, as adults (i.e., all over
18 years). Although the data analysis did not focus on any gender related themes, a
number of themes that may be pertinent for females with autism were identified. Being
misdiagnosed with a mental health problem was common amongst participants. This
in turn led to failed interventions, reinforced feelings of not fitting in, feeling
misunderstood and being blamed for their difficulties, which contributed to increased
mental health difficulties. There were also reports of clinicians not having the
knowledge or expertise to diagnose Asperger’s syndrome. Undoubtedly, as previously
mentioned, it is not possible to generalise from these findings given the small sample
size (n=10, three of whom were female). However, there is a richness to the data, in
that it is the lived experience of individuals with autism and it highlights the impact that
late diagnosis can have, thereby reinforcing the need for research into the practices of
psychologists clinically active in autism assessments.

A number of reasons have been identified, that highlight the importance of
detecting autism early. Zwaigenbaum et al., (2015a) and Pasco (2011) identified
access to early intervention (i.e., a combination of developmental and behavioural
approaches) designed to remediate or ameliorate deficits associated specifically with
autism. Webb et al., (2014) highlighted the significance of early intervention in the
potential to change the course of brain and behavioural development in children with
autism. Pasco (2011) also highlighted earlier access to information and support for
parents and family members, and more potential for strategic planning of educational
and care services. Estes et al., (2015) and Pickles et al., (2016) are among the
researchers, who via longitudinal studies and through the review of the progress of
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children with autism who had access to early intervention, highlighted the long-term
effectiveness of such interventions. More specifically Estes et al., (2015) concluded
that following two years of intensive intervention using the Early Start Denver Model
(ESDM), the gains were still evident (i.e., core autism symptoms had improved). These
studies highlight the importance of early identification of signs and symptoms of autism
across genders and across the broad spectrum of autism.

3.5 Recognising the signs and symptoms of autism
3.5.1 Milder forms of autism
Research has shown that diagnoses of autism in children under 3 years of age are
stable (Brian et al., 2015; Ozonoff et al., 2015; Kleinman et al., 2008;). In fact, a metaanalysis conducted by Rondeau et al., (2011) reported a stability rate of 86.3% for
children continuing to meet the criteria for autism over time. However, Brian et al.,
(2015) and Ozonoff et al., (2015) referenced a cohort of children screened before three
years who did not meet autism diagnostic criteria, who subsequently went on to be
diagnosed with autism after 3 years of age. In that study, siblings of children with
diagnoses of autism were screened at 18, 24 and 36 months. Findings indicated a ratio
of almost 5:1 for false negatives to false positives, which the researchers maintained
occurred because clinicians were conservative and keen not to make positive
identification errors. Ozonoff et al., (2015) purported that, in order for clinicians to be
able “to differentiate between emerging signs of ASD and subclinical features more
consistent with the broader autism phenotype, a much more subtle distinction than
ordinarily faced in a clinic setting” (p.993) is required. On the basis of this, it could be
argued that identifying milder signs of autism requires clinicians to have a higher skill
level and to be more experienced. This may have implications for the assessment of
autism in girls; as often the features of autism are reported to be more subtle (Gould,
2010), which could result in missed diagnoses of autism in girls. In addition to this,
Rynkiewicz et al., (2016) and Lai et al., (2017) highlighted that autism in females may
be under-identified due to difficulties identifying how autism presents in females, in that
it is less obvious and more subtle than males with autism (Attwood, 2018; Gould, 2010;
Mussey, 2017). This highlights the importance of clinicians, including psychologists,
being familiar with, and confident in, recognising the signs and symptoms of autism in
girls.
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3.5.2 Identifying autism across different childhood developmental stages
McLennan et al., (1993) found different patterns of gender differences across different
developmental stages as measured by ADI-R (Le Couteur et al., 1989) items. More
specifically females showed less impairment in early social and communicative
behaviour (e.g., social imitative play, seeking and offering comfort), but this pattern
was reversed in older children, adolescents, and adults, whereby females showed
greater social impairments in friendships. These findings may reflect that challenges
faced by autistic girls at different developmental stages vary, as well as the changing
nature of friendships across the lifespan. However, the study, whilst having strengths
in including an equal number of males and females in the sample, was limited by the
overall sample size (n=42).

Pijl et al., (2018) queried if early diagnoses of autism are being missed or if it is
simply not possible to detect autism in high-functioning children early in life. Brian et
al., (2015) reported that six children, who were diagnosed with autism at three years,
had been assessed at 18 and 24 months, and at those times had low overall autism
symptomology. Brian et al., (2015) maintained that these findings were best explained
by the symptoms or characteristics of autism evolving over time “when the demands
of the environment begin to exceed the child’s ability” (Brian et al., 2015). DSM-5 (APA,
2013) guidelines also refer to autism as having an emerging presentation and ICD-11
specifies that “onset of the disorder occurs during the developmental period, typically
in early childhood, but characteristic symptoms may not become fully manifest until
later, when social demands exceed limited capacities” (WHO, 2018). Jamison et al.,
(2016) also found that, during school-age and adolescence, females’ social
impairments become more apparent, which was interpreted by the researchers as a
vulnerable period for females with autism. Baird et al., (2011) also advised that high
verbal ability and female gender may result in clinicians not detecting autism. This, in
turn, may result in females with autism experiencing a longer delay in diagnosis
compared to their male counterparts (Begeer et al., 2013; Brett et al., 2016).

3.5.3 Multidisciplinary or unidisciplinary assessment approaches
The United Nations Convention for the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (United
Nations, 2007) is an international human rights treaty intended to protect the rights and
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dignity of people with disabilities. It sets out that individuals with disabilities have the
right to multidisciplinary collaboration. Hayes et al., (2018) indicated that the majority
of clinical guidance documents (CGD) recommend multidisciplinary assessment as the
optimum or ideal approach. However, the evidence base supporting this
recommendation has been questioned (Carpenter, 2012). Within the Republic of
Ireland (ROI), it is not clear whether children primarily access multidisciplinary or
unidisciplinary assessments and there is variability across CGD as to autism
assessments being conducted as multi-disciplinary or uni-disciplinary assessments.
The Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN, 2016) CGD (i.e., ‘Assessment,
diagnosis and interventions for autism spectrum disorders: A national clinical
guideline’) highlight that there is very little research evidence comparing the two
approaches. At the same time, the guidelines also state that expert opinion “advocates
the use of multidisciplinary assessment by experienced professionals to ensure
diagnostic accuracy and profiling of the skills, difficulties and subsequent needs of the
individual” (SIGN, 2016, p.13). The Psychological Society of Ireland (2010) Best
Practice Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders
for Children and Adolescents (birth to 18 years) (PSI, 2010) also indicate that a
multidisciplinary team approach “is optimum to provide a comprehensive assessment
and diagnosis of an autistic spectrum disorder” (p.1). The HSE ASD Diagnostic
Protocol (2018) also refers to a team based or interdisciplinary approach.

3.5.4 Clinical judgement
The Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication Disorders (DISCO) team
(2017) who are based at The Lorna Wing Centre for Autism highlight the importance
of placing a strong emphasis on, and respect for, clinical judgement. They highlighted
how clinical judgement can be used flexibly; qualitatively for more obvious cases, and
more thoroughly and comprehensively for more complex cases (DISCO, 2017).
Charman and Baird (2002) and Wing et al., (2011) also advised that practitioners
should not stick too rigidly to formal criteria, instead they should rely more upon their
clinical judgement.

Garb (2005) referred to a number of research studies which found that
psychologists frequently make diagnoses by comparing clients to prototypes (Cantor
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et al.,1980; Blashfield et al., 1985, 1989; Evans et al., 2002; Garb, 1996). Garb (2005)
defined a prototype as “a clinician’s conception of a hypothetical client who best
exemplifies a particular disorder” (p. 71). Although findings from Shedler and Westen
(2004) were related to psychologists’ conceptions of personality disorders rather than
autism, they found that the prototypes of experienced psychologists and psychiatrists
were “clinically richer than the DSM description (p. 1,350) (as cited in Garb, 2005). This
might suggest that more experienced practitioners have a greater understanding of the
intricacies of particular conditions in various manifestations. Bearing in mind the
gender ratios referred to in Chapter Two, it is reasonable to assume that psychologists
assess more males than females and consequently ‘autism prototypes’ are more likely
to be informed by their experiences of assessing autism in males. Therefore, it is
sensible to note Koenig and Tsatsanis’ (2005) (as cited in Haney et al., 2016) warning,
who cautioned against clinicians using an ‘autism prototype’ based upon experience
with affected boys, when assessing autism in girls, given the signification implications
that this may have for detecting autism in females.
Jamison et al., (2017) explored clinicians’ perspective of symptom severity
within core domains of autism and across different developmental periods, by
surveying 106 clinicians, whom they recruited online via Autism Science Foundation.
They used open-ended questions and found that 36% of clinicians reported that they
rely “more” on clinical judgement based on observational data when diagnosing autism
in females, than when diagnosing autism in males. If, as Garb (2005) suggests, clinical
judgement is correlated with psychologists’ prototypes of autism and clinical
experiences that have informed such prototypes, it is sensible to assert that the use of
clinical judgement by psychologists varies considerably, and is likely to be affected by
a number of factors (e.g., experience, training, supervision etc.). Although the specific
professions of respondents were not detailed in the study of Jamison et al., (2017), the
findings are relevant in providing preliminary information as to the use of clinical
judgement by psychologists in autism assessments with girls. However, as Hiller et al.,
(2014) suggest, there continues to be a need to examine the role of clinical judgement
in detecting and diagnosing autism, as it is still not clear to what extent clinicians,
including psychologists use clinical judgement (Pasco, 2011).
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Table 3.2: Title, year, type of clinical guidance document;
No. Guideline, year
Type of
Country
Document

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Practice parameter: Screening and
diagnosis of autism
Report of the Quality Standards
Subcommittee of the American Academy
of Neurology and the Child Neurology
Society (Filipek et al., 2000)
The Pediatrician’s Role in the Diagnosis
and Management of Autistic Spectrum
Disorder in Children. American Academy
of Pediatrics – Committee on Children
with Disabilities (2001)
Identification and Evaluation of Children
with Autism Spectrum Disorders
American Academy of Pediatrics –
Committee on Children with Disabilities
(2007)
Practice Parameter for the Assessment
and
Treatment of Children and Adolescents
With
Autism Spectrum Disorder. American
Academy of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry Committee on Quality Issues
(CQI); (Volkmar et al., 2014)
Screening, Assessment and Diagnosis
of ASDs in Young Children. Canadian
Best Practice Guidelines. Miriam
Foundation; (Nachshen et al., 2008)
Standards and Guidelines for the
Assessment and Diagnosis of Young
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
in British Columbia, (Dua, 2003)
Autism Initiative Guidance. Autism
Spectrum Disorders: Missouri Best
Practice Guidelines for Screening,
Diagnosis, and Assessment (Missouri
Foundation for Health, 2010)
SIGN 145 Assessment, diagnosis and
interventions for autism spectrum
disorders: A national clinical guideline.
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines
Network (SIGN, 2016).
Recognition, Referral and Diagnosis of
Young People on the Autism Spectrum
(NICE CG128, 2011)
The New Zealand Autism Spectrum
Disorder Guideline (Ministries of Health
and Education, 2016)

Practice
parameter

America

Reference to
assessing
autism in girls
Y/N
No

Policy
Statement

America

No

Policy
Statement

America

No

Practice
parameter

America

No

Best
practice
guidelines

Canada

No

Standards
and
Guidelines

Canada

No

Guideline

America

No

Guideline

Scotland

Yes

Guideline

England

Yes

Guideline

New
Zealand

Yes
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11.

The diagnostic process for children,
Guideline
Australia Yes
adolescents and adults referred for
assessment of autism spectrum disorder
in Australia: A national guideline.
(Whitehouse et al., 2017)
12. Psychological Society of Ireland: Best
Best
Ireland
Yes
Practice Guidelines for the Assessment
practice
and Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum
guidelines
Disorders for children and adolescent
(PSI, 2010)
13. HSE ASD Diagnostic Protocol (HSE,
Diagnostic Ireland
Yes
2018)
Protocol
Source: Adapted from ‘Systematic review of clinical guidance documents for autism spectrum
disorder diagnostic assessment in selected regions’ M. Penner et al., (2018). Autism, 22(5),
517-527.

3.6 Clinical guidance documents
Clinical guidance documents (CGDs) have an important role to play in shaping
diagnostic assessment procedures (Penner et al., 2018); as well as informing
international best practice in autism assessments. Across CGDs, there is broad
agreement as to what constitutes a ‘gold standard’ assessment which for the most part
involves the following: screening, developmental history-taking, cognitive and adaptive
behaviour assessment, and standardised autism diagnostic interview and observation.
In this section of the literature review, a number of CGDs are reviewed to establish
what guidance or recommendations are provided by them with respect to clinicians’
skills and expertise required. They are also reviewed for the purposes of exploring
guidance and recommendations pertaining to specific skills and competencies needed
to competently assess autism in girls. Guidance documents referred to are primarily
influenced by documents included in two systematic reviews conducted by Penner et
al., (2018) and Hayes et al., (2018). For the purposes of this literature review, the
author also included guidance documents written specifically for psychologists, as well
as CGDs for autism written and issued in the Republic of Ireland (ROI). Table 3.2
details the guidance documents that have been referred to as part of this literature
review.

3.6.1 Clinical guidance documents: North America
The Practice parameter: Screening and diagnosis of autism of the American Academy
of Neurology and the Child Neurology Society (Filipek et al., 2000) refer to “formal
diagnostic procedures” being completed by an “experienced clinician” but did not
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elaborate as to what contributes to a clinician being experienced. These guidelines
also describe limitations of screening instruments, as well as ‘red flags’ or “absolute
indications for immediate evaluation” (Filipek et al., 2000, p. 2), but do not make any
specific reference to the screening and/or assessment of autism in females.
Guidelines written by the American Academy of Pediatrics – Committee on
Children with Disabilities entitled ‘The Pediatrician’s Role in the Diagnosis and
Management of Autistic Spectrum Disorder in Children’ (2001) and ‘Identification and
Evaluation of Children With Autism Spectrum Disorders American Academy of
Pediatrics – Committee on Children with Disabilities’ (2007), refer to the need for
paediatricians to increase their fund of knowledge when working with children with
autism and more specifically to be aware of ‘red flags’ including those that are more
subtle and occur earlier in development. These guidelines also recommend that if a
paediatrician is concerned or uncomfortable in making the diagnosis, “the child should
be promptly referred on to a specialist” (2007). These guidelines, while referencing
male to female ratios in autism, did not make any specific reference to the assessment
of autism in the female population.
The ‘Practice Parameter for the Assessment and Treatment of Children and
Adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder’ (Volkmar et al., 2014) refer to gender
ratios of autism and Rett syndrome, but do not expand on any issues specifically
related to assessing autism in girls. The guidelines also do not reference any training
requirements for clinicians engaging in autism assessment.

The Miriam Foundation is a Canadian based organization set up to support
individuals with autism and learning disabilities. In 2008, the Foundation published
guidelines entitled ‘Screening, Assessment, and Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorders in Young Children: Canadian Best Practice Guidelines’ (Nachshen et al.,
2008). The guidelines refer specifically to the need for well-trained and experienced
professionals for diagnosing autism in young children. More specifically, the guidelines
recommend that those diagnosing autism have “post-secondary, graduate or postgraduate training encompassing specific training in child development, ASDs and
assessment…have received supervised clinical experience in the assessment and
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diagnosis of ASDs in young children…[and]…have received training in ASDs as part
of continuing education” (Naschen et al., 2008, p. 42). No specific reference is made
to assessing autism in females in this publication.
The ‘Standards and Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of Young
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder in British Columbia’ (Dua, 2003) refer directly
to education and training required by professionals involved in assessing autism. This
included recommendations to fund a training programme for clinicians involved in
diagnostic evaluation; training in the use of developmental surveillance instruments; a
mentoring and training programme in diagnostic evaluation for a number of clinicians
including psychologists; workshops and training in diagnostic procedures and
instruments; specific training in autism specific instruments, as well as supervised
diagnostic evaluations of trainees and ongoing telehealth supervision. The guidelines
also recommended that experienced autism professionals should work with community
teams in a consultative manner; as well as work with universities and colleges to revise
curricula for clinical disciplines to better assess, diagnose and support individuals with
autism. Whilst comprehensively addressing training needs in assessing autism, these
standards did not make any specific reference to assessing autism in females.

Table 3.3: Competencies required for assessing autism
No. ASD expertise required
1.
Fully licenced and qualified to give a diagnosis based on receiving appropriate
training and experienced in assessing ASD.
2.
Extensive knowledge regarding typical and atypical development, ASD presentation
in individuals of differing levels of cognitive ability, possible differential diagnoses of
ASD, and ASD presentation across the lifespan.
3.
Advanced training and clinical experience in all the above.
4.
Having a commitment to regular reviews of new research and being knowledgeable
about current best practice guidelines.
5.
Participation in on-going education and training.
6.
Learn about and source the latest screening and diagnostic instruments, be aware of
new methods of assessments and intervention, and maintain an awareness of local
and regional community resources.
7.
A self-awareness of the limits of their professional clinical competencies by being
able to determine instances where he/ she is able to provide an ASD diagnosis
based on their informed clinical judgement, and when additional standardised
assessment tools are required to inform the diagnostic decision.
Source: From Missouri Foundation for Health (2010), pp.46-47
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The ‘Autism Spectrum Disorders: Missouri Best Practice Guidelines for Screening,
Diagnosis, and Assessment (Missouri Foundation for Health, 2010, pp.46-47)
identified skills and characteristics that are needed to determine whether or not a
clinician is competent in assessing autism. They are presented in Table 3.3.

3.6.2 Clinical guidance documents: United Kingdom
‘SIGN 145 Assessment, diagnosis and interventions for autism spectrum disorders: A
national clinical guideline’ (SIGN, 2016) makes a number of references to autism in
females. They describe how autism might present differently in females (SIGN, 2016),
i.e., a different symptom profile and level of impairment than males with ASD. The
guidelines also recommend that “healthcare professionals should consider that
females with ASD may present with a different symptom profile and level of impairment
than males with ASD” (SIGN, 2016, p. 12) and that diagnostic assessments be carried
out by a multidisciplinary team which has the skills and experience to undertake such
assessments. These guidelines also specify that training and experience are crucial
for those that are involved in assessments.
The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence ‘Recognition, Referral and
Diagnosis of Young People on the Autism Spectrum’ (NICE CG128, 2011) guidelines
advise that clinicians, when considering the possibility of autism, be mindful that autism
in girls may be under-diagnosed. The guidelines also referred to research from the
Netherlands, which found that training for healthcare professionals was shown “to
improve their ability, confidence and skills in identifying children or young people who
need an autism diagnostic assessment” (p. 24). The guidelines subsequently went on
to elaborate on this and suggested that training in autism recognition and referral might
benefit groups at risk of being missed, such as the female population.

3.6.3 Clinical guidance documents: Australasia
‘The New Zealand Autism Spectrum Disorder Guideline’ (Ministries of Health and
Education, 2016) refers to “experienced clinicians” (p. 30) as being able to diagnose
moderate to severe autism in children aged between two and three years. The
guidelines also highlight that not all healthcare professionals have expertise in
diagnosing autism. This CGD also highlights the importance of opportunities for
practice, coaching and feedback for all professionals learning new skills. It references
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autism in females by referring to autism gender ratios, as well as to particular
syndromes associated with females and autism (e.g., Fragile X and Rett syndrome).

Table 3.4: Autism specific expertise required
No. ASD expertise required
1.
Typical and atypical development across the age range assessed in their practice.
2.
ASD symptom presentation across all developmental stages in which they practice.
3.
ASD symptom presentation among male, female, and, where applicable, gender
diverse individuals.
4.
Symptoms associated with common co-morbid and differential diagnosis conditions.
5.
Current international ASD diagnostic criteria (e.g. DSM-5 and/or ICD-10).
6.
Administering ASD diagnostic assessments (all prerequisites for using the
instrument in clinical practice must be met).
7.
Administering other standardised assessments utilised within the Diagnostic
Evaluation (all prerequisites for using the instrument in clinical practice must be met).
8.
Clinical reasoning in weighing evidence, integrating findings, reaching assessment
conclusions and making diagnostic decisions.
Source: Adapted from ‘The diagnostic process for children, adolescents and adults referred for
assessment of autism spectrum disorder in Australia: A national guideline’, A. Whitehouse et al. (2018).

In Australia, Whitehouse at al. (2017) published a draft version of ‘The
diagnostic process for children, adolescents and adults referred for assessment of
autism spectrum disorder in Australia: A national guideline’. Of note, these guidelines
place responsibility on the clinician to be familiar with autism symptom presentation in
females

and

identify

the

following

consensus-based

recommendation:

“All

professionals involved in an ASD assessment need to consider the individual’s
behavioural presentation and needs, in comparison to other individuals of the same
gender” (Whitehouse et al., 2017, p. 16). The guidelines also specify how it is essential
for diagnosticians to be qualified in a certain professional discipline, as well as having
demonstrated knowledge and expertise in autism, the latter being accessed via nonassessed training, peer learning and/or via work experience. More specifically, the
guidelines refer to having autism specific expertise with respect to the areas as outlined
in Table 3.4.

3.6.4 Clinical guidance documents: Republic of Ireland
The ‘Psychological Society of Ireland: Best Practice Guidelines for the Assessment
and Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders for Children and Adolescents’ (PSI,
2010) guidelines refer to the responsibility that psychologists have in knowing the core
behaviours and differentiating features of autism. It also refers to psychologists being
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responsible to ensure that they are trained and experienced in differential assessment;
as well as only working within areas of competence. These guidelines also refer to
lower rates of diagnoses of autism in females, as well as Kopp and Gillberg’s (1992)
view that the behavioural difficulties in diagnostic criteria may be based on the
presentation of autism in males; and that the diagnosis of high functioning girls may be
masked by gender differences in development (PSI, 2010).
The HSE ASD Diagnostic Protocol (HSE, 2018) references girls as a cohort who
requires specific consideration and refer to a number of research findings of relevance
for clinical practice. In terms of clinician competencies for assessing autism, those
guidelines quote directly from the ‘Autism Spectrum Disorders: Missouri Best Practice
Guidelines for Screening, Diagnosis, and Assessment (Missouri Foundation for Health,
2010), the details of which are included in Table 3.3. The HSE ASD Diagnostic Protocol
(HSE, 2018) also refer to training required by clinicians involved in autism assessments
and recommend that agencies conduct a skills audit with respect to autism
competencies. The protocol also refers to low and high intensity assessments on the
basis of autism clinical skill level or a clinician’s competencies, but it is unclear if this
information is grounded in theory. Finally, this CGD also refers to the importance of
supervision in order to ensure continued development of competencies.

Both Hayes et al., (2018) and Penner et al., (2018) concluded that there was
considerable variability in all of the documents and recommended the need for more
consistency. Given the breadth of variety within these documents, it is certainly worth
exploring what, if any, best practice guideline documents are referred to by
psychologists working in children services in the Republic of Ireland (ROI) who are
clinically active in autism assessment. Penner et al., (2018) suggest that “the
substantial variation… [in these documents] …likely stems from insufficient evidence
supporting assessment practices” (p. 517). Arguably, this conclusion may be more
significant for diagnostic assessment practices with autistic females, given up to quite
recently, most autism research has primarily focused on males with autism. Therefore,
it may be worth investigating the training experiences and assessment practices of
psychologists clinically active in autism assessments in the ROI to determine what, if
any, variation exists.
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3.7 Psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, there is no research specifically
investigating psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls in the Republic of
Ireland (ROI) or internationally. Research studies have primarily focused upon health
professionals collectively and their experiences of assessing autism. Rogers et al.,
(2016) conducted an on-line survey of professionals (n=116) clinically active in autism
assessments (i.e., psychologists, speech and language therapists, paediatricians,
psychiatrists, nurses, occupational therapists and specialist teachers) across the
United Kingdom, to explore their experiences of diagnosing autism. Findings indicated
that 59% of the sample used ICD-10 criteria (WHO, 1993), while 28% used DSM-IVTR (APA, 2000). Fourteen percent used other criteria (e.g., Ehlers and Gillberg, 1993;
Gillberg and Gillberg, 1989) or a combination of ICD-10 (WHO, 1993) and DSM-IV
(APA, 2000). The results indicated that the ADOS-G (Lord et al., 2000), DISCO (Wing,
2006), SCQ (Rutter et al., 2003), ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) and Gilliam Autism Rating
Scale (GARS; Gilliam, 2014) were the most frequently used assessment instruments
(Rogers et al., 2016). The practice of ‘upgrading’ was also explored in this research
study, and it was defined by the researchers as “providing a positive diagnosis in the
face of an unclear presentation or patients failing to meet criteria on diagnostic tools”
(Rogers et al., 2016, p. 829). Interestingly, the majority of clinicians practised it to a
certain extent, and, when this was explored qualitatively, professionals remarked that
it was associated with weaknesses in diagnostic tools, most notably especially in
detecting ASD in atypical presentations (e.g., women/girls). Obviously, the scope of a
questionnaire in the research of Rogers et al., (2016) has limitations in terms of its
capacity to uncover detailed information. It was also not possible to validate the
accuracy of the responses given the anonymous nature of the questionnaire (Rogers
et al., 2016). However, the findings are particularly helpful in examining collective
practices of clinicians. Skellern et al., (2005) also investigated positive diagnoses being
given in the face of diagnostic uncertainty by surveying psychiatrists and
paediatricians. Of note, they expressed that “although there is general agreement
about the essential nature of the syndrome, operational diagnostic criteria have been
difficult to specify” (p. 407).
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Using a qualitative methodology, Crane et al. (2018) examined the views and
experiences of ten autistic adults, ten parents of children on the autistic spectrum, and
ten professionals involved in autism diagnosis in the United Kingdom. One of the key
themes identified related to multiple barriers to satisfaction with the diagnostic process
and this included lack of awareness of autism among professionals and the need for
assessments to be tailored to the needs of the patient. Allen et al., (2008) conducted
a survey of 117 school psychologists in four states in the United States of America
(USA) (i.e., Georgia, South and North Carolina and Ohio). The researchers attempted
to investigate current autism assessment practices in school-based settings so as to
determine how well practices compared to common practice guidelines and generally
accepted best practices. They found that 16% of psychologists did not use
developmental questionnaires and 13% reported not conducting parent/guardian
interviews. All psychologists reported using at least one standardised autism
assessment instrument and the most commonly used instrument was the Childhood
Autism Rating Scales (CARS) (Schopler et al., 1988). The Gilliam Asperger’s Disorder
Scale (GADS; Gilliam, 2001) and Gilliam Autism Rating Scale (GARS) (Gilliam, 2006)
were the next most commonly used instruments, which are brief autism screening
instruments. The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Generic (ADOS-G) (Lord
et al., 2000) was used by almost 40% of school psychologists, whilst the Autism
Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R) (Rutter et al., 2003) was seldom used. On the
basis of those findings, significant gaps were identified between psychologists’
practices and best practice guidelines, which is particularly concerning. At the same
time, this study is based on practices in the USA, and the practices of psychologists
who are clinically active in autism assessments of children in the ROI, have not yet
been explored, to the best of the researcher’s knowledge.

Hedley et al., (2016) reported that clinicians had higher degrees of certainty
when there were increased impairments (i.e., higher scores on the ADOS-2 (Lord et
al., 2012)) linked to the core features of autism. These findings may have implications
for assessing autism in females, in that diagnostic assessment information can be
subthreshold in females. Perhaps, it could also be asserted that clinicians, including
psychologists, have higher degrees of certainty when assessing autism in males
compared to females, because many prevalence studies report that autism occurs
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more frequently in males compared to females. This, in turn, may contribute to a
gender bias, in that autism is seen as being a predominantly male condition. Gould
(2017) also queried whether or not professionals are less likely to diagnose females
with autism, even when symptoms and behaviours are evident. Perhaps increased
confidence levels in assessing autism can be gained during training and/or via
supervision with experienced clinicians or psychologists with a greater depth of
knowledge of the autism phenotype, and this is certainly an area that is worth exploring.
Aiello et al., (2017) conducted a survey of 402 school psychologists. The survey
was designed to explore autism knowledge as well as training and experience on the
use of evidence-based assessment (EBA) of autism. For the purposes of the survey,
and on the basis of a number of research studies and clinical guidance documents,
EBA was defined by Aiello et al., (2017) as
“(a) the use of psychometrically sound assessments for autism (b) a
developmental perspective that characterizes abilities over the
lifespan;(c) assessment of core areas of impairment associated with
ASD; and (d) the use of information from multiple sources, including
direct and indirect observation from parents and teachers to better
estimate skills beyond those that may be dependent on characteristics of
the environment” (pp.69-70).
Post survey, respondents were identified as psychologists that engaged in evidencebased assessment (EBA) or non-EBA. School psychologists with higher levels of
autism training and experience were more likely to engage in EBA assessments. EBA
school psychologists were also more likely to use standardised diagnostic measures
(i.e., ADOS) (i.e., 52%) compared to 9% of non-EBA psychologists. These findings
highlight the importance of psychologists engaged in autism assessments being
adequately trained and to have access to experiential learning. Crane et al. (2019)
conducted a self-report survey with psychiatrists and found higher levels of confidence
in working with autistic individuals was linked to greater levels of autism knowledge,
experience and tra

Dillenberger et al., (2016) interviewed individuals with autism, and their family
members (n=22) in order to explore issues relating to autism service delivery, including
staff training. Two parents who were interviewed reported that they had been aware
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that their daughters had autistic difficulties, but felt professionals did not have the
experience or appropriate knowledge and training to diagnose autism in girls. As a
result, these professionals were unable to support their children (Dillenberger et al.,
2016). It is certainly difficult to generalise from these findings, but at the same time, it
is the lived experience of two autistic individuals, and highlights the importance of
exploring what constitutes an appropriately qualified and experienced psychologist in
the assessment and diagnosis of autism generally, and more specifically in girls.

There are some research studies that have investigated the impact of training
on healthcare practitioners in identifying autism. Mazurek et al., (2017) and Swanson
et al., (2014) reported that paediatricians were found to have higher levels of selfefficacy in screening for autism following training which focused on screening and
identification of autism symptoms. Oesterling et al., (2010) also reported that training
relevant professionals in recognising the early signs of autism led to earlier referral,
detection and diagnosis of autism. In a study conducted by Pijl et al., (2018), primary
care providers were trained to recognise the early signs of autism; and were required
to attend training sessions designed “to raise awareness and familiarise trainees with
ASD” (p.1020). As part of the study, other healthcare professionals were also required
to attend a number of training sessions (i.e., primarily general practitioners and speech
and language therapist) which included training in the administration of an autism
screening instrument (i.e., Early Screening of Autistic Traits (ESAT; Swinkels et al.,
2006)). Overall, the training resulted in significantly increasing the odds for children
under 3-year-olds with autism being referred for assessment. The effects of the training
lasted for the duration of the programme, but ceased when the programme was
discontinued. Although none of these studies refer specifically to training for
psychologists, the findings highlight the positive implications that training can have on
early detection and identification of autism.

3.8 Conclusion
In Chapter Three, research literature pertaining to the components of autism
assessments, with a particular emphasis on assessing autism in girls was presented.
More specifically this included research studies pertaining to autism classification
systems, autism screening and autism assessment instruments, as well as efficacy
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levels with autistic girls. Sex/gender differences pertaining to the core features of
autism, as well as other elements relating to autism (e.g., comorbidities and differential
diagnosis) was also presented. Research literature relating to the recognition of the
signs and symptoms of autism, clinical guidance documents, as well as clinicians’
experiences of assessing autism with a particular emphasis on autism in girls was also
explored and described. Chapter Three highlights that much remains unknown about
assessing autism in girls, and that psychologists are infrequently asked about their
experiences of assessing autism generally, and more specifically in girls. Therefore, it
is the view of the researcher that much knowledge can be gained from exploring
psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls. This research has not yet been
conducted with psychologists working in children services in the Republic of Ireland
(ROI), and arguably much can be learned from this type of study. This dearth in
research has been catalyst for this research study and in Chapter Four: Methodology
the researcher will describe the overall approach or methodology underpinning this
research study.
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Chapter Four: Methodology
4.1 Research problem
In recent years, and as evidenced by the literature review in this thesis, much has been
written about autism in girls. However, little research has been conducted, that focuses
upon exploring psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls. It is the view of
the researcher that much can be gained from exploring psychologists’ experiences of
assessing autism in girls. In Chapter Four, the overall approach or methodology
underpinning this research study will be described. More specifically, the research
questions will be described, followed by a brief description of the evolving philosophical
paradigms within social science. This will be followed by a description of the
researcher’s philosophical assumptions with respect to the following concepts:
axiology, ontology, epistemology, and methodology, so as to highlight the philosophical
foundation underlying chosen methodological approaches of this research study. The
survey as a research method will then be described, followed by a description of the
survey sample and the survey design. The latter will include a description of the
questions included, survey layout, and pilot studies. To conclude Chapter Four of this
thesis, processes of obtaining ethical clearance will be described, as well as
quantitative and qualitative data analyses carried out by the researcher.

4.2 Research aims, objectives and research questions
Following a review of the literature and on the basis of the researcher’s experiences in
assessing autism, the following research objectives were identified:
1) Identify assessment instruments used by psychologists during autism
assessments.
2) Explore whether psychologists use additional instruments or strategies during
autism assessments with girls.
3) Explore psychologists’ perceptions of the effectiveness of these instruments
during autism assessments with girls.
4) Explore

psychologists’

experiences

of

using

international

diagnostic

classification frameworks generally, and more specifically during autism
assessments with girls.
5) Explore psychologists’ perspectives on gender differences when assessing
autism.
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6) Explore gender discriminatory nuances, if any, considered by psychologists
during autism assessments with girls.
7) Explore if psychologists’ approaches to assessing autism in girls change over
time.

These objectives were then used to formulate three research questions which are as
follows:
1) Have psychologists accessed specific training and acquired experience in
assessing autism generally, and more specifically in girls, during professional
training and post-qualification?
2) How effective do psychologists perceive standardised autism assessment
instruments and diagnostic criteria as set by international classification systems
to be, when assessing autism in girls?
3) What, if any, gender differences have psychologists observed during autism
assessments with children?

In addressing these research questions, the researcher also aimed to use the research
data to identify implications for practice in the field of assessing autism, with a specific
emphasis on assessing autism in girls. These implications for practice are presented
in Chapter Six.
4.3 Philosophical and theoretical assumptions
Research approaches undertaken by a researcher are deemed to represent a specific
philosophical perspective or paradigmatic approach. There are a number of widely
referenced

paradigmatic

approaches

including

post-positivist,

interpretive/constructivist, and transformative approaches such as critical theorists and
pragmatic approaches (Creswell, 2014; Tracy, 2013). Each of these approaches
specifies a worldview on reality (Creswell, 2014) which in turn shapes methodological
research approaches, the ways in which questions posed by the researcher can be
answered; or indeed how knowledge can be obtained (Sim & Wright, 2000). In this
section, a brief overview of these worldviews will be described; including that which
underpins this research study. The philosophical foundations of the study, including
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axiology, and epistemological and ontological assumptions of the researcher will also
be described.

4.3.1 Paradigms
Worldviews or paradigms “each have a different perspective on the axiology, ontology,
epistemology, methodology, and rhetoric of research” (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019, p. 1)
which in turn shape the research design employed by the researcher to address the
research problem and subsequent research questions. Tracy (2013) offers a simple,
yet comprehensive description on post-positivists. Post-positivists “believe with
certainty that reality exists and that there is good reason to try to know it. However,
they also submit that human researchers and their methods have inherent weaknesses
and biases” (Tracy, 2013, p. 40). Attempts are subsequently made to eliminate these
weaknesses and biases in the search for a single truth. In contrast, the interpretive or
constructivist paradigm, researchers seek to “make sense of (or interpret) the
meanings others have about the world…and in doing so…inductively develop a theory
about the world” (Creswell, 2014, p. 8). For critical theorists, “research has an ethical
obligation, such as helping to emancipate or liberate those who find themselves in
situations that are immoral, unfair, unethical, violent, or generally “not nice.” (Tracy,
2013, pp.42-43). Such researchers not only ask what is, but what could be? (Tracy,
2013). A pragmatic worldview emphasises the importance of the practical
consequences of ideas or concept; its research being driven “by where we want to go
in the broadest sense” (Cherryholmes, 1992, p. 13). The pragmatist “begins with what
he or she thinks is known, and [in] looking for the consequences, he or she
desires…pick[s] and choose[s] how and what to research and what to do”
(Cherryholmes, 1992, p. 14). Post-positivism is typically associated with quantitative
methodologies; constructivism with qualitative research; whilst pragmatists argue that
they bridge the gap between these two approaches, which perhaps sit at opposite ends
of a continuum (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). The pragmatic paradigm is the worldview
underpinning this research study and in the sections that follow, associated
philosophical assumptions will be described with a view to elucidating this position.
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4.3.2 Axiology
Axiology in research refers to what the researcher values, i.e., subjectivity or
objectivity. In ascribing to the philosophical assumptions of pragmatists, the researcher
does not emphasise the notion of absolute truths. Instead, respect for the opinion of
colleagues is closely aligned with the philosophical assumptions of pragmatists (Rorty,
1991) and is one of the foundational principles underpinning this research study. The
opinion and experience of respected and esteemed colleagues is highly valued and it
is irrelevant whether this opinion leads to the collection of subjective or objective data.
Within the pragmatic worldview, axiology also facilitates a platform for researcher
biases to be identified (Creswell, 2012). In this instance, the researcher, from
experience, has identified a problem to be researched (i.e., challenges in assessing
autism in girls) and will use methodologies needed to address the research problems
(Creswell, 2014).

4.3.3 Epistemology
Epistemology refers to the theory of knowledge and can be simplified with reference
to the following core question of the field, what is knowledge? (Goldman, 2020).
Researchers can hold very different views as to what knowledge is, which are
influenced by philosophical assumptions held. The pragmatic worldview is supported
by John Dewey, the American philosopher, psychologist, and educational reformer,
who asserted that knowledge is constructed (Biesta, 2010) and that “everyone’s
experience is equally real” (Biesta, 2010, p. 107). However, this “experience in itself
does not provide us with any knowledge”. To obtain this, “bits” of information need to
put together systematically and logically (Biesta, 2010, p. 108), not as a means to
unfold absolute truth, but instead to uncover “warranted assertions” which may not
directly transfer from one situation to another, but that can be used to guide “our
observations and perceptions and…suggest…possible ways for resolving problems,
for finding ways forward” (Biesta, 2010, p. 111). For the researcher, there is no
absolute or definitive truth to be uncovered, instead there is individual and shared
information and experiences, that when uncovered can facilitate learning and improve
practices. According to Dewey, there are problematic situations that need to be
transformed into ones that are effectively combined with coherent action (Ormerod,
2006). This epistemological approach is also underpinned by the belief that research
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findings are at risk of fallibility because we are all “participants in an ever evolving,
unfinished universe” (Biesta, 2010, p. 111). However, at present, “a new explanation
needs to be found” (Ormerod, 2006, p. 906) so that our understanding of autism in
females can continue to expand and evolve.

4.3.4 Ontology
Ontology refers to the nature of reality and determines the kinds of knowledge that we
seek out in research. “Pragmatists believe that reality is not static - it changes at every
turn of events. Similarly, the world is also not static - it is in a constant state of
becoming” (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019, p. 3). Therefore, in addressing the research
problem, the researcher did not attempt to uncover an objective reality, but instead to
explore the reality of subjects or participants invited to participate in the research study.
This is with a view to uncovering individuals’ realities which may involve “varying
degrees of shared experiences between any two people that lead to different degrees
of shared belief” (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019, p. 3). Therefore, the researcher used all that
is available to her to address the research problem (Lincoln & Guba, 2000) to ensure
meaning could be obtained from the situation (Biesta, 2010).

4.3.5 Methodology
“Research designs are types of inquiry within qualitative, quantitative and mixed
methods approaches that provide specific directions for procedures in a research
approach” (Creswell, 2014, p. 12). Philosophical and theoretical assumptions about
knowledge influence decision-making with respect to research design. Quantitative
research methods are typically deductive in nature. Typically, researchers using
quantitative methodologies tend to “emphasize that there is a common reality on which
people can agree” (Newman & Ridenour, 1998) and make use of experiments or
surveys to gather information or data (Creswell, 2014). Qualitative approaches are
typically inductive in nature and focus on gathering non-statistical data. There is also
the sense, that regardless of their theoretical differences, qualitative researchers
“reflect some sort of individual phenomenological perspective” (Newman & Ridenour,
1998) and make use of methodologies such as narrative research, interviews or case
study to gather data (Creswell, 2014). Mixed method designs incorporate and integrate
the use of both quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell, 2014) and do not rank one
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of these approaches over another. In addition, Creswell (2014) also highlights that we
should not view these research approaches as dichotomous, but instead that research
designs can be more quantitative than qualitative in nature, or vice versa. Decisionmaking with respect to research methodology for this current study was made with the
research questions in mind. The researcher believed that it was more helpful to steer
away from “conceptualizing the dichotomy (using separate and distinct categories of
qualitative and quantitative research)” (Newman & Ridenour,1998, p. 9), and instead
embrace the idea of a “continuum as being the only construct that fits what we know
in a scientific sense” (Newman & Ridenour,1998, p. 9). This is because it is more
scientifically relevant to support the position, that best “serves to answer the specific
research question” (Newman & Ridenour,1998, p. 11).

On the basis of this philosophical foundation, it was decided to design and
distribute a survey to psychologists working in children’s services in the Republic of
Ireland (ROI) who are clinically active in autism assessments. Ultimately this decision
was made because a mix of quantitative and qualitative data could be gathered (Ponto,
2015) which would in turn address the research questions via the acquisition of a body
of knowledge. The methodology is primarily quantitative in nature, but the researcher
equally valued qualitative data that was collected by a substantial number of
psychologists’ responses to open-ended qualitative questions.
4.3.5.1 Quantitative data.

Broadly speaking, there are two ways of

summarising and analysing quantitative data, which are known as descriptive and
inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics are concerned with describing the data and
are used to estimate characteristics of the sample (Nick, 2015). This was the main form
of analysis for the data and was used to facilitate the description of “basic findings of
the data gathered, including the distribution or location of averages, within a given
sample and summaries of data that can be presented in the form of graphs, charts and
tables” (Kei Daniel & Harland, 2017, p. 57). Inferential statistics were also used to
investigate the extent to which generalisations could be made on the basis of the
survey sample to the general population (Kei Daniel & Harland, 2017). Most inferential
statistics involve calculating a test-statistic value on the basis of a particular formula
(Kuhar, 2010) and determining the probability that there is a relationship between
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variables. This probability value or p-value, is a number that describes the likelihood
that findings have occurred by random chance (i.e., that the null hypothesis is true) or
not (i.e., that the null hypothesis can be rejected). There is also a measure relating to
sample size that is known as degrees of freedom and statistically the larger the sample
size, the more powerful the statistic is (i.e., degrees of freedom (Kuhar, 2010). For this
research study, correlation inferential statistics designed to estimate the relationship
between two variables were used (Swearingham, 2015). More specifically, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient was selected as appropriate to determine the strength of the
relationship between the variables, primarily because the relationship between the
variables was linear and the two variables were on the same scale (Swearingham,
2015). More detailed information pertaining to quantitative data analysis is provided in
Section 4.7.1 of this thesis.

4.3.5.2 Qualitative data. Qualitative data gathered during this research study
were further elaborations of responses given to closed or quantitative questions.
Psychologists had already responded to a quantitative question and the open-question
that followed was an opportunity for the participant to elaborate on their response. A
number of different options were explored when attempting to analyse the qualitative
data collected. Word-frequency generators (i.e., Tagcloud) and thematic analysis
(Braun & Clarke, 2018) were initially explored as possible ways of analysing the
qualitative analysis. However, it was decided that content analysis was the most
effective way of with a view to quantifying common themes, and in doing so, establish
degrees of shared experiences between psychologists (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). More
detailed information pertaining to qualitative data analysis is provided in Section 4.7.2
of this thesis.

4.4 Survey research
The use of surveys as a research methodology can be defined as "the collection of
information from a sample of individuals through their responses to questions" (Check
& Schutt, 2012, p. 160). The researcher holds firm the position that one’s reality is
acquired via experience and the knowledge that we set out to obtain needs to have
utility (Kei Daniel & Harland, 2018). Within this chosen area of study, there is a dearth
of research and ultimately the researcher is attempting to access a reasonable sized
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sample, with a view to generalising from this sample, as well as embracing and learning
from the individual experiences of psychologists working in Irish children’s services
who are clinically active in autism assessments in the Republic of Ireland, via detailed
description of the data collected. This is primarily the rationale for the use of surveys
in this research study.

Table 4.1 Sources of error in survey research
Type of
Source of error
error
Sampling
Individuals included in the
error
sample do not represent the
characteristics of the population.
Measurement Questions/instruments do not
error
accurately reflect the topic of
interest; questions in survey do
not evoke truthful answers.
Nonresponse Lack of response from all
error
individuals in sample.

Strategy to reduce error
Clearly identified population of interest;
diverse participant recruitment
strategies; large, random sample.
Valid, reliable instruments; pilot study of
the survey.

User-friendly survey design; follow-up
reminders for non-responders.

Source: Understanding and Evaluating Survey Research. J. Ponto (2015). Journal of Advanced
Practitioners in Oncology, 6(2), 168-171.

Ponto (2015) presented a table detailing sources of error in survey research and
strategies that can be adopted to reduce these errors. This information was adapted
by the researcher and is presented in Table 4.1. In the paragraphs that follow,
strategies used by the researcher to reduce or eliminate these errors will be described.

4.4.1 Target Population
One of the most basic steps in survey design is identifying the target population or
sample to invite to participate in the survey. In order to address the research questions,
the inclusion criterion for participation was psychologists clinically active in autism
assessments with children, working in publicly funded children’s services in the
Republic of Ireland (ROI). Psychologists clinically active in autism assessments in adult
services were excluded primarily because the researcher’s own lived experiences
relates to assessing autism in children and given the pragmatic stance underpinning
research design, it was more relevant to focus on the selected population.
In the Rogers et al., (2016) survey, the diagnostic experiences of a number of
different clinicians involved in autism assessments (i.e., occupational therapists,
speech and language therapists and psychiatrists) were explored. However, following
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careful consideration of the research problem and the subsequent research objectives,
as well as prudent discussion with an external panel, it was decided to focus solely on
the experiences of psychologists so that questions could be designed that are sensitive
to their particular experiences, as well as maximising the potential for generalisation.
4.4.2 Sample
The type of sample used by the researcher in this research study is best described as
a purposive sample. More specifically, this occurs when a specific population is
identified and only its members are included in the survey (Kelley et. al, 2003). It was
posited that accessing or obtaining a national representative sample of psychologists
who were clinically active in autism assessments, in children’s services in the Republic
of Ireland, could facilitate exploration of these psychologists’ insights and experiences
in assessing autism in girls. Through uncovering new explanations (Ormerod, 2006),
there may be increased possibilities for expanding and evolving understanding of
autism in females which may have implications for psychologists’ practices.

In recruiting this sample, disability services were identified via service details
provided by the chairperson of Progressing Disability Services (PDS). Other eligible
services, i.e., Primary, Community and Continuity Care (PCCC) and Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS), were identified via HSE and Service
Provider websites, as well as through the researcher’s own knowledge of nationwide
service providers. To ensure thoroughness and accurate representation within the
sample, service information was organised around the nine Community Healthcare
Organisations (CHOs) and Local Health Offices (LHO) in the Republic of Ireland (ROI).
Please see Appendix C for more detailed information. At the same time, it is important
to highlight that at present, in the ROI, there is no centralised source of information for
publicly funded children’s psychology services. In consideration of this, only an
estimation of the number psychologists clinically active in autism assessments with
children can be made. The estimated target population for this survey is approximately
276 psychologists; and ninety-two of these psychologists completed the survey. One
respondent was from an adult service and was excluded from data analysis as the
study design focused solely upon assessing autism in children (0-18 years). An email
with a weblink was forwarded to approximately 260 psychologists, whilst one service
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requested a paper version of the survey which was forwarded to 16 psychologists.
Therefore, for the purposes of data analysis, the total number of respondents was
ninety-one which equated to a response rate of 32.5%.
4.4.3 Survey Design
The initial research problem informed the compilation of specific aforementioned
research objectives and subsequent research questions. Although these questions
facilitated a platform upon which the survey questions could be compiled, it is important
to consider challenges associated with transforming objectives into a wellconceptualised and operationally sound questionnaire (Warwick & Lininger, 1975). In
order to address these challenges, a number of steps were completed. A careful review
of the literature contributed considerably to devising survey questions within the early
stages. More specifically, this review contributed to careful consideration of the
wording, style, content, layout and language of the survey (Iarossi, 2006). It also helped
with the identification of similar survey research in the field. As previously mentioned,
Rogers et al., (2016) conducted a research study in which the experiences of
professionals in diagnosing autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) in the United Kingdom,
was explored via an online survey. Similar to this research study, Rogers et al., (2016)
were interested in exploring professionals’ experiences of the autism diagnostic
process with a view to identifying aspects working well, as well as aspects that might
benefit from improvement. Although the researcher was unsuccessful in obtaining a
copy of the Rogers et al., (2016) survey, the sections and sequential order of survey
sections that mapped onto the autism diagnostic journey were obtained from the
research article (Rogers et al., 2016) and incorporated into the survey design of this
research study. Guidance was also taken from survey details included in the research
article of Howlin and Moore (1997) who surveyed parents to investigate their
experiences of the autism diagnostic process; and in the research article of Skellern et
al., (2005) who surveyed professionals to investigate their experiences of the autism
diagnostic process. Unsuccessful attempts were also made to obtain a copy of a
survey by Jamison et al., (2017), which explored clinicians’ perspective of symptom
severity within core domains of autism and across different developmental periods.
Finally, items were also developed on the basis of the researcher’s own clinical
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experience of assessing autism in children, and more specifically in assessing autism
in girls.
4.4.3.1 Questions. Questions included in the survey were designed to explore
both observable (e.g., types of autism screening instruments used by psychologists)
and unobservable data (e.g., perceived levels of confidence in assessing autism in
girls) (Kei Daniel & Harland, 2017). A total of 90 questions were included in the survey
and the questions included were designed to gather different types of data. More
specifically, this included nominal (i.e., categorical), ordinal (i.e., implies order or rank),
and interval and ratio (i.e., more number like) data (Brace et al., 2016) which were
designed to gather quantitative data and resulted in closed-ended and multiple-choice
questions being included in the survey. Open-ended questions were descriptive in
nature and were designed to gather qualitative data. EU Survey (European
Commission, ND) was the application used by the researcher. It is an online survey
management system for creating and publishing surveys. EU survey had a number of
features that were used by the researcher when formatting questions. For example, it
was possible to have ‘dependent questions’ which facilitated displaying additional
questions and fields depending on answers given by the psychologists. It was also
possible to have text only questions, as well as multiple choice questions.
Table 4.2 Survey sections
Section Section Title
No.
1
Education and Experience
2
Autism Training
3
Experience in Assessing Autism
4
Gender Differences and Autism
5
Autism Screening
6
Autism Diagnostic Instruments and Diagnosis
7
International Classification Frameworks and Diagnosis
8
Clinical Guidance Documents in Assessing Autism

4.4.3.2 Survey layout. The questionnaire was structured in sequential order
generally mapping onto the steps in an autism assessment (i.e., referral, screening,
standardised testing and diagnosis). There were eight different sections in the survey
which are presented in Table 4.2. There was a feature in EU Survey that facilitated
clear structuring of the survey by section; and the paper survey replicated this. The
first section of the survey was designed to gather as much anonymous data as possible
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so as to capture participant demographics. The remaining seven sections were
designed to answer the research questions. A copy of the paper survey is presented
in Appendix D.
Table 4.3 Pilot study procedure to improve internal validity
Pilot study procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Administer the questionnaire to pilot subjects in exactly the same way as it will be
administered in the main study.
Ask the subjects for feedback to identify ambiguities and difficult questions.
Record the time taken to complete the questionnaire and decide whether it is
reasonable.
Discard all unnecessary, difficult or ambiguous questions.
Assess whether each question gives an adequate range of responses.
Establish that replies can be interpreted in terms of the information that is required.
Check that all questions are answered.
Re-word or re-scale any questions that are not answered as expected.
Shorten, revise and, if possible, pilot again.

Source: Health Science Research: A Handbook of Quantitative Methods by J. Peat et al., 2001, p.123.

4.4.3.3 Pilot studies. The researcher conducted two pilot studies, in adherence
with models of good practice as detailed in the research literature. Baker (1994)
identified two reasons for conducting pilot studies, one of which was defined as a
means to pre-test or try out a particular research instrument. In Table 4.3 a pilot study
procedure designed to improve the internal validity is described (Peat et al., 2001).
The steps outlined in this pilot study procedure were adhered to by the researcher
throughout the pilot phase.
Given the stringent inclusionary criteria for the survey sample, the researcher
was cognisant not to invite anyone to participate in the pilot study that was eligible to
participate in the larger study; which in turn made it challenging to identify participants
to participate in the pilot. As a result, participants for the pilot study were identified in a
non-randomised way and were known to the researcher. The following criteria were
used to invite participants to participate: a) psychologists who, in the past, had been,
but were not longer clinically active in autism assessment; b) psychologists, clinically
active in autism assessments, working in the private sector and c) psychologists due
to be on leave, at the time of survey distribution, were invited to participate. The survey
was piloted on two occasions. Three psychologists participated in the first pilot, and
three psychologists participated in the second pilot. The survey was piloted on both
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occasions using the EU survey platform so as to mirror administration in the main study
(Peat et al., 2001).

Peat et al., (2001) highlighted the importance of reviewing the wording and the order
of the questions; and the appropriateness of the range of answers in multiple choice
questions. With this in mind, pilot study participants were invited to provide feedback
to identify ambiguities and difficult questions. A number of changes were made, which
included removing a question on differential diagnosis, as one pilot study participant
had commented that it was very confusing. It was subsequently replaced with a
question exploring gender differences in initial referral reasons for children that go on
to meet the criteria for autism. One participant in the pilot study identified two repeat
questions which were subsequently combined.

Findings from the pilot studies indicated that the survey took between 30 to 40
minutes to complete. To ensure efficiency in completing the survey, an increased
number of multi-choice questions were introduced to reduce time completing openended questions. Inclusion of wording to ensure that respondents knew that
elaborating on their responses was desirable but not essential, was also included.
Another pilot participant indicated that there were no difficulties with accessing and
completing the survey, but there was one instance when they were redirected to a
question that should have been skipped. This was subsequently corrected. All of the
issues and difficulties raised by pilot study participants were carefully considered, and
subsequent changes made to the survey, where applicable. At the same time, it is
important to be mindful of the limitations that pilot studies can have which “include the
possibility of making inaccurate predictions or assumptions on the basis of pilot”
(Teijlingen & Hundley, 2001, p.2). However, it is the view of the researcher that
valuable and essential changes were made to the survey following the pilot studies.

The data from the pilot studies was converted from EU Survey to a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet. This data was then inputted manually into IBM SPSS (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences) Version 24 to ensure the survey data could be
analysed so as to answer the research questions. Using SPSS, it was possible to
gather descriptive statistics i.e., frequencies. It was also possible to do cross
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tabulations with the data (i.e., compare variables, and Chi Square analyses to test
statistical significance or the strength of relationships between variables.
4.4.3.4 Dealing with non-responders. A reminder email was sent to potential
participants two weeks after initial survey circulation. A second reminder email was
sent after an additional two weeks (Appendix E) with a view to reducing the number of
non-responders. Gosling et al., (2004) (as cited in Goin-Kochel et al., 2006) analysed
the validity of results from paper and web-based surveys and concluded that the two
were congruent. Therefore, in order to meet the needs of all potential participants, the
survey was available on-line and also in paper version.

4.5 Ethical Clearance
The researcher had a number of responsibilities in relation to ethical clearance
procedures and a number of different guidelines were referred to in order to provide a
framework for this process. This included the Code of Good Practice in Research
(UCD, 2016a), Research Ethics (UCD, 2016b), Operating Procedures (UCD, 2016c),
the Summary of Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) Guidelines and
Requirements Version 2 (UCD, 2015) and the HREC Further Exploration of the
Process of Seeking Ethics Approval for Research (UCD, 2007). The Code of
Professional Ethics (The Psychological Society of Ireland, 2010), the Standards and
Operational Guidance for Ethics Review of Health-Related Research with Human
Participants (WHO, 2011), as well as the Data Protection Acts (1998, 2003, 2018)
(Data Protection Commission (DPC), 1998-2018) were also referred to. Ethical
implications at each stage of the research design were considered by the researcher
which included those associated with the study design, risks and potential benefits,
selection of the study population and recruitment of research participants, protection
of research participants’ privacy and confidentiality, as well as facilitating an informed
consent process (WHO, 2011).

4.5.1 Population
It is the view of the researcher that the data or information gained through addressing
the research questions has the potential to directly benefit the participants. This is on
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the basis of potential for new knowledge to inform our understanding of autism in
females.

4.5.2 Privacy, Confidentiality and Informed Consent
Issues relating to informed consent and confidentiality were addressed with potential
survey participants by clearly communicating the nature and purpose of the research
and the conditions relating to participation, as well as outlining implications associated
with consent. All of this information was detailed in the Participant Information and
Consent Leaflet (Appendix F) which was forwarded to all psychology managers and
team coordinators accompanied by the invitational email or letter (Appendix G). Only
psychologists that indicated that they had read this information leaflet and indicated
that they consented to proceed were able to complete the survey.

Following agreement to proceed, an invitation email with a weblink to the survey
was forwarded to the manager or team coordinator for distribution to eligible
psychologists (Appendix H). One children’s service requested a paper version of the
survey. These psychologists were forwarded paper versions of the Participant
Information and Consent Leaflet (Appendix F), the survey (Appendix D) and a stamped
envelope with the researcher’s address. Psychologists were asked to indicate on the
paper survey that they had read the Participant Information and Consent Leaflet
(Appendix F) before proceeding. The survey was anonymous and due to the higher
numbers of females working as psychologists, questions pertaining to participants’
gender were not included in the survey as it increased the likelihood of the survey
responses of male psychologists being identifiable.

4.5.3 Data Protection
The researcher completed HSE General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) training
so as to ensure fidelity with the legal requirements of data protection in the ROI. GDPR
or EU Data Protection Regulation, as well Irish Data Protection Legislation (DPC,
1998-2018) set out legal requirements with respect to gathering, processing, storing
and destroying personal data. GDPR was introduced in May 2018 under EU legislation
as part of the Data Protection Act, 2018. The eight principles of GDPR (i.e., lawfulness,
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fairness and transparency; purpose limitation; data minimisation; accuracy; storage
limitation; integrity and confidentiality; access; and accountability) were considered in
relation to data collection, processing, storage and destroying survey data, in this
research study. In addition to this, within each CHO, there are assigned Data
Protection Officers who oversee and monitor data protection compliance and their
contact details were included on the Participant Information and Consent Leaflet
(Appendix F) forwarded to all participants.

4.5.4 UCD Ethical Clearance
According to the UCD Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) Further Exploration
of the Process of Seeking Ethics Approval for Research (UCD, 2008) guidelines,
surveys with adults, with the exception of those from vulnerable groups, are exempt
from a full review, when “the responses are recorded anonymously, in a way in which
participants cannot be identified directly or through identifiers linked to the subject” and
when “information, if disclosed, could not reasonably put the participant at risk of
liability (criminal or civil) or be damaging to his/her reputation, employability or financial
standing” (UCD, 2007, p.3). In consideration of the survey design in this research
study, the researcher applied for this exemption by providing detailed information
pertaining to the research objectives, proposed methodology and participants. The
exemption for a full review was approved by UCD HREC on 28th March 2018 (Ref: HSE-18-25-Walsh-Kinsella Exemption).

Table 4.4 Nationwide Research Ethics Committees (REC)
No. Organisation
1.
Brothers of Charity Cork and Kerry REC
2.
Brothers of Charity Roscommon, REC
3.
Daughters of Charity REC
4.
Enable Ireland REC
5.
HSE Galway REC
6.
HSE Midlands REC
7.
HSE Midwestern REC
8.
HSE South Eastern Area REC
9.
HSE North East REC
10. St John of Gods Hospitaller Services REC

4.5.5 HSE and Other Organisational Research Ethics Committees (REC)
Given that the survey was distributed nationally, ethical approval was sought from all
HSE RECs in operation, as well as RECs in operation in other relevant organisations,
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within the Republic of Ireland. The details of the RECs applied to are presented in
Table 4.4.
Requirements for each of the RECs were relatively consistent, however there were
some specific actions or steps requested by some. For example, one service invited
the researcher to attend for interview so that the REC could ask specific questions
pertaining to the research. The same service also required the researcher to have a
service sponsor who facilitated communication between the researcher and the
participants, as no direct communication with participants was permitted. Three RECs
requested a yearly update in relation to the research study and two of the RECs
requested a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) to be completed by the
researcher. A DPIA is a GDPR requirement, whereby the researcher has to identify
any data protection risks, as well as steps taken by the researcher to minimise or
eliminate these risks. Approval to proceed with the research was granted by all the
RECs applied to.

4.6 Data Collection
To increase participation in the survey, it was possible to complete either an online or
paper version of the survey. Legislative changes in relation to data protection (i.e.,
GDPR) came into effect over the course of this research study and although the survey
was initially set up using SurveyMonkey, the researcher had to switch to EU Survey
because SurveyMonkey was not deemed to be compliant with a number of GDPR legal
requirements; primarily the use and storage of personal data of SurveyMonkey users
(i.e., survey participants). Using the EU Survey application, an online survey was
created and forwarded to participants via a survey weblink. The survey weblink was
forwarded directly to participating psychologists or via psychology managers or team
leaders, who in turn forwarded it to eligible psychologists. Only psychologists from one
children’s service requested to complete a paper version of the survey and these
participants were given a deadline for submission of the completed survey.
4.7 Data Analysis
The purpose of data analysis is to summarise data so that it is easily understood and
provides answers to the research questions (Kelley et al., 2003). There are a number
of steps involved in data analysis, including creating the data file, entering and saving
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the data into a suitable format and then checking the data file for errors before analysis
can take place (Brace et al., 2016; Pallant, 2016).
4.7.1 Quantitative data analysis
4.7.1.1 Creating a data file. Using the EU Survey Application, all of the survey
results were saved to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Using the Microsoft Excel
document, the quantitative data was separated from the qualitative data by
categorising the questions as quantitative or qualitative. Some of the qualitative
responses were transformed to quantitative data in order for this data to be analysed
using the SPSS platform. The type of analysis, i.e., quantitative or qualitative, used
with each of the 90 questions in the survey is presented in Appendix I. Twenty-four
questions were analysed qualitatively; whilst 69 questions were analysed quantitatively
using SPSS. There were three questions that involved both qualitative and quantitative
data analysis.

Quantitative data was transferred from Excel to SPSS manually by the
researcher as it was not possible to export the data automatically via the EU Survey
platform. Responses from the paper survey were inputted directly into the SPSS data
file. Responses from the pilot studies were also imported to a Microsoft Excel
document and inputted into SPSS so as to test data entry and analysis, but those
results were not included in the overall data analysis. The datasets in this research
study contain different types of variables for each of the participants that participated
in the survey (Brace et al., 2016).

For each variable measured, the researcher

identified the measurement scale as nominal (i.e., categorical), ordinal (i.e., implies
order or rank), interval or ratio (i.e., more number like) when it was being inputted into
SPSS (Brace et al., 2016). Each variable was also given a name (Brace et al., 2016)
which corresponded to the relevant survey question.

4.7.1.2 Checking and cleaning the data. Following input of the data from
Microsoft Excel to SPSS, the data was checked to ensure accurate analyses of the
survey results. To begin, a column entitled ‘Participant ID’ was added so that each
participant was allocated an identifying number. Each column containing responses
from all psychologists to every question was checked to identify if there were any gaps
or ‘missing values’ in the data file. All of the ‘missing values’ were coded as ‘NR’, i.e.,
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non-response, so that all non-responses could be identified during statistical analyses
by SPSS. All questions that had ‘yes’, ‘no’ or ‘unsure’ as response options were given
numerical values in the ‘values’ column, i.e., ‘yes’ = 1, ‘no’ = 2 or ‘unsure’ = 3, so that
these responses could be statistically analysed. Questions that had particular ranges
as answer options were also given numerical values, e.g., 0-2 years = 1; 3-5 years =
2, so that this data could also be analysed meaningfully via SPSS. Questions that had
multiple choice response options, e.g. The assessments were mostly with girls with comorbid intellectual disability (ID) (i.e., IQ ≤ 69) or A relatively equal number of
assessments with girls, with and without co-morbid ID, were conducted or The
assessments were mostly with girls without co-morbid ID (i.e. IQ ≥ 70), were also given
numerical values. There was one question which asked psychologists to identify the
type of training on assessing autism in girls they had accessed. Qualitative data was
obtained from this question and was thematically analysed. Four different responses
or themes were identified and given values so that they could be statistically analysed:
NAS

Module=1;

peer-to-peer

input=2;

self-directed

CPD=3;

and

Conference/Seminar=4. The responses given by the psychologist working in adult
services was deleted from the SPSS data file.

Figure 4.1 Valid responses
Statistics
1.1(a) Are you a/an:
N

Valid
Missing

91
0

Figure 4.2 Pattern Responses
1.1(a) Are you a/an:
Cumulative
Frequency
Valid

Clinical Psychologist

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

52

57.1

57.1

57.1

Counselling Psychologist

2

2.2

2.2

59.3

Educational Psychologist

36

39.6

39.6

98.9

Other

1

1.1

1.1

100.0

Total

91

100.0

100.0
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Figure 4.3 Graph to illustrate responses patterns

4.7.1.3 Analysing the data. A number of different SPSS commands were used
to generate descriptive statistics so as to summarise the data and identify any patterns
or shared experiences between psychologists (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019). To begin, a
frequencies output was obtained for each individual variable i.e., univariate analysis.
This command provided the information illustrated in Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Figure
4.1 illustrates the number of psychologists who answered question 1.1 and indicates if
there was any missing data. Figure 4.2 provides the frequency of particular response
patterns. It also provides the percentage of psychologists who responded in a
particular way. Figure 4.3 is a bar graph illustrating responses given by psychologists.
Following on from this, relationships, if any, were explored via cross tabulation analysis
in SPSS. For example, cross tabulation was conducted between years of experience
in assessing autism and whether or not they indicated that there were specific
challenges in assessing autism in girls. Results from this SPSS command indicated
missing data, if any, (i.e., the number of psychologists that had answered both
questions were included for analysis). The relationship between years’ experience
psychologists had and whether or not they indicated specific challenges in assessing
autism was expressed in percentages. For example, eighteen or 90% of psychologists
with 0-2 years’ experience indicated that they had experienced specific challenges in
assessing autism in girls. Finally, so as to explore whether the relationship patterns
between variables were statistically significant, inferential statistical analysis was
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conducted. Pearson’s Chi Square analysis was used to determine the probability that
two variables were related. This type of analysis is designed to explore relationships
Table 4.5 Content analysis
Step
Description
1. Familiar- All the open-ended questions in the survey were tied or related to the
isation with preceding question. For example, psychologists were asked if they believed
the data.
that lectures in assessing autism in girls should be included on a
professional training course (i.e., Part A) and were then invited to comment
on their response to this question (Part B). There were 24 open-ended
questions.
All of the 24 questions were analysed separately by copying the column of
responses from the Total Data Set to an excel spreadsheet, into a word
document with a table. The number of psychologists that responded to
open-ended question varied so at this familiarisation stage, the researcher
deleted all the empty rows for non-respondents. It was also important for
the researcher to identify how participants had responded to Part A of the
question and the open-ended comments were organised by these
responses where possible, e.g., psychologists that had responded ‘yes’,
‘no’ or ‘unsure’.

2. Analysis

3. Coding 1
4. Coding 2

5.
Identification
of issues for
counting
6. Review of
data
and
codes

All of these steps facilitated the researcher in becoming familiar with the
data via careful reading. Data analysed for research question one is
presented in Appendix J; research question two data is presented in
Appendix K and research question three data is presented in Appendix L.
The researcher read through all of the data items (i.e., each open-ended
comment to questions) individually so as to identify patterns and significant
concepts (White & Marsh, 2006)
The researcher then began to generate codes on the basis of these
patterns.
During the initial process of generating codes, the researcher continued to
review them distinctively as well as within the context of all the qualitative
data gathered in response to the open-ended comments. The review
continued until the researcher was satisfied that they reflected, or were a
comprehensive interpretation of, the qualitative data gathered.
To conclude the content analysis, the researcher counted the number of
times an issue was identified by respondents. All of these
descriptions/findings are presented in the results section of this thesis and
are “intended to be illustrative rather than ‘scientific’ and to augment the
quantitative data presented” (Baldwin et al., 2016, p.486).
To ensure consistency and reliability the data, codes and themes generated
were reviewed for a second time by the researcher. They were also
reviewed by the Research Supervisor. As a lone researcher, it was not
possible for another person to review and generate codes.

between categorical data by testing the strength of the relationship between the two
variables. This in turn facilitated the Researcher to draw conclusions on the basis of
these results. Pearson’s Chi Square analysis tests the null hypothesis. Therefore, if
variables are determined to be independent of each other, the null hypothesis is
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accepted and vice versa. The p-value is calculated so as to determine this, i.e., if the
p-value obtained was ≤0.05, the relationship between the variables was statistically
significant) (Ling, 2008). The data table from SPSS output view was copied and pasted
into Microsoft Excel and graphs were generated, where relevant. Only statistically
significant relationships as determined by Pearson’s Chi Square analysis were
reported in Chapter Five: Results.

4.7.2 Qualitative data
Qualitative data gathered during this research study were further elaborations of
responses given to closed or quantitative questions. This type of data was lesser in
amount compared to quantitative data, but was equally valued in its contribution to the
research study. Content analysis is defined by Byrne (2017, p.1) as “a process
whereby any form of communication, including texts, images, etc., is subject to a
processing of counting (i.e., the counting of certain word, phrases and other linguistic
sets) in order to contextualise the qualitative data”. Qualitative content analysis (QCA)
was used in this research study, in that the approach was inductive in nature and the
research questions guided data gathering and analysis from which potential code could
emerge from careful reading of the data. The text was derived from responses to open
questions and codes emerged from identifying patterns following careful reading
(White & Marsh, 2006). Table 4.5 outlines the qualitative content analysis completed
in this research study.
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Chapter Five: Results
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, detailed information about the participants who completed the survey is
provided. Following on from this, the results will be described as per the three research
questions, which are as follows:
1) Have psychologists accessed specific training and acquired experience in
assessing autism generally, and more specifically in girls, during professional
training and post-qualification?
2) How effective do psychologists perceive standardised autism assessment
instruments and diagnostic criteria as set by international classification systems
to be, when assessing autism in girls?
3) What, if any, gender differences have psychologists observed during autism
assessments with children?

Survey questions were drawn together to answer the three research questions. For
each of the three research questions, quantitative data is first presented, followed by
the qualitative data. For each survey question, response percentages are based upon
the number of respondents that responded to each survey question, rather than the
overall sample size (n=91). In addition, full test statistics were only reported for
statistically significant relationships as determined by Pearson’s correlation.
Qualitative data is based upon participants’ responses to open-ended questions
relating to the quantitative questions. It is important to note that the research data
presented in Chapter Five was used by the researcher to identify implications for
practice in the field of assessing autism, with a specific emphasis on assessing autism
in girls. These implications for practice are presented in Chapter Six.
5.2 Participants
Ninety-two participants completed the questionnaire. One respondent was from an
adult service and was excluded from data analysis as the study design focused solely
upon assessing autism in children (0-18 years). Therefore, for the purposes of data
analysis, the total number of respondents was n=91. This indicated a survey response
rate of 32.5%.
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5.2.1 Professional qualifications
The majority of psychologists were qualified as clinical psychologists (n=52 or 57.1%)
and educational psychologists (n=36 or 39.6%). Only 2.2% (n=2) of the survey sample
were counselling psychologists. One psychologist indicated that they had trained as
an educational psychologist but worked as a clinical psychologist. Within the Health
Service Executive (HSE), (i.e., the service that provides public health and social care
services in the Republic of Ireland (ROI)), counselling psychologists have only been
eligible to work in children services since 2018 following a review of the eligibility
criteria for the recruitment of psychologists to the HSE in 2016 (HSE, 2016).
5.2.2 Qualification level
The vast majority of psychologists were qualified at Doctoral (n=53 or 57.6%) or
Masters Level (n=37 or 40.2%). One psychologist (1.1%) had a higher diploma in
psychology.

5.2.3 Team
For the purposes of this research study, there are four types of children services in the
ROI. Firstly, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (i.e., CAMHS) are
multidisciplinary services for children (0-18 years) with moderate to severe mental
health difficulties. Secondly, there are specific multidisciplinary services for children (018 years) with diagnoses of autism. Thirdly, there are unidisciplinary primary,
community and continuity (PCCC) psychology services or community-based services,
which are for children (0-18 years) with milder needs and/or identified needs that may
not need a multidisciplinary team approach.

Figure 5.1 Type of children’s service teams (n=90)
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During survey distribution, it became apparent that there are different autism
assessment practices across PCCC services. Some PCCC services carry out
diagnostic assessments with children, whilst others do not accept autism query
referrals, but may screen for autism and refer on to disability teams for diagnostic
assessment.

there

Fourthly,

are

children’s

disability

services

which

are

multidisciplinary services for children (0-18 years) with a specific disability (e.g.,
autism) or complex needs in two or more developmental areas. In the ROI, there are
different types of disability teams (i.e., Early Intervention Team (EIT), School Aged
Team (SAT) and Children’s Network Disability Teams (CNDT)). For the purposes of
data analysis, these teams were collectively identified as disability teams.
Psychologists were asked to identify the team they worked on. As can be seen in
Figure 5.1, the majority of psychologists (62.2%) worked on disability teams.
Significantly fewer psychologists surveyed work in PCCC (14.4%), CAMHS (10%) and
autism specific services (5.5%). There was a small number of psychologists who
worked across two teams (3.3%) and 4.4% of psychologists (i.e., n=4) indicated Other
but did not specify further.
5.2.4 Multidisciplinary or unidisciplinary assessments
Eighty-eight psychologists indicated whether or not they conducted multidisciplinary or
unidisciplinary assessments. The majority of psychologists (n=58 or 65.9%) conducted
multi-disciplinary autism assessments. It was primarily psychologists working on
disability teams (70.6% or n=41) who conducted multidisciplinary team assessments.
Twenty-one psychologists (i.e., 23.8%) indicated that they conducted both
multidisciplinary and unidisciplinary assessments, whilst nine psychologists (i.e.,
10.2%) indicated that they only conducted unidisciplinary assessments. Six of the nine
psychologists

primarily

conducting

unidisciplinary

assessments

psychologists.
Figure 5.2 Years’ experience post-qualification (n=89)
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5.2.5 Years of experience post-qualification
Eighty-nine psychologists indicated the number of years’ experience they had postqualification. As illustrated in Figure 5.2 most psychologists had between 3 to 15 years
of experience: 3-5 years: n=19 or 21.3%; 6-10 years: n=17 or 19.1%; 11-15 years:
n=20 or 22.5%. Eleven psychologists had 0-2 years (12.4%), twelve had 16-20 years
(13.5%) and ten psychologists had 21 years (11.2%) experience.
5.3 Research Question One
In the paragraphs that follow, general autism training, as well as specific inputs with
respect to assessing autism in girls, accessed by psychologists during professional
training and post-qualification will be described. Psychologists’ experience with respect
to assessing autism will also be reported. Finally, the number of psychologists that
have accessed clinical guidance documents (CGDs) relating to assessing autism is
presented, including whether or not they found such guidelines helpful in assessing
autism in girls.
5.3.1 Autism training during psychologists’ professional training
5.3.1.1 Quantitative analysis. From a cohort of 90 psychologists, 60
psychologists (66.6%) indicated that they had accessed inputs on assessing autism
during professional training programme, whilst 29 psychologists (32.2%) had not.

Figure 5.3 The relationship between years of experience psychologists had and training in
assessing autism in children during professional training. (n=87)
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Pearson’s Chi Square test was used to investigate the relationship between years of
experience that 89 psychologists had, and whether or not they had accessed dedicated
lectures in assessing autism in children during professional training. Findings indicated
that the relationship between these variables was statistically significant (r=0.404,
n=89, p=<0.01). More specifically and as can be seen in Figure 5.3, psychologists with
0-2 years of experience post-qualification, were more likely to have accessed
dedicated lectures in assessing autism in children during professional training. In
addition, as the number of years of experience increased beyond 10 years or more, it
was increasingly likely that psychologists had not accessed such training.

Eighty-five psychologists (94.4%) indicated that they had not accessed
dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls during professional training. It is worth
noting that five psychologists (5.5%) had accessed dedicated lectures and one of these
psychologists indicated that they were ‘very confident’, whilst four of them indicated
that they were ‘somewhat confident’ in assessing autism in girls. Ninety psychologists
indicated whether or not they believed that dedicated lectures in assessing autism in
girls should be included on professional training courses. Seventy-six psychologists
(84.4%) indicated that dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls should be
included on professional training; 11.1% were ‘unsure’ (i.e., n=10); whilst 3.3% of
psychologists (i.e., n=3) did not believe that such lectures should be included.

Table 5.1 Professional training and inputs on assessing autism in girls (n=26)
Theme
% of Psychologists
in agreement
1. Girls’ presentation is different to boys (i.e., more
53.8%
complex/subtle)
2. General lecture to include section on autism in girls; not a
15.3%
separate lecture
3. Referenced issues with diagnostic instruments
11.5%
4. Referenced specific content to be included in such a lecture
11.5%
5. Assessing autism in girls is more complex
7.6%
6. Assessing autism is a specialist field
7.6%
7. Referenced diagnostic criteria
7.6%
8. Should be mandatory
3.8%
9. Critical to avoid gender bias
3.8%

5.3.1.2 Qualitative analysis. Twenty-six (28.6%) psychologists commented
further as to whether or not they believed that lectures or inputs on assessing autism
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in girls, should be included on professional training courses. The majority who
commented indicated that such lectures should be included (n=19 or 20.9%); six
psychologists (6.9%) were ‘unsure’; whilst one psychologist who commented further
did not believe that such lectures should be included. The arising themes are presented
in Table 5.1 and detailed information pertaining to thematic analysis is presented in
Appendix J.
Psychologists primarily indicated that lectures in assessing autism in girls are
needed during professional training because autism in girls presents differently to
autism in boys. There were psychologists who believed that such inputs could be
accessed during a general lecture on autism, rather than as a stand-alone lecture on
assessing autism in girls. Psychologists described assessing autism in girls as being
more complex, as well as referencing issues with using diagnostic instruments when
assessing autism in girls. More specifically, psychologists commented that girls with
autism do not score on autism assessment instruments because the instruments are
based on a male presentation of autism and that it would be helpful to explore patterns
of autism symptoms in female with respect to assessment instruments.
Figure 5.4 Training in assessing autism in girls accessed by psychologists post-qualification
(n=15)
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5.3.2 Autism training post-qualification
5.3.2.1 Quantitative analysis. Eighty-nine psychologists indicated whether or
not they had attended general training in assessing autism post-qualification. The
majority of psychologists (86.5% or n=77) had, whilst 13.4% (n=12) had not. Ninety
psychologists indicated whether or not they had attended or accessed specific training
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in assessing autism in girls post-qualification. Sixty-five psychologists (72.2%) had not,
whilst 25 psychologists (27.7%) indicated that they had. Fifteen of the psychologists
(16.6%) provided specific details as to the type of training they had attended, the details
of which are illustrated in Figure 5.4. Psychologists detailed attendance at conferences
specifically focusing on assessing autism in girls; self-directed continued professional
development (CPD); input from a peer with a special interest in the area or who had
attended training in the field; and completion of the ‘National Autistic Society (NAS)
Training Module: ASD in girls’.

The majority of psychologists believe that training in assessing autism in girls is
needed post-qualification (71.1% or n=64); 21.1% were unsure (n=19); whilst 7.7% of
psychologists (n=7) do not believe that training in assessing autism in girls is needed
post-qualification. Of note, eight of the seventeen psychologists (19.1%) who indicated
that they were ‘very confident’ in assessing autism in girls had accessed specific
training in assessing autism in girls post-qualification. In comparison, of the nine
psychologists (10.1%) who indicated that they were ‘not confident’ in assessing autism
in girls, the majority of them (n=8 or 8.9%) had not accessed additional training in
assessing autism in girls post-qualification.

Table 5.2 Are post-qualification inputs on assessing autism in girls needed? (n=32)
Theme
No. and % of
psychologists
1.
More challenging and complex assessment
12.5%
2.
Subtle/different presentation in females compared to males
25%
3.
Insensitivity of diagnostic criteria/instruments
18.7%
4.
Beneficial/helpful but not a requirement
6.25%
5.
Essential if not previously accessed
15.6%
6.
Unhelpful/not needed
6.25%
7.
As part of ongoing CPD
6.25%
8.
As part of general training in ASD
25%
9.
Depends on training/experience to date
9.3%
10. Specifically for disability/CAMHS psychologists
3.1%

5.3.2.2 Qualitative analysis. Thirty-two psychologists commented further as to
whether or not training in assessing autism in girls is required post-qualification.
Sixteen of these psychologists (50%) believed that such training should be a
requirement; five psychologists (15.6%) did not believe that it should be a requirement;
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whilst eleven psychologists (34.3%) were ‘unsure’. Themes that arose are presented
in Table 5.2 and detailed information pertaining to thematic analysis conducted is
presented in Appendix J. These findings suggest that the majority of psychologists
believe that autism presents differently and/or more subtly in girls compared to boys;
that autism assessment with girls can be more challenging and/or complex; and that
assessment instruments may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect autism in girls.
These themes highlight why the majority of psychologists believe that this type of
training on assessing autism in girls is needed post-qualification.
5.3.3 Psychologists’ team and training in assessing autism in girls
5.3.3.1 Quantitative analysis. The relationship between the type of team
psychologists worked on, and whether or not they had accessed specific training in
assessing autism in girls post-qualification, was explored. Findings suggested that it
was primarily psychologists (n=22 or 25.8%) working on disability teams who had
accessed training in assessing autism in girls, post-qualification. One psychologist
from CAMHS also accessed training in assessing autism in girls, whilst there was no
psychologist working solely in PCCC that had accessed such training, with the
exception of one psychologist who worked across a PCCC and a disability team.
The relationship between psychologists’ confidence level and the type of team
that they worked on was also investigated. It is worth noting that none of the twelve
PCCC psychologists indicated that they were ‘very confident’ in assessing autism in
girls. Nine PCCC psychologists were ‘somewhat confident’; whilst three PCCC
psychologists indicated that they were ‘not confident’. All of the psychologists (n=5)
from autism specific services indicated that they were ‘somewhat confident’ in
assessing autism in girls. From a total of nine psychologists from CAMHS who
completed both survey questions, six of them were ‘somewhat confident’ assessing
autism in girls; two psychologists were ‘very confident’; and only one CAMHS
psychologist indicated that they were ‘not confident’ in assessing autism in girls. The
majority of psychologists working on disabilty teams (n=35 or 62.5%) indicated that
they felt ‘somewhat confident’ in assessing autism in girls; fifteen psychologists
(26.8%) indicated that were ‘very confident’; whilst there was only four disability
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psychologists who indicated that were ‘not confident’ (7.1%) in assessing autism in
girls.

5.3.4 Experience assessing autism
5.3.4.1 Quantitative analysis. Psychologists were asked to indicate the
number of years of experience they had in assessing autism.
Figure 5.5 Years of experience conducting autism assessments (n=91)
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Figure 5.5 illustrates that 29 of the 91 psychologists who responded to this question
had 3-5 years’ experience (n=29 or 31.8%) in assessing autism. Fewer psychologists
had 11-15 years’ (n=12 or 13.2%) and 16-20 (n=8 or 8.8%) years’ experience in
conducting autism assessments, and only one psychologist had 21 years or more
experience in conducting autism assessments.
Figure 5.6 Confidence levels and years’ experience conducting autism assessments
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Using Pearson’s Chi Square test, a statistically significant relationship (r=0.236,
n=91, p<0.05) was found between the number of years of experience psychologists
had in assessing autism and confidence levels in assessing autism in girls. The results
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are illustrated in Figure 5.6 and it is important to note that there were no psychologists
with 0-2 years’ experience that indicated that they were confident in assessing autism
in girls.
Figure 5.7 Frequency of conducting autism assessments (n=86)
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As is illustrated in Figure 5.7, the majority of psychologists completed autism
assessments on a weekly basis. There were a number of psychologists (n=13 or
17.4%) who indicated ‘other’. These psychologists indicated that it was difficult to
quantify how often they conducted autism assessments.

Figure 5.8 Number of autism assessments with boys and girls (n=85)
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Psychologists were asked to estimate the number of autism assessments
conducted with boys, and with girls. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.8 and
illustrate that almost 32.2% of psychologists (n=29) had conducted 0-5 autism
assessments with girls; with two these psychologists indicating that they had not
completed any autism assessments with girls (2.2%). In comparison, only nine
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psychologists (10.1%) indicated that they had completed 0-5 autism assessments with
boys. There were 46 psychologists (51.6%) who had completed 30 or more autism
assessments with boys; whereas there were only 18 psychologists (20%) who had
completed 30 or more autism assessments with girls. There was also a cohort of
psychologists (6.6% or n=6) who were ‘unsure’ as to the number of autism
assessments that they had conducted with boys; however, all of these psychologists
indicated that they had conducted more assessments with boys than girls. Using
Pearson’s Chi-Square test, a statistically significant relationship (r=0.767, n=85,
p=<0.01). was found between the number of autism assessments that psychologists
conducted with boys, compared to the numbers of autism assessments with girls.
These findings are not unexpected given current prevalence rates.
Pearson’s Chi Square test also indicated that there was a statistically significant
relationship (r=0.339, n=85, p=<0.01) between psychologists’ confidence levels and
the number of assessments conducted with girls. More specifically, six of the seven
psychologists (7.9%) who indicated that they were ‘not confident’ in assessing autism,
had only completed between 0-5 assessments. Whilst, the majority of psychologists
who indicated that they felt ‘somewhat confident’ (n=10 or 11.7%) or ‘very confident’
(n=8 or 9.4%) in assessing autism in girls had completed 30 or more autism
assessments with girls.

5.3.5 Assessments with girls with and without comorbid intellectual disability
5.3.5.1 Quantitative analysis. From a total of 89 psychologists, 41
psychologists (46.3%) indicated that the assessments with girls that they had
conducted, were mostly with girls without a comorbid intellectual disability (ID), i.e., IQ
>69. Seventeen psychologists (20.2%) indicated that they had primarily conducted
autism assessments with girls with a comorbid ID. Twenty-six psychologists (28.6%)
indicated that they had completed autism assessments with a relatively equal number
of girls with and without comorbid ID.

5.3.6 International Clinical Guidance Documents
5.3.6.1 Quantitative analysis. The clinical guidance documents (CGDs) that
psychologists have referred to, in order to inform their own practices in assessing
autism generally and more specifically in assessing autism in girls are detailed in Table
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Table 5.3 Clinical guidance documents referred to (n=80)
No. Guidelines
% of psychologist
that refer to CGDs
for autism
generally
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

American Academy of Neurology: Screening
and Diagnosis of Autism (2000)
American Academy of Pediatrics:
Identification and Evaluation of Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (2001)
American Academy of Pediatrics:
Management of Children with Autism
Spectrum Disorders (2007)
British Columbia: Standards and Guidelines
for the Assessment and Diagnosis of Young
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
(2003)
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network:
Assessment, Diagnosis and Interventions in
Autism Spectrum Disorders (2016)
New Zealand Ministries of Health and
Education: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Guideline (2008)
Miriam Foundation: Screening, Assessment
and Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorders in Young Children: Canadian Best
Practice Guidelines (2008)
Psychological Society of Ireland: Best
Practice Guidelines for the Assessment and
Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders for
children and adolescent (2010)
National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence: The NICE Guidelines on Autism:
recognition, referral and diagnosis of
children and young people on the autism
spectrum (2011)

6.8%

% of
psychologists
that refer to
CGDs for
autism (girls)
1.1%

5.6%

0%

9.1%

2.2%

2.2%

0%

30.6%

6.8%

3.4%

0%

1.1%

0%

77.2%

15.9%

86.3%

26.1%

5.3. Eighty psychologists (90.9%) indicated that they had referred to CGDs, in order to
inform their own practices in assessing autism generally. Eight psychologists had not
(9.1%), and three psychologists (3.4%) did not respond to this question. Psychologists
had primarily referred to ‘The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence: The
NICE Guidelines on Autism: recognition, referral and diagnosis of children and young
people on the autism spectrum’ (2011) (n=76); ‘Psychological Society of Ireland: Best
Practice Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders
for children and adolescent’ (2010) (n=68) and the ‘Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines
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Network: Assessment, Diagnosis and Interventions in Autism Spectrum Disorders
‘(2016) or SIGN guidelines (n=27).

The NICE guidelines (2011) were the most commonly referred to clinical
guidance document that psychologists used to inform their own practices in assessing
autism in girls (n=23 or 26.1%); followed by the PSI Guidelines (2010) (n=14 or 15.9%)
and SIGN guidelines (2016) (n=6 or 6.8%). Ninety-two percent of psychologists (n=84)
indicated that they would welcome the publication of specific ‘best practice guidelines’
in the screening, assessment and diagnosis of autism in girls.

Table 5.4 Why best practice guidelines in assessing autism in girls are needed (n=13)
No. Themes
% of
psychologists in
agreement
1.
Identified reason guidelines are needed
53.8%
2.
Importance of guidelines being research informed
15.4%
3.
Importance of including information as to how best to
15.4%
differentiate autism from other conditions
4.
Guidelines to focus on autism generally and not specifically on
23.1%
females with autism

5.3.6.2 Qualitative analysis. Thirteen psychologists commented further as to
whether or not they would welcome the publication of specific 'best practice guidelines'
in the screening, assessment and diagnosis of autism in girls. The majority of these
psychologists (n=11) indicated that they would welcome such guidelines and the
arising themes as outlined in Table 5.4. Additional information pertaining to thematic
analysis for this question is presented in Appendix J.

The majority of psychologists (n=7 or 53.8%) specified reasons as to why such
guidelines might be needed. This primarily included references to challenges
associated with assessing autism in girls, as well as a means of addressing disparities
in both policy and practice in relation to identifying females with autism.

5.4 Research question two
In this section, the screening and diagnostic instruments used by psychologists are
described, with a particular emphasis on their use during autism assessments with
girls.
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Figure 5.9 Screening instruments used by psychologists (n=91)
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5.4.1 Screening instruments
5.4.1.1 Quantitative analysis. Psychologists were asked about autism screening
instruments they use when assessing autism in children. Results from 91 psychologists
are presented in Figure 5.9 and indicate that the Social Communication Questionnaire
(SCQ; Rutter et al., 2003), Social Responsiveness Scale Second Edition (SRS-2;
Constantino & Gruberer, 2012) and the Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL; Achenback
& Rescorla, 2001) are the most commonly used autism screening instruments. The
Modified Checklist for Autism Revised with Follow-Up (M-CHAT R/F; Robins et al.,
2014) and the Gilliam Autism Rating Scale (GARS; Gilliam, 2014) were used less
frequently, whilst the Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ; Kopp &
Gillberg, 2011) and the Children’s Communication Checklist Second Edition (CCC-2;
Bishop et al., 2006) were the least frequently used autism screening instruments.
Twelve psychologists indicated ‘other’ when asked about screening instruments that
they used. Seven of these psychologists provided more detailed information as to the
screening instrument used. Two psychologists (2.2%) used the Gilliam Asperger's
Disorder Scale (GADS; Gilliam, 2001); and two psychologists used the Quantitative
Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (Q-Chat; Allison et al., 2008). Three psychologists
(3.2%) also described using a non-standardised customised autism screening
proforma specifically designed by their own team, for screening autism in girls. Ten
psychologists (10.9%) indicated that they do not use screening instruments.
Psychologists primarily indicated that they were confident in the psychometric
properties of the screening instruments that they used or indicated that it was the only
instrument available in the service that they worked in, as a rationale for use. These
results are presented in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Reasons for using screening instruments (n=85)
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The majority of psychologists indicated that they believe that autism screening
instruments are based on a male conceptualisation of autism (n=60 or 67.4%). Only
four psychologists (4.4%) do not believe this to be case, whilst 25 psychologists
(28.4%) were ‘unsure’. There was only one psychologist who indicated that they used
a specific screening instrument when screening for autism in girls and detailed using
the Autism-Spectrum Quotient (AQ; Baron Cohen et al., 2001).

5.4.1.2 Qualitative analysis. Seventeen psychologists commented further on
their use of autism screening instruments with girls and some themes emerged from
the responses. A number of psychologists (n=4 or 23.5%) highlighted that screening
instruments have limitations. Eleven psychologists (i.e., 64.7%) detailed how they used
screening instruments which included screening instruments being used qualitatively;
alongside other assessment information; to guide interviews; and to probe ‘red flags’
further. Details pertaining to thematic analyses completed with this question are
presented in Appendix K.

5.4.2 Decision making and screening instrument results
5.4.2.1 Quantitative analysis. Eighty-five psychologists indicated whether or
not they would proceed to a comprehensive assessment for autism when results from
screening instruments were subthreshold. The majority of psychologists indicated that
they would proceed when results were subthreshold (n=73 or 85.8%). Thirteen
psychologists (15.2%) indicated that they would not proceed and 21 psychologists
were ‘unsure’ (24.7%). Of the 73 psychologists who indicated that they would proceed
to a comprehensive assessment for autism when results from screening instruments
were subthreshold, 38 psychologists (52.5%) indicated that results from screening
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instruments were more likely to be subthreshold for girls with autism, compared to boys
with autism.

Figure 5.11 The relationship between psychologists decision-making based on results from
screening questionnaires and their years of experience in assessing autism (n=86)
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The relationship between the number of years’ experience that psychologists
had in conducting autism assessments and whether or not they would proceed to a
comprehensive assessment for autism when results from screening instruments were
subthreshold, was explored. The results are presented in Figure 5.11, and for the most
part suggest that psychologists with more experience assessing autism were more
likely to proceed to comprehensive assessments for autism, when results from
screening instruments were below threshold.

Findings also suggested that all psychologists (n=17) who indicated that they
were ‘very confident’ in assessing autism in girls, indicated that they would consider
proceeding to comprehensive assesssment for autism if screening measures were
sub-threshold. In addition to this, none of the thirteen psychologists who would not
consider proceeding to a more comprehensive assessment for autism when screening
results were subthreshold, indicated that they were ‘very confident’ in assessing autism
in girls.

5.4.2.2 Qualitative analysis. Twenty-eight psychologists provided more details
as to whether or not they considered proceeding to a comprehensive assessment for
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autism when screening instrument(s) suggest low/no risk for autism; and also, as to
whether or not they believed this happened more with girls with autism compared to
boys with autism. A number of themes emerged from the 17 psychologists (60.7%)
who indicated that they would consider proceeding and believed that it happened more
frequently with girls compared to boys. Some of these psychologists (n=13 or 46.4%)
highlighted issues with screening instruments when screening for autism in girl, as well
as issues with respondents under-reporting of autistic difficulties in girls (n=3 or
10.7%). Some psychologists (n=4 or 14.2%) detailed how they might address these
limitations when using screening instruments with girls. More specifically, these four
psychologists detailed conducting a longer more comprehensive assessment when a
girl has ASD traits; using the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) if there is uncertainty relating
to screening results; or having one-to-one sessions with girls to explore their social
communication skills and restricted and repetitive behaviours (RRBs). Three
psychologists (10.7%) highlighted the importance of psychologists using clinical
judgement in making decisions as to whether to proceed or not. Five psychologists
(i.e., 17.8%) who considered proceeding, but did not believe that it happened more
frequently with girls compared to boys, commented that decision-making was
influenced by other factors (e.g., inconsistent information from different respondents),
but was not influenced by gender. More detailed information pertaining to thematic
analyses completed with these questions is presented in Appendix K.

Figure 5.12 Diagnostic instruments used by psychologists
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5.4.3 Diagnostic assessment instruments
5.4.3.1 Quantitative analysis. Ninety-one psychologists identified the
diagnostic instruments they primarily use when conducting autism assessments. The
results are presented in Figure 5.12 and indicate that they majority of psychologists
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use the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-Second Edition (ADOS-2; Lord et al.,
2012) (n=79 or 86.8%) and the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (ADI-R; Rutter et
al., 2003) (n=71 or 78.2%). The Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication
Disorders (DISCO; Wing et al., 2006) (n=20 or 21.9%) and the Developmental,
Diagnostic and Dimensional Interview (3DI; Skuse et al., 2004) (n=1 or 1.1%) were
used less frequently. Nine psychologists indicated ‘other’ (n=9 or 9.8%). Three of
these psychologists (i.e., 3.3%) indicated that they use the Childhood Autism Rating
Scales – Second Edition (CARS-2: Schopler et al, 2010); two psychologists referred
to using diagnostic classification systems; one psychologist detailed using adaptive
behaviour measures; and one psychologist detailed using an autism screening
measure (i.e., GARS).
Figure 5.13 Psychologists’ reasons for using diagnostic assessment instruments
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Figure 5.13 illustrates that from 91 psychologists, the majority (n=73 or 80.2%)
were confident in the psychometric properties of the diagnostic instruments, as a
rationale for use. Over one third of psychologists indicated that they had received or
accessed training in how to use the instrument (n=33 or 36.2%) and that it was the
only instrument available in the service that they worked in (n=32 or 35.1%).
The majority of psychologists (n=57 or 63.3%) believe that autism diagnostic

instruments are based on a male conceptualisation of autism. Nine psychologists do
not believe this to be the case; whilst 24 psychologists (26.6%) were ‘unsure’. Only
three psychologists indicated that they use specific instruments when assessing
autism in girls. The Cambridge Friendship Questionnaire (Baron-Cohen &
Wheelwright, 2003) and The Girls Questionnaire for Autism Spectrum Conditions (GQASC; Attwood et al., 2011) which is designed to identify behaviours and abilities
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consistent with the female presentation of autism, were identified by psychologists.
One psychologist also detailed using theory of mind and perspective-taking items from
the Personal-Social domain in the Griffiths Scale of Child Development – Third Edition
(Griffiths-III; Green et al., 2016).
5.4.3.2 Qualitative analysis. Fourteen psychologists indicated ‘other’ when
asked if they used a specific diagnostic instrument for assessing autism in girls and six
of these psychologists elaborated further on their responses. Two psychologists
indicated that sometimes they do not use standardised diagnostic assessment tests,
and instead use criteria for ASD as outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Health Disorders – Fifth Edition (DSM-5; APA, 2013) or International
Classification of Diseases Tenth Edition (ICD-10; WHO, 1993) for formulation. Another
psychologist commented that although they are not confident in the psychometric
properties of the diagnostic assessment instruments that they use, they believe that
they are the best available. One psychologist commented that they use what is useful,
and another that they are more interested in the quality of the information gathered via
using the assessment instrument, rather than its psychometric properties. Finally, one
psychologist commented specifically on the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) and its utility in
structuring information gathered form parents/carers, which in turn facilitates parental
understanding as to their child's difficulties.
Figure 5.14 Diagnostic decision-making and years’ experience (n=86)
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5.4.4 Decision making based on diagnostic instrument results
5.4.4.1 Quantitative analysis. From a cohort of 86 psychologists, the majority
of psychologists (n=74 or 86.3%) indicated that they would consider specifying a
positive diagnosis of autism when results from diagnostic instruments were sub-
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threshold. This process is known as ‘upgrading’. Twelve psychologists (13.9%)
indicated that they would not consider doing this. Of the psychologists (n=74 or 86.3%)
who indicated that they would consider specifying a positive diagnosis when results
from assessment instruments were sub-threshold (i.e., upgrading), 34 of them (45.9%)
believe that it happens more frequently with girls with autism, compared to boys with
autism. Thirty psychologists were ‘unsure’ (40.5%) if it happens more frequently with
girls, whilst nine psychologists (12.2%) do not believe that it happens more frequently
with girls.

Figure 5.14, illustrates the years of experience psychologists have in
assessment and whether or not they would consider specifying a positive diagnosis of
autism, if results from assessments instruments were subthreshold. Psychologists
with more than 10 years experience were more likely to specify a diagnosis of autism
if results from assessment instruments were subthreshold.
Figure 5.15 Autism decision-making and the number of autism assessments with girls
conducted (n=82)
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Results which are illustrated in Figure 5.15, also suggested that all

psychologists (n=18 or 100%) who had conducted more than 30 autism assessments
with girls, would consider specifying a positive diagnosis of autism which might suggest
that psychologists with more experience in assessing girls are more likely to consider
‘upgrading’.

5.4.4.2 Qualitative analysis. Eleven (55%) psychologists believed that
‘upgrading’ happened more frequently with girls. Five psychologists (25%) were
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‘unsure’ and four psychologists (20%) did not believe this to be the case. A number of
themes emerged from psychologists’ responses, including issues with assessment
instruments. Eight psychologists (i.e., 40%) commented that diagnostic assessment
results can be subthreshold for girls. One psychologist who was ‘unsure’ if ‘upgrading’
happened more frequently with girls indicated that the ADI-R might be sub-threshold,
but in their experience children with autism are always above threshold in the ADOS2. Another psychologist who was also ‘unsure’ highlighted the importance of
psychologists being appropriately qualified to use assessment instruments, which
includes having an understanding that assessment results do not dictate formulation.
One psychologist who did not believe that ‘upgrading’ happened more frequently with
girls indicated that diagnoses are made in relation to diagnostic criteria, as opposed to
assessment instruments. The importance of clinical judgement being used by
psychologists (n=6 or 20%), as well as the importance of using other sources of
information (e.g., observational data across settings), alongside standardised
diagnostic assessment instruments, to inform decision-making (n=3 or 15%) also
emerged as themes. Finally, two psychologists (10%) who were ‘unsure’ if ‘upgrading’
happened more frequently with girls indicated that ‘upgrading’ can happen across
genders. Details pertaining to thematic analyses completed with this question are
presented in Appendix K.

Figure 5.16 International classification systems and diagnostic decision-making (n=90)
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5.4.5 International classification systems and autism diagnoses decision making
5.4.5.1 Quantitative analysis. From a cohort of 90 psychologists, the majority
(n=62 or 68.8%) indicated that they refer to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM5) autism criteria. Fewer psychologists refer to
International Classification of Diseases Tenth or Eleventh Edition (ICD-10; WHO, 1993
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or ICD-11; WHO, 2018) (n=5 or 5.5%). There were quite a few psychologists who refer
to both DSM-5 (APA, 2013) and ICD-10/11 (n=23 or 25.3%). Psychologists were
invited to indicate how they formulate and conclude assessment information. The
results are presented in Figure 5.16 and indicate that the majority of psychologists
(84.4%) use a combination of clinical judgement and reference to classifications
frameworks when diagnosing autism.

From a total of 88 psychologists, 54 psychologists (61.3%) indicated that girls
with autism were less likely to meet the criteria for autism, as described by the
classification system used, compared to boys with autism. Nineteen psychologists
were ‘unsure’ (23.8%); whilst 15 psychologists did not agree with this statement
(17.1%). The majority of psychologists (n=58 or 65.9%) also indicated that they relied
more heavily on their clinical judgement in autism assessment with girls, compared to
boys. Eighteen psychologists (20.4%) indicated that they do not rely more heavily on
their clinical judgement when assessing autism in girls, whilst thirteen psychologists
(14.7%) were ‘unsure’.
Figure 5.17 Specifying autism diagnosis (n=31)
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Eighty-seven psychologists indicated whether or not they had specified a positive
diagnosis of autism in children failing to meet criteria on diagnostic classification
frameworks. The majority of psychologists had not (i.e., n=56 or 64.3%), compared to
31 psychologists that had (n=31 or 35.2%). These psychologists were invited to
describe reason(s) for ‘upgrading’ and the results are presented in Figure 5.17. The
majority of psychologists (n=21 or 67.7%) indicated that it occurred because diagnostic
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criteria were not sufficiently sensitive for assessing autism in general. Fourteen
psychologists (45.1%) indicated that it occurred because diagnostic criteria were not
sufficiently sensitive for assessing autism in girls. One psychologist (i.e., 3.2%)
engaged in ‘upgrading’ to ensure the child got access multidisciplinary clinical
supports. Five psychologists (i.e. 16.1%) indicated ‘other’ reasons, with one of these
psychologists commenting that the child was too young to meet all of the criteria as
per the classification system; another commented that they engaged in ‘upgrading’
because the diagnosis was beneficial for the child, the family and those supporting the
child; finally another psychologist commented on the ADOS-2 not being sufficiently
sensitive to pick up on milder symptoms, but that using a standardised diagnostic
instrument to support clinical judgement and decision-making is preferable.
5.4.5.2 Qualitative analysis. A small number of psychologists (n=12)
commented further on their responses as to whether or not they believed that girls are
less likely to meet the criteria for autism, as described by the classification system
used, compared to boys. Six psychologists (50%) commented on particular
assessment challenges with autistic girls. This includes, that girls are less likely to meet
the criteria in relation to restricted and repetitive behaviours (RRBs), challenges
assessing autism in younger girls and girls having a more subtle presentation. Five
psychologists (41.6%) commented specifically on diagnostic classification systems.
One of these psychologists cautioned against changing the diagnostic criteria for girls,
but instead advised that psychologists understand autism criteria, with respect to how
autism manifests in girls. Another psychologist indicated that they accept classification
systems as a minimum threshold, as well as taking time to explore the evidence or
research literature relevant to assessing autism in girls. Three psychologists (25%)
commented that the diagnostic criteria are set and applicable to both males and
females, and following comprehensive assessment criteria will be met, if autism is
present. Another psychologist commented that they adhere to the criteria of the
classification system, but will advise parents to monitor their daughter’s presentation
during middle childhood because of masking if some indicators of autism are present.

Thirteen psychologists commented as to whether or not they believed that they
relied more heavily on clinical judgement in autism assessments with girls, compared
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to autism assessment with boys. Two psychologists (15.3%) indicated that they relied
on clinical judgement equally across genders and three psychologists indicated that
they use clinical judgement within autism diagnostic classification frameworks. Another
two psychologists (15.3%) highlighted specific challenges in autism assessments with
girls (i.e., assessing autism in high functioning girls and challenges associated with
adequately screening girls at risk for autism so that comprehensive diagnostic
assessments can take place). Seven psychologists (53.8%) commented on specific
assessment practices when assessing for autism in girls. The majority of these
psychologists indicated that a more thorough investigation via questioning is needed
to uncover subtle difficulties; with one psychologist specifying that this may be needed
across genders. More detailed information pertaining to thematic analyses completed
with these questions is presented in Appendix K.

5.5 Research question three
This research question focused on gender differences that psychologists have
observed or experienced while conducting autism assessments.
Figure 5.18 Initial referral reasons for girls (n=91)
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5.5.1 Gender differences: initial referral queries
5.5.1.1 Quantitative analysis. Psychologists identified initial referral queries,
for girls and boys, subsequently assessed as having autism. Initial referral reasons for
girls are presented in Figure 5.18 and indicate that anxiety is the primary reason that
girls are initially referred for assessment. Sensory issues, social communication
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difficulties, speech and language difficulties, and behaviours that challenge were the
next most likely initial referral reasons for girls with autism. Intellectual disabilities and
learning difficulties were the least likely initial reasons for referral for girls. One
psychologist who responded ‘other’ identified deliberate self-harm; significant
emotional dis-regulation/emotional sensitivity; and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD)
rather than ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), as initial referral reasons
for girls with autism. No psychologist identified sensory issues, social communication
or speech and language difficulties, restricted and repetitive behaviours (RRBs) or
behaviours that challenge, as initial referral queries for girls.

Figure 5.19 Initial referral reasons for boys (n=86)
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Figure 5.19 illustrates that behaviours that challenge was the most likely initial
referral reason for boys that are subsequently assessed as having autism. Similar to
girls, sensory issues were the second most common initial referral reasons for boys,
and this was followed by autism and RRBs. The least common initial referral reasons
for boys identified by psychologists included selective mutism and eating disorders.
Figure 5.20 Comparison of initial referral reasons for girls (n=91) and boys (n=86)
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Figure 5.20 illustrates gender differences between the initial referral reasons for boys
and girls, subsequently assessed as having autism. Psychologists were more likely to
identify eating disorders, anxiety, selective mutism and depression as common initial
referral reasons for girls. Whereas, psychologists were more likely to identify ADHD,
RRBs, behaviours that challenge and autism as common initial referral reasons for
boys.
Figure 5.21 ‘Red flags’ for autism in girls (n=73)
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5.5.2 ‘Red flags’ for autism in girls
5.5.2.1 Qualitative findings. Seventy-three psychologists identified ‘red flags’
that might indicate that a girl has autism. Responses were categorised into six main
themes: a) social communication; b) restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour
(RRBs); c) comorbid or co-occurring conditions; d) school related issues; e)
externalising behaviours; and f) other ‘red flags’. The results are presented in Figure
5.21.
The majority of psychologists (n=63 or 86.3%) referred to social communication
‘red flags’ and sub-themes were derived from this theme. This included issues with
friendships (n=35 or 47.9%), difficulties in social interaction or with social skills (n=30
or 41.1%), play (n=11 or 15.1%); communication (n=6 or 8.2%), introversion/shyness
(n=9 or 12.3%) and masking/camouflaging (n=6 or 8.2%). Following this, restricted and
repetitive behaviours (RRBs) (n=50 or 68.4%) were identified as indicators for autism
in girls and a number of sub-themes were also derived from RRBs. This included types
of interests (n=24 or 32.8%), rigid behaviour (n=18 or 24.6%), sensory issues (n=17 or
23.2%) and play (n=11 or 15.1%). Thirty-four psychologists (i.e. 46.5%) referred to
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comorbid or co-occuring conditions that were characteristic of autism in girls. With
respect to comorbid conditions, psychologists mostly referred to emotional disorders
and/emotional regulation difficulties (n=31 or 42.4%) (i.e. anxiety (n=26 or 35.6%),
depression (n=4 or 5.47%) and selective mutism (n=2 or 2.7%)). Six psychologists
(8.2%) referred to obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and/or perfectionistism; four
psychologists (5.4%) referred to restricted eating/eating disorders; whilst two
psychologists (2.7%) referenced self-harming. School-related issues (n=11 or 15.1%)
and externalising behaviours (n=7 or 9.5%) were identified less frequently by
psychologists as indicators of autism in girls. More detailed information pertaining to
each of the sub-categories, including ‘Other ‘red-flags’’, are presented in Appendix L.
Table 5.5 Reasons why girls have more effective social communication skills (n=35)
Challenges
% of
psychologists
in agreement
1. Better at mitating/mimicking social skills and/or masking
48.6%
2. Girls mostly have better social communication skills than boys
25.7%
3. Social communication gender differences
17.1%
4. Difficulties emerge as social demands increase
5.1%
5. More likely in the absence of a comorbid intellectual disability (ID)
5.1%
6. Dependent on clinician’s interpretation of profile
5.1%

5.5.3 Gender differences in social communication skills.
5.5.3.1 Quantitative analysis. The majority of psychologists (n=77 or 83.5%)
believe that girls with autism have better social communication skills than boys with
autism, of similar levels of intellectual functioning. A smaller number of psychologists
do not believe this to be the case (n=3 or 3.3%), whilst 12.1% (n=11) were ‘unsure’.
The majority of psychologists also believe that girls with autism are better at masking
or ‘camouflaging’ their social communications difficulties compared to boys with autism
(n=84 or 92.3%). Only one psychologist (1.1%) did not believe this to be the case;
whilst some psychologists (n=6 or 6.6%) were ‘unsure’ about gender differences in
relation to masking or ‘camouflaging’. The majority of psychologists (n=84 or 92.3%)
believe that a more thorough examination of social communication skills is needed,
when assessing autism in girls, compared to boys. A small number of psychologists
were ‘unsure’ (n=4 or 4.4%), and a small number of psychologists (n=3 or 3.3%) also
did not believe that a more thorough examination is needed.
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5.5.3.2 Qualitative analysis. Thirty-five psychologists elaborated on their
responses as to whether or not they believe girls with autism had better social
communication skills than boys. The themes that emerged from this thematic analysis
are presented in Table 5.5. Additional details pertaining to the thematic analysis are
presented in Appendix L. The nine psychologists who commented on particular social
communication gender differences detailed girls having better non-verbal behaviour; it
being more socially acceptable for girls to be shy or anxious; girls with autism having
more subtle social communication difficulties; and girls with autism being more socially
appropriate and better able to engage in social chit-chat.
Thirty-six psychologists elaborated on their responses relating to ‘camouflaging’
or masking social communication difficulties. Sixteen psychologists (44.4%) referred
to girls imitating or mimicking the social communication of others without truly using
them naturally; as well as masking and/or developing compensatory strategies.
Sixteen psychologists (44.4%) also believed that because of this, girls with autism
appeared to have more effective social communication skills compared to boys with
autism. Seven psychologists (19.4%) commented that, at a superficial level, girls
appeared to have better social communication skills, but not beyond this. Five
psychologists (13.8%) commented that, generally speaking, this was the case, but not
consistently and there are cases whereby girls’ social communication skills are not as
good as boys, of similar levels of intellectual functioning. Three psychologists (8.3%)
indicated that this was the case for girls without a comorbid intellectual disability (ID)
but not when girls with autism had a comorbid ID. One psychologist who was ‘unsure’
if girls had better social communication skills than boys of similar levels of intellectual
functioning, commented that gender is only one factor among a wide range of factors
that can affect a child’s social communication functioning.
Table 5.6 Why social communication difficulties in girls might need to be more thoroughly
investigated (n=27)
Challenges
% of Psychologists in
agreement
1.
Specific assessment practices
51.8%
2.
Case rather than gender dependent
29.6%
3.
Implication of masking/subtle presentation
25.9%
4.
Limitations of the ADOS
11.1%
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Twenty-seven psychologists elaborated on their responses as to whether or not they
believed a more thorough examination of social communication skills is needed for
girls with autism compared to boys. The emerging themes are presented in Table 5.6
and details pertaining to the thematic analysis are presented in Appendix L. Fourteen
psychologists (51.8%) detailed specific assessment practices when investigating
social communication difficulties in girls. This included the importance of psychologists
being knowledgeable as to how autism can present differently in girls compared to
boys; the importance of assessing the skills of females with suspected autism in a
socially demanding situation, particularly in one-to-one sessions with girls if
appropriate; the importance of multidisciplinary assessment; and observations across
settings. Seven psychologists (25.9%) indicated that autism in girls is more subtle.
Three psychologists (11.1%) commented that the ADOS is not sufficiently sensitive to
pick up social communication difficulties in girls; and one of these psychologists
remarked that this was a particular issue in autism assessments with older girls. Eight
psychologists (29.6%) indicated that such decision-making was case, rather than
gender dependent.

5.5.4 Gender differences in restricted and repetitive behaviours (RRBs)
5.5.4.1 Quantitative analysis. The majority of psychologists (82.4% or n=75)
believe that RRBs in girls with autism are different, when compared to boys with
autism, of a similar level of intellectual functioning. A little over 13% of psychologists
(n=12) were ‘unsure’, whilst 4.4% of psychologists (n=4) do not believe that RRBs are
different in girls, compared to boys.
Table 5.7 Restricted and repetitive behaviours in girls (n=47)
Themes: RRBs

1.
2.
3.
4.

More socially acceptable, less obvious and/or typical
Nature/type of RRB
RRBs less of an issue for girls
RRBs are not always different in girls, compared to boys

% of
psychologists in
agreement
57.5%
72.5%
6.2%
6.2%

5.5.4.2 Qualitative analysis. Forty-seven psychologists (51.6%) commented
further on RRBs in girls with autism being different to RRBs in boys with autism, of a
similar level of intellectual functioning. A number of themes emerged which are
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presented in Table 5.7 and details pertaining to the thematic analysis are presented in
Appendix L. The majority of psychologists (n=34 or 72.5%) commented on the nature
or type of RRBs that they have observed in girls. This included RRBs relating to Disney
princesses; particular types of toys e.g., my little pony; animals - horses, imaginative
themes, social topics, people, books, fashion, actors, organising toys and specifically
organising dolls or being avid readers. Some of these psychologists also commented
that topics of interest in girls with autism compared to boys with autism may be
different, but the patterns of behaviour around them are similar across genders.
However targeted questioning may be required to uncover the difficulties in girls with
autism. More than half of the psychologists (n=27 or 57.5%) who commented further
also indicated that RRBs in girls with autism tend to more socially acceptable, and/or
less obvious or more typical.
5.5.5 Gender Differences in Psychopathology
5.5.5.1 Quantitative analysis. Sixty-nine psychologists (76.6%) do not believe
that girls with autism or suspected autism present with a greater amount of
psychopathology (e.g., conduct disorder) compared to boys with autism or suspected
autism.

A small number believed this to be the case (n= 6 or 6.6%). Fifteen

psychologists were ‘unsure’ (16.6%).

5.5.5.2 Qualitative analysis. Twenty-nine psychologists elaborated on their
response as to whether or not they believe that girls with autism or suspected autism
present with a greater amount of psychopathology (e.g., conduct disorder) compared
to boys with autism or suspected autism. Sixteen psychologists (55.1%) commented
that they found girls to present with more internalising behaviours compared to boys.
Five psychologists (17.3%) commented that girls have less externalising behaviours
than boys, and two psychologists (6.2%) commented that, initially, younger girls with
autism may present with more externalising behaviours. Of the six (i.e., 20.6%)
psychologists who believe that girls present with more externalising behaviours, four
(13.7%) commented on particular comorbid conditions that girls with autism may
present with. This included Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Pathological Demand
Avoidance, and mental health difficulties and self-harm. More detailed information
pertaining to thematic analysis is included in Appendix L.
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5.5.6 Gender differences in autism diagnoses rates
5.5.6.1 Quantitative analysis. Ninety psychologists were asked if they believed
autism to be under-diagnosed in girls compared to boys. The majority of psychologists
believe that it is under-diagnosed (n=65 or 72.2%). Only 5.5% of psychologists (n=5)
believe that it is not under-diagnosed and 25 psychologists (n=27.7%) were ‘unsure’
as to whether or not autism was underdiagnosed in girls, compared to boys.
Table 5.8 Psychologists’ beliefs as to the under-diagnosis of autism in girls and how frequently
they conduct autism assessments
Frequency conducting autism Weekly
Monthly Quarterly Yearly Other
assessments
(n=35)
(n=24)
(n=12)
(n=4)
(n=16)
% psychologists who believe
autism under-diagnosed in girls

38.5%

29.2%

12.3%

1.5%

18.5%

As is illustrated in Table 5.8, psychologists who conducted autism assessments more
frequently were more likely to indicate that autism in girls is underdiagnosed. There
were a number of psychologists (n=12 or 18.5%) who indicated ‘other’ when asked to
identify the frequency by which they conducted autism assessments. Some of these
psychologists indicated that it was too difficult to quantify, and some indicated that they
rarely conducted autism assessments.

Table 5.9 Is autism in girls being under-diagnosed? (n=37)
Challenges
1.
2.

Missed or misdiagnosis
Difficulties emerge later in development for girls/later
diagnosis
3.
Comorbid mental health difficulties, in particular, anxiety
difficulties, are a particular complicating factor in assessing
autism in girls
4.
Girls mask/camouflage
5.
Specific gender differences
6.
Risks associated with asserting that autism in girls is underdiagnosed in that it may become over-diagnosed
7.
Girls have a more complex presentation
8.
This is no longer the case
9.
Issues with assessment instruments and classification
systems
10. Research indicates that this is the case

% of Psychologists
in agreement
35.1%
29.7%
16.2%

13.5%
10.8%
8.1%
8.1%
8.1%
5.4%
5.4%
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5.5.5.2 Qualitative analysis. Thirty-seven psychologists commented further as
to whether or not they believed that autism in girls was underdiagnosed compared to
autism in boys. A number of themes emerged which are presented in Table 5.9.
Further details relating to the thematic analysis for this question are are detailed in
Appendix L.

5.5.7 Gender ratios in autism
5.5.7.1 Quantitative analysis. Psychologists were asked to indicate what they
believed to be the most accurate autism gender ratios. On the basis of 87 psychologists
who answered this question, the majority believe the ratio to be 4:1 (n= 33 or 35.9%);
followed by 2:1 (n=26 or 28.3%); 7:1 (n=11 or 12.1%) and 1:1 (n=7 or 7.7%). There
were nine psychologists who indicated ‘other’ and commented that they were ‘unsure’
what the most accurate gender ratio was; whilst one of these psychologists indicated
that they believed that the most accurate gender ratio was 3:1.
Figure 5.22 At what stage is autism most easily identified in girls (n=88) and boys (n=90)?
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5.5.8 Gender differences: identifying autism at different developmental stages
5.5.8.1 Quantitative analysis. Psychologists were asked to indicate, at what
stage autism is most easily identified in boys and girls (i.e., preschool, primary school,
secondary school or adulthood). The results are illustrated in Figure 5.22 and indicate
that the majority of psychologists believe that autism in girls, is most easily identified
during primary (n=52 or 59.1%) or secondary school (n=53 or 60.2%). Whilst,
preschool (n=23 or 26.1%) and adulthood (n=20 or 22.7%) were identified as being the
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most challenging times to identify autism in girls. The majority of psychologists believe
that autism in boys, is most easily identified during preschool (n=70 or 77.7%), followed
by primary school (n=60 or 66.6%). Fewer psychologists believe that autism is most
easily identified in boys at secondary school (n=20 or 22.2%), and fewer again during
adulthood (n=9 or 10%).
Five psychologists (5.6%) indicated that they were ‘unsure’ as to when autism
was most easily identified in girls. One of these psychologists commented that it was
challenging to identify autism at all life-stages. There were also two psychologists
(2.2%) who commented that it was easier to identify in girls with comorbid ID at
preschool level and higher-functioning girls with autism at secondary school level.
There was also a small number of psychologists (4.4% or n=4) who indicated that they
were ‘unsure’ as to when autism was most easily identified in boys.
5.5.9 Challenges in assessing autism in girls
5.5.9.1 Quantitative analysis. From a total of 91 psychologists, the majority
(90% or n=82) believe that there are specific challenges in assessing autism in girls.
Five psychologists do not believe that there are specific challenges (5.5%); whilst four
psychologists (4.4%) were ‘unsure’. Findings suggested that the majority of
psychologists (n= 46, 56.1%) who indicated that there were specific challenges had
less than five years of experience conducting autism assessments. All five
psychologists (5.5%) who indicated that there were no specific challenges in assessing
autism in girls, had between 11- and 20-years’ experience conducting autism
assessments. Of the psychologists who indicated that there are specific challenges
associated with assessing autism in girls, 42.9% (n=39) of them indicated that they
had mainly conducted autism assessments with girls without a comorbid ID; 26.4%
(n=24) had completed a relatively even number of assessments with girls with and
without comorbid ID, whilst only 15.4% (n=14) had primarily completed autism
assessments with girls with comorbid ID.
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Table 5.10 Challenges when assessing autism in girls (n=79)
Challenges
Autistic difficulties can be ‘masked’ in girls and/or girls with autism
have developed compensatory strategies
2.
Girls with autism have a more subtle/different presentation
compared to boys with autism
3.
Profile of autism in girls contributes to assessment challenges
4.
Mental health difficulties (i.e., mood primarily anxiety) often
present in girls with autism making it hard to differentiate between
the two. Mental health difficulties in autistic girls are often the
primary reason for referral
5.
RRBs are different in girls with autism, compared to boys with
autism
6.
Issues with standardised instruments
7.
Autistic difficulties tend to emerge later for girls with autism,
compared to boys with autism, which can be linked to later referral
8.
Parents and/or teachers do not suspect that challenges girls with
autism are experiencing, are occurring within the context of
autism
10. Girls with autism tend to internalise their difficulties
11. Other assessment challenges
1.

% of
psychologists
in agreement
53.1%
35.4%
32.9%
30.3%

22.7%
17.7%
12.6%
12.6%

6.7%
7.5%

Table 5.11 How psychologists overcome challenges when assessing autism in girls (n=67)
Challenges
% of
psychologists
in agreement
1. Lengthier and/or more thorough assessment when assessing for n=41 or 61.9%
autism in girls
2. The importance of observations across settings
n=30 or 44.7%
3. Standardised assessment instruments
n=12 or 17.9%
4. MDT assessment required when assessing for autism in girls
n=9 or 13.4%
5. Multi-respondents required when assessing autism in girls
n=8 or 11.9%
6. Reference to the importance of CPD to increase knowledge and skills
n=6 or 8.8%
in assessing autism in girls
7. Importance of psychologists knowing and being aware of how autism
n=5 or 7.4%
presents in females
8 Do not do anything different
n=2 or 2.9%

5.5.9.2 Qualitative analysis. Seventy-nine psychologists provided more details
as to the specific challenges and a number of themes emerged which are presented
in Table 5.10. Further details relating to the thematic analysis for this question are
detailed in Appendix L. In relation to other assessment challenges, two psychologists
(2.5%) commented that if there are attachment or trauma related concerns,
differentiating between these difficulties and autism can be particularly challenging;
two psychologists (2.5%) commented that autism assessments with girls can take
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longer than autism assessment with boys; and one psychologist commented that
feedback with parents of an autistic girl can be difficult due to a more subtle
presentation,n and one psychologist also commented that DSM criteria are based on
autism in males with autism.
Sixty-seven psychologists described what they do to address the specific
challenges that they have experienced in assessing autism in girls. A number of
themes emerged, and they are presented in Table 5.11. Further details relating to the
thematic analysis for this question are are detailed in Appendix L. The psychologists
(61.9%) who indicated that they conducted more thorough, and by consequence
lengthier assessments, commented that they conducted more detailed screening;
careful developmental history-taking; and specific and more in-depth questioning with
parents and with girls themselves if appropriate (i.e., focusing on RRBs, socialemotional reciprocity, experiences of the girl, masking or social mimicry) so as to
address specific challenges in assessing autism in girl.

Two from this cohort of psychologists also commented that this type of
assessment may also be needed with boys, and was not unique to assessing autism
in girls. Three from this cohort (4.4%) also detailed monitoring response to intervention
for girls with suspected autism; and another three of these psychologists (4.4%)
highlighted the need for review assessments for girls with suspected autism, with one
of the psychologists highlighting that this may also be needed for boys. One
psychologist from this cohort, also highlighted the importance of psychiatric
assessment when considering alternative hypotheses separate from autism; and that
disability teams often do not have access to psychiatry. Finally, one of the
psychologists from this cohort commented that clinicians need a higher skill level when
assessing for autism in girls.

Twelve psychologists (17.9%) made comments relating to the standardised
assessment instruments which included comments pertaining to the importance of
using such instruments. Specific instruments were identified by some of these
psychologists (i.e., Beck Youth Inventory (BYI-2; Beck et al., 2005); the Autism
Spectrum Quotient (ASQ; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001); using both the ADOS-2 (Lord et
al., 2012) and the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003). Some psychologists also provided
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descriptions of how they use standardised assessment instruments (e.g., alongside
clinical judgement, qualitatively, using multiple instruments, not being over-reliant on
assessment instruments and scores, and one psychologist commented that they used
the DISCO (Wing et al., 2006) qualitatively to guide further exploration in particular
areas if needed.

5.6 Summary of results
A summary of the results from research question one, two and three are detailed in the
tables that follow.

Research question one asked ‘Have psychologists accessed

specific training and acquired experience in assessing autism generally, and more
specifically in girls, during professional tranining and post-qualification?’ The
summarised findings relating to research question one are as follows.
Table 5.12 Research question one
Research question
Summary of findings:
one:
5.3.1 Autism training
• 66% of psychologists had accessed inputs on assessing
during psychologists’
autism
professional training
• A statistically significant relationship (r=0.404, n=89,
p=<0.01) was found between the number of years’
experience psychologists had post-qualification, and
whether or not they had accessed dedicated lectures in
assessing autism in children during professional training;
more specifically psychologists with less experience postqualification were more likely to have accessed dedicated
lectures in assessing autism in children
• 94.4% of psychologists had not accessed inputs in
assessing autim in girls
• Of the 5.5% of psychologist that had accessed dedicated
lectures in assessing autism in girls, 1.1% of them were
‘very confident; whilst 4.4% were ‘somewhat confidence’
in assessing autism in girls.
• 84.4% of psychologists indicated that dedicated lectures
in assessing autism in girls should be included on
professional training courses
• 53.8% of psychologists who commented further on
professional training indicated that dedicated lectures in
assessing autism in girls should be included because
autism presents differently in girls compared to boys;
15.3% indicated that inputs on assessing autism in girls
should be part of a general lecture on assessing autism;
11.5% referenced issues with diagnostic instruments
when assessing for autism in girls
5.3.2 Autism training
• 86.5% of psychologists had attended general training in
post-qualification
assessing autism post-qualification.
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•
•
•

5.3.3. Psychologists’
team and training in
assessing autism

•
•
•
•

5.3.4 Experience
assessing autism

•
•

•
•
•

•

5.3.5. Assessments
with girls with and
with comorbid
intellectual disability

•
•
•

27.7% of psychologists had accessed training in
assessing autism in girls post-qualification
71.1% of psychologists believe that training in assessing
in autism in girls is needed post-qualification
The majority of psychologists believe that autism presents
differently and/or more subtly in girls compared to boys;
that autism assessments with girls can be more
challenging and/or complex; that assessment instruments
may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect autism in girls;
and this is why specific training is needed.
25.8% of psychologists working on disability teams had
accessed training in assessing autism in girls, postqualification
No psychologist working solely in Primary, Community
and Continuity Care (PCCC) had accessed training in
assessing autism in girls
none of the twelve PCCC psychologists indicated that
they were ‘very confident’ in assessing autism in girls
62.5% of psychologists working on disability teams
indicated that they felt ‘somewhat confident’ in assessing
autism in girls
The majority of psychologists had 3-5 years experience
assessing autism; only one psychologist had 21 years +
experience
A statistically significant relationship (r=0.236, n=91,
p<0.05) was found between the number of years of
experience psychologists had in assessing autism and
confidence levels in assessing autism in girls
There were no psychologists with 0-2 years’ experience
that indicated that they were confident in assessing
autism in girls
The majority of psychologists completed autism
assessments on a weekly basis
The majority of psychologists had completed more
autism assessments with boys and a statistically
significant relationship (r=0.767, n=85, p=<0.01) was
found between the number of autism assessments that
psychologists had conducted with boys, compared to the
numbers of autism assessments conducted with girls
A statistically significant relationship (r=0.339, n=85,
p=<0.01) between psychologists’ confidence levels and
the number of assessments conducted with girls; in that
higher confidence levels were reported by psychologists
who had completed more assessments with girls
46.3% of psychologists indicated that the assessments
that they had conducted with girls were mostly with girls
without a comorbid intellectual disability
20.2% of psychologists indicated that they had primarily
conducted autism assessments with girls with a
comorbid ID
28.6% indicated that they had completed autism
assessments with a relatively equal number of girls with
and without comorbid ID
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5.3.6 International
clinical guidance
documents

•
•

•

90.9% of psychologists had referred to clinical guidance
documents, in order to inform their own practices in
assessing autism generally
The NICE guidelines (2011) were the most commonly
referred to clinical guidance document that psychologists
used to inform their own practices in assessing autism in
girls (n=23 or 26.1%)
92% of psychologists would welcome the publication of
specific ‘best practice guidelines’ in the screening,
assessment and diagnosis of autism in girls, primarily
because of challenges associated with assessing autism
in girls

Research question two asked ‘How effective are standardised autism
assessment instruments and diagnostic criteria as set by international classification
systems, for assessing autism in girls?’ Table 5.13 details the summarised findings
relating to research question two.
Table 5.13 Research question two
Research question one:
Summary of findings:
5.4.1 Screening
• The SCQ, SRS and CBCL were the most commonly
instruments
used screening instruments for autism
• Psychologists primarily indicated that they had
confidence in the psychometric properties of the
screening instruments or it was the only instrument
available in the service that they worked in, as a
rationale for use
• 67.4% of psychologists believe that autism
screening instruments are based on a male
conceptualisation of autism
• 23.5% of psychologists highlighted limitations
associated with screening instruments
5.4.2 Decision-making and
• 85.8% of psychologists indicated that they would
screening instrument
proceed to a comprehensive assessment for autism
results
when results from screening instruments were
subthreshold
• Findings suggested that psychologists with more
experience of assessing autism were more likely to
proceed to comprehensive assessments for autism,
when results from screening instruments were
below threshold
• All psychologists (n=17) who indicated that they
were ‘very confident’ in assessing autism in girls,
would consider proceeding to comprehensive
assesssment for autism if screening measures were
sub-threshold
5.4.3 Diagnostic
• 86.8% of psychologists use the ADOS-2
assessment instruments
• 78.2% use the ADI-R
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•
•
•
5.4.4 Decision-making
based on diagnostic
instrument results

•
•
•

•

5.4.5 International
classification systems and
autism diagnoses
decision-making

•
•
•
•

•
•

80.2% of psychologists had confidence in the
psychometric properties of the diagnostic
instruments
63.3% of psychologists believe that autism
diagnostic instruments are based on a male
conceptualisation of autism
Only 3 psychologists use specific instruments when
assessing autism in girls
86.3% of psychologists indicated that they would
engage in ‘upgrading’, if results were subthreshold
45.9% of these psychologists believed that
‘upgrading’ happened more frequently with girls
Results suggested that psychologists with more
than 10 years experience were more likely to
specify a diagnosis of autism if results from
assessment instruments were subthreshold.
100% of psychologists who had conducted 30 or
more autism assessments with girls would engage
in ‘upgrading’
68.8% of psychologists refer to DSM5 autism
criteria
5.5% of psychologists refer to ICD-10 autism criteria
25.3% refer to both DSM5 and ICD-10
61.3% of psychologists indicated that girls with
autism were less likely to meet the criteria for
autism, as described by the classification system
used, compared to boys with autism
35.2% of psychologists would engage in ‘upgrading’
if a child failed to meet criteria on diagnostic
classification frameworks
65.9% of psychologists indicated that they relied
more heavily on their clinical judgement in autism
assessment with girls, compared to boys

Research question three asked ‘What, if any, gender differences have
psychologists observed during autism assessments with children?’ The summarised
findings relating to this research question are as follows.

Table 5.14 Research question three
Research question one:
Summary of findings:
5.5.1 Gender differences:
• Anxiety is the primary reason that girls are initially
initial referral queries
referred for assessment.
• Behaviours that challenge were the most likely initial
referral reason for boys that are subsequently
assessed as having autism
• Psychologists were more likely to identify eating
disorders, anxiety, selective mutism and depression
as common initial referral reasons for girls.
• Psychologists were more likely to identify ADHD,
restricted interests and repetitive patterns of
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5.5.2 ‘Red flags’ for
autism in girls

•
•

5.5.3 Gender differences
in social communication
skills

•
•

5.5.4 Gender differences
in restricted and repetitive
behaviours
5.5.5 Gender differences
in psychopathology

•

5.5.6 Gender differences
in rates of autism
diagnoses

•

5.5.7 Gender ratios in
autism

•

5.5.8 Gender differences:
identifying autism at
different developmental
stages

•

•

•

•
•
•

5.5.9 Challenges in
assessing autism

•
•
•

behaviour (RRBs), behaviours that challenge and
autism as common initial referral reasons for boys.
86.3% of psychologists referred to social
communication ‘red flags’ from which subthemes
were derived
68.4% of psychologists referred to RRB red flags
from which subthemes were derived
83.5% of psychologists believe that girls with autism
have better social communication skills than boys
with autism
92.3% of psychologists believe that girls with autism
are better at ‘masking’
82.4% of psychologists believe that RRBs in girls
with autism are different, when compared to boys
with autism
76.6% of psychologists do not believe that girls with
autism or suspected autism present with a greater
amount of psychopathology (e.g., conduct disorder)
compared to boys with autism or suspected autism
72.2% of psychologists believe autism is underdiagnosed in girls compared to boys
Psychologists who conducted autism assessments
more frequently were more likely to indicate that
autism in girls is underdiagnosed
35.9% of psychologists believe the autism gender
ratio to be 4:1; 28.3% believe it to be 2:1 and 7.7%
believe it to to be 1:1
59.1% of psychologists believe that autism in girls,
is most easily identified during primary school
60.2% of psychologists believe that autism in girls,
is most easily identified during secondary school
77.7% of psychologists believe that autism in boys,
is most easily identified during preschool
66.6% of psychologists believe that autism in boys,
is most easily identified during primary school
90% of psychologists believe that there are specific
challenges in assessing autism in girls
86.9% of psychologists identified challenges when
asssesing autism in girls (Table 5.10)
73.6% of psychologists described what they do to
address challenges (Table 5.11)

In Chapter Five of this thesis, the researcher has described important findings
as per the three research questions. More specifically findings pertaining to the training
and experience of psychologists clinically active in autism assessments have been
described. Findings pertaining to psychologists’ experiences in using autism
assessment instruments, with a particular emphasis on assessing autism in girls were
also presented. Findings were also presented with respect to sex/gender differences
in autism observed by psychologists clinically active in autism assessments. The
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research findings have relevant implications for the practices of psychologists who are
clinically active in autism assessments in the Republic of Ireland (ROI). Therefore, their
importance and relevance, as well as implications for practice will be described in
Chapter Six.
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Chapter Six: Discussion
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the main findings for the research study are discussed with respect to
relevant research literature as per the three research questions posed by this research
study which are as follows:
1) Have psychologists accessed specific training and acquired experience in
assessing autism generally, and more specifically in girls, during professional
training and post-qualification?
2) How effective do psychologists perceive standardised autism assessment
instruments and diagnostic criteria as set by international classification systems
to be, when assessing autism in girls?
3) What, if any, gender differences have psychologists observed during autism
assessments with children?

These research findings are summarised, and implications and recommendations for
clinical practice on the basis of the findings are presented. The philosophical approach
of this research study will also be discussed in the in the Implications section of this
chapter. Following on from this, recommendations to support and facilitate
psychologists in becoming competent in assessing autism in girls, are provided. The
strengths and limitations of the study are then described and to conclude the thesis,
recommendations for future research are outlined.

6.2 Research question one
This research question investigated whether or not psychologists had accessed
specific training and acquired experience in assessing autism generally, and more
specifically in girls, during professional training and post-qualification.
6.2.1 Autism training during psychologists’ professional training
Research findings indicated that during professional training, approximately two-thirds
of psychologists had accessed inputs on assessing autism and those that had qualified
more recently were more likely to have accessed such training. Very few psychologists
had accessed dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls during professional
training; and those that had, were more likely to have qualified more recently. More
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recent clinical guidance documents highlight the need for clinicians to have training in
recognising the signs and symptoms of autism in girls. For example, Autism CRC
(2018) guidelines place responsibility on the clinician to be familiar with autism
symptom presentation in females; as well as listing autism specific expertise required
(e.g., ASD symptom presentation among male, female, and, where applicable, gender
diverse individuals as well as in the administration of autism ASD diagnostic
assessments) (Whitehouse et al., 2018). Adherence to these guidelines is of
paramount importance; given the adverse implications of missed or misdiagnoses of
autism in females. The findings of this research study indicate that there is variability
in autism training during professional training. This has significant implications for
clinical practice in that there is no universal training approach for psychologists in
autism assessments. This highlights the need for university programmes to be
supported to revise curricula for clinical disciplines to better assess, diagnose and
support individuals with ASD (Miriam Foundation Guidelines, 2008). It is essential that
these revisions are informed by up-to-date research findings.

Findings indicate that psychologists who had accessed lectures in assessing
autism in girls on professional training courses indicated higher levels of confidence,
in assessing autism in females. More specifically, psychologists who had accessed
specific training in assessing autism in girls, were more equipped and adept at
recognising autism in its more subtle forms; thereby contributing to higher confidence
levels. This in turn has the potential to have positive implications for practice. Although
not related to psychologists’ assessment practices, Mazurek et al., (2017) and
Swanson et al., (2014) reported that paediatricians had higher levels of efficacy in
screening for autism, following training which focused on screening and identification
of autism symptoms. Arguably, these findings provide evidence for asserting that
increased knowledge as a result of training, contributes to psychologists being more
competent, and by consequence, more confident. This, in turn, may lead to more timely
detection of autism, and consequently a reduction of missed and misdiagnoses in girls
with autism.

The majority of psychologists indicated that dedicated lectures in assessing
autism in girls should be included on professional training programmes and some of
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these psychologists provided additional details as to why they believed this to be
important. The majority indicated that autism presents differently in girls compared to
boys (i.e., more complex/subtle) and some psychologists also commented on autism
assessment instruments being unsuited to girls. These findings are likely to reflect a
growing awareness among psychologists, that autism can present differently in
females, and the need for psychologists clinically active in autism assessments to be
informed as to the particular subtleties of autism, present in females. The majority of
psychologists also believed that dedicated lectures on assessing autism in girls, should
happen as part of a general lecture on autism rather than as a stand-alone lecture
focusing specifically on assessing autism in girls. This, in turn, again highlights the
need for university programmes to be supported to revise curricula so as to ensure all
skills and competencies with respect to assessing autism can be identified, and the
importance of including skills and competencies with respect to assessing autism in
girls.

6.2.2 Autism training post-qualification
Significantly more psychologists (i.e., almost a third) had accessed training in
assessing autism in girls post-qualification, compared to the number of psychologists
who had accessed lectures during professional training. Some of these psychologists
described the training accessed post-qualification, and detailed attendance at
conferences specifically focusing on assessing autism in girls; self-directed continued
professional development (CPD); input from a peer with a special interest in the area
or who had attended training in the field; and completion of the National Autistic Society
(NAS) ‘Women and girls on the autism spectrum’ training module. These findings may
highlight the increasing awareness amongst psychologists clinically active in autism
assessments, of the challenges associated with assessing autism in girls. The findings
may also highlight psychologists’ awareness of the need to upskill in this area, so that
they are competent in differentiating “between emerging signs of ASD and subclinical
features more consistent with the broader autism phenotype, a much more subtle
distinction than ordinarily faced in a clinic setting” (Ozonoff et al., 2015, p.993), as is
often the case when assessing autism in girls.
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The findings of this survey indicated that the majority of psychologists believe that
training in assessing autism in girls post-qualification is needed. These psychologists
cited a number of reasons, including a belief that assessing autism in girls is a more
challenging

and/complex

assessment.

These

psychologists

also

described

assessment instruments and/diagnostic criteria as not being sufficiently sensitive to
detect autism in girls. The Missouri Autism Guidelines Initiative (2010, p.46-47)
identifies skills and characteristics that are needed to determine whether or not a
clinician is competent in assessing autism and also referred to the need for
participation in on-going education and training; having self-awareness of their
professional clinical competencies as well as being committed to regular reviews of
new research and being knowledgeable about current best practice guideline (Missouri
Autism Guidelines Initiative, 2010). The Standards and Guidelines for the Assessment
and Diagnosis of Young Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder in British Columbia
(2003) refer directly to education and training, required by professionals involved in
assessing autism, whilst the Miriam Foundation (2008) guidelines recommend that
clinicians have received training in autism as part of continuing education.
Undoubtedly, each and every psychologist will have different experiences and training
needs with respect to assessing autism. However, in light of the findings of this
research study, and the recommendations of clinical guidance documents, there is an
ever-growing need for universal guidelines to more specifically identify the knowledge,
skills and/or competencies that psychologists require in order to competently identify
autism across the broad autism spectrum so that appropriate training can be offered
in assessing autism, which will specifically include assessing autism in girls. This
assertion is further consolidated, by additional research findings which indicated that
psychologists who had accessed training in assessing autism in girls post-qualification,
were more likely to indicate higher levels of confidence in assessing autism in girls.

As expected, survey findings indicated that psychologists working on disability
teams were more likely to have accessed training in assessing autism in girls postqualification. Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) psychologists
were less likely to have accessed such training; whilst there was no psychologist
working solely in Primary, Community and Continuity Care (PCCC) services (i.e.
primary care community based services) that had accessed such training. These
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differences could be explained by the presumption of healthcare professionals that
autism is a disability that is easily detected and diagnosed by disability services in the
Republic of Ireland (ROI). However, it is not uncommon for autistic children to present
with comorbid conditions, which can often be the primary reason for referral to PCCC
services or CAMHS. For example, Solomen et al., (2012) found that girls with autism
demonstrated more internalising psychopathology (i.e., anxiety, depression) compared
to males with autism and neurotypical females. These findings suggest that when
psychologists work at a primary care level or within children’s mental health services,
training in assessing autism is not prioritised. However, given the increasing
prevalence of autism, training in assessing the broad spectrum of autism needs to be
accessed by all psychologists working in children’s services in the ROI. In addition to
this, if there is a correlation between training and confidence levels in detecting autism,
there is a chance that psychologists who do not prioritise such training may not be
confident in identifying autism in its more subtle presentations.

The findings of this survey suggested that half of the psychologists who had
accessed training in assessing autism in girls indicated higher levels of confidence in
assessing autism in girls. This compared to the majority of psychologists, who had not
accessed such training and who indicated lower levels of confidence in assessing
autism in girls. These findings correspond to the findings of numerous research studies
which highlight that training contributes to higher levels of self-efficacy in clinicians
(Mazurek et al., 2017; Swanson et al., 2014). Dillenberger et al., (2016) also explored
autism service delivery as experienced by autistic individuals and their families. Two
parents interviewed, reported that they had been aware that their daughters had
difficulties relating to autism, but felt professionals did not have the experience or
appropriate knowledge and training to diagnose autism in girls; and because of this,
these professionals were unable to support their children (Dillenberger et al., 2016).
Furthermore, a number of research studies have also identified positive implications
for the early detection of autism in toddlers and young children (Estes et al., 2015;
Oesterling et al., 2010; Pickles et al., 2016; Pijl et al., 2018; Webb et al., 2014;
Zwaigenbaum et al., 2015a). These findings highlight the importance of adequate
training for psychologists in assessing autism, particularly because risks associated
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with ineffective practices, are most likely associated with growing evidence, that girls
with autism are going undetected (Gould, 2010).

6.2.3 Experience in assessing autism
In this study, the majority of psychologists had conducted significantly more autism
assessments with boys, compared to girls. In fact, the majority of psychologists
surveyed had completed five or less assessments with girls. This finding is not
unexpected given quoted gender ratios (Baio, 2018). However, given that
psychologists who had completed more assessments with girls (i.e. 30 or more), for
the most part, indicated higher levels of confidence in assessing autism in girls, it is
really important that psychologists’ levels of confidence in assessing autism in girls is
considered when they are conducting autism assessments with girls. Findings also
suggested that psychologists with fewer years of experience assessing autism were
more likely to indicate lower levels of confidence in assessing autism in girls. Ozonoff
et al., (2015) found that when clinicians were confident in assessing autism, they were
generally correct. This highlights the importance of psychologists being experienced in
assessing autism in girls via training and experiential learning. In addition to this, Aeillo
et al., (2017) conducted a survey of 402 school psychologists and found that the
majority of them who had higher levels of autism training, as well as experience, were
more likely to engage in ‘evidence-based autism assessment’ and were also more
likely to use standardised diagnostic measures (i.e., ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2005).

6.2.4 International clinical guidance documents
The majority of psychologists had referred to clinical guidance documents (CGD) in
order to inform their own practices in assessing autism. The most frequently referred
to documents included The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence: The
NICE Guidelines on Autism: recognition, referral and diagnosis of children and young
people on the autism spectrum (2011), the Psychological Society of Ireland: Best
Practice Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders
for children and adolescence (2010), followed by the Scottish Intercollegiate
Guidelines Network: Assessment, Diagnosis and Interventions in Autism Spectrum
Disorders (2016). Other international CGDs were referred to less frequently.
Psychologists surveyed also identified guidelines that they found particularly helpful
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when assessing for autism in girls and again the same three documents were referred
to.

The three clinical guidance documents (CGDs) that psychologists primarily
referred to, reference practices and findings from research studies with respect to
assessing autism in girls, to varying degrees. This contributes to considerable
inconsistencies amongst CGDs (Hayes et al., 2018; Penner et al., 2018). Therefore, it
is not clear if they sufficiently support or sign-post psychologists with different levels of
experience and at different stages in their career, as to what they need to do to
competently assess autism across the broad spectrum, and more specifically in girls.
Therefore, it may be timely for CGDs to be reviewed in the ROI to ensure that they
comprehensively offer information and recommendations as to effective practices with
respect to assessing autism in girls. ‘A National Guideline for the Assessment and
Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorders in Australia’ (2018) was written with a view to
creating greater consistency in diagnostic practices and contains comprehensive
information on assessing autism in girls. This includes a table detailing characteristics
of autism in girls; specific recommendations for clinicians to consider when
investigating autism in females (2018a); and specific recommendations outlined in a
number of gender related evidence tables (2018b). Services and professional bodies
in the ROI could use such a template for future revision of CGD. It is also important to
note that this guideline had not been published at the time of survey design in this
research study.

6.3 Research question two
The purpose of this research question was to explore psychologists’ experiences in
using autism assessment instruments in assessing autism in girls. More specifically
the screening and diagnostic instruments used by psychologists were explored, with a
particular emphasis on their use during autism assessments with girls.

6.3.1 Screening instruments
6.3.1.1 Screening instruments used. The majority of psychologists surveyed
indicated that they used screening instruments. The Social Communication
Questionnaire (SCQ; Norris & Lecavalier, 2010), the Social Responsiveness Scale
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Second Edition (SRS-2; Constantino & Gruberer, 2012) and the Child Behaviour
Checklist (CBCL; Achenback & Rescorla, 2001) were primarily used to screen for
autism in children. Almost half of the psychologists indicated that they were confident
in the psychometric properties of the screening instruments that they used. This is a
significant finding given that the research literature details limitations associated with
autism screening instruments. Take for example, the SCQ which is one of the most
widely used instruments, different sensitivity (i.e., who has autism?) and specificity
(i.e., who does not have autism?) rates have been quoted in various research studies
investigating the efficacy of the instrument. Acceptable rates of sensitivity and
specificity begin at 0.80. Sensitivity rates of between of 0.45 and 0.96; and specificity
ranging between 0.54 and 0.92 have been quoted for the SCQ (Norris & Lecavalierer,
2010). At the same time, there was a small number of psychologists who commented
on such limitations and there were also psychologists who indicated that they adapted
their own practices in using screening instruments (i.e., used qualitatively, during
interviews to probe) as opposed to relying on scores.

Survey findings also indicated that there is a proportion of psychologists who do
not use standardised autism screening instruments as part of autism assessment, but
instead use other methodologies to screen for autism (e.g. non-standardised in-house
screening protocols). This is likely to be in keeping with the recommendations of the
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence Clinical Guideline 170 (NICE CG)
(2011) and the UK National Screening Committee (NSC) (2012) who concluded that
there was insufficient evidence to recommend any ASD-specific screening instrument.
The US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) (Siu, 2016) also highlighted limited
evidence as to the efficacy of screening instruments. In addition to this, psychologists’
decision not to use screening instrument may also be influenced by findings of
research studies that consistently report on their limited psychometric properties.
However, it is important to highlight conflicting recommendations with respect to the
use of screening instruments. More specifically The American Academy of Pediatrics
(AAP) has recommended routine use of screening instruments at general 18- and 24month developmental checks for children (Johnson et al., 2007). This conflicting advice
may account for the differing practices with respect to the use of screening instruments
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and highlights the need for healthcare professionals using screening instruments to be
informed as to the limitations.

6.3.1.2 Screening instruments and decision-making. The majority of
psychologists indicated that they would consider proceeding to a comprehensive
assessment for autism when results from screening instruments were subthreshold.
This is particularly fitting given the research findings of Corsello et al., (2007) who found
that females on the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) group which included atypical
autism, Asperger’s syndrome, Fragile X and Rett’s syndrome, scored below the
recommended cut-off point of 15 for the SCQ (mean score of 13.9) compared to their
male counterparts (mean score of 19.9). This in turn indicates that the recommended
SCQ (Norris & Lecavalierer, 2010) score may need to be adjusted when screening for
autism in females. In addition to this, Corsello et al., (2007) also found that there was
misidentification (false-negative) among autistic children with higher IQ scores and
fewer or milder symptoms which is likely to be particularly relevant for higher
functioning girls with suspected autism or milder characteristics of autism.

Some of the psychologists who would consider proceeding, despite subthreshold scores on screening instruments, provided more detailed information. These
psychologists detailed weaknesses associated with screening instruments, issues of
under-reporting by respondents, and also highlighted the importance of clinical
judgement over and above screening instrument scores. The utility of clinical
judgement in autism assessments has been highlighted by a number of researchers
(Charman et al., 2007; Charman & Baird, 2002; Garb, 2005; Rutter et al., 2003; Wing
et al., 2011). However, as Hiller et al., (2014) suggest, there continues to be a need
to examine the role of clinical judgement in detecting and diagnosing autism. At the
same time, and of significant concern, there were a number of psychologists who
indicated that they would not proceed to a more comprehensive assessment for
autism, if results from screening instruments were sub-threshold. Further investigation
indicated that these psychologists were more likely to be less experienced, as well as
having lower levels of confidence in assessing autism. These findings, again, support
the importance of identifying what makes a psychologist competent in detecting and
assessing the broad spectrum of autism; universalising inputs during professional
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training, as well as having opportunities to consult with more experienced
psychologists skilled in assessing autism. They also highlight the need for more
consistent information in clinical guidance documents. For example, the SIGN
Guidelines (2016) report that autism in females is misdiagnosed and recommend
clinicians to consider whether or not the instruments used are sufficiently sensitive to
identify characteristics of autism in females. Other guidelines are not as direct in their
assertions, again leaving such decisions open to interpretation which arguably
contributes to missed and misdiagnoses of autism.

Approximately half of the psychologists who indicated that they would consider
proceeding to comprehensive assessment for autism, when results from screening
instruments were subthreshold indicated that having to make this decision was more
likely to happen with girls suspected of having autism, than with boys with query
autism. The majority of psychologists also indicated that they believe that autism
screening instruments are based on a male conceptualisation of autism. Charman et
al., (2013) purported that “screening and diagnostic instruments help clinicians least in
the cases where they are most in want of direction, as their accuracy will always be
lower for marginal cases” (p.52). This is because the instruments are validated on a
broad, as opposed to a narrow, phenotype (Charman et al., (2013). Furthermore, it is
possible, that the broad autism phenotype is based on a male conceptualisation of
autism, particularly when one considers the research literature which indicates that
screening instruments are validated with primarily male populations (e.g., Charman et
al., 2015: 70% male; Corsello et al., 2007: 78% male; Eaves et al., 2006: 79% male;
Ung et al., 2016: 86.6% male;). Although, this imbalance in standardisation samples
or research studies reflect the much-cited autism gender ratios, the claims of a number
of professionals, including Dr Judith Gould (Middletown, 2010) and Professor Tony
Attwood (2018), who are recognised as leading professionals in assessing autism in
girls, need to be considered. These professionals dispute the autism gender ratios and
believe that the autism gender ratios are more evenly proportioned. They maintain that
the large discrepancy is as a result of a number of factors, including bias towards
autism in males and misunderstanding or lack of knowledge about the subtleties of
autism in girls. At the same time, there were also quite a few psychologists who were
‘unsure’ if having to consider proceeding to a comprehensive assessment for autism
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on the basis of sub-threshold screening instruments results, was more likely to happen
with girls suspected of having autism, than with boys with query autism. There was
also a small number of psychologists who indicated that making this decision was not
more likely to happen with girls and commented that factors other than gender led to
this decision making, i.e., inconsistent information from different sources.

Almost all psychologists indicated that they do not use a specific instrument for
screening autism in girls. There was one psychologist who indicated that they used
the Autism Quotient (AQ) specifically for screening autism in girls. There were a few
psychologists who reported using a non-standardised customised autism proforma
specifically designed by their own team, for screening autism in girls. There was also
one psychologist who commented that there was a need for a screening instrument
specifically for assessing autism in girls. In 2011, Kopp and Gillberg presented the
revised extended version of the Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire- Revised
(i.e., ASSQ-GIRL) which was designed to be more sensitive to “the phenotype of
autism in females”. It added 18 additional items to the screening instrument. The items
were chosen after focus group discussions with clinicians with experience of working
with girls with autism, who identified one or more of the items or symptoms as being
present in girls. Although the findings suggested some gender differences in the malephenotype of autism, for the most part, the differences were not significant, apart from
‘lacks best friend(s)’ (more boys) and ‘interacts mostly with younger children’ (more
girls). Therefore, evidence supporting the efficacy of instruments specifically for
screening autism in girls is insufficient. It may never be possible to find the perfect
autism screening instrument given the heterogenous nature of the condition. For that
reason, it may be time to consider changing current screening practices for the early
detection of autism. Carrington et al.,, (2015) identified 14 items from the DISCO (Wing,
2006) which were found to be highly discriminative on the basis of predictive validity
and in grouping these items together, the researchers refer to the process as ‘signposting’ as opposed to ‘screening’ with a view to determining “whether the item set and
algorithm could guide clinicians in selecting an age-appropriate diagnostic pathway,
when first assessing cases where a concern has been raised” (Carrington et al.,, 2015,
p. 46). Replacing the word ‘screening’ with ‘sign-posting’ may be the first step in
changing current screening practices for the early detection of autism.
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6.3.2 Diagnostic assessment instruments
6.3.2.1 Diagnostic instruments used. The majority of psychologists used the
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule Second Edition (ADOS-2: Lord et al., 2012)
and the Autism Diagnostic Interview – Revised (ADI-R: Rutter et al., 2003). This is an
encouraging finding given that the ADI-R and the ADOS-2 are invariably considered
the “gold standard in research protocols and have become widely known among
clinical professionals” (Corsello et al., 2007, p. 179). They are also the best evaluated
standardised diagnostic instruments for investigating suspected autism (Zander et al.,
2015). Following on from the ADI-R and ADOS, the Diagnostic Interview for Social and
Communication Disorders (DISCO: Wing et al., 2002), and the Childhood Autism
Rating Scale Second Edition (CARS-2: Schopler et al.,, 2010) were the next most
commonly used instruments. Only one psychologist indicated that they used the
Developmental, Dimensional and Diagnostic Interview (3DI: Skuse et al., 2004). A
small number of psychologists referred to assessment approaches, which were not
specifically diagnostic or specifically for use with children with autism (i.e., DSM,
adaptive behaviour measures, GARS, Nottingham Early Developmental History
Protocol) or referred to diagnostic classification systems. However, all psychologists
indicated that they used diagnostic instruments which is in keeping with principles
expressed in DSM-5 (APA, 2013). More specifically, the DSM-5 (APA, 2013)
acknowledges the significance of clinicians using behavioural standardised diagnostic
instruments in autism assessments in that it recommends questionnaires, caregiver
interviews and observation measures to improve reliability in autism diagnoses over
time and between clinicians (Zander et al., 2015).

The majority of psychologists were confident in the psychometric properties of
the diagnostic instruments, as a rationale for use. There is no doubt that the
psychometric properties of diagnostic instruments are considerably stronger when
compared to screening instruments. However, in their use with families, psychologists
need to consider that acceptable rates of sensitivity and specificity quoted in the
research literature are based on standardisation and research samples that are
primarily male.
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Approximately a third of psychologists indicated that they had been trained in how to
use the autism diagnostic instrument that they used. Approximately, the same number
of psychologists indicated that the autism diagnostic instrument that they used was the
only instrument available in the service that they worked in. There was one
psychologist who commented that although they were not confident in the
psychometric properties of the diagnostic instruments, they believed that the
instruments they used were the best available (i.e., ADI-R; ADOS-2; and the DISCO).
Another psychologist commented that they use what is useful and another psychologist
indicated that they are more interested in the quality of the information gathered using
the assessment instrument rather than its psychometric properties. Assessment
instrument manuals and literature relating to assessment instruments consistently refer
to clinicians being trained and adequately experienced when using such instruments
(The DISCO Team, 2017). At the same time, the majority of diagnostic instruments do
not require training to be undertaken in advance of using them, with the exception of
the DISCO. Therefore, it is at the discretion of individual clinicians to determine their
own levels of competence in using and interpreting assessment information from
diagnostic instruments. Arguably, with current service demands coupled with
increasingly long waiting lists, psychologists’ capacity to access support and training
in advance of using assessment instruments to identify, formulate and diagnose autism
may be reduced.

Similar to the findings of Jamison et al., (2017), the majority of psychologists
surveyed indicated that they do not use a specific diagnostic instrument for assessing
autism in girls and it is worth considering if such a diagnostic instrument is needed. In
the DISCO (Wing et al., 2006), examples of how autism behaviours manifest differently
in girls compared to boys are included and the DISCO Team (2017) claim that this
assessment instrument takes a wider perspective of autism criteria with a view to
considering autism in all its manifestations. However, very few psychologists surveyed
indicated that they used the DISCO and research findings have indicated issues with
reliability with respect to the DISCO (Lord et al., 2014). Harrison et al., (2017)
specifically question the extent to which autism diagnostic instruments are based upon
Western males’ normative social behaviours and suggest that there is a possibility that
gender based biases are inherent in the assessment instruments that we use. This is
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consistent with the findings of this research study, in that the majority of psychologists
indicated that they believed that autism diagnostic instruments are based on a male
conceptualisation of autism. Therefore, psychologists using assessment instruments
need to be aware that they may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect autism in females.

6.3.2.2 Diagnostic instruments and decision-making. The majority of
psychologists surveyed indicated that they would consider specifying a positive
diagnosis of autism when results from diagnostic instruments were sub-threshold.
Almost half of these psychologists believed that this happened more frequently with
girls with autism, compared to boys with autism. Rogers et al., (2016) explored this
practice of ‘upgrading’ and defined it as “providing a positive diagnosis in the face of
an unclear presentation or patients failing to meet criteria on diagnostic tools” (p.829).
Similar to results from this survey, Rogers et al., (2016) found that the majority of
clinicians practised it to a certain extent, and, when this was explored qualitatively,
professionals highlighted that it was associated with weaknesses in diagnostic tools,
most notably in detecting ASD in atypical presentations (e.g., women/girls). Charman
et al., (2013) asserted that descriptions, definitions or constructs of autism in diagnostic
instrument are based upon a broad phenotype of autism; and furthermore, do not
capture more subtle manifestations of autism. For example, Duvekot et al., (2017) also
suggested that restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviour (RRBs) in girls with
autism are qualitatively different, compared to boys. Mussey et al., (2017) also found
that females with higher verbal IQ scores tended to have lower scores in the ADOS-G
modules 2 and 3, suggesting that gender differences and subtle social communication
difficulties may not be adequately captured by current diagnostic instruments. These
research findings indicate that girls are more likely than boys to be subthreshold on
diagnostic assessment instruments (Beggiato et al., 2017; Duvekot et al., 2017); and
psychologists clinically active in assessing autism need to mindful of limitations
associated with diagnostic instruments when assessing for autism in girls.

In this research study, there were a few psychologists who commented on the
importance of using clinical judgement over and above assessment results, as well as
the importance of using other sources of information, alongside standardised
diagnostic assessment instruments (e.g., observational data across settings).
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Similarly, Jamison et al., (2017) commented that quite a few psychologists relied more
heavily on clinical impressions based on observational data when diagnosing females.
At the same time, it is important to highlight that there was one psychologist in this
research study who expressed a precarious position in relation to diagnostic
assessment instruments and commented that the ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) might be
sub-threshold, but in their experience, children with autism are always above threshold
in the ADOS-2. This position, although only expressed by one psychologist, highlights
that there are psychologists clinically active in autism assessments that hold positions
that are not informed by research literature, and, again, highlight the need for
identifying specific levels of competencies in autism assessments for psychologists
during professional training, and for those clinically active in autism assessments.

Findings suggested that psychologists with less experience were increasingly
likely not to specify a positive diagnosis of autism if results from assessments
instruments were subthreshold. All psychologists who had conducted more than 30
autism assessments with girls indicated that they would consider specifying a positive
diagnosis of autism if results from assessments instruments were subthreshold. Almost
all of the psychologists who indicated that they would consider specifying a positive
diagnosis of autism also had higher confidence levels in assessing autism in girls. In
comparision, only half of the psychologists who were ‘somewhat confident’ in
assessing autism would consider specifying a positive diagnosis of autism if results
from assessments instruments were subthreshold. As far as the researcher is aware,
no other research study to date has investigated relationships between confidence
levels, years’ experience and diagnosing autism. However, Garb (2005) referred to a
number of research studies which found that psychologists frequently make diagnoses
by comparing clients to prototypes (Blashfield et al., 1985, 1989; Cantor et al.,1980;
Evans et al., 2002; Garb, 1996). He (2005) defined a prototype as “a clinician’s
conception of a hypothetical client who best exemplifies a particular disorder” (p. 71).
Although, specifically related to psychologists’ conceptions of personality disorders,
Shedler and Westen (2004) found that prototypes of experienced psychologists and
psychiatrists were “clinically richer than the DSM description” (p.1350) (as cited in
Garb, 2005). This suggests that more experienced practitioners have a greater
understanding of the intricacies of particular conditions in various manifestations. This,
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in turn, highlights the need for experiential learning and training needs to be considered
for all psychologists involved in autism assessments.

6.3.3 International classification systems
The majority of psychologists (68.1% or n=62) referred to Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM-5; APA, 2013) criteria. Quite a few
psychologists indicated that they refer to both DSM-5 (APA, 2013) and ICD-10 (WHO,
1993) or ICD-11 (WHO, 2018), whilst very few psychologists refer to International
Classification of Diseases 10th/11th Edition ICD-10 (WHO, 1993) or ICD-11 (WHO,
2018) only. The majority of psychologists use a combination of clinical judgement and
reference to classifications frameworks in autism diagnoses decision-making.
Psychologists mostly indicated, based on their own experience, that girls were less
likely to meet the criteria for autism, as described by the classification system used,
compared to boys. There were also quite a few psychologists who were ‘unsure’ about
this. The majority of psychologists also indicated that they relied more heavily on their
clinical judgement in autism assessment with girls, compared to boys.

Approximately one-third of psychologists had specified a positive diagnosis of
autism in children failing to meet criteria on diagnostic classification frameworks.; whilst
just under two-thirds psychologists had not. Survey findings also indicated that more
psychologists practised ‘upgrading’ when scores on standardised diagnostic
instruments were subthreshold, as opposed to practising ‘upgrading’ when autism
criteria as per classification systems were not met.

Some psychologists described reason(s) for specifying a positive diagnosis
when children failed to meet criteria on diagnostic classification frameworks. The
majority indicated that it occurred because diagnostic criteria were not sufficiently
sensitive for both boys and girls with autism. This was followed closely by those who
indicated that it occurred because diagnostic criteria were not sufficiently sensitive for
assessing autism in girls. These findings suggest that that some practitioners are “able
to apply diagnostic criteria critically and to self-reflect about their own gender
stereotypes.” (Haney, 2016, p. 402). However, there are inconsistencies which might
be due to criteria and descriptions being applied prescriptively by individuals without
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appropriate clinical training and experience (Wing et al., 2011). This is of significant
concern.

A small number of psychologists commented further on specifying positive
diagnoses of autism in children failing to meet criteria on diagnostic classification
frameworks. Comments made by psychologists, indicated that different positions were
held by them and they engaged in very different practices when using autism
diagnostic classification frameworks. For example, one psychologist indicated that they
accept classification systems as a minimum threshold, as well as taking time to explore
the evidence or research literature when assessing autism in girls. Another
psychologist indicated that they continue to “stick” with the overall conclusion, but
advise parents to monitor their child’s presentation during middle childhood because
of ‘masking’ etc. Three psychologists also commented that diagnostic criteria are set
and applicable to both males and females; and following comprehensive assessment,
criteria will be met, if autism is present. Arguably, psychologists engaging in different
practices may contribute to autism in females being missed or misdiagnosed and it is
essential that all psychologists are aware of research findings to date with respect to
diagnostic classification systems. For example, Wing et al., (2011), as per DSM-IVTR (APA, 2000) guidelines, advised that criteria should not be applied prescriptively
by untrained individuals. Hiller et al., (2014) also reported that it might be harder to
identify autism in females, as per the criteria in that some some behaviours in girls
were not as impaired as clinicians might expect for a ’typical’ autism profile.

6.4 Research question three
The purpose of this research question was to investigate gender difference, if any, that
psychologists have observed during autism assessments with children.
6.4.1 Initial referral concerns and ‘red flags’ for autism in girls
Psychologists identified initial referral queries, for girls and boys, subsequently
assessed as having autism. Psychologists most frequently referred to ‘anxiety’ as the
initial reason that girls are referred for autism assessment, whilst intellectual disabilities
and learning disabilities were the least common initial referral reasons. Behaviours that
challenge and sensory issues were the most common initial referral reasons for boys
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and the least common reasons included selective mutism and eating disorders.
Psychologists were more likely to identify eating disorders, anxiety, selective mutism
and depression as common initial referral reasons for girls, compared to boys and there
is evidence to suggest that females with autism may receive diagnoses other than
autism, including eating disorder diagnoses (Gillberg, 2007; Kopp & Gillberg, 1992;
and Mandy et al., 2012). Hully et al., (2006) attempted to review diagnostic issues
relating to girls with Asperger Syndrome and found evidence which suggested that girls
with autism are likely to be treated for a comorbid condition, most likely depression,
which then leads to a diagnosis of autism. This, in turn, may lead to autism being
underdiagnosed in girls and women (Mandy et al., 2012). This fits with the findings of
this research study and, again, highlights the need for psychologists to be mindful of
the co-occurrence of anxiety or other mental health difficulties in females with autism;
as well as the need for psychologists across settings, to be knowledgeable and skilled
in differentiating and diagnosing between autism and other conditions. Psychologists
were more likely to identify ADHD, RRBs, behaviours that challenge as common initial
referral reasons for boys, compared to girls. Psychologists also indicated that boys
with autism were also twice likely to be referred for ‘autism’, compared to girls with
autism, who were more likely to be referred for other issues.

Bargiela et al., (2017) reported that almost of the females with autism in their
study experienced mental health difficulties as a comorbid condition. Bargiela et al.,
(2017) also reported that females with autism commented that health professionals, in
particular GPs, as well as teachers, did not notice that their symptoms might be related
to autism. These findings may highlight that there is a need to consider the knowledge
and assumptions of healthcare professionals including psychologists, that might
“contribute to diagnostic bias against females with autism” (Bargiela et al., 2017,
p.3291), particularly when initial referral concerns may be different for females with
autism, compared to males. In exploring the demographics of children with autism,
Sutherland et al., (2017) also noted that a higher proportion of girls were diagnosed
with autism by a psychiatrist. This might suggest that girls are more likely than boys,
to present with mental health conditions and pathway to diagnosis may often be via
mental health pathways rather than disability services.
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Psychologists identified ‘red flags’ that might indicate that a girl has autism. Social
communication difficulties were one of the main themes identified and psychologists
primarily referred to issues with friendships, e.g., maintaining friendships, and
difficulties in social interaction or with social skills. Play, communication and
introversion/shyness and masking or ‘camouflaging’ were other social communication
difficulties that psychologists referred to, but these were referred to less frequently.
Psychologists also referred to comorbid or co-occurring conditions, school related
issues and externalising behaviours when asked to identify ‘red flags’ that might
indicate that a girl has autism. The identification of externalising behaviours as a ‘red
flag’ for autism in girls is consistent with research findings from Hiller at al., (2016) who
investigated sex differences in parental pre-diagnosis concerns and found that
externalising behaviour was reported as a primary concern for a half of the girls, but
only one quarter of the boys. This suggests that girls with behavioural difficulties are
more likely to be referred for autism assessment, whilst girls who internalise their
challenges are less likely to be referred.

In relation to comorbid or co-occurring conditions, psychologists primarily
referred to emotional disorders and emotional regulation difficulties, i.e., anxiety, and
to a considerably lesser degree, depression, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
and/or perfectionism; and restricted eating/eating disorders were also mentioned.
There was also a small number of psychologists who referenced self-harming. It is
interesting to note that a number of the ‘red flags’ psychologists considered that might
indicate that a girl has autism were not directly linked to the criteria as outlined by
international classification systems. Arguably these ‘red flags’ are likely to be part of
‘autism prototypes’ (Garb, 2005) of psychologists, clinically active in autism
assessments. However, without identifying specific competencies and training
experiences that psychologists need, so as to competently assess autism, it is difficult
to be ascertain whether or not autism prototypes of all psychologists are sufficiently
sensitive to detect and assess for autism across the broad spectrum, which includes
assessing for autism in females.
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6.4.2 Social communication
The majority of psychologists surveyed indicated that they believe that girls with autism
have better social communication skills than boys with autism, of similar levels of
intellectual functioning. A review of the literature presents inconsistent findings as to
gender differences with respect to social communication skills. Holtmann et al., (2007)
investigated differences between high-functioning males and females with autism with
respect to core differences and found that there were no statistically significant
differences in core symptomology (i.e., at that time the triad of impairment pertained to
autism). In contrast, Head et al., (2013) found that girls with autism had similar
friendship skills to typically developing males; and better friendship skills than males
with autism. Duvekot et al., (2017) also found that girls were less likely to receive an
autism diagnosis based on standardised diagnostic instruments (i.e., 3Di, ADOS-2).
These findings suggest that there are gender differences with respect to social
communication skills. However, it is likely that differences observed are dependent
upon the approach used in measuring social communication skills. Backer van
Ommeren et al., (2017) draw attention to different levels of reciprocity and
recommends that social limitations “be measured at more advanced levels of
reciprocity” (p.796). This is because girls with autism may present with milder or
qualitatively different social impairments, compared to boys. Backer van Ommeren et
al., (2017) also maintained that one possible reason for the lack of evidence for sex
differences in autism is as a result of a reliance on identifying the presence of reciprocal
behaviours as opposed to exploring the quality of them. Therefore, social
communication skills may need to be assessed hierarchically (i.e., to what degree the
impairment is present) rather than simply categorically (i.e. the impairment being
present or absent).

There was a small number of psychologists who did not believe girls with autism
had better social communication skills than boys and none of these psychologists had
accessed lectures on assessing autism in girls during professional training nor had
they attended training in assessing autism in girls post-qualification. This might suggest
that psychologists without such training are not aware of how gender can influence
autism manifestation. In addition to this, survey findings indicated that psychologists
who had completed higher numbers of assessments with girls were more likely to
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indicate that girls had better social communication skills than boys. This may suggest
that psychologists with less experience in assessing autism in girls are less adept at
recognising the social communication skills that girls with autism have, and this has
the potential to have significant implications for practice, particularly as autism in girls
can be less obvious and more subtle than males with autism (Attwood, 2018; Mussey,
2017; Gould, 2010).

The majority of psychologists believe that a more thorough examination of social
communication skills was needed, when assessing autism in girls, compared to boys.
A small number of psychologists were either ‘unsure’ about this or did not believe that
a more thorough examination was needed. A small number of psychologists also
indicated that such decision-making was done on a case-by-case basis, rather than
being gender dependent; and might be needed for all children. A number of the clinical
guidance documents refer to the importance of having knowledge and experience as
to how autism can present differently in girls (NICE, 2011; Autism CRC, 2017; and
Missouri, 2010). However, there are no specific guidelines indicating skills and
knowledge psychologists need to have in order to be able to competently diagnose
autism in girls occurring across a broad spectrum; and arguably this is something that
is needed given missed and misdiagnoses of autism in girls (Gould, 2010).

The majority of psychologists surveyed believed that girls with autism are better
at masking or ‘camouflaging’ their social communication difficulties compared to boys.
There was only one psychologist who did not believe this to be the case, and there
were also some psychologists who were ‘unsure’ about gender differences in relation
to masking or ‘camouflaging’. There were also a few psychologists who identified
masking or ‘camouflaging’ as a ‘red flag’ for autism in girls. For the purposes of
research, Lai et al., (2017) defined camouflaging as “the discrepancy between the
person’s ‘external behavioural presentation in social-interpersonal contexts and the
person’s ‘internal status’ (i.e. dispositional traits and/or social cognitive capability (Lai
et al., 2017, p. 693), but warned against seeing ‘camouflaging’ as an integral part of
the ‘autism phenotype in females’, if such a phenotype exists; but at the same time
also hypothesised that a higher incidence of ‘camouflaging’ in females might be linked
to socio-cultural factors (i.e. gender-based expectations and gender socialisation
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across development). Bargiela et al., (2017) also explored ‘camouflaging’, via surveys
and conducted interviews with females who had received a diagnosis of autism late in
adolescence or adulthood. The majority of this relatively small sample reported that
they had engaged in ‘camouflaging’ which correlates with the findings of this research
study. Therefore, perhaps it can be asserted that ‘camouflaging’ is more likely to
happen in females. This, in turn, highlights the need for psychologists to be thoroughly
informed as to gender based differences in autism reported in research literature.

6.4.3 Restricted and repetitive behaviour (RRBs)
The majority of psychologists in this research study believe that RRBs in girls with
autism are different, when compared to boys with autism, of a similar level of
intellectual functioning. Research literature consistently reports that RRBs present
differently in girls with autism, compared to boys. Jamison et al., (2017) investigated
clinicians’ perspective of symptom severity within core domains of autism and identified
sex-related differences in relation to RRBs. Similarly, Duvekot et al., (2017) found that,
overall, RRB symptoms were not present to the same extent in girls with autism,
compared to boys with autism, and that perhaps RRBs in girls are qualitatively different
and may not be picked up by current instruments. Frazier et al., (2014) found that lower
repetitive behaviour symptoms in females were reported on the ADI-R (Rutter et al.,
2003) and the Repetitive Behaviour Scale – Revised (RBS-R: Lam et al., 2007)
restricted interests’ subscale. Mandy et al., (2012) also found that boys had more RRBs
than girls on the 3Di (Skuse et al., 2004) and the ADOS-G (Lord et al., 2009). Research
findings, including the findings of this survey which is based upon psychologists’
experiences of assessing autism in girls, have consistently shown gender differences
with respect to RRBs. If it is accepted that RRBs are qualitatively different or present
less frequently in girls with autism, compared to boys with autism, then, this, in turn,
has particular implications for assessing autism in females. Solomen et al (2012)
hypothesised that girls with autism had marginally lower RRBs compared to boys, as
a result of gender bias within the assessment instrument. More specifically, the RBSR (Lam et al., 2007) refer to objects such as trains, dinosaurs and toy cars which are
traditionally male interests, and that results may have been different if the RBS-R (Lam
et al., 2007) included a wider range of RRBs (Solomen et al., 2012). Psychologists
clinically active in autism assessment, need to be fully aware of possible gender
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differences with respect to RRBs, as well as the possibility that there are inherent
gender biases in instrument design. This is to ensure that both males and females with
autism can be effectively identified.

Approximately half of psychologists indicated that that RRBs in girls with autism
are more socially acceptable and/or typical. Some of these psychologists also detailed
the types of RRBs they see in girls, compared to boys and these included RRBs
relating to Disney princesses; particular types of toys (e.g., my little pony); animals
(e.g., horses); imaginative themes; social topics; people; books; fashion; actors;
organising dolls; or being avid readers. These findings corresponded to the findings
of Sutherland et al., (2017) who reported that although similar numbers of boys and
girls displayed repetitive behaviours; differences were noted in the types of special
interests linked to gender (i.e., girls showed more interest in animals and art; whilst
boys were more interested in dinosaurs and transportation). Rivet and Matson (2011)
have argued that circumscribed interests around dolls or babies in females, might be
misinterpreted as pretend play by those conducting autism assessments and
maintained that it is necessary to consider all behaviours/characteristics of females as
a whole and look for repetitive behaviours of any kind, even seemingly benign ones.
This is another ‘red flag’ for psychologists involved in autism assessments to be aware
of and perhaps there is a need to revise both screening and diagnostic instruments, so
that a broader range of RRBs which are inclusive across genders are included in such
instruments.

6.4.4 Psychopathology
The majority of psychologists do not believe that girls with autism or suspected autism
present with a greater amount of externalising behaviours compared to boys.
Approximately one third of psychologists commented further on their responses and
the majority commented that girls present with more internalising behaviours compared
to boys. These findings correspond to the findings of Kopp and Gillberg (1992) who
indicated that males with autism are increasingly likely to present with externalising
behaviour, compared to females with autism. At the same time, Hiller et al., (2016)
investigated sex differences, if any, in parental pre-diagnosis concerns via an online
survey and found that externalising behaviour was reported as a primary concern for
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half of the girls, but only one quarter of the boys. On the basis of these findings, one
might assert that girls are less likely to be referred for autism assessment unless they
are presenting with externalising behaviour; and that parents, relatives, and health
professionals may consider that girls’ social and communicative impairments are as
results of shyness or anxiety; rather than being understood in the context of autism
(Holtmann et al., 2007). Hartung and Widiger (1998) (as cited in Haney et al., 2016)
commented that if symptom expression of a particular disorder differs by gender, the
development of diagnostic criteria will be biased toward the gender that externalizes
the behaviour maladaptively. These findings may suggest that diagnostic criteria are
more likely to be informed by autism in males, and this has signification implications
for clinical practice.

Holtmann et al., (2007) suggest that this misinterpretation of symptoms could
lead to mis-referral or misdiagnosis or autism simply being missed (Hiller et al., 2016).
Therefore, psychologists need to be aware of autistic characteristics that may be more
common in girls; as well as an awareness that girls who internalise their difficulties are
less likely to be referred to professionals, when compared to boys with similar
problems, perhaps because these behaviours are considered ‘normal’ in females
(Rucklidge 2010). It is essential that knowledge about autism in females and
information pertaining to indicators or ‘red flags’ of autism in girls, is accessible to all
psychologists working with children across various settings. Indeed, it may also be
about challenging gender biases, as well as acknowledging that difficulties in boys may
be difficult to ignore or dismiss, because they may be aggressive, domineering and
obviously rigid, whilst girls may have more language and social imitation skills which
may obscure the core characteristics of autism (Kopp and Gillberg, 1992). Therefore,
there is a shared clinical responsibility within the profession of psychologists to ensure
that girls with autism who internalise their difficulties (i.e. the anxious or withdrawn child
who is more likely to be female) are included and represented within the broad
heterogenous autism prototype (Garb, 2005).

6.4.5 Rates of autism diagnoses in girls
The majority of psychologists in this study believe the autism gender ratio to be 4:1,
followed by 2:1. This indicates, that whilst the majority believe that autism in girls is
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underdiagnosed, the majority still believe, that overall, there are more boys with autism,
than girls with autism. In a recent autism prevalence study, Rutherford et al., (2016)
identified the autism gender ratio as 3.5:1 for children 0-18 years old. This highlighted
that the estimations of the majority of psychologists surveyed were close to that
identified by Rutherford et al., (2016). Of note, Rutherford et al (2016) also reported
different gender ratios across different age groups. They found that gender ratios
reduced with increasing age, and were smaller for adolescents (2.3:1) than for younger
children (5.5:1). This is somewhat consistent with the findings of this survey, in that the
majority of psychologists believe that autism is most easily identified in girls during
primary or secondary school and that preschool was the most difficult time to identify
autism in girls. In comparison, psychologists indicated that autism in boys, is most
easily identified during preschool, followed by primary school. These findings, again
highlight, that psychologists indicated that there are gender differences with respect to
when autism is most easily identified and such differences could explain higher maleto-female gender ratios. It is also important to note that Rutherford et al., (2016)
reported the lowest gender ratios (i.e., 1.8:1) amongst adults and these findings are
consistent with claims made by Dr Judith Gould (Middletown, 2010) and Professor
Tony Attwood (2018), who are among some of the clinicians who continue to dispute
gender ratios. They believe that gender differences are more evenly proportioned and
that figures are skewed as a result of a number of factors, including bias towards
autism in males and misunderstanding or lack of knowledge about the subtleties of
autism in girls. In a UK based birth-cohort study, Mandy et al., (2018) reported on
gender differences with respect to the developmental trajectory of social difficulties.
They found that seven-year-old boys had higher scores on a parent-report social
communication difficulties measure, compared to females; whereas at 16 years, males
and females had similar levels of social autistic traits. These findings have significant
implications for practice and psychologists need to be aware that research studies
investigating autism gender ratios, are increasingly reporting lower gender ratios

The majority of psychologists in this study indicated that they believed that
autism is under-diagnosed in girls. There were also quite a few psychologists who were
‘unsure’ about this. It is worth noting that psychologists, who conducted assessments
more frequently and who were more experienced in assessing autism were more likely
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to indicate that autism in girls was under-diagnosed, compared to boys. A number of
psychologists commented further and some of them indicated that autism in girls can
be under-diagnosed because their difficulties emerge later in development. A few
psychologists also indicated that comorbid mental health difficulties in girls can result
in a more complex assessment and a few psychologists also commented that girls with
autism can mask or 'camouflage’ their difficulties. These findings correspond with the
position that the core features of autism are more subtle in autistic females (Rynkiewicz
et al., 2016; Lai et al., 2017) and that girls with autism may present with low
symptomology at key developmental reviews. Chawarska et al., (2014) found that
missed diagnoses of autism at 18 months were twice as likely to have less pronounced
developmental delays and fewer signs of autism; findings which are no doubt relevant
for the autistic female population. Hedley et al., (2016) also found that clinicians had
higher degrees of certainty when there were increased impairments linked to the core
features of autism. On the basis of these findings, it is reasonable to recommend
changes to service delivery in the ROI, so that any child presenting with a constellation
of features suggestive of autism, however mild, are monitored carefully. Children at
risk for autism (i.e., heritability) also need to be more carefully monitored and this also
needs to be factored into service delivery. The researcher is not suggesting populationbased surveillance, but there needs to be defined pathways for children at risk for
autism.

Of note, there were a small number of psychologists who highlighted concerns
in asserting that autism in girls is underdiagnosed in that an increased discussion about
an under-diagnosis of autism in girls might lead to over-diagnosis. Similarly, Nichols et
al., (2008) also maintained that awareness of the elevated sex ratio in autism might
influence clinicians’ expectations. It is the view of the researcher that adequate training
and experience for all psychologists in assessing autism is one way to challenge and
address inherent biases that psychologists may have, as a result of their own
experiences.

6.4.6 Challenges in assessing autism in girls
Almost all psychologists surveyed believe that there are specific challenges in
assessing autism in girls. In addition, more than half of the psychologists who indicated
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that there were specific challenges in assessing autism in girls had less than five years’
experience. Approximately half of the psychologists who indicated that there were
specific challenges in assessing autism in girls, had completed less than eleven autism
assessments with girls. It is likely that access to sufficient knowledge, skills and
experience during professional training, as well as access to supervision with
experienced psychologists’ post-qualification, as well as a universally agreed
programme that identifies autism assessment competencies, may support early-career
psychologists or those with less experience in assessing autism, so that psychologists
can feel confident in assessing autism. At the same time, it is worth considering the
findings of Brian et al., (2015) who queried whether clinicians were more confident in
diagnosing autism in middle childhood in cases where children are higher functioning
and have milder symptoms. If this is the case, this further highlights the position, for
services, to have in-built surveillance systems for children, at risk for autism.

The majority of psychologists provided more details as to the specific challenges
experienced during autism assessments with girls. Approximately one third identified
differentiating between mental health difficulties and autism; autism being masked; as
well as girls with autism developing compensatory strategies to overcome their autistic
challenges. RRBs being different in girls, issues with assessment instruments and a
more subtle presentation of autism in girls were also referred to, but to a lesser degree.
These findings were informative in terms of identifying content for training programmes
for psychologists post-qualification.

The majority of psychologists also described what they specifically do to
address the challenges in assessing autism in girls. Psychologists primarily described
conducting lengthier and/or more thorough assessments with girls, i.e., detailed
screening; careful developmental history-taking; additional sessions with parents and
with children; as well as specific and more in-depth questioning. They also detailed
specific assessment practices which included observations across settings, i.e. the
importance of using standardised autism diagnostic assessment instruments; the
importance of not being over-reliant on standardised autism diagnostic instruments
and using clinical judgement alongside, or over and above assessment scores, as well
as reference to using particular assessment instruments with girls. There were a few
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psychologists who indicated that they often take a ‘wait and see’ approach and monitor
how a girl with query autism responds to intervention before concluding assessment
formulation. There was also a small number of psychologists who commented that this
type of assessment was also required with boys, and was not unique to assessing
autism in girls. There was one psychologist who indicated that they believed that
autism assessments with girls require the psychologist/clinician to have a higher level
of skill. The development of the NAS ‘Women and girls on the autism spectrum’ training
module arguably reflects the growing awareness that a higher skill level is required.
The module offers valuable information when considering autism in the context of
women and girls and, given that it is primarily for diagnosticians, it is attempting to
increase skill level of those clinically active in autism assessments with girls (NAS,
n.d.).

6.5 Implications
6.5.1 Philosophical implications
As outlined in Chapter Four: Methodology, this research study is underpinned by the
Pragmatic worldview. In subscribing to this worldview, the researcher posits that
everyone’s experiences are real, and in order to make sense of individual experiences,
we explore them collectively to determine “warranted assertions” (Biesta, 2010, p.
111). Survey distribution to as many psychologists clinically active in autism
assessments with children in the Republic of Ireland attempted to explore the collective
experiences of this population, so as to make sense of their diagnostic experiences
and beliefs with girls with autism. The Researcher’s own experiences, as well as
research literature (Gould, 2010; Attwood, 2018) highlights the growing awareness that
autism in girls presents differently to autism in boys and that autism can be missed or
misdiagnosed in girls. Because of this evolution of knowledge (Kaushik & Walsh,
2019), exploration of possible solutions to these diagnostic issues and exploring ways
to move forward (Biesta, 2010) is needed. In this section, research findings, and
implications and recommendations for practice pertaining to autism assessments with
girls are described. Suggested ways to solve possible issues in this area or
recommendations for practising psychologists are also identified (Biesta, 2010), so that
a contribution can be made to alleviate possible challenges in autism assessments
with girls.
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6.5.2 Summarised findings, implications and recommendations
Table 6.1 provides a summary of research findings relating to training in autism;
experience in assessing autism; screening, diagnostic instruments and international
classification systems; overcoming challenges in assessing autism in girls; and clinical
guidance documents. Implications and recommendations for practice, pertaining to
these findings are also provided.
Table 6.1 Implications for practice
Research Findings
Implications

Recommendations

1. Training in autism
1.1 Training in
assessing autism,
accessed by trainee
psychologists during
professional training
was highly variable.

1.1 Clinical, counselling
and educational
psychologists are
graduating with different
skill-sets with respect to
assessing autism
generally, and more
specifically in girls.

1.1 Universities in the ROI offering
professional training need to be
supported to develop curricula of
learning in assessing autism that are
competency-based, so as to ensure
that professionally trained graduates
have equivalent skill-sets.

1.2 Training accessed
by psychologists postqualification in
assessing autism
generally and more
specifically in girls,
was highly variable.

1.2 Psychologists have
different skillsets when
assessing for autism in
girls, and research
evidence has shown that
this may have
implications for
assessment outcomes.

1.2 Psychologists access training in
assessing autism in girls postqualification.
In cases, whereby psychologists are
allocated referrals in which they are
unsure if they have sufficient
competencies to complete the
assessment, systems need to be in
place that facilitate psychologists to
co-work cases with more experienced
psychologists or access supervision
from more experienced psychologists.
This may be particularly relevant for
assessing autism in girls.
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1.3 Psychologists
working in disability
services were more
likely to have
accessed training
post-qualification in
assessing autism in
girls, compared to
psychologists working
in child and
adolescent mental
health services
(CAMHS) or in
primary, community
and continuity care
(PCCC) services.

1.3 Autism in girls can
manifest differently and
more subtly. This cohort
can subsequently be
referred to services for
milder or more severe
mental health difficulties
(PCCC or CAMHS).
There may be a risk that
the diagnosis is missed
or misdiagnosed, if a
certain skill level is not
attained by psychologists
or if they do have access
to supervision from an
psychologist experienced
in assessing autism.

1.3 It is imperative that all
psychologists are supported and
encouraged via service structure, and
a competency-based approach to
assessing autism, to access training
post-qualification, so as to ensure that
families and children with suspected
autism, are accessing assessments
with skilled psychologists. Please see
Missouri Autism Guidelines Initiative
(2010) for sample competencies
relating to autism assessment.

Research Findings

Implications

Recommendations

2. Experience in assessing autism
2.1 All psychologists
had completed
significantly more
autism assessments
with boys, compared
to those with girls.
Psychologists that
had completed more
assessments with
girls indicated higher
levels of confidence in
assessing autism in
girls.
2.2 Psychologists that
were newly-qualified
reported lower levels
of confidence in
assessing autism.

Psychologists’
confidence in using
clinical judgement
during autism
assessments was
positively correlated
with years of
experience assessing
autism.
Research Findings

2.1 Psychologists’
prototypic representation
of autism is
predominantly based on
how autism in males
presents, and they are
unlikely to have strong
prototypic representation
of how autism may
present differently in
females, which may
contribute to missed or
misdiagnoses of autism
in females.

2.1 It is important to ensure that
during professional training, trainee
psychologists access equal training in
assessing autism across genders.

2.2 Research has shown
that there is a link
between training and
experience in assessing
autism, and higher levels
of confidence in
diagnosing autism.
Therefore, inexperienced
psychologists may be
more reluctant to
diagnose autism when it
is presenting in a more
subtle manifestation (i.e.
be more cautious).

2.2 Specific supervisory provision in
place for newly-qualified psychologists
(e.g. opportunity to request cases to
be co-worked) to ensure diagnoses
are not missed.

Implications

Recommendations

Psychologists with limited experience
in assessing autism in girls access
supervision from and/or co-work
referrals with experienced
psychologists in this area, where there
is a query regarding autism.

Newly qualified psychologists need to
be supported to identify autism
competencies they have not yet
acquired and include relevant goals in
an annual CPD plan.
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3. Screening, diagnostic instruments and international classification systems
3.1 Some
psychologists
indicated that they
were confident in the
psychometric
properties of
screening
instruments.

3.1 Research literature
has consistently shown
that screening
instruments have limited
psychometric properties,
particularly when used to
detect less obvious case
of autism. This can result
in autism being missed.
This is particularly
relevant for autistic girls,
because autism can
manifest more subtly in
the female population.

3.1 It is recommended that university
curriculum programmes include
content which highlights limitations
associated with screening
instruments.

3.2 Findings indicated
that psychologists that
are less experienced
are less likely to
proceed to a
comprehensive
assessment for
autism if scores from
screening instruments
are subthreshold.

3.2 This has significant
implications for practice
in that there is a
considerable risk that
children with autism,
more specifically,
females with autism, are
at risk of being missed.

3.2 It is essential that psychologists
are equipped with knowledge during
professional training as to the
limitations of screening instruments,
how such instruments are developed,
the importance of supervision with
skilled psychologist(s), and the overriding principle of clinical judgement in
less clear presentations.

3.3 The majority of
psychologists were
aware that diagnostic
assessment
instruments may not
be as effective with
females. However,
some psychologists
held potentially risky
positions about
diagnostic
instruments, i.e. girls
with autism are
always above the

3.3 This has significant
implications for practice
in that there is a
considerable danger that
girls with autism are
being missed.

3.3 It is essential that psychologists
are equipped with knowledge during
professional training as to the
limitations of diagnostic instruments
and how research findings have
highlighted that autistic girls may be
subthreshold on the ADOS-2.

It is also recommended that CPD
events focusing on assessing autism
continue to highlight the limited
psychometric properties of screening
instruments.
It is recommended that research
investigating new screening
instruments cease. This is in light of
the heterogenous nature of autism, as
well as the considerable difficulties in
designing instruments that can
effectively screen for all cohorts at risk
of presenting with autism. Instead, it is
recommended that alternative ways of
using screening instruments are
explored (i.e. to signpost to services
whereby there are concerns relating
to development) (Carrington et al.,
2015).
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threshold on the
ADOS-2.
3.4 The majority of
psychologists
indicated that they
believed that girls
were less likely to
meet the criteria for
autism, as described
by the classification
system that they
used. At the same
time, the majority of
psychologists
indicated that they
had not specified a
diagnosis of autism in
children failing to
meet criteria on
diagnostic
classification
frameworks.

3.4 This has
considerable implications
for practice in that girls
with autism may go
undiagnosed.

3.4 Psychologists need to be
supported to engage in upskilling with
respect to assessing autism in girls.
Upskilling needs to focus upon
interpreting and applying diagnostic
criteria so as to ensure that they are
not applied prescriptively by untrained
individuals (Wing et al., 2011).

Research Findings

Implications

Recommendations

4. Over-coming challenges in assessing autism in girls
4.1 The majority of
psychologists
indicated that they
believed that there
were specific
challenges in
assessing autism in
girls.

4.1 This finding suggests
that psychologists are
challenged in detecting,
formulating and
assessing autism in girls;
and this may have
implications for
accessibility to
comprehensive
assessments with skilled
and confident
psychologists, for girls
with autism

4.1 It is essential that psychologists
have access to adequate lectures,
experiences, and supervision during
professional training. It is also
recommended that helpful practices in
assessing autism in girls are shared
amongst psychologists.
It is also essential that early-career
psychologists have access to
psychologists that are more skilled in
particular areas (e.g., autism in girls)
when faced with more complex
assessments.

4.2 Findings indicated
that the more autism
assessments with
girls that
psychologists had
completed, the less
likely they were to
indicate that there
were no specific
challenges in
assessing autism in
girls.

4.2 This would indicate
that adequate
opportunities in
assessing autism in girls
supports increased
confidence levels in
assessing autism.

4.2 It is recommended that all
psychologists have access to
appropriate training opportunities
across genders.
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4.3 Psychologists
identified types of
RRBs that they have
observed in females
with autism (e.g.
Disney princesses,
particular types of
toys, imaginative
themes, social topics,
people, books,
fashion, actors,
organising toys/dolls,
being avid readers)

4.3 Many of the
screening
instruments/information
re: RRBs tend to relate
more to RRBs that may
be more likely to be
observed in boys, rather
than girls.

Research Findings

Implications

4.3 It is recommended that
psychologists are made aware that
RRBs can present in different ways;
and that topics of interest may be
different, but patterns of behaviour
around interests may be similar.

Recommendations

5. Clinical guidance documents
5.1 The majority of
psychologists
indicated that they
would welcome the
publication of best
practice guidelines in
assessing autism in
girls.

5.1 There are a number
of clinical guidance
documents from different
countries that reference
specific challenges with
respect to assessing
autism in girls, but there
is little reference to
assessment practice that
might be helpful in
addressing such
challenges which may
result in autism
diagnoses being missed
or misdiagnosed in girls.

5.1 It is recommended that the
following be included in a clinical
guidance document which includes
specific information relating to
assessing autism in girls:
• Limitations of standardised
screening and diagnostic
assessment instruments
• Signs and symptoms of autism in
girls.
• The importance of clinical
judgement
• Differential diagnosis and autism
in girls
• Common comorbidities and
autism in girls
• Effective assessment practices
when assessing for autism in
girls.

5.2 There were
different practices
regarding the extent
to which psychologists
referred to clinical
guidance documents.

5.2 There are a number
of clinical guidance
documents from different
countries, and research
has found that
recommended practices
with respect to assessing
autism vary considerably
in clinical guidance
documents.

5.2 It is recommended that all of the
CGD are reviewed by a team of
experienced psychologists. It is
recommended that relevant guidelines
specific for psychologists are
extracted and applied to a ROI
context, and collated into a clinical
guidance document, as well as
including other relevant information.

6.5.3 Increasing psychologists’ competencies in assessing autism in girls
There are no internationally agreed standards as to what equates to a psychologist
being competent in assessing autism. Systematic reviews of some of these guidelines
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have been conducted, and Penner et al., (2018) and Hayes et al., (2018) concluded
that there was considerable variability in all of the documents and recommended the
need for more consistency. This is particularly relevant for assessming autism in girls.
There are too many females been misdiagnosed or their diagnoses being missed
(Gould, 2010). In this section, research data has been collated to identify topics or
areas of interest that might be relevant for a university curriculum; ‘red flags’ that might
indicate autism in girls, as well as recommendations and resources for psychologists
clinically active in autism assessments.

6.5.3.1 University curriculum. A curriculum designed to teach trainee
psychologists during professional training in detecting, formulating and diagnosing
autism, needs to be developed by a team of psychologists, and perhaps other
disciplines that may be involved in the process (i.e., psychiatrists, speech and
language therapists, occupational therapists). On the basis of the findings of this
research study, it is recommended that the history of autism, autism classification,
recognising the signs and core features of autism to include autism in girls, as well as
case formulation, with respect to assessing autism be included.

It is also

recommended that there are inputs on standardised screening and diagnostic
assessment instruments (i.e., psychometric properties, interpretation of information,
strengths and limitations, and respondents). Differentiating autism from overlapping
conditions and conditions that co-occur with autism also need to be included. It is
recommended that the importance of clinical judgement, feedback with parents, and
also specific populations requiring special consideration i.e., girls, younger children,
also be included. It is also important for university programmes to consider facilitating
opportunities for trainees to work with both autistic boys and girls during placement,
use and evaluate the effectiveness of assessment instruments, as well as having
access to supervision to aid with autism detection, formulation and assessment.

6.5.3.2 Recognising the signs and symptoms of autism in girls. In this
section, ‘red flags’ or indicators of possible autism in girls were listed by psychologists.
The ‘red flags’ were, analysed thematically (Appendix L) and the majority of them were
categorised as per the DSM-5 criteria (APA, 2013), as is illustrated in Table 6.4. In
relation to social communication difficulties, psychologists primarily referred to criterion
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A1 and A3; criterion A2 was referenced less frequently which may suggest that girls
with autism are less likely to exhibit these behaviours. In relation to restricted and
repetitive patterns of behaviours (RRBs), psychologists primarily referenced criterion
B2 and B3; and criterion B1 and B4 were referenced less frequency as ‘red flags’ for
autism in girls.
Table 6.4 ‘Red flags’ for autism in girls
A. Persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across multiple
contexts, as manifested by the following, currently or by history (examples are illustrative,
not exhaustive; see text):
A1. Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity, ranging, for example, from abnormal social approach
and failure of normal back-and-forth conversation; to reduced sharing of interests, emotions, or
affect; to failure to initiate or respond to social interactions.
Girls with autism may
• have delayed/superficial social skills, not consistent with other abilities
• be naive and lack understanding in social situations
• have unusual social responses
• have social difficulties that increase with age particulary during adolescence
• be confused about social boundaries.
• find it difficult to maintain conversation and manage the language of negotiations
• have a literal understanding of language
• have a lack of interest in conversational topics of non-autistic girls,
• be overly directive in conversation
• be overly talkative and inappropriate
• rely on one or two specific topics of conversation in social situations and have difficulty
moving off these topics
• rely on other children to guide how they should respond
• be extremely shy
• be withdrawn
• have a passive nature
• have an introverted nature
• have difficulties with higher order social communication skills (e.g. empathy)
• have poor insight into own feelings or perceptions;
• have difficulties with perspective taking from an emotional point of view;
• have difficulty expressing feelings,
• have misunderstandings about themselves
A2. Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviours used for social interaction, ranging, for
example, from poorly integrated verbal and nonverbal communication; to abnormalities in eye
contact and body language or deficits in understanding and use of gestures; to a total lack of facial
expressions and nonverbal communication.
Girls with autism may
• have eye-contact that is too intense or avoidant
• have a limited range of facial expressions
• have forced or borrowed facial expressions
• have delayed development of gestures;
• not point
• have borrowed gestures
A3. Deficits in developing, maintaining, and understanding relationships, for example, from
difficulties adjusting behaviour to suit various social contexts; to difficulties in sharing imaginative
play or in making friends; to absence of interest in peers.
Girls with autism may
• have difficulties making and maintaining friendships with age-appropriate peers.
• have a specific interest with one peer
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• have difficulty coping with small groups of peers and with friendship group changes
• have superficial friendship(s)
• be isolated/excluded from peers in school/local community
• fail to develop peer relationships
• avoid peer-related activities
• experience stress linked to peer related activities
• experience bullying
• be isolated in play
• dominate in play
• have under-developed play-skills (e.g. pretend, imaginative play);
• engage in scripted play
• find it difficult to distinguish between fantasy and reality
B. Restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests, or activities, as manifested by at
least two of the following, currently or by history (examples are illustrative, not exhaustive;
see text):
B1. Stereotyped or repetitive motor movements, use of objects or speech (e.g. simple motor
stereotypies, lining up toys of flipping objects, echolalia, idiosyncratic phrases).
Girls with autism may
• engage in hand-flapping or repetitive movements
• engage in repetitive play with certain objects
• engage in echolalia
B2. Insistence of sameness, inflexible adherence to routines, or ritualised patterns of verbal or
nonverbal behaviour (e.g. extreme distress at small changes, difficulties with transitions, rigid
thinking patterns, greeting rituals, need to take same route or eat the same food every day).
questioning or).
Girls with autism
• have anxiety around routine;
• have high anxiety with regard to change;
• rehearse social scripts;
• borrow phrases from others
• have a restricted diet;
• have a preference for/insistence on sameness;
• be rigid in thinking, behaviour and around routines
• need to control and show excessive demand avoidance
• need predictability;
• be inflexible
• show own-agenda behaviour,
• be rule driven
• have difficulties with changes
B3. Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal in intensity or focus; (e.g. strong
attachment to or preoccupation with unusual objects, excessively circumscribed or perseverative
interests).
Girls with autism may
• find it difficult to engage in non-preferred activities
• have intense interests;
• have different (unusual) interests that are repetitive;
• have restricted interests that are not reciprocal and shared socially
• have solitary interests
• have an intense interest in animals, art, fantasy, make-up, unusual YouTube sites,
figurines, unicorns, animals, teddies; intense interests in areas that are 'typical'
• have a lack of/limited interest in age-appropriate activities;
• have a restricted play interest
• draw or read same subject matter repeatedly
• have limited interest in toys;
• have little or no typical girly interests (tom-boyish presentation)
• engage in typical play that is repetitive
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B4. Hyper‐or hyporeactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory aspects of environment;
(e.g. apparent indifference to pain/temperature, adverse response to specific sounds or textures,
excessive smelling or touching of objects, fascination with lights or spinning objects).
Girls with autism may
• have sensory sensitivities, issues, difficulties, behaviours
• unusual sensory needs;
• less sensory interests;

The remaining ‘red flags’ were categorised under ‘co-occurring and/or comorbid
conditions’ and ‘other red flags’. Co-occuring and/or comorbid conditions identified by
psychologists as ‘red flags’ for girls with autism included traits of OCD; anxiety or
distress in social settings (e.g. school); poor emotional regulation; depression; mood
swings; significant separation anxiety or extremely strong attachment to primary
caregiver; selective mutism; phobic behaviours; eating disorders; self-harming
behaviours, perfectionistic tendencies, experience a very intense response to stress;
sleeping difficulties; developmental coordination disorder (DCD); non-specific
communication problems; and difficulties with executive functioning skills (e.g.
processing speed). All of these ‘red flags’ could be used by psychologists when
screening for autism in girls so as to contribute to accurate detection and assessment
of autism in girls. Other ‘red-flags’’ that psychologists identified included girls with
autism experiencing exam-stress, struggling in school and experiencing difficulties
maintaining grades; school refusal; having a very different presentation at home and
at school; experiencing conflict at home; having difficulties mananging their own
behaviours; may be androgynous in appearance; have an unusual gait or unusual tone’
may be overly mature or dramatic; have difficulty with skill based/cognitive based
interventions (e.g. CBT); experience language delay; or difficulties developing adaptive
behaviour. One psychologist indicated that ‘red flags’ are the same for males and
females.

6.6 Recommendations
In this section, resources and recommendations that might be helpful for assessing
autism in girls are identified. The list is not exhaustive, and there is likely to be other
material, not yet identified, that might also be helpful:
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6.6.1 Training and Continued Professional Development (CPD)
•

Complete the NAS ‘Women and girls on the autism spectrum’ training module
and use specific questions for assessing autism in girls that are referenced.
Please see Appendix A.

•

Keep up-to-date with research in the assessment of autism in girls.

•

Engage in self-directed CPD. For example, access webinars and online lectures
focusing on autism in girls:
o https://www.actcommunity.ca/education/videos/understanding-theneeds-of-girls-and-women-on-the-autism-spectrum
o https://www.spectrumnews.org/features/multimedia/webinars/webinar
-the-female-autism-conundrum/

•

Work within the limits of ones’ competence

•

Have a general awareness of normative gender expectations

•

Observe and participate in ADOS-2 assessments with girls, under the
supervision of psychologists with experience in assessing autism in girls.

6.6.2 Assessment instruments
•

Use standardised diagnostic instruments but be mindful of their limitations
during autism assessments with girls. ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012) and the
ADI-R (Rutter et al., 2003) combined have acceptable psychometric
properties.

•

Discuss research pertaining to clinical judgement; and its importance in
cases that are less clear.

•

Where necessary, interpret information from standardised assessment
instruments qualitatively.

•

The use of the following instruments (e.g., may facilitate investigation of
higher order social communication skills) might provide more in-depth
assessment of autistic features in girls. Please note that this list is not
exhaustive and the instruments are recommended for use to supplement
screening and diagnostic instruments typically used (e.g., ADOS-2 and/or
ADI-R):
o Qualitative use of Girls Questionnaire for Autism Spectrum
Conditions (GIRL-ASC) (Attwood, Garnett, Rynkiewicz 2011-2017).
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o Friendship Questionnaire (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, S., 2003)
o Repetitive Behaviour Scale – Revised (RBS-R: Lam et al., 2007)
o Interactive Drawing Test (Backer van Ommeran et al., 2018)
o Beck Youth Inventory (Beck et al., 2005)
o Sections of DISCO (Wing, 2006) could be used qualitatively
o Griffiths III (Green et al., 2016) – theory of mind items in the
Personal Social domain.

6.6.3 Areas to focus on during the assessment and assessment practices
•

Increase time spent exploring RRBs in more depth, i.e., type, duration,
frequency and intensity.

•

Thorough assessment of social communication difficulties, e.g., focus on social
and emotional reciprocity.

•

Be mindful of the importance of conducting observations across settings.

•

Clinical interview with child with a particular emphasis on their emotional
understanding/relationships etc.

•

Specific questions for older girls that focus on their self-concept, their
experience of the world, their place in it, challenges, masking difficulties, how
they have found fitting in socially so far, and difficulties, if any, in doing this;
particular strategies, if any, adopted to help with fitting in.

•

Access multi-respondents so as to ensure information from lots of different
sources.

•

Awareness of the gender developmental trajectory over time with respect to
autism (Mandy, 2018); awareness that autism presentation can emerge over
time.

•

Multi-disciplinary team approach to assessment.

6.6.4 Factors/issues to consider during autism assessments
•

Be mindful of gender biases that psychologists, other members of the
multidisciplinary team, and other stakeholders in the assessments (i.e. parents
and teachers) may have with respect to autism.
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•

Be aware of challenges that can present when assessing autism in girls and that
it may require a higher level of clinical skill. Please see Table 5.10 for more
detailed information.

•

Be knowledgeable as to how autism can present differently in females. Please
see Table 6.2 for more detailed information.

6.6.5 Resources
A copy of Laura Carpenter (2013) DSM-5 ASD Guidelines and Criteria and Examples
is likely to be helpful in highlighting the heterogeneity within the autism spectrum and
facilitate formulating strengths and challenges for individuals with or at risk for autism.
Please see Appendix M.
In conclusion, the implications for practice on the basis of research findings
indicate that there was a great need for a study such as this to be completed. Given
the breadth of the implications described above, it is worth considering if it is now timely
within the ROI for a national strategy on autism to be devised. Undoubtedly, some of
the implications described in this research study could be used to inform these
guidelines. Other relevant topics that might be included could be consistent practices
for autism assessment within and across services, interagency collaboration, access
to experienced psychologists by other healthcare professionals, particularly when
there are concerns around autism, as well as training for other healthcare professionals
(i.e., General Practitioners, Public Health Nurses) in screening and detecting autism.

6.7 Strengths and Limitations
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, no study previously has focused solely on
psychologists’ experiences in assessing autism in girls. Conducting a nationwide
survey facilitated access to a sample that is arguably representative of psychologists
clinically active in autism assessments with children in the ROI. This, in turn, facilitated
a gateway to knowledge that has contributed to a shared understanding of assessing
autism in girls. For example, the findings have contributed to identifying a pathway for
supporting psychologists to become more competent in assessing autism in girls. In
addition, the methodology used in this study, was primarily quantitative in nature, but
the researcher equally valued qualitative data that was collected by a substantial
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number of psychologists’ responses to open-ended qualitative questions. This
approach facilitated opportunities to generalise from research findings, as well as
access to rich qualitative data from participants. At the same time, it is important to
consider that the survey response rate while reasonable at 32.5%, may suggest that
only psychologists with an interest in autism in females, participated in the survey. This,
in turn, may affect how representative the sample is of psychologists in the ROI, and
the generalisability of research findings. In addition to this, as a lone researcher, it was
not possible to have a second rater to code the data which is a limitation to this
research study in that inter-rater reliability was not achieved; however, the thesis
supervisor, reviewed the codes generated.

6.8 Recommendations for future research
It is recommended that the role of supervision for psychologists on professional training
courses and throughout careers is researched, so that supervision structures can be
identified that are supportive for psychologists throughout their careers with respect to
assessing autism generally, and more specifically in girls. Findings from this research
study, indicated that a number of psychologists adopted a longer ‘wait and see’
approach when assessing autism in girls; proceeded to intervention and delayed the
autism assessment so as to monitor response to intervention; or were slower to give a
definitive diagnosis. Further research is needed to determine as to how service
pathways may differ for males and females with autism, as well to investigate the
implications of assessment practices for females, particularly if there are practices that
occur more frequently with females with autism. It is recommended that research
continues to be conducted with samples of individuals, both males and females, who
are presenting with more subtle manifestation of autism so as to determine if there are
particular ‘red flags’ associated with this presentation. To address circularity and
gender ratio issues in research (i.e., clinical samples only in research studies), it is
recommended that more general population-based studies are conducted, so that
autistic individuals who have not yet been detected in the general population are
represented. It is recommended that the practices of other healthcare professionals
with respect to screening instruments in the ROI are investigated, so as to identify how
they are been used, and to make recommendations for best practice if required. In
conclusion, and in consideration of the epistemological approach underpinning this
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research study, which subscribes to a position that asserts that there is no absolute
truth and all research findings are at risk of fallibility (Biesta, 2010), it is recommended
that researchers continue to be committed to investigate autism in females, so that our
shared understanding can continue to support and improve practices.

6.9 Conclusion
While completing this thesis, the author and researcher would like to acknowledge the
huge amount of learning that has taken place. The catalyst for this research study
occurred in the field of practice early in my career, and getting to a stage where it was
possible to conduct the research study has been very rewarding. It facilitated
opportunities to explore existing research with respects to topics of relevance to
assessing autism in girls. It has facilitated opportunities to consider, in more depth, the
challenges that are associated with autism in girls from a personal perspective, but
more importantly at a national level within the field of practice. It has also facilitated
opportunities to explore possible solutions to the challenges experienced which will
hopefully contribute at some level to more accurate and timely autism assessments for
girls. The experience of completing the research study, in the face of a number of
challenges (i.e., seeking approval from a host of research ethics committees, collating
the details of psychologists at a national level clinically active in autism assessments
with children, and balancing the demands of work and research) has reaffirmed the
importance of persevering with such research goals. There is a personal sense that
valuable knowledge has been added to the field of autism in girls which can hopefully
contribute to the quality of autism assessments with girls, and, for this, there is a deep
sense of gratitude to the UCD professional doctorate programme as well as Dr William
Kinsella, supervisor to this research study.
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Appendix A
Epidemiology Prevalence Surveys (adapted from Elsabbagh et al., 2012)
EUROPE
REGION

EUROPE

YEAR

AUTHOR

COUNTRY

POPULATION

AGE

NUMBER

DIAGNOSTIC

%

AFFECTED

CRITERIA

AVERAGE IQ

WITH

GENDER
RATIO

PREVALENCE/10,000

1966

Lotter

UK

78,000

8-10

32

Rating scale

15.6

2.6:1

4.1

1972

Brask

Denmark

46,500

2-14

20

Clinical

-

1.4:1

4.3

1976

Wing et al.,

UK

25,000

5-14

17a

24-item rating

30

16:1

4.8

scale of Lotter
1983

Bohman et al.,

Sweden

69,000

0-20

39

Rutter criteria

20.5

1.6:1

5.6

1984

McCarthy et al.,

Ireland

65,000

8-10

28

Kanner

-

1.33:1

4.3

1986

Steinhausen et al.,

Germany

279, 616

0-14

52

Rutter

55.8

2.25:1

1.9

1989

Ciadella & Mamelle

France-

135,180

3-9

61

DSM-III

-ill

2.3:1

4.5

1991

Gillberg et al.,

Sweden

78,106

4-13

74

DSM-III-R

18

2.7:1

9.5

1992

Fombonne and du

France

274, 816

9 & 13

154

Clinical ICD-10

13.3

2.1:1

4.9

Maxaubrun
1997

Fonbonne et al.,

France

325, 347

8-16

174

Clinical ICD-10

12.1

1.81:1

5.35

1997

Webb et al.,

UK

73,301

3-15

53

DSM-III-R

-

6.57:1

7.2

1997

Arvidsson et al.,

Sweden

1941

3-6

9

ICD-10

22.2

3.5:1

46.4

1998

Sponheim & Skjeldal

Norway

65,688

3-14

34

ICD-10

47.1

2.09:1

5.2

1999

Taylor et al.,

UK

490,000

0-16

427

ICD-10

-

-

8.7

1999

Kadesjo et al.,

Sweden

826

6.7-7.7

6

DSM-III-R

50

5:1

72.6

ICD-10 Gillberg
2000

Baird et al.,

UK

16,235

7

50

ICD-10

60

15.7:1

30.8

2000

Powell et al.,

UK

25,377

1-5

62

Clinical/ICD10/

-

-

7.8

2000

Kielinen et al.,

Finland

27,572

5-7

57

DSM-IV

49.8

4.12:1

20.7

2001

Davidovitch et al.,

Israel

26,160

7-11

26

DSM-III-R

-

4.2:1

10.0

DSM-IV

DSM-IV
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2007

Oliveira et al.,

Portugal

67,795

6-9

115

DSM-IV

17

2.9:1

16.7

2001

Fombonne et al.,

UK

10438

5-15

27

DSM-IV ICD-10

55.5

8.0:1

26.1

2001

Magnusson & Saemundsen

Iceland

43135

5-14

57

Mostly ICD-10

15.8

4.2:1

13.2

2001

Chakrabarti & Fombonne

UK

15,500

2.5-6.5

26

ICD-10 DSM-IV

29.2

3.3:1

16.8

2002

Madsen et al.,

Denmark

63,859

8

46

ICD-10

-

-

7.2

2004

Tebruegge et al.,

UK

2536

8-9

6

ICD-10

-

6:1

23.732,568

2005

Chakrabarti & Fombonne

UK

10,903

4-7

24

ICD-10 DSM-IV

33.3

3.8:1

22.0

2006

Gillberg et al.,

Sweden

32,568

7-12

115

Gillberg’s criteria

-

3.6:1

35.3

2006

Baird et al.,

UK

59964

9-10

81

ICD-10

47

8.3:1

38.9

2007

Ellefsen et al.,

Denmark

7,689

8-17

12

ICD-10 Gillberg

-

3:1

16.0

2007

Latif & Williams

UK

39,220

0-17

50

Kanner

-

-

12.7

2008

Williams et al.,

UK

14,062

11

30

ICD-10

86.7

5.0:1

21.6

2000

Baird et al.,

UK

16,235

7

94

ICD-10

60

15.7

57.9

2001

Chakrabarti & Fombonne

UK

15,500

4-7

96

ICD-10

74.2

3.8

61.9

2002

Madsen et al.,

Denmark

-

8

738

ICD-10

-

-

30.0

2002

Scott et al.,

UK

33,598

5-11

196

ICD-10

-

4.0

58.3

2004

Tebruegge et al.,

UK

2536

8-9

21

ICD-10

-

6.0

82.8

2005

Chakrabarti & Fombonne

UK

10,903

4-6

64

ICD-10

70.2

6.1:1

58.7

2006

Baird et al.,

UK

59,946

9-10

158

ICD-10

45

3.3:1

116.1

2006

Harrison et al.,

UK

134,661

0-15

443

ICD-10 DSM-IV

-

7:1

44.2

2006

Gillberg et al.,

Sweden

32,568

7-12

262

DSM-IV

-

3.6:1

80.4

2007

Latif & Williams

UK

39,220

0-17

240

ICD-10, DSM-IV

-

6.8:1

61.2

68.3

5.8:1

53.3

criteria for AS

Kanner’s &
Gillberg’ criteria
2007

Ellefsen et al.,

Denmark

7,689

8-17

14

DSM-IV Gillberg

2008

Williams et al.,

UK

14,062

11

86

ICD-10

85.3

6.8:1

61.9

2009

Baron-Cohen et al.,

UK

8,842

5-9

83

ICD-10

-

-

94

2011

Brugha et al.,

UK

7,333

>16

72

ADOS-4

100

3.8:1

98

criteria for AS
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WESTERN PACIFIC, SOUTH EAST ASIA, AND THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

REGION

YEAR

AUTHOR

COUNTRY

POPULATION

AGE

NUMBER

DIAGNOSTIC

%

WESTERN

1982

Hoshino et al

Japan

609,848

0-18

1987

Matsuishi et al.,

Japan

32,834

1988

Tanoue et al.,

Japan

95,394

1989

Sugiyama et Abe

Japan

1996

Honda et al.,

Japan

2000

Luo

China

WITH

GENDER

PREVALENCE/10,000

AFFECTED

CRITERIA

AVERAGE IQ

RATIO

142

Kanner’s criteria

-

9.9:1

2.33

4-12

51

DSM-III

-

4.7:1

15.5

7

132

DSM-III

-

4.07:1

13.8

12,263

3

16

DSM-III

-

-

13.0

8,537

5

18

ICD-10

50.0

2.6:1

21.08

10,802

0-14

3

ABC, CCMD-2-R

-

2.1:1

2.8

-

2.5:1

17.9

-

2.1:1

12.3

All boys

13.9

PACIFIC

& DSM-III-R
2002

Wang et al.,

China

3,912

2-6

7

CABS, CARS,
CCMD-2-R

2003

Wang et al.,

China

7,344

2-6

9

CABS, CARS,
CCMD-2-R

2004

Guo et al.,

China

3,606

2-6

5

CABS, CARS, -

2004

Zhang et al.,

China

7,316

2-6

8

CARS, DSM-IV

0

7:1

10.9

2005

Zhang & Ji

China

7,345

2-6

8

CARS, DSM-IV

-

7:1

10.9

2005

Honda et al.,

Japan

32,791

5

123

ICD-10

25.3

2.5:1

37.5

2007

Yang et al.,

China

10,412

3-12

6

DSM-IV, ABC -

-

5:1

5.8

2007

Chen et al.,

China

329,539

3-8

1115

ICD-10

-

-

4.3:1

34

2008

Zhang et al.,

China

25,521

1-6

25

CARS/DSM-IV -

-

3.2:1

9.8

2009

Zhang et al.,

China

5,000

1-6

5

CARS, CABS, -

-

4:1

10.0

2011

Kim et al.,

South Korea

55,266

7-12

27

DSM-IV

-

55.6

4.4:1

94

2004

Icasiano et al.,

Australia

45,153

2-17

177

DSM-IV

-

53.4

8.3:1

39.2

2008

Wong & Hui

China

4,247,206

0-14

682

DSM-IV

-

30

6.6:1

16.1

2008

Kawamura et al.,

Japan

12,589

5-8

228

DSM-IV

-

66.4

2.8:1

181.1

2011

Kim et al.,

South Korea

55,266

7-12

104

DSM-IV

-

72

2.4:1

189

CCMD-2-R

CCMD-2
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SOUTH EAST

1992

Wignyo-Sumarto et al.,

Indonesia

5,120

4-7

6

CARS

-

0

2:1

11.7

2009

Perera et al.,

Sri Lanka

374

1.5-2

4

DSM-IV, Parent -

-

All boys

107

2007

Eapen et al.,

UAE

694

3.5

2

DSM-IV

-

-

5.14:1

29

2010

Al-Farsi et al.,

Oman

798,913

0-14

113

DSM-IV

-

-

2.9:1

1.4

2012

Samadi et al.,

Iran

1,320,334

5

826

ADI-R

-

-

4.3:1

6.26

ASIA

report
EASTERN
MEDITERREAN

AMERICA
REGION

AMERICA

YEAR

AUTHOR

COUNTRY

POPULATION

AGE

NUMBER

DIAGNOSTIC

%

AFFECTED

CRITERIA

AVERAGE IQ

WITH

GENDER
RATIO

PREVALENCE/10,000

1970

Treffert

USA

899,750

3-12

69

Kanner’s criteria

-

3.06:1

0.7

1987

Burd et al.,

USA

180,986

2-18

59

DSM-III

-

2.7:1

3.26

1988

Byrson et al.,

Canada

20,800

6-14

21

New RDC

23.8

2.5:1

10.1

1989

Ritvo et al.,

USA

769,620

3-27

241

DSM-III

34

3.73

2.47

2001

Betrand et al.,

USA

8,896

3-10

36

DSM-IV

36.7

2.2:1

40.5

2002

Croen et al.,

USA

4,950,333

5-12

5,038

CDER <full

62.8

4.47:1

11.0

syndrome>
2005

Barbaresi et al.,

USA

37,726

0-21

112

DSM-IV

-

29.7

2006

Fombonne et al.,

Canada

27,749

5-17

60

DSM-IV

-

5.7:1

21.6

2010

Lazoff et al.,

Canada

23,635

5-17

68

DSM-IV

-

5.8:1

25.4

2001

Betrand et al.,

USA

8,.896

3-10

60

DSM-IV

51

2.7:1

67.4

2003

Yeargin-Allsopp et al.,

USA

289,456

3-10

987

DSM-IV

31.8

4:1

34

2003

Gurney et al.,

USA

-

8-10

-

-

-

-

52.0

2006

Fombonne et al.,

Canada

27,749

5-17

180

DSM-IV

-

4.8:1

64.9

2007a

CDC

USA

187,761

8

1,252

DSM-IV-TR

38-60

2.8-5.4:1

67.0
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SOUTH

2007b

CDC

USA

407,578

8

2,685

DSM-IV-TR

55.4

3.4-6.5:1

66.0

2008

Nicholas et al.,

USA

47,726

8

295

DSM-IV-TR

39.6

3.1:1

62.0

2009

Kogan et al.,

USA

77,911

3-17

913

-

-

4.5:1

110

2009

CDC

USA

3,307,790

8

2,757

DSM-IV-TR

59

4.5:1

89.6

2010

Lazoff et al.,

Canada

23,635

5-17

187

DSM-IV

-

5.4:1

79.1

2008

Lejarraga et al.,

Argentina

839

0-5

11

DSM-IV

-

-

13.1

2009

Van Balkom et al.,

Aruba

13,109

0-13

69

DSM-IV

-

58.8

6.7:1

52.6

2010

Paula et al.,

Brazil

1,470

7-12

4

DSM-IV

-

-

4:1

27.2

2008

Montiel-Nava et al.,

Venezuela

254,905

3-9

430

DSM-IV-TR

-

-

3.1:1

17

2009

Van Balkom et al.,

Aruba

13,109

0-13

25

DSM-IV

-

36.0

7.3:1

19.1

AMERICA &
CARRIBEAN

MURATORI

ET

2-5

AL., (2011)

YEARS

SIKORA ET AL.,

16-71

(2008)

months

ASD(101) VERSUS NON-ASD (117)

.85

.90

.88

.87

.95

Autism (79) versus non-ASD (50)

.78

.42

.78

.41

NR
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Appendix B
NAS: Specific questions for assessing autism in girls

Helpful questions to ask
Taken from Women and Girls on the Autism Spectrum
Baby
What to ask a parent about a person’s early years:
How wary or over trusting of people is she?
To what degree does she avoid contact?
Tell me about her language development, was it early or delayed?
Does she have a different cry or rarely cry at all?
Does she show any sensory differences?

Child
What to ask about a person as a child:
Does she prefer toys more associated with boys?
Does she have imaginary friends?
Is she observing the play of others in detail?
How often does she organise the play of others?
What does she use to re-enact situations?
Does she prefer playing with younger children?
How did you play as a child?
If you played with others was this with your Mum or your peers?
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Teen
What to ask a person about their teenage years:
Does she copy or model herself on other girls?
Does she answer all the questions in class when prompted?
Is she quiet and shy?
Do her peers seem to pick up on any differences?
Does she watch other children?
Does she question the teacher’s knowledge and decisions?
Does she cause you any concern in school?
What is she like in different settings?

Adult
What to ask an adult:
Have you had a history of lots of different jobs?
Do you find it difficult to say no to people?
Do you have a strong desire to be perfect in your work?
Do you find work social occasions difficult or draining?
Are you physically and emotionally exhausted after a day of work?
Do you analyse the interactions that you have during your working day?

Additional Questions:
What causes you to struggle at school?
Why do you rip up your homework?
Why don’t you erase it and write it correctly?
Why do you not like going to school?
How do you feel about food?
Why don’t you want to eat with your friends at school?
Why do you prefer to walk at lunch time instead of having your lunch?
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Do you notice you are hungry?
Are you worried you are overweight or the wrong shape?
Can you tell me about your intimate relationships?
Tell me about your teenage years?
Have you always had friendships?
Are there any situations where you have found other people confusing?
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Appendix C
Children services clinically active in autism assessments in the Republic of Ireland
(ROI)

There are 9 Community Healthcare Organisations (CHO) in the HSE; and the number
of Local Health Offices (LHO) is identified in Figure C.1 below.
Figure C.1 CHO and LHO

(Áiseanna Tacaíochta, 2014).
CHO/LHO

Service Providers

Contact Person

CHO 1:
LHO: Donegal

HSE Disability HSE
PCCC
HSE CAMHS
HSE Disability HSE
PCCC
HSE CAMHS
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
Enable Ireland

Principal psychologist

No. of
Psychologists
11

Principal Psychologist

2

Principal Psychologist

8

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
Brothers of Charity
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC

Principal
Psychologists

CHO 1:
LHO: Sligo/Leitrim
CHO 1
LHO: Cavan/
Monaghan

CHO 2
LHO: Roscommon

CHO 2
LHO: Mayo

Team Coordinator

Principal
Psychologists

6

17
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HSE CAMHS
Enable Ireland
Western Care

Team Coordinator

CHO 2
LHO: Galway

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
Ability West
Brothers of Charity
Enable Ireland

CHO 3
LHO Clare; LHO
Limerick; LHO North
Tipperary & East
Limerick:

HSE Disability
Daughters of Charity
St Joseph’s Foundation
Brothers of Charity
Enable Ireland
St Gabriel’s Centre

CHO 4
LHO: Kerry

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
Brothers of Charity –
Cork & Kerry
Enable Ireland
St Joseph’s Foundation

Principal
Psychologists

Principal Psychologist

1

CHO 4
LHO North Lee

Cope Foundation

Principal Psychologist

4

CHO 4
LHO South Lee
CHO 4
LHO West Cork

Brothers of Charity

Principal Psychologist

Coaction West Cork

Principal Psychologist
Specialist

No. included in
BOC Kerry
5

CHO 5
LHO South
Tipperary

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS

Principal Psychologist

9

CHO 5
LHO: Carlow/
Kilkenny

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC - screening
HSE CAMHS –
screening

Interim Psychology
Manager

12

CHO 5
LHO: Waterford

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
CRC

All ASD assessments
are contracted out to
private
practices/practitioners

0

CHO 4
LHO: North Cork

Principal
Psychologists

Team Coordinator
Principal
Psychologists

14

16

Team Coordinators

10

Team Coordinator
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CHO 5
LHO: Wexford

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS

Not possible to make
contact

0

CHO 6
LHO: Wicklow

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
Enable Ireland

Principal Psychologist

6

Lucena
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
Lucena

Senior Psychologist
Principal Psychologist

11
3

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC

Principal Psychologist

CHO 6
LHO: Dun Laoghaire

CHO 6
LHO:
Dublin South East

Lucena: (See LHO: Dun

Senior Psychologist

Senior Psychologist

(See LHO: Dun
Laoghaire for total)

5
(See LHO: Dun
Laoghaire for total)

Laoghaire for figures)

CHO 7
LHO: Kildare/West
Wicklow

KARE,
St John of God
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
Muirosa (See CHO

Principal
Psychologists

5

Principal Psychologist
(figures combined
with Dublin South City
– see below)

1

10

Laois/Offaly for figures)

Linn Dara CAMHS (Not
possible to make contact)

CHO 7
LHO: Dublin West

HSE Disability & PCCC
CRC

Linn Dara CAMHS
CAMHS (Not possible to make
contact)

CHO 7
LHO: Dublin South
City

HSE Disability & PCCC

Principal Psychologist

Lucena

Senior Psychologist

CHO 7
LHO: Dublin South
West

HSE Disability

Principal Psychologist

Lucena

Senior Psychologist

CHO 8
LHO: Laois/Offaly

HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
Muiriosa
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC
HSE CAMHS
HSE Disability
HSE PCCC - screening

Principal
Psychologists

13

Principal Psychologist

18

Principal
Psychologists

2

Principal Psychologist

18

CHO 8 LHO:
Longford/Westmeath
CHO 8
LHO: Louth
CHO 8
LHO: Meath

(See LHO: Dun
Laoghaire for total)

15
(See LHO: Dun
Laoghaire for total)
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CHO 9
LHO: Dublin North

CHO 9
LHO: Dublin North
Central

HSE CAMHS –
screening
Enable Ireland
HSE Disability

Team Coordinator
Principal Psychologist

10

CAMHS North City and
County

Principal Psychologist

20

HSE Disability PCCC

Principal Psychologist

8

St Michael’s House
(SADT)

Psychology Manager
Children’s Services

CAMHS North City and
County (See LHO: Dublin North
for total)

CHO 9 Dublin North
West

HSE Disability PCCC

Principal
Psychologists

8

Principal Psychologist

8

Daughters of Charity
CAMHS North City and
County (See LHO: Dublin
North for total)

Dublin Region

Beechpark Services for
children with Autism
Total number of psychologists

276
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Appendix D
Paper version of the survey

UCD School of Education

Scoil an Oideachais UCD

Roebuck Castle
University College Dublin
Belfield, Dublin 4
T +353
17167965/7968/7967
F +353 1 716 1143

An Coláiste Ollscoile
Baile Átha Cliath, Belfield,
Baile Átha Cliath 4, Éire
education@ucd.ie

www.ucd.ie/education

Exploring Psychologists’ Experiences of
Assessing Autism in Girls
Elaine Walsh, MA

Section 1: Education and Experience
Section 2: Autism Training
Section 3: Experience in Assessing Autism
Section 4: Gender Differences and Autism
Section 5: Autism Screening
Section 6: Autism Diagnostic Instruments and Diagnosis
Section 7: International Classification Frameworks and Diagnosis
Section 8: Clinical Guidance Documents in Assessing Autism
THANKS IN ADVANCE FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS
SURVEY PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
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SURVEY INFORMATION & CONSENT
It is essential, for the purposes of informed consent, that all participants have read the:
Participant Information and Consent Leaflet

* I have read the Participant Information & Consent Leaflet and I hereby consent to
participate in this survey:
□ Yes
□ No

1. EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
1.1(a) Are you a/an:
□ Clinical Psychologist
□ Educational Psychologist
□ Counselling Psychologist
□ Other*
1.1(b) If you responded as ‘Other’, please describe:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

1.2(a) What type of team do you work on? Please only tick one option:
□ Child Disability Early Intervention Team (EIT)
□ Child Disability School Aged Team (SAT)
□ Child Disability Team (0-18 years) (i.e. EIT & SAT combined or 0-18 years)
□ Children’s Network Disability Team 0-18 years (i.e. EIT & SAT combined or 0-18
team)
□ Primary, Community & Continuity Care (PCCC) Children Services
□ Child & Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) Team
□ Services specifically for children with autism (i.e. Beechpark)
□ Other*
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1.2(b) If you responded as ‘Other’, please describe:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

1.3 What is your highest qualification in psychology?
□ Doctoral Level (e.g. PhD or Professional Doctorate)
□ Masters
□ Higher Diploma
□ Degree

1.4 How many years of experience post-qualification do you have?
□ 0-2 years
□ 3-5 years
□ 6-10 years
□ 11-15 years
□ 16-20 years
□ 21 years +
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2. AUTISM TRAINING
2.1 Did you have dedicated lectures in assessing autism in children on your
professional training programme?
□ Yes
□ No

2.2 Did you have dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls on your
professional training programme?
□ Yes
□ No

2.3(a) Do you think that dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls should
be included on professional training courses?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

2.3(a) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2.4(a) Post qualifying as a psychologist, have you attended or accessed any
training courses on assessing autism?
□ Yes
□ No

2.5(a) Post qualifying as a psychologist, have you attended or accessed any
training courses on assessing autism in girls?
□ Yes
□ No
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2.5(b) Please provide more detailed information, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2.6(a) Do you think that specific training in assessing autism in girls is required
for psychologists post-qualification?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

2.6(b) Please provide more detailed information, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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3. EXPERIENCE IN ASSESSING AUTISM

3.1 Post qualification, how many years of experience do you have in
conducting assessments in autism?
□ 0-2 years
□ 3-5 years
□ 6-10 years
□ 11-15 years
□ 16-20 years
□ 21+ years

3.2 (a) How often do you conduct autism assessments?
□ Weekly
□ Monthly
□ Quarterly
□ Yearly
□ Other*
3.2(b) If your response was ‘Other’, please describe:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

3.3 When conducting autism assessments, are they as part of a:
□ Multi-disciplinary team
□ Uni-disciplinary team
□ Both multi-disciplinary and uni-disciplinary

3.4(a) Post qualification, approximately how many autism assessments with
boys have you conducted?
□ 0-5
□ 6-10
□ 11-20
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□ 21-30
□ 30+
□ Unsure

3.4(b) Post qualification, approximately how many autism assessments with
girls have you conducted?
□ 0-5
□ 6-10
□ 11-20
□ 21-30
□ 30+
□ Unsure

3.4(c) Please select the statement that best applies to the autism assessments
with girls that you have conducted?
□ The autism assessments I have conducted were mostly with boys
□ The autism assessments I have conducted were mostly with girls
□ I have conducted autism assessment with a relatively equal number of boys and
girls

3.5(a) Please select the statement that best applies to the autism assessments
with girls that you have conducted?
□ The assessments were mostly with girls with co-morbid intellectual disability (ID)
(i.e. IQ ≤ 69)
□ The assessments were mostly with girls without co-morbid ID (i.e. IQ ≥ 70)
□ A relatively equal number of assessments with girls, with and without co-morbid ID,
were conducted

3.5(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

3.6(a) How confident are you in assessing autism in girls?
□ Very confident
□ Somewhat confident
□ Not confident
□ Unsure

3.6(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

3.7(a) In your experience, are there any challenges that specifically relate to
assessing autism in girls?
□Yes*
□No
□Unsure*

3.7(b) If you answered ‘Yes’ or ‘Unsure’, please describe the
challenge(s)/possible challenge(s):
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3.7(c) If you answered ‘Yes’ or ‘Unsure’, please describe if you do anything
different to address the challenge/possible challenge(s), if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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4. GENDER DIFFERENCES AND AUTISM
4.1(a) In your opinion, is autism under-diagnosed in girls compared to boys?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

4.1(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.2(a) In your opinion, what is the most accurate male to female ratio in autism,
in the absence of a co-morbid intellectual disability?
□ 1:1
□ 2:1
□ 4:1
□ 7:1
□ 16:1
□ Other*
4.2(b) If your response was ‘Other’, Please identify the male to female gende
ratio that you believe to be the most accurate:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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4.3(a) In your experience, do you think that girls with autism have better social
communication skills than boys with autism, of similar levels of intellectual
functioning?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

4.3(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.4(a) Do you think that a more thorough investigation of social communication
skills is needed, when assessing autism in girls compared to boys, of similar
levels of intellectual functioning?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

4.4(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.5(a) In your experience, do you think that girls with autism are better at
masking or 'camouflaging' their social communication difficulties compared to
boys with autism, of similar levels of intellectual functioning?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure
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4.5(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.6(a) In your experience, do you think that the restricted interests and
repetitive patterns of behaviour of girls with autism are different to boys with
autism, of similar levels of intellectual functioning?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

4.6(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.7(a) In your experience, do girls with autism/suspected autism present with
more externalising psychopathology (e.g. conduct disorder) than boys with
autism/suspected autism, of similar levels of functioning?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

4.7(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.8(a) In your experience, at what stage is autism in girls, most easily identified
in? Please tick all that apply:
□ Pre-school
□ Primary school
□ Secondary school
□ Adulthood
□ Unsure

4.8(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.9(a) In your experience, at what stage is autism in boys, most easily
identified in? Please tick all that apply:
□ Pre-school
□ Primary school
□ Secondary school
□ Adulthood
□ Unsure

4.9(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

4.10(a) In your experience, what are the initial referral queries for girls, that are
subsequently assessed as meeting the criteria for autism? Please tick all that
apply:
□ Autism Spectrum Disorder
□ Anxiety
□ Depression
□ Intellectual Disability
□ Speech, language and communication difficulties
□ Attachment
□ Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
□ Selective mutism
□ Eating disorders
□ Behaviours that challenge
□ Learning difficulties (e.g. dyslexia)
□ Social communication difficulties
□ Restricted interests and repetitive patterns of behaviour
□ Sensory issues (e.g. texture, visual, auditory)
□ Other*
*4.10(b) If your response was ‘other’, please describe:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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4.11(a) In your experience, what are the initial referral queries for boys, that are
subsequently assessed as meeting the criteria for autism? Please tick all that
apply:
□ Autism Spectrum Disorder
□ Anxiety
□ Depression
□ Intellectual Disability
□ Speech, language and communication difficulties
□ Attachment
□ Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
□ Selective mutism
□ Eating disorders
□ Behaviours that challenge
□ Learning difficulties (e.g. dyslexia)
□ Social communication difficulties
□ Restricted interests and repetitive patterns of behaviour
□ Sensory issues (e.g. texture, visual, auditory)
□ Other*
4.11(b) If your response was ‘other’, please describe:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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5. AUTISM SCREENING
5.1 Please identify any specific 'red flags' that you consider as possible
indicator(s) of autism in girls:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

5.2(a) Please indicate the instruments that you currently use in screening for
autism. Please tick all that apply:
□ I do not use any screening instruments
□ Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ)
□ Gilliam Autism Rating Scale Third Edition (GARS-3)
□ Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-CHAT)
□ Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ)
□ Social Responsiveness Scale - Second Edition (SRS-2)
□ Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL)
□ Conners Rating Scales
□ Children's Communication Checklist - Second Edition (CCC-2)
□ Other*
5.2(b) If your response was ‘other’, please identify the screening instrument
that you use?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

5.3(a) Why do you use this instrument? Please tick all that apply:
□ I received/accessed training on how to use this instrument.
□ It is the only instrument available in the service I work in.
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□ I am confident in the psychometric properties of this instrument.
□ Unsure

5.3(b) Please describe, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

5.4 Do you think that autism screening instruments are based on a male
conceptualisation of autism?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

5.5(a) Are there screening instruments that you specifically use for screening
autism in girls?
□ Yes*
□ No
5.5(b) If your response was ‘Yes’, please identify the instrument(s) and outline
why you specifically use it when assessing autism in girls?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

5.6(a) Do you ever consider proceeding to a comprehensive assessment for
autism when screening instrument(s) suggest low/no risk for autism?
□ Yes*
□ No
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5.6(b) If your answer was ‘Yes’, in your experience, does this happen more
frequently with girls compared to boys:
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

5.6(c) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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6. AUTISM DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS & DIAGNOSIS___________
6.1(a) Please indicate the assessment instrument(s) that you use. Please tick
all that apply:
□ Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised (ADI-R)
□ Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule Second Edition (ADOS-2)
□ Developmental, Dimensional and Diagnostic Interview (3DI)
□ Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication Disorders (DISCO)
□ Other*
6.1(b) If your response was ‘Other’, please identify the instrument that you
use?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

6.2 Why do you use this instrument? Please tick all that apply:
□ I received/accessed training on how to use this instrument
□ It is the only instrument available in the service I work in
□ I am confident in the psychometric properties of this instrument
□ Unsure

6.3 Do you believe that autism diagnostic instruments are based on a male
conceptualisation of autism?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

6.4(a) Are there autism diagnostic instruments that you specifically use for
assessing autism in girls?
□ Yes*
□ No
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6.4(b) If your response was ‘Yes’, please identify the instrument(s) and outline
why you specifically use it when assessing autism in girls?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

6.5(a) Do you ever consider specifying a positive diagnoses of autism when
results from diagnostic instruments are sub-threshold?
□ Yes
□ No

6.5(b) Do you think that this happens more frequently with girls, compared to
boys?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

6.5(c) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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7. DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORKS & DIAGNOSIS___
7.1(a) Which diagnostic criteria do you use? Please tick all that apply:
□ International Classification of Diseases 11th Edition (ICD-11) only
□ Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM5) only
□ Other*

7.1(b) If your response was ‘Other’, please identify the instrument that you
use?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

7.2 Do you believe that diagnostic classification frameworks are based on a
male conceptualisation of autism?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

7.3(a) Please select the statement(s) most applicable to your own practices in
autism assessments. Please tick all that apply:
□ I strictly adhere to the criteria as outlined by the classification frameworks that I
use, when assessing for autism
□ I use a combination of clinical judgement and reference to classifications
frameworks, when assessing for autism
□ My own clinical judgement is the over-riding principle guiding my decision in autism
assessment(s)
□ Other

7.3(b) Please describe if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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7.4(a) In your experience, are girls less likely to meet the criteria for autism, as
described by the classification system that you use, compared to boys?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

7.4(b) Please provide more detailed information, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

7.5(a) In your opinion, do you rely more heavily on your clinical judgement
during autism assessments with girls?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

7.5(b) Please comment, if you wish:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

7.6(a) Have you ever specified a positive diagnosis of autism in in a child
failing to meet criteria on diagnostic classification frameworks?
□ Yes*
□ No
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7.6(b) If your response was ‘Yes’, what were the reasons for specifying the
diagnosis? Please tick all that apply:
□ Diagnostic criteria were not sufficiently sensitive to include milder symptoms of
autism in general
□ Diagnostic criteria were not sufficiently sensitive to reflect the ‘female autism’
presentation
□ Diagnostic criteria were not sufficiently sensitive to reflect the ‘male autism’
presentation
□ Without a diagnosis, the child would not have accessed multidisciplinary therapy
and intervention
□ Other*
7.6(c) If your response was ‘Other’, please describe the reason:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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8. CLINICAL GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS IN ASSESSING AUTISM IN
GIRLS___________________________________________________
8.1 (a) Have you referred to any clinical guidance documents in autism, in order
to inform your own practices in assessing autism?
□ Yes
□ No
8.1 (b) Please identify any clinical guidance documents that you have referred
to. Please tick all that apply:
□ American Academy of Neurology: Screening and Diagnosis of Autism (2000)
□ American Academy of Pediatrics: Identification and Evaluation of Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (2001)
□ American Academy of Pediatrics: Management of Children with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (2007)
□ British Columbia: Standards and Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of
Young Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (2003)
□ Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network: Assessment, Diagnosis and
Interventions in Autism Spectrum Disorders (2016)
□ New Zealand Ministries of Health and Education: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Guideline (2008)
□ Miriam Foundation: Screening, Assessment and Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorders in Young Children: Canadian Best Practice Guidelines (2008)
□ Psychological Society of Ireland: Best Practice Guidelines for the Assessment and
Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders for children and adolescent (2010)
□ National Institute for Health and Care Excellence: The NICE Guidelines on Autism:
recognition, referral and diagnosis of children and young people on the autism
spectrum (2011)
□ American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry: Practice parameter for the
assessment and treatment of children and adolescents with autism spectrum
disorder (2014)
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8.2 (a) Have you found any of these guidelines, particularly helpful, with
respect to assessing autism in girls?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure
8.2(b) Which guideline(s) were helpful to refer to when assessing autism in
girls?
□ American Academy of Neurology: Screening and Diagnosis of Autism (2000)
□ American Academy of Pediatrics: Identification and Evaluation of Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (2001)
□ American Academy of Pediatrics: Management of Children with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (2007)
□ British Columbia: Standards and Guidelines for the Assessment and Diagnosis of
Young Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (2003)
□ Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network: Assessment, Diagnosis and
Interventions in Autism Spectrum Disorders (2016)
□ New Zealand Ministries of Health and Education: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Guideline (2008)
□ Miriam Foundation: Screening, Assessment and Diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorders in Young Children: Canadian Best Practice Guidelines (2008)
□ Psychological Society of Ireland: Best Practice Guidelines for the Assessment and
Diagnosis of Autistic Spectrum Disorders for children and adolescent (2010)
□ National Institute for Health and Care Excellence: The NICE Guidelines on Autism:
recognition, referral and diagnosis of children and young people on the autism
spectrum (2011)
□ American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry: Practice parameter for the
assessment and treatment of children and adolescents with autism spectrum
disorder (2014)
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8.3 (a) Would you welcome the publication of specific ‘best practice guidelines’
in the screening, assessment and diagnosis of autism in girls?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Unsure

8.3 (b) Please provide additional information, if you wish
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
The findings will be forwarded to your service, for the purpose of
dissemination, in due course.
*Please note that once the survey has been submitted it is not possible to
withdraw due to the anonymized nature of the responses.
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Appendix E
Reminder email forwarded to participants
Email subject: Gentle reminder re: Assessing Autism in Girls Survey

Dear Psychologist

Sincere thanks if you have already completed the survey.

If you have not yet completed it, and are interested in participating, please click the
following link to read the Participant Information and Consent Leaflet and to access
the survey:
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/Elaine_Walsh_Psychologists_Assessing_Autis
m_Girls

By conducting this research, I hope to contribute to increasing psychologists'
understanding of assessing autism in girls. Therefore your participation will be greatly
valued. Please note the survey will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.

Sincerely
Elaine Walsh (nee O’ Brien)
Senior Psychologist
Chartered Psychol. PSI
elaine.walsh@ucd.ie
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Appendix F
Participant Information and Consent Leaflet

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION LEAFLET
Title of Study: Psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls
Principal Investigator: Elaine Walsh, MA
Principal Investigator’s Title: Senior Educational Psychologist
Principal Investigator’s Contact Details: elaine.walsh@ucd.ie & 086-X
Data Controller: Elaine Walsh, MA
Data Processor: Elaine Walsh, MA & EU Survey
Data Protection Officer CHO X:
Survey Author: Elaine Walsh

Introduction
I am studying for the degree of Doctorate in Educational Psychology, in the School of
Education at UCD. I am researching the diagnostic experiences of psychologists in
assessing autism spectrum disorders (ASD) in girls. I work on a HSE Early Intervention
Team and I am a chartered member of the Psychological Society of Ireland (PSI). This
research is self-funded and I am not availing of any research study grants.

What is this research about?
It is widely accepted in the literature that less is known about assessing autism in girls,
compared to boys. This has also been my experience and in conducting this research
I would like to explore Irish psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls. If
you would like more detailed information or have additional questions about this
research study, please contact me at elaine.walsh@ucd.ie or 086-3389426.

Why is this research being carried out?
This type of study has never been conducted in Ireland, and worldwide, psychologists
involved in autism assessments are rarely collectively asked about their experiences.
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In fact, no research study to date, specifically explores psychologists’ perspectives and
experiences of assessing autism in girls (0-18 years). You are being asked to
participate in this study because you are a psychologist and work in a service that
conduct autism assessments with children.

Why are you being asked to participate?
Psychologists working on Child Disability; Primary, Community and Continuity Care
(PCCC) and Child and Adolescent Mental Health (CAMHS) teams, that are clinically
active in autism assessments with children are being asked to participate in the study.
You are being asked to participate in this study because you are clinically active in
assessing autism in children. It is not yet clear, how many individuals will be invited to
participate, but early estimates indicate that more than 120 psychologists will be invited
to participate. Please read this information leaflet before making a decision about
whether or not to participate in the study.

What will happen if you take part in the study?
If you choose to participate, you will be asked to complete the survey which will be
distributed using the EU Survey platform. It is hoped that the survey will be distributed
in June 2019. A survey-link will be emailed to your Psychology Manager. The survey
will be completed anonymously which means that I will not gather any personal data
about you and I will not know who has completed the survey. It will take approximately
30 minutes to complete the survey.

The findings of the research study will be

disseminated to psychology managers on completion of the study.

Are there any benefits in taking part in this study?
It is hoped that the information gathered as part of this study can contribute to
enhancing psychologists’ knowledge in assessing autism in girls.

Are there any risks in taking part in this study?
I believe that there are no known risks associated with this research study; however,
EU Survey saves the IP address of every connection for security reasons for every
server request and as with any online related activity, the risk of a data breach is always
possible. However, your answers to the survey questions will remain anonymous and
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I will minimize any risks by destroying the survey data after 5 years, in line with the PSI
guidelines.

Resources/cost
A computer with access to the internet is needed to participate in the research study.
It is estimated that it takes approximately 30 minutes to complete the survey.

If I agree to take part can I change my mind?
Your participation in this research is entirely voluntary and there are no consequences
if you decide not to participate. You can also choose to change your mind and withdraw
from this research study, at any stage of completing the survey, without consequence.
However, once the survey has been submitted, it will not be possible to withdraw, due
to the anonymised nature of the responses.

Ethical Approval
Please note that the primary investigator, Elaine Walsh has applied to the Research
Ethics Committee, HSE, South East and received approval to proceed.

Confidentiality
No personal or identifiable data is being collected as part of this study, therefore all
respondents completing the survey will be anonymous. The data will not be used for
future research studies. The findings of the research study will be disseminated to
psychology managers on completion of the study.

Data Protection
•

The information collected from the survey responses will be used to explore
psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls.

•

The data is being processed for the purposes of the legitimate interests of the
researcher.

•

No personal data will be collected. However the IP address of the computer
that you use to complete the survey will be stored by EU Survey for security
reasons. It will be stored until the survey has been completely analysed and I
will then request EU Survey to delete this information. EU Survey is GDPR
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compliant please see the following web-link for more detailed information:
http://eceuropa.eu/eusurvey/home/privacystatement.
•

Elaine Walsh (Principal researcher), Dr William Kinsella (supervisor) and EU
Survey will have access to the survey data.

•

As with any online related activity the risk of a data breach is always possible.
However, I will not be gathering any personal data and your answers to the
survey questions will remain anonymous. I will also minimize any risks by
destroying the survey data after 5 years, in line with the PSI guidelines.

•

You can withdraw from completing the survey at any time by clicking out of the
survey and by not pressing the ‘Submit’ button. Once the survey has been
submitted, it will not be possible to withdraw, due to the anonymised nature of
the responses.

•

Please not that you can save a copy of the survey responses that you provide
by clicking the ‘save’ option at the right-hand side of the survey.

•

You have the right to make a complaint to the Data Protection Commissioner.

•

The data collected will only be used for the purposes of this research study.

Participant Consent
•

I have read the information sheet, and have taken time to decide whether to
participate in this study being undertaken by Elaine Walsh in UCD under the
academic supervision of Dr William Kinsella.

•

I understand that I can contact Elaine Walsh if I would like further information or
have additional questions relating to this study.

•

I understand that my participation in the study is my choice and is voluntary.

•

I understand that by clicking ‘yes’ on the survey via the EU Survey platform I am
consenting to participate in the study.

•

I understand that I can decide not to participate, or withdraw from completing
the survey at any time, without consequence.

•

I understand once the survey is submitted, it cannot be withdrawn due to the
anonymised nature of the data.

•

I agree that the anonymised data collected can be analysed and interpreted in
the context of the research design.
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•

I agree that the anonymised data collected can be used in the submission of a
thesis for the Doctorate in Educational Psychology and also in scientific
publication(s).

If you are happy to proceed, please begin the survey. The first question will ask you
to confirm that you consent to participate in the study.

Elaine Walsh, MA
Senior Educational Psychologist,
University College Dublin (UCD)
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Appendix G
Invitational email/letter sent to Psychology Managers/Team Coordinators

UCD School of Education

Scoil an Oideachais UCD

Roebuck Castle
University College Dublin
Belfield, Dublin 4
T +353 1 7167965/7968/7967
F +353 1 716 1143

An Coláiste Ollscoile
Baile Átha Cliath, Belfield,
Baile Átha Cliath 4, Éire
education@ucd.ie

www.ucd.ie/education

Dear (Psychology Manager’s/Team Coordinator’s name)

I am studying for the degree of Doctorate in Educational Psychology, in the School of Education at
University College Dublin (UCD). I also work on a HSE Early Intervention Team as a Senior Psychologist
and I am a chartered member of the Psychological Society of Ireland (PSI). As part of this course I’m
researching psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls and I plan on surveying
psychologists working on Child Disability Teams, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Teams, and
Primary Care Teams (Child), clinically active in assessing autism in the Republic of Ireland.
The eligibility criteria for the survey is psychologists clinically active in autism assessments with
children. I am hoping that you can identify the psychologists in your department that are eligible
to participate and discuss my research study with them, so as to ascertain interest in
participation.

I have enclosed a Participant Information Leaflet, which I hope will be helpful in describing the study to
eligible psychologists (i.e. psychologists clinically active in autism assessments with children). If there
are interested psychologists, I will email you on link to the survey to be forwarded to the psychologists
in your department. I have also enclosed a copy of the survey for your information.

If you require any further information or would like me to phone you to discuss this further please let me
know.

Thanks in advance for any help that you can provide.

Sincerely
__________
Elaine Walsh
Chartered Psychologist PSI
086 3389426
elaine.walsh@ucd.ie
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Appendix H
Invitational email with weblink to the survey
Dear Psychologist

I'm a Senior Psychologist working on an EIT in Dublin and as part of my doctoral
studies, I'm researching psychologists’ experiences of assessing autism in girls. As
part of this research I am surveying psychologists working on Child Disability, Primary
Care Child and CAMHS teams in the Republic of Ireland, to explore their experiences
of assessing autism in girls.

If you are interested in participating, please click the following link to read
the Participant Information and Consent Leaflet and to access the survey:
https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/Elaine_Walsh_Psychologists_Assessing_Autis
m_Girls

By conducting this research, I hope to contribute to increasing psychologists'
understanding of assessing autism in girls. Therefore your participation will be greatly
valued. Please note the survey will take approximately 30 minutes to complete.

Sincerely
Elaine Walsh (nee O’ Brien)
Senior Psychologist
Chartered Psychol. PSI
elaine.walsh@ucd.ie
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Appendix I
Type of data obtained from survey questions & variable names

Section

Question

Type of analysis

Section 1

1.1 a
1.1 b
1.2a
1.2b
1.3
1.4
2.1
2.2
2.3a
2.3b
2.4
2.5a
2.5b
2.6a
2.6b
3.1
3.2a
3.2b
3.3
3.4a
3.4b
3.4c
3.5a
3.5b
3.6a
3.6b
3.7a
3.7b
3.7c
4.1a
4.1b
4.2a
4.2b
4.3a
4.3b
4.4a
4.4b
4.5a
4.5b
4.6a
4.6b
4.7a
4.7b

Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4
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Section 5

Section 6

Section 7

Section 8

4.8a
4.8b
4.9a
4.9b
4.10a
4.10b
4.11a
4.11b
5.1
5.2a
5.2b
5.3a
5.3b
5.4
5.5a
5.5b
5.6a
5.6b
5.6c
6.1a
6.1b
6.2a
6.2b
6.3
6.4a
6.4b
6.5a
6.5b
6.5c
7.1a
7.1b
7.2
7.3a
7.3b
7.4a
7.4b
7.5a
7.5b
7.6a
7.6b
7.6c
8.1a
8.1b
8.2a
8.2b
8.3a
8.3b

Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative & Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative & Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative & Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Quantitative
Qualitative
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Appendix J
Research question one: Content analysis of qualitative data
Question linked to open comment:
*2.3(a) Do you think that dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls should be included on professional training courses? (n=26)
Participant Response Open-ended comment
Identified codes
ID
to 2.3a*
Coding 1
Coding 2
for counting
Respondents that said ‘yes’ to dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls being included on professional training courses (n=19)
2.00
I find that some gold standard standardized ASD
Diagnostic
assessment tools are based more so on male
instruments based
samples and their presentations. The girls
on male
appear to present differently and do not always
Standardised assessment
presentation; girls
score highly on these measure.
instruments based on male
presentation is
presentation; girls appear to
different to boys;
Diagnostic
present differently and do not
girls don't score on instruments; girls
always score highly on these
diagnostic
presentation
Yes
instruments
instruments
different to boys
5.00
I believe so because there are subtle differences
in male and female presentations and within our
existing resources we are struggling to diagnose Subtle differences between
some of these girls before they are 6 years and
males and female presentation;
due for discharge from our service.
struggling to diagnose autism in
girls under 6 years; girls present
Girls presentation
I also believe that they will present at a later
at a later stage with anxiety,
is different to boys;
stage with anxiety, depression social challenges depression, social challenges;
earlier diagnose
etc and with earlier diagnosis some difficulties
earlier diagnosis could reduce
might prevent later Girls presentation
Yes
could be significantly reduced.
these difficulties
difficulties
different to boys
8.00
I completed additional reading in relation to
To include
assessing autism in girl outside of my
information of
professional training. I completed the online
Abundance of info re: Autism and differential
NAS module also in relation to ASD in girls
symptoms; very little on
diagnosis
Differential
differential diagnosis particularly
especially for HF
diagnosis to be
Yes
for HF children
children
included in lecture
10.00
There is an abundance of information available
Differing presentation; literature
Girls presentation
to students re: ASD and the symptoms,
and evidence base on ASD in
is different to boys; Girls presentation
Yes
however, there is very little in terms of
girls should be taught.
research findings
different to boys;
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differential diagnosis, particularly re:the more
high functioning children.
I think there is a differing presentation, literature
and evidence base re ASD in girls which should
be taught.

14.00

Yes
28.00

Yes
31.00

As part of a lecture on assessing children for
autism it would be important to mention the
specific characteristics to be aware of when
assessing girls.
I think that subtle presentations of ASD should
be covered and how girls may present could be
included in this.

Yes
37.00

Yes
41.00

Yes
46.00

Yes

I don't know if dedicated lectures are necessary.
we had in depth discussion of the challenges of
assessing girls compared to boys as part of our
ASD assessment lectures and I felt this was
sufficient in that context. specific training in
assessing girls later on as a professional would
be much more appropriate for those facedwith
the challenges in their everyday work.
I think all training should cover any potential
confounds or accommodations that are pertinent
to the assessment or diagnostic process, and if
gender is an important differential, this should
be made clear, and ways to address this should
be taught.
very specialist. most clinicians won't be doing
this work.

on ASD in girls
should be taught
research findings
on ASD in girls
should be taught;
Tony Attwood
questionnaire
Subtle
presentation of
ASD in girls to be
included

research ASD in
girls

Girls presentation
is different to boys

Girls presentation
different to boys

ASD presents differently in girls
compared to boys

Girls presentation
is different to boys

Girls presentation
different to boys

Complexity of assessing autism
in girls
Helpful to learn about the specific
challenges; how they present
differently; and impact of
differences in relation to
diagnostic criteria and diagnostic
instruments

Girls presentation
is different to boys
resulting in a more
complex
assessment
learn about
specific
challenges; how
girls and boys
present differently;
how differences

Girls presentation
different to boys;
more complex
assessment
Challenging; girls
presentation
different to boys;
diagnostic
instruments &
criteria

Recent research and
questionnaire from Tony Attwood
could be included

Subtle presentation of ASD
needs to be covered
Assessing ASD in girls with
average to high IQ particularly
challengings as a result of a
differing presentation; thorough
assessment over time and
across environments needed;
requires a higher level of clinical
skill

research ASD in
girls; Tony
Attwood
Questionnaire
Subtle
presentation ASD
girls in lecture
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effect diagnostic
criteria and
instruments
55.00

Yes
57.00

Yes
68.00
Yes
70.00

Yes
71.00

It would be helpful to learn about the specific
challenges and nuances in relation to assessing
girls with ASD. I think there is a perception they
can present very differently and it be helpful to
explore how this fits in with existing diagnostic
criteria and diagnostic tools/aids.
Yes. ASD presents in very different ways in girls
in comparison to boy. I have experienced many
cases in Primary Care of adolescent girls
presenting with school refusal, anxiety, and
reduced social network (friends), who, following
screening, had indications of an underlying
neurodevelopmental concern (social
communication difficulties/ ASD). The distinction
between how ASD presents in girls versus boys
is not taught during academic blocks during
training. I feel as though I would’ve benefited
accordingly from such input.
Assessing girls with ASD was covered in one
lecture, given their added complexity, more input
would have been beneficial.
I think that assessing autism in girls should be a
mandatory part of any professional training
programme because presentations for boys and
girls are so complex and different.
Raising clinical awareness at trainee level is
critical to start to try and address the inherent
diagnostic gender bias.

Yes
73.00
Yes
74.00

Yes

Girls with autism can have a very subtle
presentation, and often don't fit the stereotypical
autism presentaion
Given the understsanding in the literature and
practice that ASD presents differently in girls
and the research that indicates that girls are
underdiagnosed

ASD presents differently in girls
compared to boys and teaching
this distinction would be very
helpful

Girls presentation
is different to boys;
helpful to learn
about this

Girls presentation
different to boys

More input would have been
beneficial
Mandatory part of training;
autism is very different in girls
compared to boys

Girls presentation
more complex
than boys
Mandatory; girls
presentation is
different to boys

Girls presentation
more complex
than boys
Mandatory; girls
presentation is
different to boys

Critical to do this because of
inherent diagnostic gender
biases
Girls have a very subtle
presentation; different to
stereoptypical autism
presentation

yes because of
inherent diagnostic
gender bias

Inherent diagnostic
gender bias

Girls presentation
is different to boys;
subtle

subtle presentation
ASD girls

Girls present very different to
boys

Girls presentation
is different to boys

Girls presentation
is different to boys

Very needed; girls present very
differently to boys

Girls presentation
is different to boys

Girls presentation
is different to boys
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78.00

Very needed, as girls can present differently and
I'd like to know more about that.

Subtle different between males
Girls presentation
and females; specific information different to boys;
subtle presentation
Yes
is needed
subtle;
ASD girls
79.00
Given the subtle differences between dx of male Standardised assessment
Diagnostic
vs female ASD I think specific information
instruments are often not suited
instruments often
Diagnostic
Yes
should be provided to trainees on the topic
to females
not suited to girls
instruments
Respondents that said ‘no’ to dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls being included on professional training courses (n=1)
44.00
Due to the complexity and nuances of
No
diagnosing girls compared to boys in general.
Very specialist area
Specialist field
Specialist field
Respondents that were ‘unsure’ if dedicated lectures in assessing autism in girls should be included on professional training courses (n=6)
The DSM-5 diagnostic criteria appear to be a
International Classification
1.00
better fit for boys than girls, therefore perhaps
System better fit for boys,
they need to be reconsidered.
therefore might need to be
Diagnostic criteria
Unsure
reconsidered
better fit for boys
Diagnostic criteria
19.00
The recent research and questionnaire from
General lecture of
Tony Attwood could be included
Mention specific characteristics
assessing autism
of ASD in girls in a general
in children to
lecture on assessing ASD in
include ASD in
General lecture
Unsure
children
girls
include ASD girls
33.00
I believe assessing girls (average-high IQ) is a
particular challenge, particularly when they do
not present with the same level of RRB's and
General lecture of
they have sig. levels of anxiety. It requires
assessing autism
thorough assessment over time and across
Covered as part of a general
in children to
environments and in my opinion requires a
lecture on assessing autism in
include ASD in
General lecture
Unsure
higher level of clinical skill.
children
girls
include ASD girls
36.00
I don’t think it requires dedicated lectures but
General lecture of
could be covered as apart of autism assessment
assessing autism
lectures.
in children to
include ASD in
Covered as part of a general
girls; additional
lecture on assessing autism in
training only for
General lecture
children; training in assessing
those faced with
include ASD girls;
ASD in girls faced with these
these challenges
training for those
Unsure
challenges in their work
as part of their job
working in the field
38.00
From clinical experience I now understand ASD
General lecture of
presents differently in girls particularly girls
All training in this area should
assessing autism
General lecture
Unsure
without ID
include any potential confounds
in children to
include ASD girls
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87.00

or accommodations including
gender if this is required

include ASD in
girls/gender as a
confound

Standardised assessment
instruments are often not suited
to females

Diagnostic
instruments often
not suited to girls

(PGDip in Neuropsych (not D Clin - lectures on
assessing autism in chn (Q2.1)

Unsure

2.3a - b (yes the standardised measures are
often unsuited to assessing girls

Diagnostic
instruments

Code 1 Diagnostic instruments = 3
Code 2 Diagnostic criteria = 2
Code 3 Girls presentation is different to boys (different = complex/subtle) =14
Code 4 General lecture to include ASD in girls = 5
Code 5 Specialist field = 2
Code 6 ASD girls lecture content = 3
Code 7 More complex assessment=2
Code 8 Mandatory = 1
Code 9 Critical to avoid gender bias = 1
Question linked to open comment:
*2.6 (a) Do you think that specific training in assessing autism in girls is required for psychologists post-qualification? (n=32)
Response
Identified codes
Participant_ID to 2.6 (a)
Open Comment
Coding 1
Coding 2
for counting
Respondents that said ‘yes’ to specific training in assessing autism in girls being required for psychologists post-qualification? (n=16)
More challenging
& complex
assessment;

1

Yes

In my opinion assessing girls is usually much
more complex and challenging due to their less
obvious presentations and lack of sensitive
enough diagnostic criteria for this group.

Assessing girls more
challenging and complex due
to subtle presentation and
insensitivity of diagnostic
criteria

More challenging
and complex
assessment; subtle
presentation;
insensitivity of
diagnostic criteria

Subtle/different
presentation in
females;
Insensitivity of
diagnostic
criteria/instruments
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4

5

10

19

21

37

38

Yes

yes if they have not done any additional reading,
cpd in the area as part of on going professional
development. I believe post qualification should
be continuous ongoing CPD as much more is
always being researched and reframed.

If not already completed via
reading/CPD or as part of
ongoing CPD; Importance of
ongoing CPD because of
research and reframing

Yes

Like I said above I believe male female
presentations are different and should be
treated accordingly.

Different presentation in
females with ASD compared
to males

As part of ongoing
CPD if not already
completed
Different
presentation in
females with ASD
compared to males

Yes

The majority of research on ASD has been
completed using boys, therefore there is little
information on ASD and girls. I feel that girls are
being missed because of the more subtle
aspects of ASD that may not be picked up on, or
that their 'obsessions' may be seen as
appropriate.

Yes

i would find this great at present have a number
of young females that are unclear and overlook
particularly within the school settings.

Most research has focused
on autism in boys; very little
information on autism in girls;
autism can be more subtle in
girls and therefore may be
missed; or their obsessions
might be appropriate.
Yes; working with young
females that are unclear and
being overlooked particularly
in the school setting

Research more
focused on boys;
autism different in
girls compared to
boys; diagnosis
can be missed
Different
presentation in
females with ASD
compared to males

Yes

I believe that assessing girls for ASD should be
part of the training in assessment for ASD,
rather than a separate course.

Part of training in ASD
assessment in general rather
than a separate course

Part of training in
ASD assessment in
general rather than
a separate course

Yes

I firmly believe this would be extremely helpful
and welcomed by psychologist's

Extremely helpful and
welcomed by psychologists
From clinical experience I
now understand ASD
presents differently in girls
particularly girls without ID
(2.3b)

Yes

See above comment

As part of ongoing
CPD
Subtle/different
presentation in
females compared
to males
More challenging
& complex
assessment;
Subtle/different
presentation in
females;
Insensitivity of
diagnostic
criteria/instruments
Subtle/different
presentation in
females;
As part of a
general training in
ASD with inclusion
of other groups;

Helpful and
welcomed

Beneficial/helpful
but not a
requirement

Different
presentation in
females with ASD
compared to males

Subtle/different
presentation in
females compared
to males
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46

57

60

67

68

70

76

Yes

From my experience assessment require more
intricate explorations and further training on
ASD in girls would be useful in order to
understand presentations more effectively.
Particularly in relation to girls- as the current
measures used do not seem sensitive enough to
measure how girls present and how they may
present differently

For Disability/CAMHS
psychologists
Formal taught piece is
required for assessing
autism in girls; to increase
reliability and validity of
assessments
ASD assessments with girls
requires more intricate
explorations; therefore
further training ASD in girls
helpful in order to understand
presentations more
effectively
Yes; current measures do
not seem sensitive enough to
measure differents in ASD
presentations in girls

Yes

Their added ability to mask their difficulties
makes recognising ASD in girls more difficult. I
regularly get 'drop ins' from colleagues in
Primary Care/CAMHS seeking additional
guidance on the differences between ASD in
boys and girls.

Added ability to mask makes
recognition more difficult;
additional
information/guidance on
difference between girls and
boys with ASD

I think that assessing autism in girls should be
a mandatory part of any professional training
programme because presentations for boys and
girls are so complex and different.
I think this is necessary for all psychologists,
working across all paediatric settings. I also
think this training is necessary for psychologists
working in adult settings as it is likely that some

Mandatory; focus on
differences in ASD in boys
and girls
Necessary for psychologists
working in child and adult
settings; the latter in
particular because often

Yes

for psychologists working in disability/CAMHS

Yes

Yes. Some formal taught piece is required to
furnish us with the skills when assessing for
ASD in girls. This would improved the reliability
and validity of our assessments.

Yes

Yes

Yes

For
Disability/CAMHS
psychologists

Specifically for
disability/CAMHS
psychologists

Required

Essential if not
previously
accessed;

more challenging
and complex
assessment

More challenging
and complex
assessment

insensitivity of
diagnostic
criteria/instruments

Insensitivity of
diagnostic
criteria/instruments
More challenging
and complex
assessment;

more challenging
and complex
assessment;
helpful or beneficial

Subtle/different
presentation in
females compared
to males
Essential if not
previously
accessed;

Required; different
presentation in
females with ASD
compared to males

Subtle/different
presentation in
females compared
to males

Necessary;

Essential if not
previously
accessed;
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women presenting as adults were undiagnosed
or misdiagnosed when they presented at
services as girls or young adults.

females will present at adult
services
undiagnosed/misdiagnosed
Subtle/different
presentation in
females compared
to males;

subtle/different presentation
in females compared to
In my experience, girls in the spectrum often
males; insensitivity of
Insensitivity of
mask symptoms as they get older; often do well
diagnostic
diagnostic
88
Yes
in ADOS assessment
criteria/instruments
criteria/instruments
Respondents that said ‘no’ to specific training in assessing autism in girls being required for psychologists post-qualification? (n=5)
I'm unsure about the wording of the question. I
don't think that "assessing autism in girls is
Beneficial/helpful
required for psychologists post-qualification";
Beneficial but not a but not a
2
No
however I think that it would be beneficial.
It would be beneficial
requirement
requirement
As part of core
I think it is more appropriate as part of the core
More appropriate as part of
psychology
Depends on
psychology qualification training - as opposed to core psychology qualification qualification
training/experience
30
No
post-qualificaiton
training
training
to date
Not necessarily; dependent
Dependent on
As part of a
Not necessarily - it may somewhat depend on
on psychologist and
psychologist, their
general training in
the particular psychologist and the relevance of
relevance to their practice
practice and
ASD with inclusion
35
No
same to their practice and current position
and position
position
of other groups;
Diagnostic manuals set out
criteria. Therefore there
Diagnostic manuals
The criteria for ASD are set in the diagnostic
should be no difficulties
set out criteria so
manuals so there should be no challenges in
differentiating between boys
as to assist with
Unhelpful/not
50
No
differentiating boys and girls on the spectrum.
and girls
differentiation
needed
Knowledge about how ASD presents in girls is
essential; there are a number of resources and
Knowledge about ASD in
Essential if not
measures relating to this widely available which
girls is essential; parfticularly
previously
should be consulted, however knowledge of
in relation to resources and
accessed;
these measures and the importance of their use measures, and their use; if it
Essential to know
is dependent on the practitioner being aware of
has not been accessed post- about ASD in girls;
Subtle/different
same. If no input has been provided in training,
qual training is essential as
particularly
presentation in
then post-qualification training is essential, as
frequently used measures
resources,
females compared
frequently used measures e.g. ADOS are not
are not always sensitive to
measures and their to males;
53
No
always sensitive to this profile.
this profile
use;
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Insensitivity of
diagnostic
criteria/instruments
Respondents that were ‘unsure’ if specific training in assessing autism in girls was required for psychologists post-qualification? (n=11)
Most of my learning in this area has come from
hands on experience, i.e., direct involvement in
MDT diagnostic assessment. Similar to
assessment of autism in child with Mild ID, Mod
ID, Hearing impairments, children where English
is a second language, children with ADHD etcMost learning has come from Hands on learning;
these and others are all groups of
hands on experience on the
some groups
children/adults in which additional knowledge
job; there are groups that
required additional
Depends on
and training is required. Often, this comes with
require additional knowledge knowledge and
training/experience
8
Unsure
practical hands on experience.
and training
training
to date
Not sure this is always required, as I think it
Depends on quality of
depends on the quality of diagnostic training
diagnostic training accessed;
As part of a
availed. I think only focusing on girls runs the
focusing just on females may
general training in
risk of assuming that all male presentations are
result in males with a subtle
Depends on
ASD with inclusion
obvious, when subtle presentations in males
presentation being
training previously
of other groups;
also occur, particularly in older males. Instead, I
overlooked; particularly older accessed; focus on
think the focus should be placed on identifying
males; focus needs to be on
subtle
more subtle presentations, and also those in
subtle presentations
presentations in
13
Unsure
older individuals.
including older adults
general
As part of a
Part of training in
general training in
Again I think that it should all be within one
Part of training in ASD
ASD assessment in ASD with inclusion
lecture on assessing children with specific
assessment in general rather general rather than of other groups;
28
Unsure
characteristics pertinent to girls or boys.
than a separate course
a separate course
Part of training in
As part of a
Part of training in ASD
ASD assessment in general training in
Not specifically I would feel; but as part of
assessment in general rather general rather than ASD with inclusion
29
Unsure
general training/ Post Qualification Training
than a separate course
a separate course
of other groups;
I don’t think there should be a requirement for
specific training but CPD reading can keep
Should not be a requirement
As part of ongoing
professionals up to date with issues and
but reading as part of CPD
CPD but not a
As part of ongoing
36
Unsure
research.
can be helpful
requirement
CPD
If there is a gap in training, this should be filled.
Gap in training this should be
Depends on
My experience prior to D.Clin training included
filled; extensive experience
Dependent on
training/experience
41
Unsure
extensive experience in working with children
in working with children with
psychologist and
to date;
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with Autism, so my learning needs post-training
were less.

Unsure

Not sure if there is a need for specific training,
but there needs to be at the very least reference
to the challenges of identifying girls who have
ASD and the barriers to diagnosis using existing
tools/knowledge.

Unsure

possibly not required but would be very helpfulany further training on more subtle asd
difficulties I think is helpful generally for both
genders

71

Unsure

A good training course should address the core
symptomology and symptom expression for
both genders.

75

Unsure

42

52

82

Unsure

Depends on client group / role
Especially in an era of gender fluidity, I am not
sure that it will be helpful to see assessment of
girls being different to boys. Each assessment
may be different, and there is the danger of
being too black and white about it. I would
prefer that clinicians have a more flexible and
informed approach.

aSD prior to D Clin so
learning needs post-training
in this area are less

Maybe not specific training;
but at least reference to
challenges of identifying girls
with ASD and barriers to
diagnosis based on current
tools/knowledge

Not required but helpful;
anything on subtle ASD
presentations helpful for both
genders
Professional training course
should include core
symptomology and symptom
expression for both genders

Depends on client group/role

Unhelpful possibly; As part of
a a general lecture on ASD

their learning
needs
Part of training in
ASD assessment in
general rather than
a separate course;
reference to
challenges of
identifying girls with
ASD and barriers
to diagnosis based
on current
tools/knowledge

Not required; subtle
ASD presentation
helpful for both
genders
Should be part of
core psychology
qualification
depends on
training/experience
to date

As part of a
general training in
ASD with inclusion
of other groups;
Insensitivity of
diagnostic
criteria/instruments
Beneficial/helpful
but not a
requirement;
As part of a
general training in
ASD with inclusion
of other groups;

Essential if not
previously
accessed
Depends on
training/experience
to date
Unhelpful;
As part of a
general training in
ASD with inclusion
of other groups;
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Code 1 More challenging and complex assessment = 4
Code 2 Subtle/different presentation in females compared to males = 8
Code 3 Insensitivity of diagnostic criteria/instruments = 6
Code 4 Beneficial/helpful but not a requirement = 2
Code 5 Essential if not previously accessed = 5
Code 6 Unhelpful/not needed = 2
Code 7 As part of ongoing CPD = 2
Code 8 As part of a general training in ASD with inclusion of other groups (e.g. older adults; subtle presentations across genders)= 8
Code 9 Depends on training/experience to date = 3
Code 10 Specifically for disability/CAMHS psychologists = 1
Question linked to open comment:

8.3 (a) Would you welcome the publication of specific 'best practice guidelines' in the screening, assessment and diagnosis of autism in girls?
(n=13)
Partici
pant
No.
13.00

82.00

Response
to 8.3a

Open comment:

Unsure

I think the focus should be placed upon good
quality assessment, rather than specifically
focusing on one cohort. I think it's important for
practitioners to be aware of the tendency for
females to present with more subtle needs,
however, I think the challenge of differential
diagnosis is relevant for other cohorts too. I
think that guidelines should address the need
for minimum assessment standards, and should
alert the assessor to confounding variables that
can impact upon one's perception of a client's
needs. I think guidelines should also emphasise
the importance of supervision when one is
involved in the diagnostic process, given the
proliferation of less experienced psychology
and mdt staff placed within disability services.
Danger of others assuming there is a type of
Girl ASD

Unsure

Coding 1
Focus = good quality
assessment rather than
one cohort
Awareness that autism in
females can be subtle
Differential diagnosis
challenging with respect
to other cohorts
Guidelines to address
need for minimum
standards; emphasise the
importance of supervision
given less experienced
psychology/mdt within
disability

Coding 2
Focus = good quality
assessment rather that relating
to one specific cohort.

Identified codes for counting
Guidelines not to focus
specifically on females (5)

Awareness of females having a
more subtle presentation.

Content of guidelines (3)

Risk re: contributing to an
assumption that there is a
type of girl with ASD

Risk: assumption female
phenotype of autism

Differential diagnosis for other
cohorts
Address minimum assessment
standards.
Importance of supervision for
less experienced psychologists
Current challenge (4)
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2.00

Yes

5.00

Yes

14.00

Yes

30.00

Yes

21.00

Yes

31.00

Yes

I have often searched or asked colleagues
about guidelines for assessing girls with ASD.
Any more information or training workshops
would be very much appreciated!
Thank you for taking on this piece of work. We
are challenged by this client group and are
always trying to learn new ways to see if we can
be confident about a diagnosis before they
leave our service._x000D_ I look forward to
hearing feedback from your research
This would be extremely welcome along with
training and with specific instruments. Thanks
you for doing this study
this is a tertiary service - all children have very
significant ID - so we aren't dealing with subtle
presentations - in fact the girls who come here
are often 'more autistic' than the boys - well
more classical Kanner ASD - _x000D_ more
genetic assault - as the psychiatrist says - but
my other opinions come from doing query ASD
assessments in a primary care setting - where I
certainly saw more subtle presentations - which
yes makes me realise that gender specific
training or input at any stage - training or postqualification would be very desirable- thanks
However, rather than separate document, I
believe that the nuances of ASD in girls should
be addressed in mainstream documents going
forward.
In relation to the above guidelines, I think that
they do a good job of emphasising a
comprehensive assessment and that allows an
experienced team to spot more subtle
presentations._x000D_ _x000D_ In general, I
think considering subtle presentations in greater
detail is always helpful. Awareness of the
issues surrounding the presentation of higher
functioning girls in diagnostic assessments and
experience of doing them goes a long way. If

Often searched/asked for
such guidelines

Have previously sought out this
information

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)

Challenged by this client
group

Challenging cohort to assess

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)

Extremely welcome; as
well as training and
specific instruments
Gender specific training
as subtle presentations
can take place in primary
care settings

Yes extremely welcome –
reference to assessment
instruments
Gender specific training as
subtle presentations can take
place in primary care settings

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)

Addressed in mainstream
document

Addressed in mainstream
document

Guidelines not to focus
specifically on females (5)

Comment re: current
documents being
satisfactory in
emphasising a
comprehensive
assessment.

Evidence based guidelines
would be welcomed that
highlight the need for a
comprehensive best practice
assessment for all children

Evidence based
guidelines would be
welcomed that highlight

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)

Research informed (2)
Guidelines not to focus
specifically on females (5)
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33.00

Yes

71.00

Yes

78.00

Yes

84.00

Yes

there were evidence-based guidelines then I
would welcome it as a means of highlighting the
needs for a comprehensive, best practice
assessment approach for all children potentially
presenting with ASD. I also think that
consideration needs to be made for subtle
presentations in boys.
I believe there is a huge gap in this area, we
need more research and more training on the
ground.
Considering the heavy costs to females and
their families across the lifespan's from either a
missed or an inaccurate dx, best practice
guidelines would elevate this population's needs
and help redress the double disadvantage they
experience as females with a disability in both
policy and in practice.
I think this would be an excellent resource and
is badly needed.
I would but as long as the research
underpinning such a document was very robust
and explored differential diagnostic
presentations such as difficulties in attachment,
intergenerational trauma, early manifestations
of personality disorders and psychiatric
disorders such as psychosis and depression. I
think neuro-cognitive functioning should be
thoroughly explored and the impact of a) early
trauma e.g. exposure to extreme stress in utero
2) birth incidents and pre-natal factors. I think
formulation led assessments are much more
helpful than diagnostic led assessments.

the need for a
comprehensive best
practice assessment for
all children

Huge gap in this area –
more research and more
training needed
Best practice guideless
would elevate this
populations needs and
help redress double
disadvantage in both
policy and practice

Huge gap in this area – more
training and research needed.

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)

Needed given the implications of
missed and misdiagnosis – help
address policy and practice

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)

Would be an excellent
resource
As long as underpinning
research was robust and
explored differential
diagnostic presentations
such as
attachment/intergeneratio
nal trauma/ early
manifestations of
personality disorders and
psychiatric disorders such
as psychosis and
depression.

Excellent resource – definitely
needed
Research informed guidelines

Reason such guidelines are
needed (1)
Research informed (2)

Other differential diagnostic
presentation explored.

Content of guidelines (3)

I think neuro-cognitive
functioning should be
thoroughly explored and
the impact of a) early
trauma e.g. exposure to
extreme stress in utero 2)
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birth incidents and prenatal factors.
I think formulation led
assessments are much
more helpful than
diagnostic led
assessments

85.00

Yes

The biggest issue in ASD assessment and
intervention is the continued use of services
focused only on specific presentations eg
CAMHS and ASD teams work at variance and
at odds with each other making differential
diagnoses and accurately assessing girls in
particular much more difficult, this has to
change and combined assessment and
intervention services must happen to reflect the
neurodiversty in our population._x000D_ Thank
you

Code 1= Reason such guidelines are needed = 7
Code 2 = Research informed = 2
Code 3 = Content of guidelines = 2
Code 4 = Current challenge = 2
Code 5 = Guidelines not to focus specifically on females = 3

Challenge = our services
focus on specific
presentations – combined
assessment and
intervention services
mush happen to reflect
neurodiversity in our
population

Issue re: autism assessment –
service remits re: particular
populations. Makes differential
diagnosis difficult.

Current challenge (4)
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Appendix K
Research question two: Content analysis of qualitative data
Question linked to open comment:

5.3(a) Why do you use this screening instrument(s)? Please tick all that apply:
Identified codes
Participant_ID Response to 5.3(a)
Open Comment
Coding 1
Coding 2
for counting
Respondents that said ‘yes’ to specific training in assessing autism in girls being required for psychologists post-qualification? (n=17)
When the instruments are used in
conjunction with gathering
How the
I am confident in the
observational data they usually are
Used with observational
Use in conjunction screening
psychometric properties
sufficient to make a diagnostic
data – usually sufficient to
with other sources instrument is
1
of this instrument; Other
decision.
make diagnostic decision
of information.
used
This psychologists was
I like the breath and depth of
referring to the ADI-R so
information it provides and I like that not relevant so not included Reference to non- Reference to
it can be used to guide discussions
because it’s a screening
screening
non-screening
5
Other
with parents
instrument
instruments
instruments
A combination of fact that these
tools are available and knowledge
Used the
How the
that these are commonly used - for
information
screening
some I am unsure of psychometric
qualitatively;
instrument is
I received/accessed
properties.. Often tools are used
unsure of the
used;
training on how to use this qualitatively, i.e. just to elicit enough
Unsure of the psychometric psychometric
instrument; It is the only
info to get an overall picture and
properties of some of the
properties of some Screening
instrument available in the establish if child meets diagnostic
instruments; Tools often
screening
instrument
11
service I work in; Other
criteria
used qualitatively
instruments
limitation
I find it a useful way to structure my
This psychologist reported
observations and my thoughts. Also
that they sometimes use
Reference to
there is a standard version and a
the CARS-2 to screen for
This instrument is
non-screening
14
Other
higher functioning version
autism in girls.
not a screening
instruments
It is the only instrument
available in the service I
work in; I am confident in
the psychometric
Recommended by
Recommended to
properties of this
Recommended by colleagues
colleagues working in
Recommended by use this
17
instrument; Other
working in similar settings.
similar settings
a colleague
instruments
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28

31

32

40

43

Other

Other

Other

Other

I am confident in the
psychometric properties
of this instrument; Other

Recommended on discussion with
other psychology team members
We try to get qualitative information
to decide if a child needs an ASD
assessment on intake on the Early
Intervention clinic that I work in. I
previously worked in an ASD
specialist service where children
were referred in specifically for an
ASD assessment. I distrust
screening instruments because they
do not discriminate well between
children with learning difficulties
Not used in isolation, used in
conjunction with other clinical
information e.g. school
questionnaire, developmental history
and detailed referral form
information. School visits often used
when screening for autism.
I would prefer tools normed
separately for disability and nondisability cases but I feel the
psychometrics of these instruments
are acceptable and they map onto
DSM V easily.
I think they benefit from being
coupled with an observation
whenever possible

Following in-service review of most
appropriate ASD screening
measures and with awareness of
their limitations.

Recommended to
use this
instruments

Recommended by
colleagues.

Use the information
qualitatively
Distrust screening
instruments because they
do not discriminate;

Use in conjunction with
other sources of
information
Preference for separate
norms for disability and
non-disability but
psychometrics are
acceptable;
Benefit from being coupled
with an observation

How the screening
instrument is used;
screening instrument
limitation

How the screening
instrument is
used: comment on
the usefulness of
the screening
instrument

Use in conjunction
with other sources
of information.

How the
screening
instrument is
used;
screening
instrument
limitation

How the
screening
instrument is
used:
Acceptable
psychometrics
How the
screening
instrument is
used;

How the
screening
instrument is
used;
screening
instrument
limitation
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50

Other

I base my screening on the social
engagement with the individual.

There is a recognised need for a
specific training tool in this area. I try
and take the tools available to me
and apply a more broader
perspective applying clinical
experience and what I know from
reading relevant articles to help form
my hypothesis in relation to each
client.
In line with best practice I use these
to out-rule/include other possible dx.

71

I received/accessed
training on how to use this
instrument; Other
Other

74

Other

I would place much more emphasis
on parent and teacher report and
clinical observations than these
screening assessments

84

Other

87

It is the only instrument
available in the service I
work in; Other

The above are available to me. I
tend to use them in an interview
style with parents and teachers and
try to explore and probe any of those
items that are red flags for ASD or
where the behaviour could be
explained by difficulties in social
interaction or cognitive and
behavioural flexibility.
Other ticked for comment box - The
SRS is not particularly useful
especially for girls iMO

70

Does not use them –
screening based on social
engagement with
individuals
Need for a specific
screening tool in this area.
I use what’s available and
apply a more broader
perspective and knowledge
from literature research.

Used to discriminate
between other possible dx

Do not use
screening
instruments
Need for a specific
screening tool in
this area.
I use what’s
available and
apply a more
broader
perspective and
knowledge from
literature
research.
Used to
discriminate
between other
possible dx

Need for a
specific screening
tool in this area.
How the
screening
instrument is
used;
How the
screening
instrument is
used;

I place much more
emphasis on parent and
teacher report and clinical
observations than these
screening assessments
Use them in an interview
style with parents and
teacher and probe any red
flags further;

More emphasis
placed on other
parts of the
assessment

How the
screening
instrument is
used;

Use them in
interview style and
probe any red
flags further

How the
screening
instrument is
used;

SRS not particularly useful
especially for girls

SRS not
particularly useful
especially for girls

screening
instrument
limitation
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88

Other

I like the SRS-2 and feel it gives a
good representation of difficulties
across areas of social awareness,
social cognition, social motivation,
and also RRBs

SRS-2 gives a good
representation access
categories that it focuses
on.

SRS-2 gives a
good
representation
access categories
that it focuses on.

How the
screening
instrument is
used;

Code 1 How the screening instrument is used = 11
Code 2 Reference to non-screening instrument used to screen autism in girls = 2
Code 3 Screening instrument limitation = 4
Code 4 Recommended to use this instrument = 2
Code 5 Acceptable psychometrics = 1
Code 6 Need for a screening instrument specifically for assessing autism in girls = 1

Question linked to open comment:

5.6(a) Do you ever consider proceeding to a comprehensive assessment for autism when screening instrument(s) suggest low/no risk for
autism?
5.6(b) In your experience, does this happen more frequently with girls compared to boys?
Response Response to
Identified codes
Participant_ID to 5.6(a)
5.6(b))
Open Comment
Coding 1
Coding 2
for counting
Psychologists that proceed to a comprehensive assessment for autism when screening instrument(s) suggest low/no but do not believe that

this happens more frequently with girls compared to boys (n=5)

4

17

Yes

Yes

No

May often proceed to ADOS when questioning
the information provided through interview
formats may not be consistent with observations
or informants

Proceed to
ADOS if
assessment
information is
inconsistent

No

I consider proceeding to a comprehensive
assessment for autism based on clinical
judgement of the child's presentation along with
information gathered from observations and
reports from other therapists, teachers etc. The
level of impact of behaviours on daily functioning
can determine the need for a comprehensive

Decision to
proceed is based
on multi-sources
of information

Proceed if
information is
inconsistent
Decision is
made on the
basis of different
sources of
information –
particular
reference to
level of

Factors
influencing
decision making

Factors
influencing
decision making
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assessment often in the absence of screening
instruments.

28

31

Yes

Yes

No

Could equally happen with girls or boys

No

As I work in an Early Intervention clinic, children
with learning difficulties/developmental delays
are typically the ones who are referred. It is
often obvious in both boys and girls at a young
age with these needs who requires an ASD
assessment

I have noticed no obvious gender difference in
these situations. It often happens where 1)
parent or teacher perceive no difficulties or not
yet ready to accept 2) where the child is
presenting with subtler difficulties (we have seen
this quite a lot with boys)

impairment in
daily functioning
Could equally
happen with
boys
Decision making
is more
straightforward
because the
children are
younger and it is
obvious who
requires an ASD
assessment.
No obvious
gender
differences.
Tends to happen
when
parents/teachers
perceive no
difficulties or
more subtle
presentation
which can
happen across
genders

Not gender
specific

Not gender
specific

Decision making
is more
straightforward
with younger
children – more
obvious who
needs ASD ax.

Factors
influencing
decision making

Not gender
specific
Factors
influencing
decision making

84
Yes
No
Psychologists that proceed to a comprehensive assessment for autism when screening instrument(s) suggest low/no and believe that this

happens more frequently with girls compared to boys (n=16)
10

Yes

Yes

Usually, the parents under report. The screener
would have been given out prior to meeting the
child so when I meet the child, I have a better
idea if I need to proceed or not.

Yes

social functioning may not be too bad but clinical
impression is ASD

12

Yes

Typically parents
underreport;
discrepancy
between this and
child’s
presentation
Milder difficulties
in social
functioning;
clinical

Issues with
respondents

Issue with ax
instrument

Milder difficulties
but clinical
judgement

Issue with ax
instrument
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14

Yes

Yes

I only do this if there is a pressing reason or
evidence that screening may be misleading

Yes

The screening instrument may not confirm but I
will request EIT assessment on basis of clinical
opinion (not always successful)

impression is
ASD
Done in
particular
circumstances
(i.e. pressing
reason or
evidence to
believe
instrument is
misleading

29

Yes
32

Yes

Yes

Yes for girls, and also for higher functioning
boys. I tend to use the CAST for those more
subtle presentations and find this useful.

Yes

For example the ADOS is not very sensitive to
picking up high functioning girls with ASD in my
opinion

Yes

I would proceed if the qualitative information and
clinical observation were weighted with
adequate evidence that may warrant further
investigation.

Yes

As mentioned above, I am more likely to
complete a longer, more comprehensive
assessment with girls without ID presenting with
ASD traits

33

Yes
34

Yes
35

Yes

Base decision on
clinical opinion
Not gender
specific
CAST helpful for
more subtle
presentations
ADOS not
helpful in picking
up ASD in HF
girls
Information from
other sources of
ax information
are indicative of
autism (qual
infor and clinical
obs)
Conduct a
longer, more
comprehensive
assessment
when there is a
girls with ASD
traits

indicative of
autism

Not consistently
but when clinical
judgement
indicative of
autism
clinical
judgement
indicative of
autism
Also happens
with HF boys
Ax process
recommendation

Use of clinical
judgement

Use of clinical
judgement
Issue with ax
instrument
Ax
recommendation

Issue with Ax
instruments

Issue with Ax
instruments

clinical
judgement
indicative of
autism

Use of clinical
judgement

Ax process
recommendation

Ax
recommendation
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37

Parents rated
forms are not
always accurate.
Use the ADI-R if
unsure re:
screening results
Screening
instruments not
sufficiently
sensitive for HF
girls

Yes

parent rated forms are not always accurately
indicative. I would often ask questions from the
ADI-R if I had uncertainties

Yes

Screening instruments are not sensitive enough
to offer a significant result when screening more
able girls

Yes

Tests are only as good as those admininstering
them.

Yes

Yes

Screeners often rely on the opinions of those in
a child's support network who are not aware of
the differences of ASD in girls and so with girls I
carry out additional observations in preschool
etc. and go on my clinical judgement rather than
solely relying on a potentially biased screener.

Yes

Yes

HF girls.

Yes

Some screeners may not detect the subtleties of
female ASD

HF girls
Screeners not
sufficiently
sensitive to
detect subtleties
of autism in girls

Find SRS unreliable in girls

Find SRS
unreliable in girls

Yes
38

Yes

Issue with Ax
instruments

Issues with
respondents

Issue with Ax
instruments

50
Yes
68

Implications of
using screeners
Implication of
using screeners
– those
completing them
may not be
aware of ASD in
girls; therefore I
gather additional
observation
nand use clinical
judgement rather
than screening
results

Issue with Ax
instruments

Issues with
respondents

71

79

Yes

Issues with As
instruments

Issue with Ax
instruments

86
Yes

Yes

Issue with Ax
instruments

Ax
recommendation

Issue with Ax
instruments
Issue with Ax
instruments

Issue with Ax
instruments
Issue with Ax
instruments

Issue with Ax
instruments
Issue with Ax
instruments
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89

Teachers
underreport HF
ASD
Teachers in school under report ASD
presentation in
symptomology in HF ASD presentation in girls
girls compared
Issues with
Issue with Ax
Yes
Yes
compared to boys
to boys
respondents
instruments
90
More often in
Issue with Ax
girls; NB of hx
Issues with
instruments
more often occurs in girls. History taking very
taking and 1:1
respondents
crucial at this stage & 1:1 sessions re: social
sessions re:
Ax rx.
Yes
Yes
communication skills & rigidity
social c & RRBs
Ax process rx.
Psychologists that proceed to a comprehensive assessment for autism when screening instrument(s) suggest low/no and are ‘unsure’ happens
more frequently with girls compared to boys (n=6)
20
I rely on data from different sources prior to
deciding (e.g., CBCL, Social Communication
Rely on multiple
Questionnaire) whether or not a comprehensive sources of
autism assessment is indicated. In my
information
experience, although the Social Communication
Factors
Questionnaire is a useful instrument i feel that
SCQ useful – but
influencing
the cut-off of 13 is too high in both boys and
cut-off is too high
decision-making
girls. I am not definitely sure about the gender
difference but it may be even less sensitive for
School obs very
Ax instrument rx
girls. With girls, a school observation often
valuable
Yes
Unsure
yields the most valuable information.
information
Ax rx
40
Very rare and
usually only
occurs when one
Factors
This situation is very rare and usually it is the
respondent is
influencing
case that only one respondent is not endorsing
not endorsing
decision-making
Yes
Unsure
difficulties
difficulties
41
From current experience and memory cannot be
Yes
Unsure
confident to say so
Unsure
Unsure
48
I would give the SRS-2 to parents and
school/pre-school. Would sometimes proceed
Use the SRS –
with assessment if one of the screeners
school and
suggests risk and the other does not.
parent version –
Factors
if one is positive
influencing
proceed.
decision-making
Yes
Unsure
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It would depend on the specific case as to
whether I would proceed if both screeners are
low.
81
My referrals have usually been well-screened
before they reach our Team.
Yes

Unsure

Yes

Unsure

83
I have yet to assess for ASD in girls

Both low – case
by case basis
Cases well
screened before
I conduct
assessment
No experience
assessing
autism n girls

Cases well
screened before I
conduct
assessment
No experience
assessing autism
n girls

Code 1 Factors influencing decision making = 7
Code 2 Not gender specific = 2
Code 3 Issue assessment instrument = 13
Code 4 Assessment recommendation = 5
Code 5 Use of clinical judgement = 3

Question linked to open comment:
6.2(a) Why do you use this instrument(s)? Please tick all that apply: 6.2(b)Please describe, if you wish:
Participant
ID
1

5

Response to 6.2a
I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument;
I am confident in the
psychometric properties of this
instrument;
Other
Other

Open Comment
The ADI-R is very comprehensive, helps structure the information
gathered form parents/carers, and makes them more aware of
their child's difficulties which may eventually lead to less likely
ASD denial

When the child has been observed in a number of settings by a
number of different members of the team over a period of time
and interviews have taken place with parents as well as
differential diagnosis been considered, we sometimes use the
DSM-V to diagnose. Sometimes even if we are quite confident
about the diagnosis we may still complete an ADOS if we feel it is
in the parent's best interest to do so.

(n=9)

Coding 1

Commented on
the
effectiveness of
the ADI-R
If a lot of ax.
Information has
been gathered
(observation,
interviews) –
DSM5 is used to
dx.
Might still use
the ADOS even

Identified codes
for counting

Ax instrument

Ax process
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if already
confident that it
is autism
14

I use what is useful

31

I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument;
I am confident in the
psychometric properties of this
instrument;
Other;
I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument; It is
the only instrument available in
the service I work in;
I am confident in the
psychometric properties of this
instrument; Other

38

Other

41

I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument;
Other

Is semi structured interview which uncovers anomalies in
development
In some cases I am not confident regarding the psychometric
properties of the instrument however, they may be the best tools
available

50

I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument;
Other

Sometimes I will just refer to the criteria in the DSM/ICD without
using a test.

81

I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument.;I am
confident in the psychometric
properties of this instrument.;
Other
I received/accessed training on
how to use this instrument; I am
confident in the psychometric
properties of this instrument;

DISCO provides so much detailed information and crosschecking that I do feel fairly confident in it. However, I do not
think that it differentiates well between boys and girls or
addresses girls' differences sufficiently.

90

[ADOS & DISCO] I find them good ways of gathering the
information needed. I'm less concerned about the psychometric
properties than I am about the quality of the information gathered
and how that can be used to make a decision.

these are always used in conjunction with other assessment
information, never in isolation.

Use what is
useful
Use instruments
on the basis of
the quality of
information that
they provide
rather than
psychometric
properties
Semi-structured
interview
Sometimes not
confident in
psychometric
properties but it
is the best tool
available
Sometimes just
refer to
DSM/ICD
without using a
test
Confident in
quality of
information
provided by the
DISCO
Instruments
always used in
conjunction with

Ax process

Ax process
Ax process

Ax process

Ax process

Ax instrument

Ax process
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Other

other
information

Code 1 Assessment instrument: 2
Code 2 Assessment process: 7

Question linked to open comment:
6.5(a) Do you ever consider specifying a positive diagnosis of autism, when results from diagnostic instrument(s) are sub-threshold?
6.5(b) Do you think that this happens more frequently with girls compared to boys?
6.5(c) Please comment, if you wish:
Response
Identified
Response to 6.5(b)
codes for
Participant_ID to 6.5(a)
Open Comment
Coding 1
Coding 2
counting
Psychologists that consider specifying a positive diagnosis of autism when results from diagnostic instruments are subthreshold and believe
that this happens more frequently with girls compared to boys (n=11)
1
Yes
Yes
When observational data is very
Observational data
Observational
convincing, the level of distress is
convincing
data indicative
high and the lack of coping skills is
of ASD
Level of distress high
evident.
High
Consideration
Lack of coping skills
maladaptive
of other ax.
evident
behaviour
Information
9
Yes
Yes
ADOS-2 can provide more false
ADOS 2 – false
ADOS -2 –
negative as girls can 'perform' during
negatives as girls can
false negative
the assessment.
perform
for girls
Ax instrument
86
Yes
Yes
Often don't meet RRB criteria
Don’t meet criteria on
Issue ax
especially.
RRBs
instruments
Ax instrument
88
Yes
Yes
Often even if scores on ADOS-2 are
Make decision if
Consider the
below we will go ahead and decide if
diagnosis is helpful
utility of the
overall diagnosis would be useful.
overall even if scores
diagnosis in
Value of
We do not consider the ADOS as a
are subthreshold
spite of the
clinical
stand alone measure.
results
judgement
14
Yes
Yes
Need strong evidence to do this and
Need strong evidence
Need strong
Consideration
open discussion with
evidence to do of other ax.
Need open discussion
parents/guardians
this
with parents/guardians
Information
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-

32

Yes

Yes

Aware that tools are validated
predominately with boys, so always
use clinical judgement and
information from as many sources as
possible.

-

33

35

42

53

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

As per previous concerns re ADOS
and also many parents do not have
as much insight into their daughter's
more subtle social/communication
difficulties which can affect the scores
on the ADI-R
This depends on the case and clinical
judgement, particularly in light of the
fact that ADI-R is based on parent
report. These assessments are
typically supplemented with
observations across settings before a
diagnosis would be considered
appropriate

-

In my opinion, the purpose of the
assessment tools is to help clinicians
to make a decision on diagnosis. If I
have sound clinical rationale for
making a diagnosis, regardless of
scoring, I will.
Typically use the ADOS qualitatively
e.g. describing rigidity/ controlling
behaviour in play rather than
quantitatively as it is often subthreshold for ASD

-

-

-

-

Assessment tools
validated predominantly
with boys
Clinical judgement –
always
Various information
sources - always

-

Parents don’t have as
much insight into their
daughter’s more subtle
difficulties – affecting
ADI-R

-

Depends on case and
clinical judgement
ADI-R is based on
parental report
Supplemented with
observations across
settings

-

Purpose instruments –
to help decision
making
Clinical judgement
over-rides scores

-

Use the ADOS
qualitatively to
describe as it can be
subthreshold

-

-

Discuss
openly with
parents
Issue ax
instruments
NB of clinical
judgement
Multi-sources
of information

Value of
clinical
judgement
Ax instrument
Consideration
of other ax.
Information

-

Issues with ax
instruments

Case by case
Clinical
judgement
ADI-R –
parent report
Other sources
of information

Tools used by
clinician to
make
judgement –
NB of clinical
judgement
Ax instrument

Ax
instruments
Value of
clinical
judgement
Ax instrument
Consideration
of other ax.
Information
Value of
clinical
judgement
Ax instrument

Ax instrument
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76

11

21

25

31

Yes

Yes

I think that a girl could meet the
criteria for ASD on DSM V and be
sub-threshold(although close to
scoring significance) on both the ADIR and ADOS 2 ratings and this has
happened for me on two occasions in
recent times- yet the results of the
MDT assessment as a whole
indicated that the understanding of
the presentations was consistent with
ASD

-

-

Could meet criteria on
DSM and be
subthreshold on ADIR
and ADOS
MDT assessment as a
whole indicates ASD

-

Ax instrument
Overall – does
assessment
information
indicate ASD –
clinical
judgement and
all sources of
information

Ax instrument

Value of
clinical
judgement
Psychologists that consider specifying a positive diagnosis of autism when results from diagnostic instruments are subthreshold but are
unsure if this happens more frequently with girls compared to boys (n=5)
Yes
Unsure
I think that a girl could meet the
More applicable to HF
Overall – does
criteria for ASD on DSM V and be
children
assessment
sub-threshold(although close to
information
scoring significance) on both the ADIindicate ASD –
R and ADOS 2 ratings and this has
clinical
happened for me on two occasions in
judgement and Consideration
recent times- yet the results of the
of other ax.
all sources of
MDT assessment as a whole
Information
information
indicated that the understanding of
Ax instruments
the presentations was consistent with
Ax
ASD
instruments
Yes
Unsure
I think it happens more for children
Value of
Assessment results are
Value of
who are more high-functioning and
clinical
important, but also
clinical
higher cognitive abilities
judgement
important to value clinical
judgement
judgement
Yes
Unsure
Following substantial and thorough
ADIR results – partially
Ax instruments Ax
pre-assessment observations,
instruments
subthreshold
interviews, my experience has been
ADOS always meets
that, the findings of the assessment
ASD classification
have mirrored assessment results.
Assessment results are important,
but also value my clinical judgement.
Yes
Unsure
The results on the ADIR may be
Equally likely to happen
Across
more likely to partially sub-threshold.
with boys (i.e. subtle
genders not
Not gender
presentation in boys)
specific to girls specific
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51

Yes

Unsure

The ADOS results would always be
meeting ASD classification
In my experience I don't think that it
has, as I said already I've frequently
encountered both subtle boys and
girls.

-

Clinical judgement over
and above scoring

-

Importance of
clinical
judgement

Importance of
clinical
judgement
Psychologists that consider specifying a positive diagnosis of autism when results from diagnostic instruments are subthreshold and do not
believe that this happens more frequently with girls compared to boys (n=4)
13
Yes
No
I think being appropriately trained in
Appropriately trained in
NB of being
diagnostic tools, but importantly,
dx tools; understanding
appropriately
understanding that the tools should
that tools do not dictate
trained in tools
not dictate outcome of your
formulation
Importance of
formulation is important. Naturalistic
Naturalistic observations
interpretation
observations are critical, as are
and multiple
&formulation
reports from multiple respondents. I
respondents are
on the basis
think when diagnostic tools are used
essential
many sources
correctly, they have the capacity to
of information
Interpretation of
help gather pertinent information
information is critical
Rx for future
irrespective of the nature of the
practice
Scope for a more
client's needs. How one interprets the
diagnostic/intervention
information gathered is critical. I also
model to facilitate
think that there should be more scope
increased time with
for a more diagnostic/intervention
clients when trying to
model to enable one to spend further
unpick multiple variables
time with a client when trying to
unpick multiple variables.
Ax rx
50
Yes
No
Parents of boys and girls can
Diagnosis is made using
Ax instruments
underscore their children on ADI-R.
diagnostic criteria and
The diagnosis is made using the
Ax
not by tests
diagnostic criteria, not by tests.
instruments
83
Yes
No
I would think long and hard and in
might consider in
MDT
consultation with the MDT involved in
consultation with MDT
collaborative
specifying a positive diagnosis of
decision
most likely to refer on
autism when results from the
making
the SAT for monitoring
diagnostic instruments are subRefer for
threshold. In the instances I have
further
experienced so far at this early stage
monitoring
in my career - I have collaboratively
Ax rx
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84

Yes

No

referred these cases on to SAT from
EIT for further monitoring highlighting
that these clients need to be
monitored in terms of ASD
presentation, which may become
clearer when further transitions/life
demands are placed on them. By
referring them to SAT they will
continue to get access to the
interventions that they require for
their two plus areas of need they
present with
In my clinical experience it has not
happened more often with girls than
with boys. It has has tended to
happen more with children with
unusual cognitive profiles (see point
above) where difficulties are subtler
but nevertheless impact significantly
on the child.

-

More likely to happen
with children who have
unusual cognitive
profiles and more subtle
difficulties

-

Not gender
specific

Not gender
specific

Code 1 Not gender specific 2
Code 2 Assessment process: 7
Question linked to open comment
7.5(a) In your experience, do you rely more heavily on your clinical judgement in autism assessments with girls, compared to autism assessment with boys?
(n=13)
Partici
pant
No.
8.00

Response
to 7.5b

Open comment:

No

31.00

No

I would say I rely on my clinical judgement to
the same degree in my assessments with both
boys and girls.
I try to treat both equally. I think that you need
to be cautious when diagnosing anyone with
ASD and give them thorough consideration. I
have frequently seen subtle presentations in
boys

Coding 1
Rely equally on my
clinical judgement across
gender
Treat both equally;
cautious when given the
diagnosis to anyone –
give thorough
consideration – subtle

Coding 2
Rely equally upon clinically
judgement across genders

Identified codes for counting
Rely equally upon clinically
judgement across genders(4)

Rely equally upon clinically
judgement across genders

Rely equally upon clinically
judgement across genders (4)
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15.00

Yes

It is difficult but especially with those girls who
are adolescents, I would aim to assess the
cause of the anxiety and feelings of having to
fake it or be like others. However this is difficult
to discern because these types of feelings are
normal in teens.

20.00

Yes

21.00

Yes

In my experience, once i proceed with a
diagnostic assessment with girls they typically
meet the criteria on ADOS-2 and ADI-R,
however, the biggest challenge is identifying
girls that need the assessment. For this part,
the emphasis needs to be on gathering as
much inforamation as possible from difference
sources when screening.
I am more probing in my
interviews/observations on the areas where
girls may mask ASD symptoms.

25.00

Yes

one needs to go into more detail on the ASD
criteria. I find Laura Carpenter's guidelines and
criteria exemplars are helpful

35.00

Yes

37.00

Yes

Clinical judgement in addition to diagnostic
criteria
really exploring behaviours/concerns in depth
with parents.

40.00

Yes

Girls may need a longer duration of observation
and in more contexts to observe difficulties.

46.00

Yes

within the classification frameworks

presentation can also
take place in boys
Difficult – especially with
adolescent girls – trying
to figure out cause of
anxiety, masking or
imitating social skills.
Very difficult – as these
types of feelings = normal
in teens
Once proceed – girls
typically meet criteria on
ADOS & ADI-R – biggest
challenge – identifying
girls that need
assessment

More probing in
interviews/observations
where girls may mask
ASD symptoms
Need to go into more
detail on ASD criteria –
Laura Carpenter’s
guidelines & criteria
exemplars are helpful
In addition to diagnostic
criteria
Comprehensive
exploration of
bx/concerns with parents
Girls need longer
observation across
settings
Within classification
frameworks

Especially difficult with
adolescent girls establishing
causes for difficulties (i.e.
anxiety)

Specific challenge (2)

Girls typically meet criteria on
ADOS and ADI-R.
Biggest challenge =
identifying/screening girls that
need an assessment.

Specific challenge (2)

-

More probing in
interviews
observations where girls
may mask ASD
symptoms
More detail re: asd criteria
needed – Laura carpenter
guidelines & exemplars are
helpful

Assessment approach (1)

Assessment approach (1)

Accompanied with diagnostic
criteria
Thorough exploration of
concerning behaviours

In adherence to classification
system to autism (3)
Assessment approach (1)

Lengthier observation

Assessment approach (1)

Adhering to classification system

In adherence to classification
system to autism (3)
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53.00

Yes

Clinical judgement alongside information from
other therapists, if possible. I always try to
adhere to clinical guidelines, however they do
not always adequately capture atypical
presentations including ASD in girls.

71.00

Yes

There can be qualitative feel to interactions that
suggest a connection but sensitive questioning
can reveal it is surface level or somewhat
forced.

84.00

Yes

In some cases (but I have had the same
experience with many boys) I may have to
probe or explore or seek more corroboration.
However, the cases I find most difficult to
diagnose are not gender related.

As well as info from other
therapists; try to adhere
to clinical guidelines –
however they do not
always adequately
capture atypical
presentations including
ASD in girls
Interactions might
suggest a connection but
sensitive questioning can
reveal it is surface
level/somewhat forced.
Sometimes but I have
had the same experience
with boys; not down to
gender

Code 1 Assessment approach (n=7 or 53.8%)
Code 2 Specific challenges (n=2 or 15.4%)
Code 3 In adherence to classification system to autism (n=3 or 23.1%)
Code 4 Rely equally upon clinically judgement across genders (n=2 or 15.4%)

Alongside Multid information
Try to adhere to classification
systems but they may not
adequately capture atypical
presentation including girls with
autism

Assessment approach (1)
In adherence to classification
system to autism (3)

Sensitive questioning can be
informative

Assessment approach (1)

More thorough assessment
needed – not gender dependent

Assessment approach (1)
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Appendix L
Research question three: Content analysis of qualitative data
Question linked to open comment:

5.1 Please describe any specific 'red flags' that you consider as possible indicator(s) of autism in girls: (n=72)
Participa
nt No.
1.00

Open comment:
lack of empathy, "cold" logic used to judge people without taking
into consideration their emotions & motives, naivety and lack of
understanding in social interactions, little or no typical girly interests
(tom-boyish presentation), rehearsing social scripts, "replaying"
situations to memorize and act them when needed

2.00

Repetitive behaviours_x000D_ Poor eye contact_x000D_ Limited
range of facial expressions_x000D_ Challenging
behaviour_x000D_ Unusual social responses

3.00

specific interest in one peer, scripted play, dominating play,
difficulty distinguishing between fantasy and reality, difficulty
maintaining conversation

4.00

difficulty expressing feelings, rigid in routine, limited social circle or
interest, introverted, loner, may be thought to be shy, black and
white thinking, rule driven, may be depressed, anxious in more
unfamiliar social settings thus avoids them, better in family and
familiar settings. limited friendships, specific areas of interest or
hobbies

Coding 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of empathy
Cold logic used to judge people without taking into consideration their emotions
& motives
naivety and lack of understanding in social interactions
little or no typical girly interests (tom-boyish presentation)
rehearsing social scripts,
"replaying" situations to memorize and act them when needed
Repetitive behaviours
Poor eye contact
Limited range of facial expressions
Challenging behaviour
Unusual social responses
specific interest in one peer,
scripted play,
dominating play,
difficulty distinguishing between fantasy and reality
difficulty maintaining conversation
difficulty expressing feelings,
rigid in routine,
limited social circle or interest,
introverted,
loner,
may be thought to be shy,
black and white thinking,
rule driven,
may be depressed,
anxious in more unfamiliar social settings thus avoids them,
better in family and familiar settings.
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5.00

restricted play interest. Intense interest in a particular activity,
object e.g. fascination with animals, teddies._x000D_ Delayed
social skills_x000D_ Raised anxiety levels in social
settings_x000D_ Inhibition in social situations_x000D_

6.00

Severe anxiety, social communication difficulties, rigid behaviour

7.00

Sensory issues, rigidity of behaviour, language delay.

8.00

Socially isolated. Anxiety. Difficulties with transitions.
"perfectionism". Echolalia, or selective mutism.

9.00

Pattern of making friends but losing friends, very different
presentation at home and school, limited variety of food in diet,
anxiety, misunderstanding of self, misunderstanding of what is
expected as social communication demands increase with age.

10.00

Deficit in quality of interactions, tendency to 'control' games with
others, drawing/reading same subject matter repeatedly, difficulty
managing and keeping friendships, difficulty maintaining interaction
with subject is not of interest to them, forced eye contact/facial
expressions.

11.00

High levels of social anxiety, very few friends and avoidance of
social situations
school: high anxiety, not wanting to talk to class, shutting down.
_x000D_ home: planning/organisation problems, sensory issues
and interests

12.00

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

limited friendships,
specific areas of interest or hobbies
restricted play interest.
Intense interest in a particular activity, object e.g. fascination with animals,
teddies.
Delayed social skills
Raised anxiety levels in social settings
Inhibition in social situations
Severe anxiety,
social communication difficulties,
rigid behaviour
Sensory issues,
rigidity of behaviour,
language delay.
Socially isolated.
Anxiety.
Difficulties with transitions.
"perfectionism".
Echolalia,
selective mutism.
Pattern of making friends but losing friends,
very different presentation at home and school,
limited variety of food in diet,
anxiety, misunderstanding of self,
misunderstanding of what is expected as social communication demands
increase with age.
Deficit in quality of interactions,
tendency to 'control' games with others,
drawing/reading same subject matter repeatedly,
difficulty managing and keeping friendships,
difficulty maintaining interaction with subject is not of interest to them,
forced eye contact/facial expressions.
High levels of social anxiety, very few friends and avoidance of social situations

•
•

school: high anxiety, not wanting to talk to class, shutting down.
home: planning/organisation problems, sensory issues and interests

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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13.00

14.00

15.00

17.00
20.00

23.00

The red flags are often more subtle in girls (except for those who
also have ID). Observations with peers are critical, particularly
during unstructured play. I think it's "real world" social functioning
that most informs whether ASD may need to be considered.
Non-specific communication problems in absence of SLT
diagnosis_x000D_ History of coping within a small group of friends
and unable to cope when friendship group changes_x000D_
Unusual sensory behaviours_x000D_ Very specific interest often
described as an obsession with something-can have appearance of
similarity with peers but qualitatively at a different intensity eg
obsession with a popstar but at a very intense level_x000D_ A very
intense response to stress_x000D_ Extreme shyness or selective
mutism is a common initial presentation in our service _x000D_ A
diagnosis of dyspraxia as a young child with many and possibly
disproportionate social difficulties in a girl who is now prepubescent or is a teenager is a common presentation in our service

•
•
•

Challenging behaviours in the home. Some of the girls are able to
mask and put on a facade in school but this can be exhausting and
overwhelming and can lead to challenging behaviours at home.
Very rigid and fixated likes and a tendency to struggle when things
that are not planned for occur. Also high levels of anxiety especially
in relation to social events.
Excessive attachment to a parent. Significant Separation
Anxiety._x000D_
Similar to boys (e.g., sensory difficulties, restricted, repetitive
behaviors). Also anxiety, difficulty 'fitting in'. Controlling behaviour
(relating to friends, family, personal environments) may be more
pronounced than in boys but this is just in my assessment
experience.
Anxiety, sensory difficulties, meltdowns after school, qualitative
differences in social interactions, introverted nature (not always),
need for quiet time, intense quality to their interests which may be
quite typical in nature.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The red flags are often more subtle in girls (except for those who also have ID).
Observations with peers are critical, particularly during unstructured play.
I think it's "real world" social functioning that most informs whether ASD may
need to be considered.
Non-specific communication problems in absence of SLT diagnosis
History of coping within a small group of friends and unable to cope when
friendship group changes
Unusual sensory behaviours
Very specific interest often described as an obsession with somethingcan have appearance of similarity with peers but qualitatively at a different
intensity eg obsession with a popstar but at a very intense level
A very intense response to stress
Extreme shyness or selective mutism is a common initial presentation in our
service
A diagnosis of dyspraxia as a young child with many and possibly
disproportionate social difficulties in a girl who is now pre-pubescent or is a
teenager is a common presentation in our service
Challenging behaviours in the home.
Some of the girls are able to mask and put on a facade in school but this can be
exhausting and overwhelming and can lead to challenging behaviours at home.
Very rigid and fixated likes and a tendency to struggle when things that are not
planned for occur.
Also high levels of anxiety especially in relation to social events.
Excessive attachment to a parent.
Significant Separation Anxiety
Similar to boys (e.g., sensory difficulties, restricted, repetitive behaviors).
Also anxiety, difficulty 'fitting in'.
Controlling behaviour (relating to friends, family, personal environments) may be
more pronounced than in boys but this is just in my assessment experience.
Anxiety,
sensory difficulties,
meltdowns after school,
qualitative differences in social interactions,
introverted nature (not always),
need for quiet time,
intense quality to their interests which may be quite typical in nature.
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24.00

Isolation from peers. School refusal or avoidance. Distress at home
& no apparent difficulties in school or in the community. Extreme
prefectionism

25.00

withdrawn or overly directive, limited direction of facial expressions,
excessive interest in figurines / fantasy figures, confusion of social
boundaries, learnt off feel to interactions

26.00
28.00

self - harming,
Social interaction difficulties: struggling to maintain and negotiate
friendships....high anxiety with regard to change...
Animals; make-up; unusual youtube sites, limited social success;
strong-minded re control

29.00

30.00

31.00

33.00

34.00

subtlety - _x000D_ esp in the area of 'special interests' - e.g.
socially typical interests - ie pop groups - but the intensity of the
interest is autistic in nature - on the surface looks like expected
behaviour
Language and communication development, own agenda type
behaviour (aloofness), developmental delays, unusual
behaviours/sensory needs
anxiety (inclusive of compulsions and rituals), over-familiarity in
interactions, overly passive or overly talkative and inappropriate,
tendency to be overly controlling and domineering in peer
interactions, delayed development of gestures and pretend play,
sensory differences, profile of compliant in school but frequent
meltdowns at home, periods of busy/intense play/interactions lead
to meltdowns and exhaustion, highly rigid and controlling
behaviours in any environment.
Lack of friendships or inability to sustain friendships. Difficulty
regulating emotions, experiencing highs and lows. Difficulties
maintaining grades in school. Low mood or withdrawal from social

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isolation from peers.
School refusal or avoidance.
Distress at home
no apparent difficulties in school or in the community
Extreme prefectionism
withdrawn or overly directive,
limited direction of facial expressions,
excessive interest in figurines / fantasy figures,
confusion of social boundaries,
learnt off feel to interactions
self - harming,
Social interaction difficulties: struggling to maintain and negotiate friendships
high anxiety with regard to change...
Animals;
make-up;
unusual youtube sites,
limited social success;
strong-minded re control
subtlety esp in the area of 'special interests' - e.g. socially typical interests - ie
pop groups - but the intensity of the interest is autistic in nature - on the surface
looks like expected behaviour

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language and communication development,
own agenda type behaviour (aloofness),
developmental delays,
unusual behaviours/sensory needs
anxiety (inclusive of compulsions and rituals),
over-familiarity in interactions,
overly passive or overly talkative and inappropriate, tendency to be overly
controlling and domineering in peer interactions,
delayed development of gestures and pretend play, sensory differences,
profile of compliant in school but frequent meltdowns at home,
periods of busy/intense play/interactions lead to meltdowns and exhaustion,
highly rigid and controlling behaviours in any environment.
Lack of friendships or inability to sustain friendships.
Difficulty regulating emotions, experiencing highs and lows.
Difficulties maintaining grades in school.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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interactions. Decreased sleep or eating behaviors. 'OCD' traits
including traits of perfectionism and repetitive interests.
35.00

The main red flags that would be noted on referral criteria to the
EIT service where I work include:_x000D_ S&L delay_x000D_ Not
pointing_x000D_ Lack of response to name_x000D_ Limited
interest in toys; repetitive behaviours (i.e., lining up toys,
etc)_x000D_ Repetitive play with certain objects_x000D_ Interest in
unusual objects_x000D_ Sensitive to/ distressed by noise_x000D_
Hand flapping

37.00

Emotion regulation difficulties, anxiety/low-mood/self-esteem,
difficulties with transitions(changes in routine or life-stages),rigid
thinking/ inflexibility, difficulties with friendships (developing and or
maintaining).

39.00

Anxiety, challenging behavior limited to the home, school refusal

40.00

Developmental delay. Language delay. Appearing deaf. Language
regression around 12 months. Failure to make age appropriate
friendships, or difficulty maintaining friends. Reluctance to
transition, develop adaptive skills. School anxiety. Difficulties
regulating emotions

41.00

As noted above DSM-V Diagnostic Criteria A 1-3, and B2

42.00

The quality of social interaction skills with peers; victims of
persistent bullying; restricted and overly-focused interests on
hobbies that would often be considered appropriate (e.g.
gymnastics/horses etc.).
anxiety_x000D_ low mood_x000D_ social communication
difficulties_x000D_

44.00

45.00

limited reciprocal social interactions_x000D_ _x000D_

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low mood or withdrawal from social interactions.
Decreased sleep or eating behaviors.
'OCD' traits including traits of perfectionism and repetitive interests.
Not pointing
Lack of response to name
Limited interest in toys;
repetitive behaviours (i.e., lining up toys, etc)
Repetitive play with certain objects
Interest in unusual objects
Sensitive to/ distressed by noise
Hand flapping
Emotion regulation difficulties,
anxiety/low-mood/self-esteem,
difficulties with transitions(changes in routine or life-stages),
rigid thinking/ inflexibility,
difficulties with friendships (developing and or maintaining).
Anxiety,
challenging behavior limited to the home,
school refusal
Developmental delay.
Language delay.
Appearing deaf.
Language regression around 12 months.
Failure to make age appropriate friendships, or difficulty maintaining friends.
Reluctance to transition, develop adaptive skills.
School anxiety.
Difficulties regulating emotions
Less of criteria b with exception of b2
Criteria a 1-3 = more salient
The quality of social interaction skills with peers;
victims of persistent bullying;
restricted and overly-focused interests on hobbies that would often be
considered appropriate (e.g. gymnastics/horses etc.).
anxiety
low mood
social communication difficulties
limited reciprocal social interactions
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46.00
48.00

50.00
51.00
52.00
53.00

54.00

difficulties managing social situations
Reliance on one or two specific topics of conversation in social
situations. _x000D_ Difficulty moving off these topics, or difficulty
changing away from engagement in preferred activities._x000D_
Floating from one social group to another, with no 'best friends' (not
always a sign, but one that may potentially be a red flag in context
of other red flags)._x000D_ Poor insight into own feelings or
perceptions._x000D_ High levels of anxiety._x000D_ Evidence of
rigid thinking (in the context of beliefs about herself or other
people).
The same red flags as males, as ASD is the same for both.
Difficulties making and maintaining friendships
peer difficulties, isolated in play, anxiety around routine
Rigidity, own-agenda behaviour, inflexibility, high level of controlling
behaviours, extremely strong attachment to primary caregiver,
isolation in school.

My experience is usually of girls presenting to CAMHS with
concerns about mental health difficulties, and after assessment, it is
considered that there may be underlying ASD features:_x000D_
Red flags in this age group include:_x000D_ long standing history
of social difficulties_x000D_ lack of/limited interest in age
appropriate activities _x000D_ generally not coping with the social
and academic demands of adolescence_x000D_ often struggling in
school/ school refusal

55.00

Increasing difficulty with social communication with age,
conversations limited to own areas of interest, difficulty making and
keeping friends, relying on other children to guide how they should
respond, particular intense areas of interest.

56.00

Anxiety, school refusal, lack of social skills, one friendship only,
sensory issues, eating disorders, self-harming,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

difficulties managing social situations
Reliance on one or two specific topics of conversation in social situations.
Difficulty moving off these topics, or difficulty changing away from engagement
in preferred activities.
Floating from one social group to another, with no 'best friends' (not always a
sign, but one that may potentially be a red flag in context of other red flags).
Poor insight into own feelings or perceptions.
High levels of anxiety.
Evidence of rigid thinking (in the context of beliefs about herself or other people).
The same red flags as males, as ASD is the same for both.
Difficulties making and maintaining friendships
peer difficulties, isolated in play, anxiety around routine
Rigidity
own-agenda behaviour,
inflexibility,
high level of controlling behaviours,
extremely strong attachment to primary caregiver,
isolation in school.
My experience is usually of girls presenting to CAMHS with concerns about
mental health difficulties, and after assessment, it is considered that there may
be underlying ASD features:
Red flags in this age group include
- long standing history of social difficulties
- lack of/limited interest in age appropriate activities
- generally not coping with the social and academic demands of
adolescence
- often struggling in school/ school refusal
Increasing difficulty with social communication with age,
conversations limited to own areas of interest,
difficulty making and keeping friends,
relying on other children to guide how they should respond,
particular intense areas of interest.
Anxiety,
school refusal,
lack of social skills,
one friendship only,
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57.00

Understanding of emotions, loneliness, relationships (ADOS
specific items)

58.00

Inflexible thinking style, poor higher level social skills- eg empathy,

59.00

Difficulty maintaining friendships. Social anxiety. Atypical
depression

60.00

High Anxiety, need for predictability, difficulty forming lasting
friendships (or stuck on one good friend), repetitive imaginary play,
eating difficulties,

61.00

unusual or restricted social interactions_x000D_ isolation in school
or local community_x000D_ anxiety_x000D_ sensitivity to noisy
environments

62.00

Difficulty maintaining friendships - exclusion_x000D_ High levels of
anxiety/ distress in social settings_x000D_ Scripted or learned
social interaction skills
intense interests in areas that are 'typical', rigidities around
routines, lack of interest in conversational topics of non-autistic
girls, literal understanding of language

63.00

66.00
67.00

poor peer relationships_x000D_ play that may appear 'normal' but
has repetitive/stereotyped elements _x000D_
anxiety _x000D_ withdrawn _x000D_ limited friendships_x000D_
overly friendly and not fearful of others _x000D_ restricted interests
or solitary interests _x000D_ intense interest in anima, art, fantasy,
unicorns, _x000D_ perfectionism_x000D_ restricted diet_x000D_
need for sameness _x000D_ androgynous in appearance _x000D_
slower processing speed _x000D_ unusual gait_x000D_ usual
quality to eye contact- either poor or too intense _x000D_ unusual
tone_x000D_

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sensory issues,
eating disorders,
self-harming,
Understanding of emotions,
loneliness,
relationships (ADOS specific items)
Inflexible thinking style,
poor higher level social skills- eg empathy,
Difficulty maintaining friendships.
Social anxiety.
Atypical depression
High Anxiety,
need for predictability,
difficulty forming lasting friendships (or stuck on one good friend),
repetitive imaginary play,
eating difficulties,
unusual or restricted social interactions
isolation in school or local community
anxiety
sensitivity to noisy environments
Difficulty maintaining friendships - exclusion
High levels of anxiety/ distress in social settings
Scripted or learned social interaction skills
intense interests in areas that are 'typical',
rigidities around routines,
lack of interest in conversational topics of non-autistic girls,
literal understanding of language
poor peer relationships
play that may appear 'normal' but has repetitive/stereotyped elements
anxiety
withdrawn
limited friendships
overly friendly and not fearful of others
restricted interests or solitary interests
intense interest in anima, art, fantasy, unicorns,
perfectionism
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68.00

69.00

Specific to girls:_x000D_ Borrowed phrases, gestures, facial
expressions. Often they appear overly mature (or dramatic!).
Parents often laugh at how funny their daughter is (she's such a
character) but I usually see it as a red flag of having borrowed
social skills from a more mature other
Behaviour difficulties, depression and anxiety

70.00

excess demand avoidance, need to control, socially manipulative
sensory difficulties, anxiety, restricted diet, sleep difficulties, can
appear sociable but it is not at the level that it should be.

71.00

Play skills - social creativity _x000D_ Play behaviours at school
when with peers_x000D_ Executive functioning _x000D_

72.00

Difficulty with friendships, sensory issues, restricted
interests/repetitive behaviour

73.00

Increased anxiety; change in presentation in school as the child
progresses through the school system; social difficulties with peers;
isolation; mood swings

74.00

Difficulties with peers,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

restricted diet
need for sameness
androgynous in appearance
slower processing speed
unusual gait
usual quality to eye contact- either poor or too intense
unusual tone
Specific to girls: Borrowed phrases, gestures, facial expressions.
Often they appear overly mature (or dramatic!).
Parents often laugh at how funny their daughter is (she's such a character) but I
usually see it as a red flag of having borrowed social skills from a more mature
other
Behaviour difficulties,
depression
anxiety
excess demand avoidance,
need to control,
socially manipulative
sensory difficulties,
anxiety,
restricted diet,
sleep difficulties,
can appear sociable but it is not at the level that it should be.
Play skills - social creativity
Play behaviours at school when with peer
Executive functioning
Difficulty with friendships,
sensory issues,
restricted interests/repetitive behaviour
Increased anxiety;
change in presentation in school as the child progresses through the school
system;
social difficulties with peers;
isolation;
mood swings
Difficulties with peers,
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76.00

difficulty making and keeping friends_x000D_ limited topics of
interest_x000D_ difficulty moderating feelings when
frustrated_x000D_ often a follower with peers, _x000D_ unusual
moodiness, depression, anxiety_x000D_ passive quality, overly
shy_x000D_ social skills not improving with age and not consistent
with other abilities_x000D_ unusual sensory sensitivities

78.00

Social Communication Difficulties_x000D_ Under developed play
skills
Difficulties in making and sustaining social relationships; social
withdrawal; insistence on sameness / difficulty in managing the
nuances of dialogue and negotiation (socially)

79.00

81.00

82.00

83.00

84.00

High anxiety, often related to school performance and/or social
interaction_x000D_ High anxiety and extreme discomfort among
people, crowded places - including phobic behaviours, _x000D_
Depression
Easily upset, superficial friendship, controlling with parents, sensory
difficulties, not developing life skills,

Repetitive play. Delay in imaginative play specifically if they had
limited interaction with peers during those early years. Difficulty
maintaining friendships.Rigid style of thinking. Sensory issues.
Intense interests.

Difficulties with flexibility in interactions; restricted interests that are
not reciprocal and shared socially; rigidity in thinking and behaviour.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

difficulty making and keeping friends
limited topics of interest
difficulty moderating feelings when frustrated
often a follower with peers,
unusual moodiness,
depression,
anxiety
passive quality,
overly shy
social skills not improving with age and not consistent with other abilities
unusual sensory sensitivities
Social Communication Difficulties
Under developed play skills
Difficulties in making and sustaining social relationships;
social withdrawal;
insistence on sameness
difficulty in managing the nuances of dialogue and negotiation (socially)
High anxiety, often related to school performance and/or social interaction
High anxiety and extreme discomfort among people, crowded places - including
phobic behaviours,
Depression
Easily upset,
superficial friendship,
controlling with parents,
sensory difficulties,
not developing life skills,
Repetitive play.
Delay in imaginative play specifically if they had limited interaction with peers
during those early years.
Difficulty maintaining friendships.
Rigid style of thinking.
Sensory issues.
Intense interests.
Difficulties with flexibility in interactions;
restricted interests that are not reciprocal and shared socially;
rigidity in thinking and behaviour.
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86.00

Poor emotional regulation/anxiety_x000D_ difficulty with skill
based/cognitive based interventions (e.g. CBT)_x000D_ Difficulty
maintaining friendships_x000D_ Difficulty connecting to others (e.g.
different (unusual) interests_x000D_ Perfectionistic_x000D_
Bullying

87.00

Intense interests, failure to develop peer relationships, school
refusal

88.00

sensory sensitivities_x000D_ preference for sameness_x000D_
RRBs_x000D_ Perfectionism_x000D_ Anxiety/OCD

90.00

Developmental history - play, social issues, rigidity, conflict at
home, S&L issues

91.00

- exam stress +++_x000D_ - school refusing - high levels of stress
related to peer related activities (parties)_x000D_ - avoidance of
peer related activities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor emotional regulation/anxiety
difficulty with skill based/cognitive based interventions (e.g. CBT)
Difficulty maintaining friendships
Difficulty connecting to others (e.g. different (unusual) interests
Perfectionistic
Bullying
Intense interests,
failure to develop peer relationships,
school refusal
sensory sensitivities
preference for sameness
RRBs
Perfectionism
Anxiety/OCD
play,
social issues,
rigidity,
conflict at home,
S&L issues
-exam stress +++
school refusing - high levels of stress related to peer related activities (parties)
avoidance of peer related activities

Coding 2: Issue One – Social Communication; n=63/72 or 87.5%
Participa
nt No.
1.00

Open comment:
•

2.00
3.00

•
•

4.00

•

5.00
6.00
8.00

•
•
•

SC: lack of empathy; difficulties with perspective taking from an emotional point of view; naivety and lack of understanding in social situations;
Rehearsing social scripts; "replaying" situations to memorize and act them when needed
SC: poor eye contact, Limited range of facial expressions, unusual social responses
SC: difficulty maintaining conversation; specific interest in one peer, scripted play,
dominating play, difficulty distinguishing between fantasy and reality
SC: difficulty expressing feelings, limited social circle or interest, introverted, loner, may be thought to be shy, anxious in more unfamiliar social
settings thus avoids them, better in family and familiar settings; limited friendships,
SC: Delayed social skills, Raised anxiety levels in social settings, Inhibition in social situations
SC: difficulties
SC: Socially isolated.
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9.00

•

10.00

•

11.00
12.00
14.00
15.00
20.00
23.00
24.00
25.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

28.00
29.00
31.00
33.00

•
•
•
•

34.00
35.00
37.00
40.00
41.00
42.00
44.00
45.00
46.00
48.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

51.00
52.00
53.00
54.00
55.00

•
•
•
•
•

SC: Pattern of making friends but losing friends, misunderstanding of what is expected as social communication demands increase with age;
misunderstanding of self,
SC: difficulty managing and keeping friendships, difficulty maintaining interaction with [when] subject is not of interest to them, tendency to 'control'
games with others, forced eye contact/facial expressions.
SC: very few friends and avoidance of social situations
SC: at school not wanting to talk to class and shutting down
SC: History of coping within a small group of friends and unable to cope when friendship group changes, extreme shyness
SC: masking of these difficulties at school
SC: difficulty 'fitting in'; Controlling behaviour (relating to friends, family, personal environments) may be more pronounced than in boy
SC: qualitative differences in social interactions, introverted nature (not always)
SC: Isolation from peers.
SC: withdrawn or overly directive, limited direction of facial expressions, confusion of social boundaries, learnt off feel to interaction
SC: struggling to maintain and negotiate friendships
SC: limited social success;
SC: own agenda type behaviour (aloofness),
SC: overly passive or overly talkative and inappropriate, tendency to be overly controlling and domineering in peer interactions, delayed development
of gestures and pretend play
SC: Lack of friendships or inability to sustain friendships; withdrawal from social interactions.
SC: not pointing, lack of response to name,
SC: difficulties with friendships (developing and or maintaining).
SC: failure to make age appropriate friendships or difficulty maintaining friend; Appearing deaf
SC: More salient SC difficultie
SC: quality of social interaction skills with peers; victims of persistent bullying;
SC: difficulties
SC: limited reciprocal social interactions
SC: difficulties managing social situations
SC: Reliance on one or two specific topics of conversation in social situations. Difficulty moving off these topics, or difficulty changing away from
engagement in preferred activities. Floating from one social group to another, with no 'best friends'. Poor insight into own feelings or perceptions
SC SC: Difficulties making and maintaining friendships
SC: peer difficulties, isolated in play
SC: isolation in school
SC: long standing history of social difficulties; generally not coping with the social and academic demands of adolescence
SC: Increasing difficulty with social communication with age, conversations limited to own areas of interest, difficulty making and keeping friends,
relying on other children to guide how they should respon
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56.00
57.00
58.00
59.00
60.00
61.00
62.00
63.00
66.00
67.00
68.00
70.00
71.00
72.00
73.00
74.00
76.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

78.00
79.00

•
•

81.00
82.00
83.00
84.00
86.00
87.00
90.00
91.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SC: one friendship only, lack of social skills,
SC: Understanding of emotions, loneliness, relationships (ADOS specific items)
SC: poor higher level social skills- eg empathy
SC: Difficulty maintaining friendships
SC: difficulty forming lasting friendships (or stuck on one good friend),
SC: unusual or restricted social interactions, isolation in school or local community
SC: Difficulty maintaining friendships – exclusion, Scripted or learned social interaction skills, High levels of anxiety/ distress in social settings
SC: lack of interest in conversational topics of non-autistic girls, literal understanding of language
SC: poor peer relationship
SC: withdrawn, limited friendships, overly friendly and not fearful of others, [un]usual quality to eye contact- either poor or too intense
SC: Borrowed phrases, gestures, facial expressions.
SC: socially manipulative , can appear sociable but it is not at the level that it should be
SC: Play behaviours at school when with peer
SC: Difficulty with friendships,
SC: social difficulties with peers; isolation;
SC: Difficulties with peers,
SC: difficulty making and keeping friends, often a follower with peers, passive quality, overly shy, social skills not improving with age and not
consistent with other abilities
SC: difficulties
SC: Difficulties in making and sustaining social relationships; social withdrawal; difficulty in managing the nuances of dialogue and negotiation
(socially)
SC: High anxiety, often related to social interaction, High anxiety and extreme discomfort among people, crowded place
SC: superficial friendship, controlling with parents,
SC: Difficulty maintaining friendships. Delay in imaginative play specifically if they had limited interaction with peers during those early years.
SC: Difficulties with flexibility in interactions
SC: Difficulty maintaining friendships, Difficulty connecting to others, Bullying
SC: failure to develop peer relationships,
SC: social issues,
SC: avoidance of peer related activities

Part 3: Identified codes for counting
1. Issue One: Social Communication Difficulties
Codes
Friendships
• specific interest in one peer
(n=35)
• limited friendships

311
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pattern of making friends but losing friends
difficulty managing and keeping friendships
very few friends
History of coping within a small group of friends and unable to cope when friendship group changes
struggling to maintain and negotiate friendships
Isolation from peers
Lack of friendships or inability to sustain friendships
limited social success;
difficulties with friendships (developing and or maintaining)
failure to make age appropriate friendships or difficulty maintaining friendships
Difficulties making and maintaining friendships
quality of social interaction skills with peers & victims of persistent bullying
failure to develop peer relationships
Difficulty with friendships
social difficulties with peers
Difficulty maintaining friendships
Difficulties with peers
Loner
Difficulty maintaining friendships
Difficulty forming lasting friendships (or stuck on one good friend)
Poor peer relationship
Superficial friendship
Difficulty maintaining friendships
Difficulty making and keeping friends
Often a follower with peers;
Limited friendships
Difficulty maintaining friendships – exclusion,
Floating from one social group to another, with no 'best friends';
Difficulty making and keeping friends
Limited social circle or interest
One friendship only
Peer difficulties
Difficulty 'fitting in'
Avoidance of peer related activities
Bullying
high levels of stress related to peer related activities (parties)
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Difficulties in
social
interaction or
with social
skills
(n=30)

Play
(n=11)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delayed social skills
Naivety and lack of understanding in social situations
Unusual social responses
Lack of response to name
Social issues
Difficulty connecting to others
Difficulties with flexibility in interactions
High anxiety, often related to social interaction, Difficulties in making and sustaining social relationships & social withdrawal;
Social skills not improving with age and not consistent with other abilities
socially manipulative
can appear sociable but it is not at the level that it should be
overly friendly and not fearful of others
unusual or restricted social interactions
lack of social skills
difficulties managing social situations
Social communication difficulties
More salient social communication difficulties
Limited reciprocal social interactions
Long standing history of social difficulties & generally not coping with the social demands of adolescence
Increasing difficulty with social communication with age
Qualitative differences in social interactions
Difficulty maintaining interaction with [when] subject is not of interest to them
Misunderstanding of what is expected as social communication demands increase with age
Confusion of social boundaries
Better in family and familiar settings
Appearing deaf
Scripted play
Dominating play;
Delayed development of pretend play
Isolated in play
Difficulty distinguishing between fantasy and reality
Tendency to 'control' games with others
Play behaviours at school when with peer
Delay in imaginative play specifically if they had limited interaction with peers during those early years
Difficulty changing away from engagement in preferred
Under developed play skills

313

Communication
(n=6)

Introversion/
Shyness
(n=9)

Masking/
Camouflaging
(N=6)

Difficulties with
socioemotional skills
(n=7)

Anxiety
(N=5)

Isolation
(n=5)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

play,
Difficulty maintaining conversation
Difficulty in managing the nuances of dialogue and negotiation (socially)
Literal understanding of language & lack of interest in conversational topics of non-autistic girls, or overly directive
Overly talkative and inappropriate
Reliance on one or two specific topics of conversation in social situations and difficulty moving off these topics
Conversations limited to own areas of interest
May be thought to be shy
Extreme shyness
Withdrawn
Passive quality
Overly shy
Withdrawn
Introverted
Introverted nature (not always)
Inhibition in social situations;
Overly passive
Rehearsing social scripts;
"replaying" situations to memorize and act them when needed;
learnt off feel to interaction;
Borrowed phrases;
Scripted or learned social interaction skills;
relying on other children to guide how they should respond
Lack of empathy
Poor higher level social skills- eg empathy;
Poor insight into own feelings or perceptions;
difficulties with perspective taking from an emotional point of view;
difficulty expressing feelings,
Understanding of emotions, loneliness, relationships (ADOS specific items)
misunderstanding of self,
Anxious in more unfamiliar social settings thus avoids them
Raised anxiety levels in social settings
Withdrawal from social interactions;’
High anxiety and extreme discomfort among people, crowded place;
High levels of anxiety/ distress in social settings
Socially isolated
Avoidance of social situations

314
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Controlling
nature
(n=4)
Gestures
(n=3)
Facial
expression
(n=4)
Eye contact
(n=3)

Isolation
Isolation in school or local community
Isolation in school;
Controlling behaviour (relating to friends, family, personal environments) may be more pronounced than in boy,
Controlling with parents
Own agenda type behaviour (aloofness)
Tendency to be overly controlling and domineering in peer interactions
Delayed development of gestures;
Not pointing
Borrowed gestures
Limited range of facial expressions
Forced facial expressions
Limited direction of facial expressions
Borrowed facial expressions
poor eye contact
forced eye contact
[un]usual quality to eye contact- either poor or too intense

Coding 2: Issue Two – Restricted Interests and Repetitive Patterns of Behaviour: n= 50/72 or 69.4%
Participa
nt No.
2.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
20.00

Open comment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RRBs: Repetitive behaviour
RRBs: rigid in routine, black and white thinking, rule driven, specific areas of interest or hobbies
RRBs: restricted play interest. Intense interest in a particular activity, object e.g. fascination with animals, teddies.
RRBs: rigid behaviour
RRBs – sensory issues, rigidity of bx.
RRBs: Difficulties with transitions, Echolalia,
RRBs: limited variety of food in diet,
RRBs: drawing/reading same subject matter repeatedly
RRBs: sensory issues and interests
Other characteristics: red flags are more subtle
RRBs: Unusual sensory behaviours, Very specific interest often described as an obsession with something- similar to same age peers but at an
intense level
RRBs: Very rigid and fixated likes and a tendency to struggle when things that are not planned for occur.
RRBs: Similar to boys (e.g., sensory difficulties, restricted, repetitive behaviors).
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33.00
34.00
35.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

37.00
41.00
42.00
48.00
52.00
53.00
54.00
55.00
56.00
58.00
60.00
61.00
63.00
66.00
67.00
70.00
71.00
72.00
76.00
78
79.00
82.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23.00
25.00
28.00
29.00
30.00
31.00

RRBs: sensory difficulties, need for quiet time, intense quality to their interests which may be quite typical in nature.
RRBs: excessive interest in figurines / fantasy figures,
RRBs: high anxiety with regard to change
RRBs: Animals; make-up; unusual youtube sites, strong-minded re control
RRBs: subtlety esp in the area of 'special interests' -socially appropriate but quite intense
RRBs: unusual behaviours/sensory needs
RRBs: anxiety (inclusive of compulsions and rituals), sensory differences, highly rigid and controlling behaviours in any environment.
RRBs: 'OCD' traits including traits of perfectionism and repetitive interests.
RRBs: limited interest in toys, repetitive bx, repetitive play with certain objects, interest in unusual objects, sensitive to/distressed by noise, handflapping
RRBs: difficulties with transitions(changes in routine or life-stages), rigid thinking/ inflexibility,
RRBs: less sensory interests, repetitive movements, but difficulties with transitions, need for sameness
RRBs: restricted and overly-focused interests on hobbies that would often be considered appropriate (e.g. gymnastics/horses etc.)
RRBs: Evidence of rigid thinking (in the context of beliefs about herself or other people).
RRBs: anxiety around routine
RRBs: Rigidity, own-agenda behaviour, inflexibility, high level of controlling behaviours,
RRBs: lack of/limited interest in age appropriate activities
RRBs: particular intense areas of interest
RRBs: sensory issues
RRBs: Inflexible thinking style
RRBs: need for predictability, repetitive imaginary play,
RRBs: sensitivity to noisy environments
RRBs: intense interests in areas that are 'typical', rigidities around routine
RRBS: play that may appear 'normal' but has repetitive/stereotyped elements
RRBs: restricted interests or solitary interests, intense interest in anima, art, fantasy, unicorns. restricted diet, need for sameness
RRBs: excessive demand avoidance, need to control, sensory difficulties,
RRBs: Play skills - social creativit
RRBS: sensory issues, restricted interests/repetitive behaviour
RRBs: limited topics of interest, unusual sensory sensitivities
Under developed play skills
RRBs: insistence on sameness
RRBs: sensory difficulties,
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83.00
84.00
86.00
87.00
88.00
90.00

•
•
•
•
•
•

RRBs: Repetitive play. Rigid style of thinking. Sensory issues. Intense interests.
RRBs: restricted interests that are not reciprocal and shared socially; rigidity in thinking and behaviour
RRBs: (e.g. different (unusual) interests
RRBs: Intense interests
RRBs: sensory sensitivities, preference for sameness, RRBs
RRBs: Rigidity; play,

Part 3: Identified codes for counting
Issue Two: Restricted Interests, and Repetitive Patterns of Behaviour
Codes
Types of interests
• Intense interests;
(n=24)
• different (unusual) interests;
• restricted interests that are not reciprocal and shared socially
• Intense interests
• Limited topics of interest
• Restricted interests/repetitive behaviour
• Restricted interests or solitary interests
• Intense interest in anima, art, fantasy, unicorns; intense interests in areas that are 'typical'
• Particular intense areas of interest
• Lack of/limited interest in age appropriate activities;
• Restricted and overly-focused interests on hobbies that would often be considered appropriate (e.g. gymnastics/horses
etc.)
• Repetitive behaviour; specific areas of interest or hobbies
• Restricted play interest
• Intense interest in a particular activity, object e.g. fascination with animals, teddies
• Drawing/reading same subject matter repeatedly
• Very specific interest often described as an obsession with something- similar to same age peers but at an intense level
• Intense quality to their interests which may be quite typical in nature
• Excessive interest in figurines / fantasy figures
• Animals, make-up, unusual youtube sites;
• Subtlety esp in the area of 'special interests' -socially appropriate but quite intense;
• Limited interest in toys;
• Interest in unusual objects; repetitive interests;
• little or no typical girly interests (tom-boyish presentation)
Rigid Behaviour
• Rigidity;
(n=18)
• Preference for sameness;
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Sensory
(n=17)

Play
(N=5)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rigidity in thinking and behaviour;
Rigid style of thinking;
Insistence on sameness
Need to control & excessive demand avoidance
Need for sameness;
Restricted diet;
Rigidities around routine;
Need for predictability;
Inflexible thinking style;
Rigidity, own-agenda behaviour, inflexibility, high level of controlling behaviours;
Evidence of rigid thinking (in the context of beliefs about herself or other people);
Rigid in routine, black and white thinking, rule driven; rigid behaviour;
Rigidity of bx;
Difficulties with transitions;
Very rigid and fixated likes and a tendency to struggle when things that are not planned for occur;
Difficulties with transitions, need for sameness;
Difficulties with transitions(changes in routine or life-stages) & rigid thinking/ inflexibility;
Sensory sensitivities;
Sensory issues;
Sensory difficulties;
Unusual sensory sensitivities;
Sensory issue;
Sensory difficulties;
Sensitivity to noisy environments;
Sensory issues;
Sensory issues;
Sensory issues and interests;
Unusual sensory behaviours;
Sensory difficulties;
Unusual behaviours/sensory needs;
Sensory differences;
Less sensory interests;
Sensitive to/distressed by noise, hand-flapping; repetitive movements
Repetitive play;
Play skills - social creativity;
Play that may appear 'normal' but has repetitive/stereotyped elements;
Repetitive imaginary play;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anxiety
(N=3)
Other RRBs (N=6)

Repetitive behaviour
Repetitive play with certain objects;
anxiety around routine;
high anxiety with regard to change;
anxiety (inclusive of compulsions and rituals,
Echolalia;
Red flags are more subtle;
Similar to boys (e.g., sensory difficulties, restricted, repetitive behaviors);
need for quiet time;
strong-minded re control;
'OCD' traits including traits of perfectionism;
limited variety of food in diet,

Coding 2: Issue Three – Co-occuring conditions n=34/72 or 47.2%
Participa
nt No.
4.00

Open comment:
•

Co-occurring conditions/features of: may be depressed,

6.00
8.00
11.00
12.00
14.00

•
•
•
•
•

15.00
17.00
20.00
23.00
24.00
26.00
33.00
34.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

37.00
39.00

•
•

Co-occurring conditions/features of: severe anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Anxiety, selective mutism, perfectionism".
Co-occurring conditions/features of: High levels of social anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: high anxiety at school
Co-occurring conditions/features of: selective mutism is a common initial presentation in our service, DCD, non-specific communication problems; A
very intense response to stress
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Also high levels of anxiety especially in relation to social events.
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Significant Separation Anxiety; Significant Separation Anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Anxiety,
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Extreme perfectionism
Co-occurring conditions/features of: self-harm
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety (inclusive of compulsions and rituals),
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Difficulty regulating emotions, experiencing highs and lows; Low mood decreased eating behaviours. 'OCD' traits
including traits of perfectionism and repetitive interests. Decreased sleep.
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Emotion regulation difficulties, anxiety/low-mood/self-esteem
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety
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40.00
44.00
48.00
53.00
54.00
56.00
59.00
60.00
61.00
62.00
69.00
70.00
73.00
76.00
81.00
82.00
86.00
88.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Co-occurring conditions/features of: school anxiety, difficulties regulating emotion
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety, low mood
Co-occurring conditions/features of: high levels of anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: extremely strong attachment to primary caregiver
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Mental health usually the presenting feature
Co-occurring conditions/features of: eating disorders, Anxiety, self-harming
Co-occurring conditions/features of: social anxiety, atypical depression
Co-occurring conditions/features of: High Anxiety, eating difficulties
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: High levels of anxiety/ distress in social settings
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: anxiety, restricted diet,
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Increased anxiety; mood swings
Co-occurring conditions/features of: unusual moodiness, depression, anxiety; difficulty moderating feelings when frustrated
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Depression, anxiety, including phobic behaviours; High anxiety, often related to school performance
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Easily upset
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Perfectionistic, Poor emotional regulation/anxiety
Co-occurring conditions/features of: Perfectionism, Anxiety/OCD

Part 3: Identified codes for counting
Issue Three: Co-occurring and/or comorbid conditions
Codes
Perfectionism and/OCD
• Perfectionism;
(n=6)
• Perfectionistic,
• Extreme perfectionism
• 'OCD' traits including traits of perfectionism and repetitive interests.
• OCD
• perfectionism
Emotional
• Anxiety
disorders/regulation
• Poor emotional regulation/anxiety
difficulties
• Depression, anxiety, including phobic behaviours
(n=31)
• unusual moodiness, depression, anxiety & difficulty moderating feelings when frustrated
• Increased anxiety; mood swings
• anxiety,
• anxiety
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Diet
(n=3)
Self-harming
(n=2)
Other
(n=4)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High levels of anxiety/ distress in social settings
Anxiety
High Anxiety,
social anxiety, atypical depression
Anxiety,
High levels of anxiety.
anxiety, low mood
school anxiety, difficulties regulating emotion
anxiety
Difficulty regulating emotions, experiencing highs and lows; Low mood decreased eating behaviours.
anxiety (inclusive of compulsions and rituals),
Anxiety,
Anxiety
Significant Separation Anxiety;
Also high levels of anxiety especially in relation to social events.
selective mutism is a common initial presentation in our service,
high anxiety at school
High levels of social anxiety
Anxiety, selective mutism.
severe anxiety
may be depressed,
including phobic behaviours
A very intense response to stress
Emotion regulation difficulties, anxiety/low-mood/self-esteem
Easily upset,
periods of busy/intense play/interactions lead to meltdowns and exhaustion
restricted diet;
eating difficulties,
eating disorders,
Self-harming;
self-harm
Mental health usually the presenting feature
extremely strong attachment to primary caregiver
DCD, non-specific communication problems
Decreased sleep
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Coding 2 & identified issues for counting:
Issue Four – School-related issues: n=11/72 or 15.2%
School related issues
Code
School related issues
(n=11)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

exam stress +++, school refusing –
school refusal
school refusal
often struggling in school/ school refusal
school refusal
Difficulties maintaining grades in school
profile of compliant in school but frequent meltdowns at home,
School refusal or avoidance.
very different presentation at home and school,
change in presentation in school as the child progresses through the school system
at school not wanting to talk to class and shutting down

Coding 2 & identified issues for counting:
Issue Four – Externalising behaviour (n=7/72 or 9.7%)
Externalising behaviours
Code
Externalising Behaviour
(n=7)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

conflict at home,
Behaviour difficulties
challenging behavior limited to the home,
Distress at home, no apparent difficulties in school or in the community
meltdowns after school,
challenging bx. at home
challenging behaviour

Coding 2 & identified issues for counting:
Issue six: Other ‘red flags’ n= 12/72 or 16.6%
Other
Sub-issue
Other:
(Executive functioning skills)

Code
•
•

planning/organisation problems
slower processing speed,
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N=4
Other: Developmental Issues
N=5

Other
N=3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

planning/organisation problems
Executive functioning
Developmental: language delay
Developmental: Language and communication, delay
Same red flags as males
Development: not developing life skills,
Development: S&L issues

•
•
•

androgynous in appearance, unusual gait, unusual tone
appear overly mature (or dramatic!).
difficulty with skill based/cognitive based interventions (e.g. CBT)

Question linked to open comment:
4.3(a) In your experience, do you think that girls with autism have better social communication skills than boys with autism, of similar levels of intellectual
functioning? (N=35)
Participant
No.
1.00

Response
to 4.3(a)
No

79.00

No

6.00

Yes

Open comment:
Girls appear to be better in observing and
learning "scripts" of social interaction. They
can act in a more convincing way, however, as
the complexity of social demands increases
with age they can feel more and more out of
depth, their frustration grows and their
desperate attempts to cope become more
evident.
Perhaps better abilities to mask than boys

Better in some cases but it is thought that girls
with ASD may mask their ASD symptoms by
imitating peer behaviour

Coding 1
Girls appear to be better in
observing and learning
"scripts" of social interaction.
However, as the complexity of
social demands increases their
desperate attempts to cope
become more evident.
Perhaps better abilities to
mask than boys

Better in some cases girls with
ASD may mask their ASD
symptoms by imitating

Coding 2
Better at
observing/learning
scripts of social
interactions

Identified codes
for counting
Better at
Imitating/mimicking
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Difficulties emerge as
social demands
increase
Better at masking

difficulties emerge
as social demands
increase (4)
Better at
Imitating/mimicking
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Some girls are better
at masking by
imitating

Better at
Imitating/mimicking
social skills and/or
masking (1)
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10.00

Yes

As above, girls can be seen as being shy or
anxious. It seems to be more socially
acceptable for girls to be quiet and shy than for
boys. In my experience, girls can engage in
'social echolalia', mimicking what the other
children do or say, but the quality of the
interaction is not always observed as being
atypical.

13.00

Yes

However, these can mask underlying
difficulties.

14.00

Yes

Yes and better play skills, but compared to
other same aged peers girl can appear odd or
quirky or can manage until social complexity
increases

21.00

Yes

Some definitely not, but generally speaking,
girls have better social communication skills
than boys with autism

23.00

Yes

They may appear to have better social
communication skills due to their ability to
mimic the social skills of others around them.
They are wonderful actresses but exerting this
effort to mimic and act and present a certain
way can lead to social exhaustion, stress,
anxiety and meltdowns.

25.00

Yes

better at using social scripts, imitation, and
plucking learnt phrases and actions into
context.

girls can be seen as being shy
or anxious. This seems to be
more socially acceptable for
girls than for boys.
girls can engage in 'social
echolalia', mimicking what the
other children do or say, but
the quality of the interaction is
not always observed as being
atypical.
However, these can mask
underlying difficulties.

Being shy/anxious
more socially
acceptable for girls

Yes and better play skills,
but compared to other same
aged peers girl can appear
odd or quirky or can manage
until social complexity
increases

Yes
Compared to same
aged peers (girls) –
odd or quirky

Not all, but generally speaking,
girls have better social
communication skills than boys
with autism
may appear to have better
social communication skills
due to their ability to mimic –
wonderful actresses but
exerting this effort to
mimic/act/present a certain
way can lead to social
exhaustion, stress, anxiety and
meltdowns.
better at using social scripts,
imitation, and plucking learnt

Girls imitate/mimic and
may not be observed
as being atypical

SC skills can mask
their underlying
difficulties

Can manage until
social demands
increase.
Generally speaking
but not always

Social
communication
gender differences
(2)
Better at
Imitating/mimicking
social skills and/or
masking (1)
Better at
Imitating/mimicking
social skills and/or
masking (1)
Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

difficulties emerge
as social demands
increase (4)
sometimes this is
the case but not
always (3)

Appears this way
because of their ability
to mimic

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Better at mimicking
and imitating

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)
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26.00

Yes

very good non verbals

31.00

Yes

Not in every case, sometimes boys can have
subtle presentations also and girls can be
obvious, even without ID but I agree that good
social communication skills are more
frequently seen with girls

33.00

Yes

Yes but on a superficial level e.g. they may
appear to others to be very 'friendly' and
'sociable' and they may have a clear desire to
interact with peers but when you examine their
interactions more closely the more subtle
difficulties are evident e.g. being over familiar,
controlling and domineering during peer play,
imitating peers but has difficulty initiating novel
play ideas, lack of flexibility in play and
interactions.

35.00

Yes

This has been my experience across social
affect in general particularly for children with
ASD without an ID. However there are still lots
of higher functioning little boys with ASD with
good social approach. Generally though I
would feel that girls would have a slight edge
on boys with respect to social affect.

phrases and actions into
context.
very good non verbals

Not in every case, sometimes
boys can have subtle
presentations also and girls
can be obvious, even without
ID
but I agree that good social
communication skills are more
frequently seen with girls
Yes but on a superficial level
e.g. they may appear to others
to be very 'friendly' and
'sociable' and they may have a
clear desire to interact with
peers
However when you examine
their interactions more closely
the more subtle difficulties are
evident (e.g. being over
familiar, controlling and
domineering during peer play,
imitating peers but has
difficulty initiating novel play
ideas, lack of flexibility in play
and interactions).
This has been my experience
for children with ASD without
an ID.
However there are still lots of
higher functioning little boys
with ASD with good social
approach. Generally though
that girls would have a slight

Very good non verbal
bx

Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

More frequently girls
have better sc skills
but not always

sometimes this is
the case but not
always (3)

Social communication
skills appear better
however subtle
difficulties are there
when you examine
more closely
(examples provided)

Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

For children with ASD
without comorbid ID –
girls may have a slight
edge

impact of
intellectual
functioning (5)
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38.00

Yes

I think more able girls have figured out how to
draw minimum attention upon themselves by
copying peers. I suspect their additional X
chromosome is a protective factor and
predisposes them to copy others because they
have figured out this is expected.
In my experience with girls with I D e.g.
moderate / severe ID I have not observed
better social communication skills; in fact their
ASD appears to impact their social
communication skills more negatively than
boys.
My experience would be that many of the girls
that I have worked with with ASD, learn to
compensate and learn appropriate skills to
manage social situations.

41.00

Yes

43.00

Yes

Yes, however this is a very broad response,
and it may be more accurate to say that the
girls are more 'functionally able' with regard to
social communication, perhaps partially as a
result of ability to mask this difficulties

47.00

Yes

They appear to be able to copy others more
easily in an ttempt to fit in, at detriment to
themselves usually

48.00

Yes

In some ways yes. This is a broad
generalisation of girls, but in my opinion,
based on the girls with autism that I have met
without an ID, they certainly appear to have
better surface-level social communication
skills. (e.g. they might know what to say in
terms of the general opening chit chat)

edge on boys with respect to
social affect.
Yes via imitation
I suspect their additional X
chromosome is a protective
factor and predisposes them to
copy others

Yes because of
imitation
Not the case for girls
with comorbid ID

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Learn compensatory
strategies and
appropriate skills to
manage social
situations
More functionally
ability because of their
ability to mask
difficulties

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Appears they can
copy/imitate others to
fit in

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Broadly speakly yes –
seem to have better
surface level sc skills

sometimes this is
the case but not
always (3)

Not the case for girls with
comorbid ID– their SC
difficulties can be worse than
for boys

many of the girls that I have
worked with with ASD, learn to
compensate and learn
appropriate skills to manage
social situations.
this is a very broad response,
and it may be more accurate to
say that the girls are more
'functionally able' with regard
to social communication,
perhaps partially as a result of
ability to mask this difficulties
They appear to be able to copy
others more easily in an ttempt
to fit in, at detriment to
themselves usually
Yes, broad generalisation of
girls, but those without
comorbid ID – seem to have
better surface level social
communication skills

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)
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51.00

Yes

More socially appropriate social skills

More socially appropriate
social skills

More socially
appropriate social
skills

Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

53.00

Yes

Social mimicry plays a huge role

Social mimicry plays a huge
role

Social
imitation/mimicking

57.00

Yes

Yes

Good capacity to engage in
chit-chat; actual understanding
of emotions, reciprocity lacking
– understanding is
compromised.
Have skills through modelling
until middle childhood – then
isolation can lead to mental
health vulnerability

Can engage in social
chat – but other
deficits are present

60.00

Yes. However their actual understanding of
emotions, reciprocity, what relationships are
etc., is lacking. They seem to have good
capacity to engage in chit-chat etc, but their
actual understanding is compromised.
Have skills through modelling at times.
However social skills difficulties emerge as the
enter middle childhood and isolation can lead
to mental health vulnerability.

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)
Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

67.00

Yes

girls will often learn a script and mimic what
they see done- but in novel situations will
struggle

Mimic and learn a script as to
what they have seen done
Struggle in novel situations

70.00

Yes

Case by case can be different but this is a
more general answer.

Generally speaking yes – but
each case is different

81.00

Yes

See 3.7(c)

82.00

Yes

89.00

Yes

Have skills from
imitating – until middle
childhood – difficulties
emerge – which can
lead to isolation
Via mimicking and
learning scripts
Struggle in new
situations
Generally speaking
yes – but each case is
different

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Social skills can appear to be
better than seen in ASD; often
take the passive role

Social skills can
appear better

Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

Can do - but again, there is a danger in saying
that most do, as some do not

It can be the case – but there
is danger in over-generalising

It can be the case –
danger of overgeneralising

sometimes this is
the case but not
always (3)

'learnt' social communication skils

Learnt social communication
skills

Learnt sc skills

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)
sometimes this is
the case but not
always (3)
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90.00

Yes

More developed than their male peers;
however still less developed than their female
counterparts.

More developed than males;
less developed than females

More than males but
not than females

Social
communication
gender differences
(2)

8.00

Unsure

Better imitation skills of social
skills observed in others
without a true understanding

Better imitation of
social skills but without
true understanding

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)

28.00

Unsure

29.00

Unsure

I would feel they possibly often have better
imitation skills; imitation of social skills
observed from others, without a true
understanding underlying this.
Sometimes yes but also depends on the
individual.
Better at masking I feel

Sometimes yes but depends
on the individual
Better at masking

Sometimes yes but
depends on individual
Better at masking

37.00

Unsure

Again difficult. my answer would probably be
yes but then are we lowering the thresholds for
diagnosis which would have to be applied to
both males and females and the ratio would
remain!! I don't think I agree with separate
criteria for males compared to females in
terms of cut-offs. It is more down to the
interpretation of difficulties/criteria by clinicians
that needs to be addressed or standardised for
females.

Probably yes but there are
risks and implications: but then
this leads to lowering the
threshold for diagnosis – which
would need to be applied to
males and females and then
the ratios would remain; don’t
agree with separate criteria for
males and females;
Down to the interpretation of
difficulties/criteria by clinicians
that needs to be
addressed/standardised for
females
It depends on interpretation –
found skills to be similar

Probably yes – risk
that this would lead to
lowering of diagnostic
threshold
Down to how a
clinician interprets the
difficulties

Not with lower cognitive
functioning
HF – girls seem to be more
aware of social expectations –

Without comorbid ID
yes – more aware of
social expectations

50.00

Unsure

It depends on how you interpret social skills. I
have found their skills similar.

71.00

Unsure

Not with children with lower cognitive
functioning.
In children with higher cognitive functioning,
girls seem to be more aware of the expectancy

Depends on
interpretation – found
sc skills to be similar

Imitating/mimic
social skills and/or
masking (1)
Social
communication
gender differences
(2)
dependent on
clinician’s
interpretation of
profile/difficulties
(6)

dependent on
clinician’s
interpretation of
profile/difficulties
(6)
impact of
intellectual
functioning (5)
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84.00

Unsure

to connect with others. I am not sure if they are
better in their actioning of this.
I think some do and some don't. To establish
an answer to this question research is
required. In my clinical experience, I have
seen variability in presentation irrespective of
level of intellectual functioning, language ability
or gender. Gender is only one factor among a
wide range of variables that impact on a child's
functioning.

unsure if better at actioning
this
Some do and some don’t;
there is variability irrespective
of intellectual functioning,
language ability, gender;
gender is only one factor
among a wide range of
variables

Some do and don’t –
variability and gender
is just one factor
among many variables

sometimes this is
the case but not
always (3)

Code 1 Better at imitating/mimicking social skills and/or masking = 17
Code 2 Social communication gender differences = 9
Code 3 Sometimes this is the case but not always = 6
Code 4 Difficulties emerge as social demands increase = 2
Code 5 Impact of intellectual functioning = 2
Code 6 Dependent on clinician’s interpretation of profile=2
Question linked to open comment:
4.4(a) In your experience, do you think that a more thorough investigation of social communication skills is needed, when assessing autism in girls compared
to boys, of similar levels of intellectual functioning? (n=27)
Participant
No.
5.00

Response
to 4.3(a)
Yes.

12.00

Yes.

14.00

Yes.

Open comment:
I think this is absolutely the case as they
appear to have greater ability to manage to
mask the challenges they face for longer than
boys
I think the signs are subtle compared to boys

I think in girls a more detailed understanding of
the quality and understanding of social
communication is needed

Coding 1
Because of masking difficulties

Coding 2
Masking

Subtle presentation in girls

Subtle presentation

More detailed understanding of
quality and understanding of
social communication is
needed

Required to
understand these
skills

Identified codes
for counting
Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)
Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)
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15.00

Yes.

20.00

Yes.

Socially girls seem to be at a higher level and
this masking makes it very difficult to diagnose
ASD as it is primarily assessed through
behavioural observations.
I my experience, social communication
difficulties can be more subtle and may not be
as pronounced in one-to-one interactions.
School observation is invaluable for providing
more detailed insight into social
communication difficulties.

Because of masking

Masking

Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)

Subtle social communication
difficulties; may not be as
pronounced in 1:1 interactions;
school observation is
invaluable for more detailed
insight into SC difficutlies

Girls can have a
subtle social
communication
difficulties Importance
of school observation

Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)

More observation is
requires across
settings, more probing
parent interviews. I
believe we need more
girl specific
assessment tools like
Tony Attwoods Girls
Questionnaire.
MDT input e.g. SLT

33.00

Yes.

More observation is requires across settings,
more probing parent interviews. I believe we
need more girl specific assessment tools like
Tony Attwoods Girls Questionnaire.

More observations across
settings; specific assessment
tools also needed.

35.00

Yes.

MDT input incredibly helpful

36.00

Yes.

I have found that MDT working with a SLT can
be incredibly helpful in this regard in relation to
the child's pragmatic use of language.
It depends though on the individual
presentation - for some girls it can be clear cut
either way so I wouldn’t do a more thorough ax
for girls as a rule but I would be mindful of
issues that can present for girls that may
warrant more in depth ax,

I think observation in multiply settings would
be ideal & perpective of the child/ girl would be
useful
Girls coping strategies may be much more
adaptive than boys and so are easily not
interpreted appropriately

Observations across settings.
Perspective of girl also.

38.00

Yes.

40.00

Yes.

Case dependent. Knowledge
& awareness of possible
issues relevant for girls applied

Because of their coping
strategies

Case dependent.
Knowledge &
awareness of possible
issues relevant for
girls applied

Observations across
settings. Perspective
of girl also.

Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)

Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)
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41.00

Yes.

55.00

Yes.

60.00

Yes.

70.00

Yes.

Sometimes the deficits are not always
apparent, as they have learned appropriate
ways to mask there deficits, however, if they
have to veer off script they can find this
challenging and confusing.
A more subtle investigation is needed.

Because of masking

Masking

Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)

Subtle investigation needed

Subtle investigation
needed

To ensure assessment at a deeper level than
observed social skills e.g. maintenance of
relationships, theory of mind, reflective
functioning, maintenance of relationships over
time etc
I think that the girls can intellectualise their
way through the ADOS and that it can be
difficult to pick up their needs as a result. We
need to assess from a much broader
perspective. I think that they have a stronger
ability to adapt so they require a more
thorough background assessment.

To ensure a more deeper
assessment of social skills

deeper assessment of
social skills

Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)

Difficult to pick up in the
ADOS; stronger ability to
adapt. Assess from a broader
perspective

Different assessment
approaches

Specific
assessment
practices (1)

ADOS limitation
Limitations of the
ADOS (4)

71.00

Yes.

The right questions can reveal a superficiality
in their social skills.

Specific questions to reveal
superficiality

Different assessment
approaches

Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)

72.00

Yes.

Simply assessing with an awareness of gender
expectations can be helpful.

Assessing with an awareness
of gender expectations can be
helpful

82.00

Yes.

ADOS does not assess this robustly. High
functioning (boys and girls) can do well with an
adult one-to-one, as is the case with an ADOS.

ADOS does not do this
robustly.

Assessing with an
awareness of gender
expectations can be
helpful
ADOS limitations

88.00

Yes.

Older girls do not score above the cut-off on
the ADOS

Older girls don’t score in the
ADOS

Older girls don’t score
in the ADOS

Limitations of the
ADOS (4)

90.00

Yes.

More 1:1 ax sessions required to assess level
of soc-comm skills

More 1:1 sessions to assess
level of SC skills

More 1:1 sessions to
assess level of SC
skills

Specific
assessment
practices (1)

Limitations of the
ADOS (4)
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91.00

Yes.

Girls with autism can have a 'special interest'
in social communication. They can learn it in a
top down manner.
I think a thorough comprehensive investigation
of SC skills is important for every assessment;
and regardless of gender that the assessment
process should involve adequate assessment
of skills and needs of the child/ adult until the
referral query has been addressed. For some
cases, this question can be answered
relatively quickly, for others it can take longer
and involve further assessment measures,
repeated observations, etc. I feel this is case
dependent, not gender dependent. I have
assessed lots of boys in which the process
took alot longer than "the norm" due to their
history and presentation, i.e., DV in the home,
homelessness, cultural differences, hearing
impairment, previous history of refugee status,
etc etc.
I think that we need to consider the same
criteria for boys and girls and if we investigate
one gender more thoroughly there is a danger
that a gender bias will arise.

SC can be a special interest.

Important for both.

For all assessments

Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)

Important for every
assessment; lengthier time can
be case rather than gender
dependent

SC can be a special
interest
For all assessments
Case rather than
gender dependent

Implication of
masking/subtle
presentation (3)
Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)

8.00

Unsure.

28.00

Unsure.

45.00

Unsure.

We treat each case individually, not dependent
on gender.

Case dependent rather than
gender

Case dependent
rather than gender

Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)

84.00

Unsure.

I think this varies on a case by case basis. I
think clinicians should be careful of being too
quick to make a definitive judgement on the
basis of a play-based screening assessment
and should see the child in an environment
where demands are placed on a child's social
communication skills and their cognitive
flexibility.

Case dependent. Assessment
needs to include seeing the
child in a setting where social
demands are increased.

Case dependent.

Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)

Assessment needs to
include seeing the
child in a setting
where social demands
are increased

Specific
assessment
practices (1)
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25.00

No.

we are thorough in both types and experience
helps

important for both. Experience
helps

For all assessments
Experience helps

Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)

Specific
assessment
practices (1)
31.00

50.00

No.

No.

As above, the presentation of boys can be
subtle as well. I think it should be case to case.
Awareness is definitely needed in relation to
how both can present in subtle ways.

As detailed above, the criteria are the same for
both males and females so this thorough
investigation should be completed on both
boys and girls.

Code 1 Specific assessment practices = 15
Code 2 Case rather than gender dependent = 8
Code 3 Implication of masking/subtle presentation = 7
Code 4 Limitations of the ADOS = 3

Case dependent; knowledge
re: possible gender differences
is needed

Case rather than
gender dependent
Knowledge re: gender
differences needed

No. can be required for both

can be required for
both

Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)
Specific
assessment
practices (1)
Case rather than
gender dependent
(2)
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Question linked to open comment:
4.6(a) In your experience, do you think that the restricted interests and repetitive patterns of behaviour of girls with autism are different to boys with autism, of
similar levels of intellectual functioning? (n= 47)
Participant
No.
3.00

Response
to 4.3(a)
Unsure

Open comment:

15.00

Unsure

Girls I feel can copy the likes and interests of
other more popular girls as a means of
ingratiating themselves in the group. These
can take on an obsessional element but they
tend to be more socially accepted likes rather
than some idiosyncratic likes for boys.

31.00

Unsure

Sometimes but not always.

35.00

Unsure

Girls receive higher scores
on ADOS RRBs compared
to social affect ADOS

45.00

Unsure

Girls with ASD in my experience typically have
received higher scores on RRBs compared
with their relative scores on social affect on the
ADOS-II.
I have noticed less stereotyped/repetitive
speech.

50.00

Unsure

Every persons interests are different so it will
be natural that boys and girls will have
different interests when assessed. It is more
on the intensity and imposition on life that
determines the level of restriction.

Every persons interests
are different – therefore
natural for boys & girls to
be different
Focus = intensity and
impact on life that
determines level of
restriction

It can vary. Some girls present with repetitive
movements similar to boys

Coding 1
It can vary.
Some girls have repetitive
movements like boys
Girls copy likes and
interests of more popular
girls to become part of a
group;
These can become
obsessional but tend to be
more socially accepted
interests
Sometimes but not always

Less stereotyped/repetitive
speech

Coding 2
Not always
Girls can have
repetitive movements
like boys
Interests tend to be
more socially
acceptable

Sometimes but not
always
Girls obtain higher
scores on RRBs in the
ADOS – evidence to
the contrary of this
Less
stereotyped/repetitive
speech
Natural for boys and
girls to have different
interests. This
comment suggests
that it is not influenced
by autism
Importance of viewing
RRBs re: impact on
daily functioning

Identified codes for
counting
Not always (4)

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

Not always (4)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

Nature/type of RRB
(2)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)
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65.00

Unsure

84.00

Unsure

5.00

Yes

Experience of ASD population is restricted so
opinion would be quite speculative
Again, where level of IQ is similar, I have seen
many girls with classical RRBs no different to
the boys I have seen - perseverating on topic
(e.g. animals), not able to engage in a
reciprocal conversation about their interest. I
have also seen girls whose restricted interests
are more socially acceptable (e.g. reading
books) but boys who have restricted interests
that are also very socially acceptable
(computer games, WWE). We need to
consider the clinical impact of restricted
interests - does it adversely impact the child's
functioning and/or the family functioning? I
would say that I have probably seen more girls
with difficulty with cognitive flexibility than
problematic restricted interests. However, I
think comparing children by using an IQ
category can be very misleading. I have a
seen a number of girls who have a FSIQ in the
average range but who have very unusual
cognitive profiles that often explain the
difficulties they have in their interactions and
functioning in everyday life - usually
considerable difficulties with processing speed
and working memory. I think a
neuropsychological approach here could be
much more useful to understanding what
underpins the functional difficulties rather than
focusing on gender alone or whether a
symptom is present, absent or present but not
evident because it is "masked."
I think these can be more "socially acceptable"
in girls e.g. obsessing about a particular toy,
band member etc and they can draw another
child into this and it can be "tolerated" for
longer

My opinion would be
speculative
RRBs are not dependent
on IQ
RRBs need to be
considered from point of
view of impact on daily
functioning/family
functioning
Comparing children by IQ
from this perspective can
be misleading
For example consider
children with average IQ
but have difficulties with
working memory and
processing speed perhaps neuropsych
approach might be more
useful to help understand
what underpins the
difficulties rather than
focusing solely on gender
as a variable

Limited experience so
reluctant to comment
RRBS not dependent
on IQ

RRBs can be more socially
acceptable and can attract
other children to this

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

No comment
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

Importance of viewing
RRBs re: impact on
daily functioning

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
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8.00

9.00

Yes

Yes

As above. E.g., tidying their toys, keeping
things in order, 'perfectionism'.
RRB's for girls are often very different and
socially acceptable and therefore can be
difficult to determine in terms of reports from
parents and teachers (this sentence is from a
different question)
Can present more like typical expected play interest and repetition is focused on dolls, play
figures etc

Type of RRB – obsessing
about a particular toy/band
member
RRBs can be more socially
acceptable and difficult to
determine from parent and
teacher reports
Type of RRB - tidying their
toys, keeping things in
order, 'perfectionism'.
Can present more like
typical play

Nature/type of RRB
(2)
More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Difficult to determine
as a result

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

Type of RRB – dolls, play
figures

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

10.00

Yes

They seem to be more 'typical' than boys e.g.
liking horses, boybands, particular colours.

More typical than boys
Type of RRB – horses,
boybands, particular
colours

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

13.00

Yes

Typically less of an issue for girls in my
experience, and when they are reported they
are typically more apparently age appropriate.

Less of an issue for girls
Typically more age
appropriate

14.00

Yes

In the girls I have seen it seems to be less
obvious and more focused/specific (apparent
when you look beneath the surface) eg a
specific interest in collecting a particular type
of toy horse etc

Seems to be less obvious
More focused/specific (e.g.
a particular type of toy
horse)

Less of an issue for
girls
More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Less obvious
More focused/specific
Examples of RRBs

Not/less of an issue
for girls (3)

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)
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17.00

Yes

Often girls interests are not highly unusual.
They may have a restricted interest in Disney
Princesses which is appropriate for young
girls.

Interests are not highly
unusual (e.g. Disney
princesses)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Example of RRBs

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

19.00

Yes

20.00

Yes

23.00

Yes

We are currently not seeing these behaviours
in the girls and therefore they do not reach
diagnositic criteria.
Interests are often more typical.

Do not see these
behaviours

Do not see RRBs

Not/less of an issue
for girls (3)

Interests are often more
typical

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

Girls tend to have more common 'mainstream'
interests such as animals, my little pony,
certain type of dolls. They like to collect all
items in a series. They can be avid readers.
Their interests do not stand out as atypical but
it is the extent of their interests that may be
qualitatively different.

Interests are more
common/main stream (e.g.
animals, my little pony);
collect items in a series
Can be avid readers
Interests do not stand out
as atypical
Extent of their interests
may be qualitatively
different
Often intense interest in
imaginative themes
Gathering/ordering types
of repetitive patterns
Can appear more typical

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Examples of RRBS

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

Tend not to as obvious
Tend not to impact as
much on daily lives

25.00

Yes

often intense in imaginative themes and more
gathering / ordering type of repetitive patterns

32.00

Yes

Can appear more typical

33.00

Yes

They tend not to be as obvious or as impactful
to their daily lives. It is vital to check early
history for any evidence of RRBs but in my
experience assessing the higher functioning

Nature/type of RRB
(2)

Examples of RRBS

Nature/type of RRB
(2)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical (1)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical (1)
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girls, RRBs are not as significant in their
histories.

34.00

Yes

Much less apparent in later years and early
signs are often masked quickly by girls upon
commencing preschool/social situations.

36.00
37.00

Yes
Yes

At times - not always...
See answers above. girls interests and
behaviours are often seen as typical but more
attention needs to be placed on the intensity
and duration of these during assessment. If
you gather more detail and observations often
it can become apparent that 'typical' behaviour
is presenting in 'atypical ways'

38.00

Yes

In girls without ID interest can be reasonable
at a younger age ie influenced by a sibling but
persevere beyond what would be expected.

40.00

Yes

Play topics can seem more appropriate

41.00

Yes

I think it tends to manifest more in terms of
cognition which in turn impacts behaviour, and
there is less of the classic autistic traits

42.00

Yes

Tend to be more prosocial and appropriate
and therefore may not raise concerns for
educational personnel/parents.

Vital to check early history
for evidence RRBs
HF girls – RRBs – not as
significant

Suggestion for
investigation
Less significant HF
girls

Much less apparent in later
years
Early signs often masked
quickly at preschool/social
situations
At times not always
RRBs are often seen as
typical
Focus – intensity and
duration of RRBs
Via information and
observations – ‘typical’
behaviours present in
atypical manners
RRBs can be reasonable
at a younger age but
persevere beyond what
would be expected

Less obvious in later
years

Play topics more
appropriate
ASD in girls manifests in
terms of cognition which
affects behaviour
Less classic autistic traits
More prosocial and
appropriate
May not raise concerns for
educational
personnel/parents

Sometimes
More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Suggestion for
investigation

Nature/type of RRB
(2)
Not/less of an issue
for girls (3)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

Not always (4)
More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical at a younger
age – persevere
beyond what would be
expected

Manifestation is
different relates more
to cognition
Less classic autistic
traits
More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
May not be noticed by
parents/educational
personnel

Nature/type of RRB
(2)

Nature/type of RRB
(2)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
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Nature/type of RRB
(2)
46.00

Yes

the special interests can take a different form boys often like trains, dinosaurs, space etc.
Girls often like a range of other less 'clasically
ASD' interests.

RRBs take a different form
to boys; less classically
ASD interests

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

51.00

Yes

Often more socially acceptable

Often more socially
acceptable

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

52.00

Yes

often more socially related type of interests or
more "typical", might have pretend play but
this might be more repetitive than other
children of same age

Often more socially
acceptable
More typical but repetitive

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical but repetitive

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

53.00

Yes

57.00

Yes

60.00

Yes

67.00

Yes

Very often girls with ASD present with
restricted interests in what are considered to
be age/ socially appropriate domains e.g.
dolls, role play, animals, however qualitative
examination of these interests indicate that
they are atypical in nature.

RRBs are more
age/socially appropriate
Qualitative examination of
these interests indicates
that they are atypical in
nature

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

Quite uncommon, when compared to boys,
from my experience.
From research- more social in nature. Less
object related.

Quite uncommon when
compared to boys
More social in nature
Less object related

Not as common when
compared to boys
Types of RRBs

they may become obsessed with socially
approved interests such as unicorns, fantasy,
anima etc

Obsessed with socially
approved interests (e..g

Types of RRBS

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)
Nature/type of RRB (2
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

Nature/type of RRB
(2)
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68.00

70.00

Yes

Yes

In my experience the interests seem to have a
similar intensity to boys but are often less
unusual. Hard to explain but my recent cases
are intensely interested in 'girlie' toys
(collecting and arranging dino eggs for hours),
all things pink (clothes, towels, toys,
bedsheets, juice), colouring (for hours)-things
that are more typical but still causing
impairments in everyday functioning.
Girls are more interested in areas that are
more perceived as normal. Girls are more
interested in people and animals and therefore
their difficulties or obsessions can be missed.

unicorns, fantasy, animals
etc.)
Similar intensity to boys
but less unusual
From experience –
intensely interested in girlie
toys, pink, colouring but to
the extent that they are
causing impairment

More normal interests
More Interested in people
and animals –
difficulties/obsessions can
be missed

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Types of RRBs

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Types of RRBs

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

74.00

Yes

GIrls can tend to be interested in "acceptable"
interests such as horses, ainimals etc.

tend to be interested in
"acceptable" interests such
as horses, ainimals etc.

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Types of RRBs

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

77.00

Yes

In my experience their interests are as intense
but of more appropriate themes.

interests are as intense but
of more appropriate
themes.

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

79.00

Yes

Boys special interests can be clearer and more
concrete than girls perhaps

Less obvious when
compared to boys

Less obvious when
compared to boys

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
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80.00

Yes

They seem to be more appropriate and it is the
degree of interest which makes them stand out
rather than the object of their interest.

seem to be more
appropriate
the degree of interest
which makes them stand
out rather than the object
of their interest.
Can present like little girl
behaviours of collecting
and arranging

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Intensity of interest =
difficulty

81.00

Yes

They can look very like regular little girl
behaviours of collecting and arranging

83.00

Yes

Girls restricted interests may be more socially
acceptable at different ages than boys
interests (e.g. books, fashion, actors)

may be more socially
acceptable at different
ages than boys interests
(e.g. books, fashion,
actors)

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Types of RRBs

Nature/type of RRB (2
More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

88.00

Yes

Often RRBs related to more socially
accepted/appropriate topics e.g. organising
dolls, playing 'school'

Often RRBs relate to more
socially
accepted/appropriate
topics e.g. organising dolls,
playing 'school'

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Types of RRBs

Nature/type of RRB (2
More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

90.00

Yes

can appear somewhat more socially
acceptable; however become more
obsessional and cause issues due to rigidity

can appear somewhat
more socially acceptable;
but become more
obsessional and cause
issues due to rigidity

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical
Obsessional leading to
rigidities

More socially
acceptable and/or
typical

More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB (2
More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)

Nature/type of RRB (2
More socially
acceptable, less
obvious and/or typical
(1)
Nature/type of RRB
(2)

28.00

No

More to do with the individual rather than
gender

48.00

No

I think the topics themselves might be
different, but i don't think the patterns of
behaviour would be substantially different. if
the patterns of behaviour were significantly

More to do with the
individual rather than
gender
Topics might be different
but associated patterns of
behaviour not different

Gender is not a factor

Comment
individually..

Topics might be
different but patterns
of behaviour are not.

Nature/type of RRB
(2)
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different, I don't feel it would meet the criteria
of being a restricted interest. but I think there
might have to be different or more in-depth
questions asked about the restricted interests
of some girls, as they may appear similar in
nature to their same-age peers (see my
previous answers - 3.7 (b and c)).

Might need more in-depth
questions about RRBs for
some girls – appear similar
in nature to same-age
peers which can make it
more difficult to recognise

More in-depth
questioning needed
Might be more similar
to same-aged peers

Code 1 More socially acceptable and/or typical = 27
Code 2 Nature/type of RRBs = 34
Code 3 Not/less of an autism for girls = 4
Code 4 Not always = 3
Question linked to open comment:
4.7(a) In your experience, do you think that girls with autism/suspected autism present with more externalising psychopathology (e.g. conduct disorder) than
boys with autism/suspected autism, of similar levels of functioning? (n=27)
Participa
nt No.
10.00

Response to
4.3(a)
No

11.00

No

14.00

No

21.00

No

26.00

No

33.00

No

Open comment:

Coding 1

Codes identified for counting

In my experience, girls have presented with
more internalising than externalising
symptoms e.g. anxiety.
I would have said the reverse, i.e. boys
present with more externalising difficulties
and girls internalise more?
Though in my experience girls can present
initially as behavior or relationship problems
(eg meltdowns, tantrums, behavior perceived
by others as histrionic)
In my experience, the girls can present with
more anxiety than externalising
psychopathology. Behaviours that challenge
can happen at home more so than at school
and is therefore less likely to be reported.
alot less

More internalising in girls

Girls internalise more (1)

More internalising in girls

Girls internalise more (1)

But can initially present with more
externalising behaviour

Can initially present with more externalising
behaviours (2)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

A lot less

I am seeing a pattern of the ADHD/ASD mix
in some higher functioning girls but not huge

HF girls – ADHD/ASD mix in younger girls
but not huge externalising behaviours

Girls have less externalising behaviours than
boys(3)
Girls have less externalising behaviours than
boys(3)
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35.00

No

37.00

No

38.00

No

41.00

No

48.00

No

50.00

No

52.00

No

53.00

No

levels of externalising behaviours to the
extent of conduct disorder, however I work
with the under 6s.
I would feel that these girls would more
typically present with higher levels of
internalising difficulties (i.e., anxiety) that
could then be related to externalising
difficulties such as acting out, etc. across
settings
I probably would believe the opposite actually
in my own experience. more internalising
difficulties than boys.
Appears to be the opposite in girls. Without
ID
Less
from my research of this and my experience
with girls on the spectrum, I would feel the
opposite is true - that girls on the spectrum
tend moreso to turn their difficulties inward.
this can lead to high levels of anxiety, mental
health difficulties in late primary school
age/teenage years. also, they can tend to be
labelled as shy (as can boys) and this is
another thing that can mask any difficulties
they might be experiencing. However, i do
feel that boys can also be considered shy
which could also mask their presenting of
ASD somehwat as well, so that may not be
an issue exclusive to girls with autism.
I think this has to do with clinical judgment.
Most of the externalisers I have seen have
been male.
I think they often present with more
internalising difficulties, eg eating disorders
or anxiety
My experience may differ from other
clinicians but I have found that girls with ASD
often present with internalising behaviours

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

Less

Girls have less externalising behaviours than
boys(3)
Girls internalise more (1)
Boys can also internalise (4)

More internalising which can lead to mental
health difficulties in late primary school age
Not necessarily exclusive to grls – boys can
also be considered as shy incorrectly

Most externalisers are boys

Girls have less externalising behaviours than
boys(3)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)
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57.00

No

67.00

No

68.00

No

83.00

No

88.00

No

89.00

No

90.00
31.00

No
Unsure

82.00

Unsure

64.00
70.00

Yes
Yes

(particularly those at the high-functioning end
of the spectrum) e.g. anxiety.
Less. They present with more internalizing
(mood, anxiety) related difficulties, in
comparison to boys who, from my
experience, present more ODD type
behaviors (oppositional).
not necessarily- i feel girls on the spectrum
can be more passive in their presentation
I'm currently seeing more challenging
behaviour in boys i.e. aggression towards
others/objects. Girls are presenting with more
anxiety symptoms which overflows to
distress and thereafter seeking soothing
(much less physical externalising)
They may present with more externalising
difficulties in early childhood (e.g. tantrums)
but I think they may develop more adaptive
coping skills to manage emotion regulation
more quickly than boys as they move into
adolescence.
I feel girls usually have more internalised
difficulties such as anxiety/depression
more externalising comorbidities in boys with
ASD - e.g. ADHD and conduct problems
more internalising
In my experience, internalising difficulties are
more prominent. I'm unsure about the
comparison/ratio of externalising
psychopathology
My experience is more with girls who selfharm, eating disorders, school refuse, have
signficant social anxiety. A few girls with
conduct disorder but more boys with conduct
disorder than girls
Oppositional defiant disorders
Girls present with a more PDA type
presentation.

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

More passive

Girls internalise more (1)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

Perhaps more externalising behaviours in
early childhood

Can initially present with more externalising
behaviours (2)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)

More for boys
More internalising
More internalising

Girls have less externalising behaviours than
boys(3)
Girls internalise more (1)
Girls internalise more (1)

More internalising

Girls internalise more (1)
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77.00
86.00

Yes
Yes

Mental health difficulties
self-harm

Code 1 girls internalise more = 16
Code 2 Can initially present with more externalising behaviours = 2
Code 3 Girls have less externalising behaviours than boys = 5
Question linked to open comment:
4.1(a) In your opinion, is autism under-diagnosed in girls, compared to boys?
Code
1. Difficulties emerge later in development/later diagnosis (n=11)
Participant
Comment
no.
13
Yes
• Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development
Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development
Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development due to masking
Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development – therefore not referred to EIT
Referred at a later stage
Later diagnosis
Girls referred later
Later diagnosed
Late dx. May be typical rather than dx errors
Later dx
Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development – when social demands increase
Difficulties don’t emerge until later in development

Code
2. Missed or misdiagnosis (n=13)
Participant
Comment
no.
1
Yes

•

Missed diagnosis

5
10

•
•

Misdiagnosis
Missed diagnosis

33
47
57
76

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5
67
90
37
84

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Unsure

37

Unsure

Yes
Yes
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11

Yes

•

Misdiagnosis

17

Yes

•

Not referred for ax

31

Yes

•

Not referred for ax.

35

Yes

•

Missed by less-skilled clinicians – b/c presentation is more subtle

38

Yes

•

Characteristics go undetected because girls are shy

48

Yes

•

Possibly underdx in young girls and girls without ID

67

Yes

•

Misdiagnosis

76

Yes

•

Misdiagnosed/mis formulated

86

Unsure

•

misdiagnosed

41

Unsure

•

Cohort of girls with missed diagnosis

Code
3. Comorbid Mental Health difficulties, in particular, anxiety difficulties, are a particular factor in assessing autism in girls (n=6)
Partic no.
Comment
17
Yes
• Comorbid anxiety complicates
33

Yes

•

comorbid anxiety

35

Yes

•

Comorbid anxiety – complicating factor

47

Yes

•

Referred for comorbid mh difficulties (i.e. anxiety)

57

Yes

•

Referred for comorbid anxiety

89

Yes

•

Comorbid mental health difficulties

Code
4. Girls mask/camouflage (n=5)
Partic no.
Comment
33
Yes

•

Girls mask in structured settings

38

Yes

•

Imitating behaviours

55

Yes

•

HF girls masks

89

Yes

•

Camouflage of ASD symptoms in HF girls

90

Yes

•

Girls mask difficulties
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Code
5. Partic no.
34
Comment
83
Yes

•

More complex presentation in girls

90

Yes

•

Psychologists discuss challenges re: assessing autism in girls – therefore likely to go undx

Yes

•

More difficult/complex presentation – harder to be certain

Code
6. Gender differences (n=4)
Partic no.
Comment
1
Yes
30
Yes

•
•

Don’t have externalising bx
Without comorbid ID – gender differences contribute to under diagnosis

89

Yes

•

Girls have less frequent RRBs

84

Unsure

•

In my clinical experience, a lot of the girls with ASD whom I have diagnosed who do not have language and cognitive
difficulties have been diagnosed later. However, I have seen many young girls present with the same profile of difficulties
as boys (where ID is absent). many young girls with the same profile of difficulties as boys

Code
7. Assessment instruments and classification systems (n=2)
Participant
Comment
no.
70
Yes
Assessment instruments directed towards boys
81

Yes

Code
8. Research (n=2)
Participant
Comment
no.
74
Yes
83
Yes

Fail to meet criteria on classification systems

Research indicates as such
• Research indicates as such
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Code
9. No longer the case (n=3)
Participant
no.
28
No
40
Unsure
41
Unsure

Comment
Concern re: increased discussion re: underdx might lead to overdx.
• Certain that this was the case historically, but presently unsure that this remains the case
• Concern re: over-diagnosis of ASD where other important differentials are missed
• Cohort of girls with diagnosis whereby there might be more appropriate ways to formulate difficulties

Question linked to open comment:
3.7(a) In your experience, are there any challenges that specifically relate to assessing autism in girls?
3.7(b) Please describe the challenge(s): (n=79)
ID

Comment

1

Girls' presentation is more often associated with
potential mood or anxiety (including social)
issues. Their difficulties can be well masked and
their preoccupations can at first appear ageappropriate. Therefore they require careful
scrutiny.

2
Girls with ASD present differently to boys. The
standard tools are not always best for assessing.
Girls appear to have more of a desire to socially
interact and can appear more friendly than boys.
3

Obsessional interests do not always seem out of
the ordinary.
Girls are able to mask their difficulties.They often
use imitation to fit in with their peer group. They
often have a desire for friendship but can lack the
subtle social skills to maintain friendships.
Sometimes their restricted interests are not
unusual but can be quite intense. Some of the

Coding 1

Coding 2

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation associated with mood/anxiety
issues
Difficulties can be masked
Preoccupations can at first appear ageappropriate
Require careful scrutiny (3.7c)
Girls with ASD different to boys
Standard tools are not always best for
assessment
Girls appear to have more of a desire to
socially interact
Girls can appear more friendly than boys
Obsessional interests do not seem out of the
ordinary
Girls are able to mask their difficulties
Girls use imitation to fit in with peer group
Girls often have a desire for friendship but can
lack subtle social skills to maintain friendships
Sometimes their restricted interests are not
unusual but can be quite intense

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Referral concerns associated with
mood/anxiety issues
Difficulties can be masked
RRBs can at first appear age-appropriate

Girls with ASD present different to boys with
ASD (e.g. more friendly/more socially
motivated
Standardised ASD instruments not always
appropriate for girls with ASD
RRBs can be typical but intense
Difficulties can be masked
Referral concerns associated with
mood/anxiety issues and it can be challenging
to differentiate between the two
Girls with ASD can use imitation to fit in with a
peer group

348

5

7

8

9

girls that I have assessed presented with anxiety
so it can be challenging to differentiate the
anxiety from the social difficulties associated with
ASD.
They are often high functioning and because we
work with an under 6 client group this group can
cope while the social demands placed on them
are not so great
Girls may sometimes talk more and may mask
social communication symptoms sometimes by
virtue of this.
Externalising vs Internalising behaviours. RRB's
for girls are often very different and socially
acceptable and therefore can be difficult to
determine in terms of reports from parents and
teachers. A higher level of observations by
clinicians across settings was beneficial in this
regard
Understanding masking behaviours that typically
occur within school

12

Some of the girls I assessed presented with
anxiety; difficult to differentiate between anxiety
and social difficulties associated with ASD

•

Girls with ASD can be socially motivated but
can lack subtle social skills to maintain
friendship

•
•

Girls are often high-functioning
Work with under 6 client group and this group
can cope when social demands are not so
great
Girls may sometimes talk more and may mask
social communication symptoms because of
this
RRBs for girls are often very different to boys
and social acceptable so therefore difficult to
determine from parent and teacher reports
Higher level of observations by clinicians
across settings was beneficial in this regard
(3.7c)

•
•

Girls with ASD are often high-functioning
Girls with ASD that are under 6 can cope with
lower social demands

•

Girls with ASD can be more chatty and mask
their social communication difficulties because
of this
Girls with ASD have different RRBs that are
socially acceptable.
Difficult to determine girls’ typical RRBs from
parent & teacher reports

Understanding masking behaviours that
typically occur in school
Psychologists need to spend more time with
girls, particularly in girls without comorbid ID
presentation
Girls interaction may at first, appear
appropriate; however the quality may not be
what would be expected of a typical child.
Psychologists having access to additional time
to complete assessments with girls
Parents not as aware of difficulties and may not
report during ADI-R or initial interview
Girls presentation more subtle
Girls mask more
Girls more skilled socially
Girls present somewhat differently
Girls can do better on the ADOS
Girls can sometimes compensate more for
social difficulties

•

•
•
•

•
•

10

11

•

I feel that psychologists may need to spend more
time with girls, particularly without co morbid ID
presentation. The interaction may, at first,
appear appropriate, however the quality may not
be what would be expected of a typical child. Not
all psychologists will have that time available to
them. Also, parents are not as aware of
difficulties and may not report during ADIR or
initial interview.
Presentation can be more subtle, girls mask
more and appear often to be more skilled socially
I think
They present somewhat differently. For example
they can do better on the ADOS. They can
sometimes compensate more for social
difficilties.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenging to understand masking behaviours
that typically occur in school
Assessing ASD in girls that are HF or without
co-morbid ID
Psychologists having access to additional time
to complete assessments with girls
At first glance, social interactions of girls with
ASD may appear age-appropriate; however
quality not what one might expect of a typical
child
Parents not as aware of difficulties and may not
report assessment
Girls presentation more subtle
Girls mask more
Girls more skilled socially
Girls present somewhat differently
Girls can do better on the ADOS
Girls can sometimes compensate more for
social difficulties
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13

I think as above, it can be more challenging to
identify in higher functioning individuals, older
individuals, and in individuals with query comorbid mental health presentations.
It can also be more challenging to identify in
children who come from environmentally
vulnerable homes, where attachment factors may
also play a role. Differing presentation.
Presents later.
Often mistaken for behavior or mental health or
ignored until a crisis arises

17

18

assessment instruments are a lot less useful
Issues regarding social masking, especially
prevalent for girls who would meet high
functioning ASD diagnosis. Girls tendency to
skillfully mirror reciprocal communication and
how this can pass as socially motivated and
eager to engage during obs.
The observation autism assessment tools are not
sensitive to girls who have good imaginative and
pretend play skills.
It presents in different ways sometimes,
especially in children without comorbid
difficulties, and often signs can be masked.

19

20
21

•
•
•
•
•

14
15

•

Parents have unclear picture of child's social
struggles and difficulties overlooked by school
Social communication difficulties can be less
pronounced
1. Girls can be more socially astute than boys
and mimic to fit in, including an ability to hold
their emotions in check at school, but be prone to
meltdowns or explosive behaviour at home. 2
Their special interests can be more socially
acceptable than those of boys. 3. The desire to
arrange and organise objects can be seen as

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More challenging to identify in HF girls, older
girls and in girls with co-morbid mental health
presentations
Challenging to identify in children who come
from environmentally vulnerable home where
attachment factors may play a role
Girls have a different presentation
Girls ASD presentation emerge
Girls’s ASD often mistaken for
behaviour/mental health/ignored until a crisis
arises
Assessment instruments a lot less useful with
girls
Issues with social masking especially prevalent
for girls with HF ASD
Girls have tendency to skilfully mirror reciprocal
communication which can present as being
socially motivate/eager to please in
assessments
Observation autism assessment tools are not
as sensitive to girls who have good imaginative
and pretend play skills
It presents in different ways sometimes
especially in girls without comorbid difficulties
Often signs can be masked
Parents have unclear picture of girl’s social
struggles
Girls difficulties can be overlooked by school
Girls social communication difficulties can be
less pronounced
Girls can be more socially astute than boys and
mimic to git it
Girls can hold their emotions in check at
school, but be prone to meltdowns or explosive
behaviour at home
Girls’ special interests can be more socially
acceptable than those of boys

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Assessing ASD in girls that are HF, older or
who have co-morbid mental health difficulties
Attachment factors and environmentally
vulnerable homes can make it more
challenging to identify
Girls have a different presentation
Girls ASD presentation emerge
Girls’s ASD often mistaken for
behaviour/mental health/ignored until a crisis
arises
Assessment instruments a lot less useful with
girls
Issues with social masking especially prevalent
for girls with HF ASD
Girls with ASD can imitate social
communication which can be interpreted as
social motivation

•

Autism observation tools not as sensitive with
girls

•

ASD can present differently in girls particularly
those without comorbid difficulties
ASD characteristics can often be masked
Parent not clear on difficulties
Teacher not clear on difficulties

•
•
•
•
•
•

Girls with ASD have less pronounced social
communication difficulties
Girls with ASD are more socially astute and
can imitate to fit in
Girls can regulate emotions at school and then
are prone to meltdowns at home
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being tidy.

•

Girls’ desire to arrange and organise objects
can be seen as being tidy

22

Girls are more socially aware, they are able to
cope with social situations by observing others,
masking and copying others.

•
•

Girls are more socially aware
Girls are also cope with social situations by
observing others, masking and copying others

•
•

Girls are more socially aware
Girls observe others, mask and copy

23

Because girls can present with the chameleon
effect, they can mask their challenges. Girls tend
to go undetected in schools as they can blend
into the background and therefore, school
collateral is often uninformative in relation to their
true difficulties.

•

Girls can girls with the chameleon effect and
can mask their challenges
Girls tend to go undetected in schools as they
can blend into the background. Therefore
school collateral is often uninformative in
relation to their true difficulties

•

Girls can imitate others and mask their
difficulties
Girls with ASD don’t display difficulties at
school so Teachers/schools not aware of their
difficulties

Bright girls and women tend to hide their
difference, Anxiety is typically an acute
experience.
Those girls that are rule compliant, tend to do
well in school and do not display 'deviance' to
teachers.
when there isn't a comorbid ID, generally the
presentation is more subtle as they can be good
at masking

•

Bright girls and women tend to hide their
difference
Anxiety is a typically acute experience for girls
Girls with ASD that are rule compliant tend to
do well in school and do not display ‘deviance’
to teachers
Girls’ presentation is more subtle when there
isn’t a comorbid ID because they can be good
at masking
Girls with ASD have less externalising
behaviour
Girls with ASD are better at copying others
Girls with ASD are less quieter
In girls with ASD the differential diagnosis
between ASD and mental health is challenging
ASD is quite different for girls
ASD is often spotted later when difficulties
become more apparent
Girls have a subtle presentation such as
relatively well developed social communication
skills, appropriate interests etc.
Girls may not score above the cut-off on
standardised measures e.g. ADOS as they
were predominately standardised on boys

•
•
•

Girls with HF ASD mask their difficulties
Comorbid anxiety
Girls with ASD don’t display difficulties at
school so Teachers/schools not not aware of
their difficulties

•

Girls without comorbid ID can have a more
subtle presentation because they masks

•

Girls with ASD have less externalising
behaviour
Girls with ASD are better at copying others
Girls with ASD are less quieter
differential diagnosis between ASD and mental
health in girls is challenging
ASD is quite different for girls
ASD is often spotted later when difficulties
become more apparent
Girls have a subtle presentation (e.g. relatively
well developed social communication skills,
appropriate interests etc.
Standardised measures for ASD not as
effective
RRBs can be more typical

24

25

Less externalizing behaviour; girls better at
copying others ; girls are quieter
The differential diagnosis between ASD and
mental health

29

31

32

•
•
•
•

26

27

•

it's quite different for girls - often spotted later
when difficulties become more apparent
Subtle presentation such as relatively well
developed social communication skills,
appropriate interests etc.
May not score above cut-off on standardised
measures e.g. ADOS as they were
predominately standardised on boys. RRBs can

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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33

34

appear more typical and it can be difficult to
determine if interests are atypical or not. We
have a number of referrals for older teenage girls
from CAMHS who have co-morbid mental health
difficulties and the differential diagnosis is
complex.
possible co-morbid or differential diagnosis of
ADHD
When the RRB's are not significant and there are
high levels of anxiety, the challenge of unpicking
whether it is anxiety impacting the
social/communication domain.
I also find that higher functioning girls are not
picked up on the ADOS as they tend to do well in
that structured 1:1 interaction and there may not
be anything unusual about their play in the
context of the ADOS.
The assessments tend to take a lot longer,
particularly when they are young. This can be a
challenge for the parents as they feel like the
potential diagnosis is hanging over them for a
longer period.

•

I believe assessing girls (average-high IQ) is a
particular challenge, particularly when they do
not present with the same level of RRB's and
they have sig. levels of anxiety. It requires
thorough assessment over time and across
environments and in my opinion requires a higher
level of clinical skill.
An increase of social awareness and eagerness
to 'fit in' results in strong skills camouflaging the
difficulties generally related to ASD. In addition,
there is often the overlapping presence of early
mental health difficulties, particularly low mood
and anxiety, as linking components to the
complexity of the ASD.

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

RRBs in girls can appear more typical and it
can be difficult to determine if interests are
atypical or not
Differential between ASD and mental health
difficulties in older teenage girls is complex

•

differential diagnosis between ASD and mental
health in older teenage girls is challenging

Girls with p possible co-morbid or differential
diagnosis of ADHD
Girls that do not have significant RRBS and
high levels of anxiety and differentiating as to
whether it is anxiety impacting
social/communication domain
HF girls with ASD not picked up on the ADOS
as these girls do well in structured 1:1
interaction and there may not be anything
unusual about their play in context of ADOS
Assessments take a lot longer particularly with
younger children which can be challenging for
parents

•

Assessing ASD in girls with possible co-morbid
or differential diagnosis of ADHD
Assessing ASD in girls with possible co-morbid
or differential diagnosis of anxiety and that
don’t have significant RRBs
ADOS not as effective as HF girls with ASD do
well in 1:1 situations
Assessments take a lot longer particularly with
younger children which can be challenging for
parents

Girls with ASD do not present with the same
levels of RRBS and have sig levels of anxiety
Girls with ASD have an increase of social
awareness and eagerness to ‘fit in’ which
results in strong skills camouflaging ASD
difficulties
Girls often have comorbid mental health
difficulties (e.g. low mood or anxiety) which
makes assessment more complex
It requires thorough assessment over time and
across environments and in my opinion
requires a higher level of clinical skill (3.7c).

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Girls with ASD do not present with the same
levels of RRBS
Girls with ASD have sig levels of anxiety
Girls with ASD have increased social
awareness and can mask difficulties so as to fit
in
Assessing ASD in girls with co-morbid mental
health difficulties makes assessment more
complex
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36

37

38

Girls without comorbid ID can present quite
differently to boys given their relative strengths in
their ability to copy appropriate social skills. They
can often score better across social affect
domains but difficulties may be more apparent in
restricted and repetitive behaviour. These girls
often present to services with high levels of
anxiety and school refusal.
The fact that the profile of high functioning girls
with autism can involve more social strengths
and trying to establish if masking of social
difficulties is an issue.
I feel that girls difficulties, particularly repetitive
behaviours/restricted interests are more often
than not overlooked/misinterpreted as their
interests can more easily be seen as
'normal/typical'. Also language and social
communication difficulties are frequently seen as
shyness/self-esteem/anxiety related and more
easily overlooked as a consequence. This can
lead to girls not being referred to services until
they are older in the first instance and missed
diagnoses when they are (possibly due to their
older referral age/ because they compensated
well as toddlers or parents now forget the
struggles etc.)girls may not begin to really
struggle until later when challenges increase and
compensatory strategies begin to fail.
In my experience girls without ID or mild ID &
ASD can present with selective mutism or other
presentations which appear to be anxiety related

39
Girls may be better at copying peers and their
social communication can appear on the surface
as being typically developing. Their interests
while intense may not be unusual. Challenging
behavior may be limited to the home.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Girls with ASD present differently to boys
because they have strengths in copying
appropriate social skills
Girls with ASD often score better across social
affect domains but more difficulties in RRBS
Girls with ASD often present to services with
high levels of anxiety and school refusal

•

Girls with HF ASD can have more social
strengths and the challenges related to
establishing if masking of social difficulties is
an issue
Girls with ASD difficulties particularly RRBs are
overlooked/misinterpreted – interests seen as
normal/typical
Girls with ASD – their language and social
communication frequently seen as shyness
self-esteem/anxiety related and overlooked.
The above results in girls not been referred
until there are older, and missed diagnosis
when they are because parents can’t
remember the struggles and because girls
themselves have learned to compensate
Girls may struggle later when challenges
increase and compensatory strategies begin to
fail.

•
•

Girls with HF ASD have more social strengths
Trying to establish if girls are masking social
difficulties

•

RRBs of girls with ASD are often seen as
typical and then overlooked
Social communication and language of girls
with ASD often seen as self-esteem/anxiety
related
Girls with ASD are not referred until later and
then it can be hard for parents to remember
struggles & girls have learned to compensate
for difficulties
Difficulties emerge later when challenges
increase and compensatory strategies don’t
work

Girls with or without mild ID can present with
selective mutism or other anxiety
conditions/presentations
Girls with ASD better at copying
Girls with ASD – social communication appears
typically developing
Girls with ASD - interests are typical but
intense
Girls with ASD – CB limited at home

•

Referral concerns relating to anxiety or
selective mutism

•
•

Girls with ASD better at copying
Girls with ASD – social communication appears
typically developing
Girls with ASD - interests are typical but
intense
Girls with ASD – CB limited at home

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Girls with ASD present differently to boys –
better at imitating appropriate social skills
Girls with ASD score better in social affect but
worse in RRBs
Referral concerns often not ASD specific but
high levels of anxiety/school refusal
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40
Play skills are often more appropriate in early
years and may not fully meet criteria. Girls may
be more successful at masking ASD features
through strategy. ASD less likely to be identified
as a concern prior to beginning assessment
41

42

44

45

In my experience girls with ASD, often present
differently, in particular there tends to be less of
the Criteria B diagnostic symptoms based on
DSM-V except (Criteria B2), in general Criteria
A(1-3) appear to be more salient. The challenge
is that these symptoms often don't appear to be a
significant issues until between maybe the ages
of 8-12. Further still, my experiences have been
that the girls often learn strategies to compensate
for or mask some of their difficulties, or
secondary difficulties like anxiety become the
more prominent clinical feature.
Girls with ASD present differently to boys and
can very often fall under the radar when it comes
to assessment. DSM criteria appear to be based
on males with ASD.
the girl's social abilities (the ability to learn that
you have to maintain eye contact, to imitate
social clues etc.) tend to be better when
compared to the boys therefore it makes the
diagnosis a bit more complicated.
In older girls without co-morbid ID, they can have
'learned coping strategies'. Some of the girls with
ASD that I have worked with can almost present
as 'selectively mute' (i.e. they did not speak much
during assessments).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

46

47

•

challenge mainly in girls without ID, symptoms
more subtle. difficult to assess in younger girls
who have limited verbal skills
Symptoms can be masked by coping strategies
such as not asking for help, people pleasing etc.

•
•

Girls with ASD – play skills more appropriate in
the early years
Girls with ASD - may be more successful at
masking ASD features through strategy
Girls with ASD – ASD less likely to be identified
as a concern prior to beginning the assessment
Girls with ASD present differently
Girls with ASD – less of criteria B (DSM5) with
exception of B2
Girls with ASD – criteria A(1-3) appear to be
more salient
Girls with ASD – symptoms don’t become a
challenge until ages 8-12 years
Girls with ASD – learn strategies to
compensate or mask
Girls with ASD – secondary difficulties like
anxiety become the more prominent clinical
feature
Girls with ASD present differently to boys
Girls with ASD often fall under the radar when
it comes to assessment
DSM criteria based on males with ASD
Girls with ASD – social abilities are better than
boys and this makes the assessment more
complicated

•

•

Girls with ASD – social abilities are better than
boys and this makes the assessment more
complicated

Older girls with ASD without comorbid ID have
learned coping strategies
Girls with ASD present as 'selectively mute'

•

Older girls with ASD without comorbid ID have
learned coping strategies
Girls with ASD present as 'selectively mute'

In Girls with ASD without Comorbid ID –
symptoms are more subtle
Difficult to assess ASD in younger girls who
have limited verbal skills
In Girls with ASD – symptoms can be masked
by coping strategies

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Girls with ASD – play skills more appropriate in
the early years
Girls with ASD - may be more successful at
masking ASD features through strategy
ASD less likely to be identified as a concern at
referral
Girls with ASD present differently
Girls with ASD have increased social
communication difficulties and fewer RRBs with
the exception of rigid routines/insistence on
sameness
ASD difficulties for girls with ASD emerge when
they are older (8-12 years)
Girls with ASD mask or learn compensatory
strategies
Initial referral concern often relates to anxiety

Girls with ASD present differently to boys and
this is not picked up during assessment
DSM criteria based on males with ASD

In Girls with ASD without Comorbid ID –
symptoms are more subtle
Difficult to assess ASD in younger girls who
have limited verbal skills
In Girls with ASD – symptoms can be masked
by coping strategies
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48

49

Behaviour is more internalised in comparison to
ASD in boys
Girls tend to be able to mask or are more
conscious than boys, which prompts them to
mask social difficulties they may have in certain
situations. Special interest topics that may point
to an ASD presentation in girls may also be an
interest that their same-age peers have, which
might make it more difficult to recognise it as a
specific special interest.
Symptoms are more subtle and girls can hide
them very well - internalising rather than
externalising

51
I find girls are better at masking their difficulties.
Their 'interests' are often typical and they may be
more sociable than boys.

•

Girls with ASD – more internalising behaviours
compared to boys with ASD
Girls with ASD are able to mask/more
conscious than boys
Girls with ASD share interests to girls of the
same age without ASD – making it difficult to
recognise it as a specific special interest

•

•
•

Girls with ASD – symptoms are more subtle
Girls with ASD internalise

•
•

Girls with ASD – symptoms are more subtle
Girls with ASD internalise

•
•

Girls are better at masking their difficulties
Girls with ASD have ‘interests’ that are often
typical
Girls with ASD may be more sociable than
boys with ASD
Girls with ASD require a more in depth
assessment to tease out subtle difficulties
Essential that girls with ASD have a MDT
assessment which includes a school obs
Difficulties often under-reported by parents as
girls have well developed coping strategies
Additional clinical interview/play-based session
with girls often helpful to provide more
information
Girls with ASD have restricted interests which
are frequently appropriate and therefore there
is risk of them being missed
Anxiety is often a differential and
rigidity/inflexibility can be missed as a result
Girls with ASD particularly those without comorbid ID often have a strength in social
mimicry – falsely inflate their social skill ability

•
•

Girls are better at masking their difficulties
Girls with ASD have ‘interests’ that are often
typical
Girls with ASD may be more sociable than
boys with ASD
Girls with ASD have a more subtle presentation
Difficulties often under-reported by parents
because girls have developed coping
strategies

•
•

•
•

52
generally requires a more in depth assessment to
tease out more subtle difficulties, feels essential
to have mdt assessment and also school obs.
Often difficulties under reported by parents as
girls have well developed coping strategies,
additional clinical interview/play based sessions
with girls often helpful to provide more info

•
•
•
•

53
Restricted interests are frequently socially
appropriate and therefore risk being missed.
Anxiety is often a differential and rigidity/
inflexibility can be missed as a result. Girls
(particularly those without co-morbid IDs) often
have a strength in social mimicry, which can
falsely inflate their social skill ability.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Girls with ASD – more internalising behaviours
compared to boys with ASD
Girls with ASD are able to mask/more
conscious than boys
Girls with ASD RRBs are more typical – difficult
to identify

Girls with ASD have ‘interests’ that are often
typical and at risk of being missed
Anxiety is often a feature and rigidity/inflexibility
can be missed
Girl HF ASD can imitate and mask their social
communication difficulties
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56

57

yes in the high functioning category - ASD
features in girls can be subtle, girls can mask
symptoms more easily, available assessment
instruments may not be refined enough to
capture these more subtle manifestations of
ASD, other mental health difficulties which arise
particularly in adolescence, can mask symptoms

•
•
•
•

They can have appear to have good mimicking,
social skills and imaginative play skills which
does not correlate well with the ADOS
assessment.
They seem to be able to mask their difficulties
well, particularly those functioning the average
range of cognitive ability.

58

59

Different presentation more subtle and generally
more complex presentation. Ax tends to be at
later age
The later age of presentation and possibility that
girls are more socialised thus impacting on their
social ability at a younger age.

62

•
•
•
•

•

Girls with ASD have good mimicking, social
skills and imaginative play skills which does not
correlate well with ADOS assessment

•

Girls with ASD have good mimicking, social
skills and imaginative play skills which does not
correlate well with ADOS assessment

•

Girls without average IQ can mask their
difficulties well

•

Girls without average IQ can mask their
difficulties well

•

Girls with ASD have a different presentation
that is more subtle
Girls with ASD have a more complex
presentation
Girls with ASD are assessed at a later age
Don’t understand this

•

Girls with ASD have a different presentation
that is more subtle
Girls with ASD have a more complex
presentation
Girls with ASD are assessed at a later age

Girls with ASD have an atypical presentation –
not as clear cut as boys at times
Girls with ASD – symptoms evolve over time
and are less clear at a young age
Girls with ASD have a more subtle presentation
and it is difficult to make a differential diagnosis
Social skills of girls with ASD can appear “fine”
until assessed further due to mimicking
High IQ in girls with ASD can complicate the
presentation
Girls with ASD have an ability to observe and
mimic so their challenges may not be as
apparent
Girls with ASD may present with more mental
health concerns

•

•

•
•
•
•

60

61

Challenges with Girls with HF ASD
ASD features in girls can be subtle
Girls can mask symptoms more easily
Instruments may not be refined enough to
capture subtle manifestations of ASD
Other mental health difficulties, particularly in
adolescence can mask symptoms

atypical presentation - not as clear cut at times
as boys. My experience is symptoms elvolve
over time and are less clear at a young age.
presentation can be more subtle difficult to make
a differential diagnois
Social skills can appear "fine" until assessed
further due to mimicing
High intellect can also complicate the
presentation

•
•
•
•
•

63
girls' ability to observe and mimic so that their
challenges may not be as apparent and may
present more as mental health concerns.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges with Girls with HF ASD
ASD features in girls can be subtle
Girls can mask symptoms more easily
Instruments may not be refined enough to
capture subtle manifestations of ASD
Other mental health difficulties, particularly in
adolescence can mask symptoms

Girls with ASD have an atypical presentation –
not as clear cut as boys at times
Girls with ASD – symptoms evolve over time
and are less clear at a young age
Girls with ASD have a more subtle presentation
Social skills of girls with ASD can appear “fine”
until assessed further due to mimicking
High IQ in girls with ASD can complicate the
presentation
Girls with ASD have an ability to observe and
mimic so their challenges may not be as
apparent
Girls with ASD may present with more mental
health concerns
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Girls who are high functioning present differently
than boys who are high functioning. Diagnostic
tools are mainly standardised on boys and do not
capture this difference in girls. Girls have better
developed verbal communication skills than boys
at an early age.

•
•
•

67

68

•

girls are likely to have developed better social
skills and a greater ability to mimic and
camouflage their difficulties- but may present with
higher levels of anxiety, perfectionism, eating
disorder,
Recognition by others and so less referrals in for
females especially in EI. My experience of girls
with ASD is that they have better imitation skills
and so are better able to mask their social
difficulties. They tend to blend into a group well,
nodding and smiling along appropriately and so
their social interaction difficulties are less
apparent to non-clinicians. Their difficulties with
change are viewed as the girl being anxious or
'bossy' rather than an ASD related coping
problem. They appear to have less behavioural
problems and play away quietly and alone so are
not flagged as often. All of the above makes it
harder for parents to come to terms with the
diagnosis as they are often told by others that
'she's fine, just shy' and that they're feeding into
a culture of unnecessary labels

69
The presentation is often not as clear. Girls have
a lot of compensatory strategies.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

70
Girls tend to be more sociable. Girls tend to
mask their difficulties quite well. Their
obsessional interests and repititive behaviour can
be more difficult to identify.

•

Girls with HF ASD present differently to boys
with HF ASD
Diagnostic tools are mainly standardised on
boys and do not capture this difference in girls
Girls have better developed verbal
communication skills than boys at an early age
Girls with ASD are likely to have developed
better social skills;
Girls with ASD are likely to have a greater
ability to mimic and camouflage their difficulties
Girls with ASD may present with higher levels
of anxiety, perfectionism, eating disorder
Challenge relating to recognition of others of
ASD in girls which leads to less referrals to EIT
Girls with ASD have better imitation skills –
better able to mask their social difficulties
Girls with ASD blend into a group well, nodding
and smiling appropriately – social interaction
difficulties are less obvious to non-clinicians
Difficulties with change that girls with ASD
have are seen within the context of the girl
being anxious/ASD rather than a coping
strategy to do with ASD
Less externalising problems and play quietly
and alone so not flagged as often
As a result of this parents find it hard to come
to terms with the diagnosis as they are often
told by others that she is shy/fine

•

Girls with ASD – presentation is not as clear
Girls with ASD have lots of compensatory
strategies
Girls with ASD tend to be more sociable.
Girls with ASD tend to mask their difficulties
quite well.
The obsessional interests and repititive
behaviours of Girls with ASD can be more
difficult to identify.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Girls with HF ASD present differently to boys
with HF ASD
Diagnostic tools are mainly standardised on
boys and do not capture this difference in girls
Girls have better developed verbal
communication skills than boys at an early age
Girls with ASD are likely to have developed
better social skills;
Girls with ASD are likely to have a greater
ability to mimic and camouflage their difficulties
Girls with ASD may present with higher levels
of anxiety, perfectionism, eating disorder
Challenge relating to recognition of others of
ASD in girls because difficulties are less
obvious and this leads to less referrals to EIT
Girls with ASD have better imitation skills –
better able to mask their social difficulties
Difficulties with change are seen within the
context of the girl being anxious rather than a
coping strategy to do with ASD
Less externalising problems so not flagged as
often
Feedback with parents can be difficult because
of aforementioned

Girls with ASD – presentation is not as clear
Girls with ASD have lots of compensatory
strategies
Girls with ASD tend to be more sociable.
Girls with ASD tend to mask their difficulties
quite well.
RRBs can be more difficult to identify.
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•

71

•

72

73

74

In my own experience, the referral is later in the
child's development and rarely about query ASD.
This means parents, schools and others have not
suspected the ASD which can translate to
difficulties accepting/ adapting/ supporting the dx
or even wanting to pursue a dx of ASD. Also
mood difficulties and executive functioning
difficulties frequently feature and quite often have
not been addressed and so formulation can be
complex. Classic diagnostic tools are not always
sensitive enough and so formulation can lead to
a dx without standardised measures to quote
from which can be confusing to parents and can
make me feel somewhat professionally exposed
as the clinician.
Gender socialisation can mask features of ASD
to some extent. Girls are perceived to /do
express less externalised behaviours which
make it harder to decipher at times. Gender
socialisation can mask features of ASD to some
extent. Girls are perceived to /do express less
externalised behaviours which make it harder to
decipher at times.
In my experience, the differential diagnosis of
girls between social anxiety, generalized anxiety,
and autism is a challenge, particularly late
diagnosis (ie adolescent population).
The fact that girls with ASD present differently to
boys and as such, assessment instruments are
not as valid for girls as they are based on boys'
presentation. Also, we know that girls can mask
their difficulties better

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

For girls with ASD the referral is later in the
child's development and rarely about query
ASD.
For girls with ASD - parents, schools and
others have not suspected the ASD which can
translate to difficulties accepting/ adapting/
supporting the dx or even wanting to pursue a
dx of ASD.
For girls with ASD mood difficulties and
executive functioning difficulties frequently
feature and quite often have not been
addressed and so formulation can be complex.
For girls with ASD classic diagnostic tools are
not always sensitive enough and so formulation
can lead to a dx without standardised
measures to quote from which can be
confusing to parents and can make me feel
somewhat professionally exposed as the
clinician.
For girls with ASD gender socialisation can
mask features of ASD to some extent.
Girls with ASD are perceived to /do express
less externalised behaviours which make it
harder to decipher at times.

•

•
•

Girls imitate and can mask features of ASD
Less externalised behaviour

The differential diagnosis of girls between
social anxiety, generalized anxiety, and autism
is a challenge, particularly late diagnosis (ie
adolescent population).
girls with ASD present differently to boys
assessment instruments are not as valid for
girls as they are based on boys' presentation.
Also, we know that girls with ASD can mask
their difficulties better

•

The differential diagnosis of girls between
social anxiety, generalized anxiety, and autism
is a challenge, particularly in adolescene

•
•

girls with ASD present differently to boys
assessment instruments are not as valid for
girls as they are based on boys' presentation.
girls with ASD can mask their difficulties better

•

•
•

•

referral is when the girl is older and rarely
about query ASD.
Non-clinicians have not considered ASD which
can translate to difficulties accepting/ adapting/
supporting the dx or even wanting to pursue a
dx of ASD.
mood difficulties and executive functioning
difficulties frequently feature – formulation can
be complex
Assessment instruments are not always
sensitive enough and so formulation can lead
to a dx without standardised measures to quote
from which can be confusing to parents and
can make me feel somewhat professionally
exposed as the clinician.

358
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76

Different presentation & less straightforward to
identify. Plus less often considered by adults
around the child.
In the assessment of girls without co-morbid ID,
the assessment process usually takes longer,
arising for a required closer consideration of peer
interactions, play skills and relationships with
parents.

•
•
•
•

•

77
Difficulties can be more subtle as they mask
many of the behaviours. Significant anxiety. Lack
of RIBA, appropriate interests.

•
•
•

78
Understanding RRB's in girls. They can be less
obvious. Girls can be better at functioning and
symptoms less obvious.

•
•

79
Somewhat better able to 'mask' social
communication difficulties than boys perhaps

•

80
Different presentation to what we are used to,
girls tend to be better as masking their difficulties.

•
•

81

•
High anxiety often most common indicator. Can
be easily confused with Specific Communication
Disorder. Can have very good imaginative play or
none. Often no unusual movements OR these
might be the ONLY indicator
82
Girls can be better at mirroring, less
stereotypical, and more able to mask

•
•
•
•
•

Girls with ASD have a Different presentation
ASD is less straightforward to identify in girls.
ASD is less often considered by adults around
the girl
For girls with ASD and without co-morbid ID –
assessment process usually takes longer
because of the need to closer consideration of
peer interactions, play skills and relationships
with parents.
For girls with ASD difficulties can be more
subtle as they mask many of the behaviours.
Girls with ASD have significant anxiety.
Girls with ASD have a lack of RIBA,
appropriate interests.
It is challenging to understand RRB's in girls
with ASD as they can be less obvious.
Girls with ASD can be better at functioning and
symptoms less obvious.
Girls with ASD are somewhat better able to
'mask' social communication difficulties than
boys perhaps
Girls with ASD have a different presentation to
what we are used to
girls with ASD tend to be better as masking
their difficulties.
For girls with ASD high anxiety often most
common indicator.
ASD in girls can be easily confused with
Specific Communication Disorder.
Girls with ASD can have very good imaginative
play or none.
Girls with ASD often no unusual movements
OR these might be the ONLY indicator
Girls with ASD can be better at mirroring,
Girls with ASD can be less stereotypical,
Girls with ASD can be more able to mask

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Girls with ASD have a Different presentation
ASD is less straightforward to identify in girls.
ASD is less often considered by adults around
the girl
For girls with ASD and without co-morbid ID –
assessment process usually takes longer
because of the need to closer consideration of
peer interactions, play skills and relationships
with parents.
ASD difficulties can be more subtle as they
mask many of the behaviours.
Girls with ASD have significant anxiety.
Girls with ASD have a lack of RIBA,
appropriate interests.
It is challenging to understand RRB's in girls
with ASD as they can be less obvious.
Girls with ASD can be better at functioning and
symptoms less obvious.
Girls with ASD are somewhat better able to
'mask' social communication difficulties than
boys perhaps
Girls with ASD have a different presentation to
what we are used to
girls with ASD tend to be better as masking
their difficulties.
For girls with ASD high anxiety often most
common indicator.
ASD in girls can be easily confused with
Specific Communication Disorder.
Girls with ASD can have very good imaginative
play or none.
Girls with ASD often no unusual movements
OR these might be the ONLY indicator
Girls with ASD can be better at mirroring,
Girls with ASD can be less stereotypical,
Girls with ASD can be more able to mask
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•

83

84

It may be challenging to identify a range of
difficulties in communication, reciprocal social
interaction and restricted/repetitive behaviours in
girls that cumulatively reach the criteria for a
diagnosis of ASD. The literature suggests that
girls have the ability to learn such life skills faster
than boys through modelling and may develop
more adaptive coping strategies that could mask
e.g. stereotypies. Some girls with ASD may have
a greater ability for self awareness and
expression of thoughts and feelings than boys
with ASD, and may appear not to be lacking in
this area to a significant degree.
If, as a lot of the literature states, girls with query
ASD in the absence of ID, are better at "masking"
their difficulties, then we are reliant on their own
account of their experiences in order to be
confident in the diagnostic process; however
many younger children are not able to do this yet.
We have had girls referred in with query ASD
who had intact communication and intact
cognitive function (usually in middle to late
primary school years) who were attempting to
copy others, to mask social difficulties and rigidity
in behaviour and thinking but where a good
history (video footage from the early years can
be very helpful here) and lots of opportunity to
interact with the child led to a confident diagnosis
of ASD- it make take more time but evidence for
the RRBs and the communication and social
interaction deficits characteristic of ASD was
robust. We have also had girls with intact
language skills and intact cognitive skills present
with significant emotional and behavioural
difficulties with a query ASD. We have been
unable to find robust evidence for the RRBs and

•

•

•

•

•

In girls with ASD it may be challenging to
identify a range of difficulties in communication,
reciprocal social interaction and
restricted/repetitive behaviours that
cumulatively reach the criteria for a diagnosis
of ASD.
The literature suggests that girls have the
ability to learn such life skills faster than boys
through modelling and may develop more
adaptive coping strategies that could mask e.g.
stereotypies.
Some girls with ASD may have a greater ability
for self-awareness and expression of thoughts
and feelings than boys with ASD, and may
appear not to be lacking in this area to a
significant degree.
Some literature states that girls with query ASD
in the absence of ID, are better at "masking"
their difficulties, then we are reliant on their
own account of their experiences in order to be
confident in the diagnostic process; however
many younger children are not able to do this
yet.
We have had girls referred in with query ASD
who had intact communication and intact
cognitive function (usually in middle to late
primary school years) who were attempting to
copy others, to mask social difficulties and
rigidity in behaviour and thinking but where a
good history (video footage from the early
years can be very helpful here) and lots of
opportunity to interact with the child led to a
confident diagnosis of ASD- it make take more
time but evidence for the RRBs and the
communication and social interaction deficits
characteristic of ASD was robust (3.7c)
Girls with intact language skills and intact
cognitive skills present with significant
emotional and behavioural difficulties with a

•

•

•

•

•
•

challenging to identify difficulties in
communication, reciprocal social interaction
and restricted/repetitive behaviours that
cumulatively reach the criteria for a diagnosis
of ASD.
If as literature suggests that girls have the
ability to learn such life skills faster than boys
through modelling they may develop more
adaptive coping strategies that could mask e.g.
stereotypies.
Some girls with ASD may have a greater ability
for self-awareness and expression of thoughts
and feelings than boys with ASD, and may
appear not to be lacking in this area to a
significant degree.
Girls with query ASD without comorbid ID
“mask” their difficulties – therefore need them
to be respondent to describe their experiences
for dx – not possible in younger children
Intact communication and IQ but masked social
difficulties and rigid bx & thinking – able to
investigate with thorough assessment
Intact communication and IQ with comorbid
emotional & behavioural difficulties – query
ASD; unable to find robust evidence for ASD
criteria – berated for not giving a diagnosis how
do you unmask the masked symptoms

360
social communication deficits characteristic of
ASD and not made a diagnosis; in these cases,
we have at times been berated for not giving a
diagnosis and told that girls "mask" the
symptoms. How do you "unmask" the symptoms
in their absence? Do we need a different set of
diagnostic criteria for females with ASD? Are we
dealing with the same construct then?? And why
is it not legitimate to consider alternative
hypotheses? In such cases, I think a referral to a
school age disability team in the absence of
access to and openness to working
collaboratively with psychiatry is inappropriate.
For these, girls, psychiatric assessment should
be an integral part of the assessment process.
Most of us working in disability services have
limited experience of early presentation of
psychiatric difficulties and find it hard to
hypothesise and assess differentially when
presented with children who are referred for
query ASD but the ASD is not particularly
evident. I think more education and training in
very broad-based differential diagnoses across
care groups is needed in order to be confident in
assessment, diagnosis (where appropriate) and
intervention for girls referred for query ASD
where the ASD is not particularly evident.

•

85

86

•

Wide variety of presentations and much more
complex differential profile
Increased ability to "mask" difficulties, both w/
present symptoms + in early childhood (which
has impact on neurodevelopmental history;
increased difficulty in differential dx. if
trauma/attachment difficulties.

•
•

query ASD - unable to find robust evidence for
the RRBs and social communication deficits
characteristic of ASD and not made a
diagnosis; in these cases, we have at times
been berated for not giving a diagnosis and
told that girls "mask" the symptoms. How do
you "unmask" the symptoms in their absence?
Query - Do we need a different set of
diagnostic criteria for females with ASD? Are
we dealing with the same construct then??
And why is it not legitimate to consider
alternative hypotheses? In such cases, I think
a referral to a school age disability team in the
absence of access to and openness to working
collaboratively with psychiatry is inappropriate.
For these, girls, psychiatric assessment should
be an integral part of the assessment process.
Most of us working in disability services have
limited experience of early presentation of
psychiatric difficulties and find it hard to
hypothesise and assess differentially when
presented with children who are referred for
query ASD but the ASD is not particularly
evident. I think more education and training in
very broad-based differential diagnoses across
care groups is needed in order to be confident
in assessment, diagnosis (where appropriate)
and intervention for girls referred for query ASD
where the ASD is not particularly evident. (3.7c
– what ‘s needed to help address the challenge
Girls with ASD have a wide variety of
presentations
Girls with ASD have much more complex
differential profile
Girls with ASD have an increased ability to
"mask" difficulties, both w/ present symptoms +
in early childhood (which has impact on
neurodevelopmental history;

•
•
•

Girls with ASD have a wide variety of
presentations
Girls with ASD have much more complex
differential profile
Girls with ASD have an increased ability to
"mask" difficulties, both with current symptoms
+ in early childhood
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•

88

90

They have often learned the skills to get by, to
camouflage the difficulties which they may
experience
MOre complex presentation as:

•

1) more subtle features of ASD. Therefore more
difficult to assess.

•

•

•

2) Present later developmentally due to above
and can therefore be more difficult to disentangle
other anxiety and mood issues (Gender ID too)
•

91
They often do not score on standardised
assessments. Collateral information from
parents, school and often direct observations in
groups of peers is required to inform clinical
judgement.

•

There is an increased difficulty in differential
dx. In girls with ASD if trauma/attachment
difficulties.
Girls with ASD have often learned the skills to
get by, to camouflage the difficulties which they
may experience
Girls with ASD have a more complex
presentation
Girls with ASD have more subtle features of
ASD. Therefore more difficult to assess.
Girls with ASD present later developmentally
due to above and can therefore be more
difficult to disentangle other anxiety and mood
issues (Gender ID too)
Girls with ASD often do not score on
standardised assessments.
During assessments with girls with ASD Collaterol information from parents, school and
often direct observations in groups of peers is
required to inform clinical judgement.

•
•
•
•
•

•

There is an increased difficulty in differential
dx. In girls with ASD if trauma/attachment
difficulties.
Girls with ASD have often learned the skills to
get by, to camouflage the difficulties which they
may experience
Girls with ASD have a more complex
presentation
Girls with ASD have more subtle features of
ASD. Therefore more difficult to assess.
Girls with ASD present later developmentally
due to above and can therefore be more
difficult to disentangle other anxiety and mood
issues (Gender ID too)
Girls with ASD often do not score on
standardised assessments.

•

Q3.7b – Identifying codes for counting
1. Autistic difficulties can be ‘masked’ in girls and/or girls with autism have developed compensatory strategies (n=42/79 or 53.7%)
Participant
no.
1
3
7
9
11
12
15
18
21
22

Comment
Difficulties can be masked
Difficulties can be masked; Girls with ASD can use imitation to fit in with a peer group
Girls with ASD can be more chatty and mask their social communication difficulties because of this
Challenging to understand masking behaviours that typically occur in school
Girls mask more
Girls can sometimes compensate more for social difficulties
Issues with social masking especially prevalent for girls with HF ASD; Girls with ASD can imitate social communication which can be interpreted as social
motivation
ASD characteristics can often be masked
Girls with ASD are more socially astute and can imitate to fit in
Girls observe others, mask and copy

362
23
24
25
26
34
35
39
40
41
45
47
48
51
52
53
54
57
62
63
67
68
69
70
72
74
79
80
82
83
84
86
88

Girls can imitate others and mask their difficulties
Girls with HF ASD mask their difficulties
Girls without comorbid ID can have a more subtle presentation because they mask
Girls with ASD are better at copying others
Girls with ASD have increased social awareness and can mask difficulties so as to fit in
Girls with ASD present differently to boys – better at imitating appropriate social skills
Girls with ASD better at copying
Girls with ASD - may be more successful at masking ASD features through strategy
Girls with ASD mask; Girls with ASD learn compensatory strategies
Older girls with ASD without comorbid ID have learned coping strategies
In Girls with ASD – symptoms can be masked by coping strategies
Girls with ASD are able to mask/more conscious than boys
Girls are better at masking their difficulties
Difficulties often under-reported by parents because girls have developed coping strategies*
Girl HF ASD can imitate and mask their social communication difficulties
Girls can mask symptoms more easily
Girls without average IQ can mask their difficulties well
Social skills of girls with ASD can appear “fine” until assessed further due to mimicking
Girls with ASD have an ability to observe and mimic so their challenges may not be as apparent
Girls with ASD are likely to have a greater ability to mimic and camouflage their difficulties
Girls with ASD have better imitation skills – better able to mask their social difficulties
Girls with ASD have lots of compensatory strategies
Girls with ASD tend to mask their difficulties quite well.
Girls imitate and can mask features of ASD
girls with ASD can mask their difficulties better
Girls with ASD are somewhat better able to 'mask' social communication difficulties than boys perhaps
girls with ASD tend to be better as masking their difficulties.
Girls with ASD can be more able to mask; Girls with ASD can be better at imitating,
If as literature suggests that girls have the ability to learn such life skills faster than boys through modelling they may develop more adaptive coping
strategies that could mask e.g. stereotypies.
Girls with query ASD without comorbid ID “mask” their difficulties – therefore need them to be respondent to describe their experiences for dx – not possible
in younger children
Girls with ASD have an increased ability to "mask" difficulties, both with current symptoms + in early childhood
Girls with ASD have often learned the skills to get by, to camouflage the difficulties which they may experience*

2. Girls with autism have a more subtle/different presentation compared to boys (28/79 or 35.8%)
Participant
no.

Comment
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2
11
12
13
18
25
29
31
35
41
42
46
49
52
54
58
60
61
64
68
69
74
75
77
78
80
85
90

Girls with ASD present different to boys with ASD (e.g. more friendly/more socially motivated)
Girls presentation more subtle
Girls present somewhat differently
Girls have a different presentation
ASD can present differently in girls particularly those without comorbid difficulties
Girls without comorbid ID can have a more subtle presentation because they mask
ASD is quite different for girls
Girls have a subtle presentation (e.g. relatively well developed social communication skills, appropriate interests etc.
Girls with ASD present differently to boys – better at imitating appropriate social skills
Girls with ASD present differently
Girls with ASD present differently to boys and this is not picked up during assessment
In Girls with ASD without Comorbid ID – symptoms are more subtle
Girls with ASD – symptoms are more subtle
Girls with ASD have a more subtle presentation
ASD features in girls can be subtle
Girls with ASD have a different presentation that is more subtle
Girls with ASD have an atypical presentation – not as clear cut as boys at times
Girls with ASD have a more subtle presentation
Girls with HF ASD present differently to boys with HF ASD
Challenge relating to recognition of others of ASD in girls because difficulties are less obvious and this leads to less referrals to EIT
Girls with ASD – presentation is not as clear
girls with ASD present differently to boys
Girls with ASD have a Different presentation
ASD difficulties can be more subtle as they mask many of the behaviours.
Girls with ASD can be better at functioning and symptoms less obvious
Girls with ASD have a different presentation to what we are used to
Girls with ASD have a wide variety of presentations
Girls with ASD have more subtle features of ASD. Therefore more difficult to assess.

3. Profile of autism in girls contributes to assessment challenges (n=26/79 or 32.4%)
Participant
no.
3
5
10
11
13

Comment
Girls with ASD can be socially motivated but can lack subtle social skills to maintain friendship
Girls with ASD are often high-functioning
Assessing ASD in girls that are HF or without co-morbid ID; At first glance, social interactions of girls with ASD may appear age-appropriate; however quality
not what one might expect of a typical child
Girls more skilled socially
Assessing ASD in girls that are HF, older or who have co-morbid mental health difficulties.
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20
22
36
39
41
44
46
51
54
58
62
64
67
70
75
76
81
83

84

85
90

Girls with ASD have less pronounced social communication difficulties
Girls are more socially aware
Girls with HF ASD have more social strengths; Trying to establish if girls are masking social difficulties
Girls with ASD – social communication appears typically developing
Girls with ASD have increased social communication difficulties and fewer RRBs with the exception of rigid routines/insistence on sameness
Girls with ASD – social abilities are better than boys and this makes the assessment more complicated
Difficult to assess ASD in younger girls who have limited verbal skills
Girls with ASD may be more sociable than boys with ASD
Challenges with assessing autism Girls with HF ASD
Girls with ASD have a more complex presentation
High IQ in girls with ASD can complicate the presentation
Girls with ASD have better developed verbal communication skills than boys at an early age
Girls with ASD are likely to have developed better social skills;
Girls with ASD tend to be more sociable.
ASD is less straightforward to identify in girls.
For girls with ASD and without co-morbid ID – assessment process usually takes longer because of the need to closer consideration of peer interactions,
play skills and relationships with parents.
Girls with ASD can have very good imaginative play or none. ASD in girls can be easily confused with Specific Communication Disorder.
Social skills can appear to be better than seen in ASD; often take the passive role
Some girls with ASD may have a greater ability for self-awareness and expression of thoughts and feelings than boys with ASD, and may appear not to be
lacking in this area to a significant degree. challenging to identify difficulties in communication, reciprocal social interaction and restricted/repetitive
behaviours that cumulatively reach the criteria for a diagnosis of ASD.
Intact communication and IQ but masked social difficulties and rigid bx & thinking – able to investigate with thorough assessment; Intact communication and
IQ with comorbid emotional & behavioural difficulties – query ASD; unable to find robust evidence for ASD criteria – berated for not giving a diagnosis how do
you unmask the masked symptoms
Girls with ASD have much more complex differential profile
Girls with ASD have a more complex presentation

4. Mental health difficulties (i.e. mood notably anxiety) often present in girls with ASD; hard to differentiate & often these issues are the primary
referral reason (n=24/79 or 30.8%)
Participant
no.
1
3
13
24
27
32

Comment
Referral concerns associated with mood/anxiety issues
Referral concerns associated with mood/anxiety issues and it can be challenging to differentiate between the two
Assessing ASD in girls that are HF, older or who have co-morbid mental health difficulties. Girls’s ASD often mistaken for behaviour/mental health/ignored
until a crisis arises
Comorbid anxiety
differential diagnosis between ASD and mental health in girls is challenging
differential diagnosis between ASD and mental health in older teenage girls is challenging
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33
34
35
37
38
40
41
45
53
54
63
67
68
71
73
77
81
90

Challenging to assess ASD in girls with possible co-morbid or differential diagnosis of ADHD or anxiety without significant RRBs
Girls with ASD have sig levels of anxiety. Assessing ASD in girls with co-morbid mental health difficulties makes assessment more complex.
Referral concerns often not ASD specific but high levels of anxiety/school refusal
Social communication and language of girls with ASD often seen as self-esteem/anxiety related
Referral concerns relating to anxiety or selective mutism
ASD less likely to be identified as a concern at referral
Initial referral concern often relates to anxiety
Girls with ASD present as 'selectively mute'
Anxiety is often a feature and rigidity/inflexibility can be missed
Other mental health difficulties, particularly in adolescence can mask symptoms
Girls with ASD may present with more mental health concerns
Girls with ASD may present with higher levels of anxiety, perfectionism, eating disorder
Difficulties with change are seen within the context of the girl being anxious rather than a coping strategy to do with ASD
referral is when the girl is older and rarely about query ASD. Mood difficulties and executive functioning difficulties frequently feature – formulation can be
complex
The differential diagnosis of girls between social anxiety, generalized anxiety, and autism is a challenge, particularly in adolescence
Girls with ASD have significant anxiety.
For girls with ASD high anxiety often most common indicator.
Girls with ASD present later developmentally due to subtle features of ASD/more complex presentation and can therefore be more difficult to disentangle
other anxiety and mood issues (Gender ID too)

5. RRBS are different in girls compared to boys (n=18/79 or 22.1%)
Participant
no.
1
3
8
32
34
37
39
41
48
51
53
70
77
78

Comment
RRBs can at first appear age-appropriate
RRBs can be typical but intense
Girls with ASD have different RRBs that are socially acceptable. Difficult to determine girls’ typical RRBs from parent & teacher reports
RRBs can be more typical
Girls with ASD do not present with the same levels of RRBS
RRBs of girls with ASD are often seen as typical and then overlooked
Girls with ASD - interests are typical but intense
Girls with ASD have increased social communication difficulties and fewer RRBs with the exception of rigid routines/insistence on sameness
Girls with ASD RRBs are more typical – difficult to identify
Girls with ASD have ‘interests’ that are often typical
Girls with ASD have ‘interests’ that are often typical and at risk of being missed
RRBs can be more difficult to identify.
Girls with ASD have a lack of RIBA, appropriate interests.
It is challenging to understand RRB's in girls with ASD as they can be less obvious.
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81
82
83
84

Girls with ASD often no unusual movements OR these might be the ONLY indicator
Girls with ASD can be less stereotypical,
challenging to identify difficulties in communication, reciprocal social interaction and restricted/repetitive behaviours that cumulatively reach the criteria for a
diagnosis of ASD.
Intact communication and IQ but masked social difficulties and rigid bx & thinking – able to investigate with thorough assessment

6. Issues with standardised assessment instruments (n=14/79 or 17.9%)
Participant
no.
2
12
14
17
32
33
35
54
56
64
70
71
74
91

Comment
Standardised ASD instruments not always appropriate for girls with ASD
Girls can do better on the ADOS
Assessment instruments a lot less useful with girls
Autism observation tools not as sensitive with girls
Standardised measures for ASD not as effective
ADOS not as effective as HF girls with ASD do well in 1:1 situations
Girls with ASD score better in social affect but worse in RRBs
Instruments may not be refined enough to capture subtle manifestations of ASD
Girls with ASD have good mimicking, social skills and imaginative play skills which does not correlate well with ADOS assessment
Diagnostic tools are mainly standardised on boys and do not capture this difference in girls
I feel that girls sometimes do well in the ADOS and it does not provide the information required.
Assessment instruments are not always sensitive enough and so formulation can lead to a dx without standardised measures to quote from which can be
confusing to parents and can make me feel somewhat professionally exposed as the clinician.
assessment instruments are not as valid for girls as they are based on boys' presentation.
Girls with ASD often do not score on standardised assessments.

7. Difficulties tend to emerge later for girls with ASD which can be linked with later referral (n=10/79 or 12.8%)
Participant
no.
5
13
29
38
40
41
58
60
71

Comment
Girls with ASD that are under 6 can cope with lower social demands
Girls ASD presentation emerge
ASD is often spotted later when difficulties become more apparent
Girls with ASD are not referred until later and then it can be hard for parents to remember struggles & girls have learned to compensate for difficulties
Difficulties emerge later when challenges increase and compensatory strategies don’t work
Girls with ASD – play skills more appropriate in the early years
ASD difficulties for girls with ASD emerge when they are older (8-12 years)
Girls with ASD are assessed at a later age
Girls with ASD – symptoms evolve over time and are less clear at a young age
referral is when the girl is older and rarely about query ASD.
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90

Girls with ASD present later developmentally due to subtle features of ASD/more complex presentation and can therefore be more difficult to disentangle
other anxiety and mood issues (Gender ID too)

8. Parents and /teachers not aware of difficulties as being in the context of ASD (n=10/79 or 12.8%)
Participant
no.
10
19
21
23
24
37
39
52
71
75

Comment
Parents not as aware of difficulties and may not report assessment
Parent not clear on difficulties. Teacher not clear on difficulties
Girls can regulate emotions at school and then are prone to meltdowns at home
Girls with ASD don’t display difficulties at school so Teachers/schools not aware of their difficulties
Girls with ASD don’t display difficulties at school so Teachers/schools not aware of their difficulties
Girls with ASD are not referred until later and then it can be hard for parents to remember struggles & girls have learned to compensate for difficulties
Girls with ASD – CB limited to home
Difficulties often under-reported by parents because girls have developed coping strategies
Non-clinicians have not considered ASD which can translate to difficulties accepting/ adapting/ supporting the dx or even wanting to pursue a dx of ASD.
ASD is less often considered by adults around the girl

9. Girls tend to internalise their difficulties (n=5/79 or 6.2%)
Participant
no.
26
47
49
68
72

Comment
Girls with ASD have less externalising behaviour. Girls with ASD are quieter
Girls with ASD – more internalising behaviours compared to boys with ASD
Girls with ASD internalise
Less externalising problems so not flagged as often
Less externalised behaviour

10. Other Assessment challenges (n=6/79 or 7.5%)
Participant
no.
10
13
33
42
68
86

Comment
Psychologists having access to additional time to complete assessments with girls
Attachment factors and environmentally vulnerable homes can make it more challenging to identify.
Assessments take a lot longer particularly with younger children which can be challenging for parents
DSM criteria based on males with ASD
Feedback with parents can be difficult because of aforementioned (less obvious, not flagged, girls mask, girls seen as anxious rather than ASD)
There is an increased difficulty in differential dx. In girls with ASD if trauma/attachment difficulties.
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Question linked to open comment:
3.7(c) Please describe if you do anything different to address the challenge(s): (n=67)
Participant
ID
1

3.7c Please describe if you do anything different to address the
challenge(s)
I start my assessment by observing the child's interactions with others
in their school during classes and and even more importantly during
breaks. I discuss their presentation in more detail and take more time
for the assessment. I often insist on multi-disciplinary assessment to
include an SLT or OT. Require careful scrutiny (from 3.7b)

Coding 1
-

2

I use information for a number of sources e.g. Achenbach Scales,
Adaptive Behaviour, Cognitive Assessments, Preschool Observations,
Clinic Observations, Detailed Case History and DSM-5 guidelines.

3

Our service has conducted research into autism in girls and have
developed additional interview questions for the parent interview, the
play based assessment and the observation to supplement these
assessments.
We observe this group for longer in a number of settings

-

We take them into a social communication group where members of
the team have an opportunity to observe them

-

7

Careful observation assessment..looking for adequate social-emotional
reciprocity..use standardised assessment intruments

8

More direct observations of the child in different settings; e.g., schoolyard and classroom, home- structured and unstructured, clinic- for
direct assessment i.e., ADOS and cognitive, and clinic observations in
other sessions e.g., OT/SLT sessions.

-

5

9
10

Higher level of observations by clinicians across settings was beneficial
in this regard (from 3.7b)
Observation and targeted questioning
Working as part of an MDT helps address the above issue as our
assessments take up a full morning, so I can observe the child's

-

-

-

Observation during school during classes and more
importantly during breaks
Discuss presentation in more details
Take more time for the assessment
Insistence on MDT ax. To include SLT & OT
Require careful scrutiny
Gather information from a number of sources (Achenbach
Scales, Adaptive Behaviour, Cognitive Assessments,
Preschool Observations, Clinic Observations, Detailed
Case History and DSM-5 guidelines)
Use additional interview questions specifically for autism in
girls for the parent interview, play based assessment and
observation that our service has designed
Observe girls with query autism for longer in a number of
different settings
Observe in a social communication group

Careful observation
Emphasis of adequate social-emotional reciprocity
Use standardised assessment instruments
More direct observations of the child in different settings
(e.g. school – yard and class; home – structured and
unstructured)
Clinic for direct assessment (e.g. ADOS)
Clinic observation in other sessions (e.g. OT/SLT)

Observation
Targeted questioning
MDT assessment which facilitates observing the child with
different adults in formal and informal assessment
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11

12
13

14

15
17
20
21

interactions with different adults, in both assessment and informal play
assessment. A school visit is always conducted, usually with another
team member. We can take our time to guide parents through the
assessment process.
Oftne requires more indepth questioning. At times I use extra tools
qualitatively, e.g. sections fo the DISCO in addition to other toosl, if I
feel I need more clarification of a particular area.

-

MDT school visit
Sufficient time with parents to guide them through the
assessment process

-

I so more more observations in school or home. If teenage I do more
indidual interviews with the child.
Additional screening at pre-diagnostic stage. Sometimes proceed to
intervention, and delay assessment, to see if intervention has an
impact.
More weight on observation across environments and clinical
judgement rather than as much weight on eg ados and adir

-

Listened to some info from Tony Attwood. Also a very interesting TED
talk entitled Copy and Paste about who girls can 'hide' ASD traits.
I observe the child in peer settings such as school and preschool. I
gather information from preschool staff also.
Conduct more observations across a range of settings
Having an awareness of these subtilties/differences, I probe these
issues in my questioning/interviews/observations

-

More indepth questioning
Use extra assessment instrument qualitatively (e.g.
sections of the DISCO) if more clarification needed in a
particular area
Increased observations in the school or home
Clinical interview with child if older
Additional screening at pre-diagnostic stage
Proceed to intervention and delay assessment to monitor
RTI
more emphasis on observation across environments
increased reliance on clinical judgement as opposed to
standardised autism assessment instruments
Self-directed CPD (e.g. Tony Attwood; TED talk – Copy
and Paste about who girls can 'hide' ASD traits.
Observations of child with peers in preschool/school
Gather information from preschool staff
More observations across a range of settings
Increased knowledge/awareness of subtleties/differences
of autism in girls
Use this knowledge to explore/inform relevant issues
during interviews/observations
Application of knowledge of the female presentation
Use the knowledge to advocate for MDT ax. If girl is
making or if school are unaware of difficulties

-

-

23

I apply my knowledge of the female presentation and will advocate
strongly if I believe a girl requires an ASD assessment by a
multidisciplinary team.

-

24

I sometimes talk about or show a youtube video about a Danish girl
being very angry about why other people don;t see her difficulties.

-

Show a video about a Danish girl on youtube about a
Danish girl being very angry about why other people don’t
see her difficulties

-

See across settings
See the girls in more contexts
See the girls for more sessions
See parents for more sessions

Bright girls and women tend to hide their difference, Anxiety is typically an
acute experience. Those girls that are rule compliant, tend to do well in school
and do not display 'deviance' to teachers. (answer to 3.7b)

25
26

see across settings
see the girls in more contexts and over more sessions - see parents
over more sessions
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27

Greater amount of time looking at mental health issues and subtle
social deficits
broaden my radar for more subtle indications than I might give attention
to in boys
Nothing different in terms of the content of the assessment: Having
awareness and experience of how broad the spectrum can be, sticking
to best practice guidelines and considering the impact of the child's
difficulties in their life. Sometimes I've been unsure about the outcome
and may have added extra assessments e.g. a cognitive assessment,
also in some cases taking time (6-12 months) going back and
reviewing. I sometimes find this is needed for boys as well.

-

33

I try to observe these girls in various contexts, schools/preschools,
home, floortime sessions, playground obs, social skills groups etc.

-

34

More lengthy intake interview particularly examining and discussing the
early year milestones with parents. In addition to a cognitive
assessment and adaptive behavior review an informal interview would
be carried out with the child and possibly a school observation/teacher
interview depending on her age.

-

29
31

-

-

35

36
37

38

It requires thorough assessment over time and across environments
and in my opinion requires a higher level of clinical skill.(3.7b)
Not differently as such however the importance of a good
developmental history and comprehensive diagnostic ax to include
ADOS, ADI-R and school obs where possible.

-

More thorough assessment at times to include school obs and Adi-r
and Ados rather than just one or the other.
It is important to ask parents the right questions during assessments
regarding the intensity/duration etc of behaviours related to ASD
diagnoses. It is also important to gather as much collaborative
information as possible from other family members and teachers or
professionals across settings.

-

Tease out a detailed developmental history

-

-

Increased time looking at mental health issues and subtle
social deficits
I broaden my radar for more subtle indications of autism in
girls
Nothing different in terms of the assessment content
Have awareness and experience of how broad the
spectrum can be
Adhering to best practice guidelines
Considering the impact of the child’s difficulties on their
lives
Including extra assessments (e.g. cognitive assessment)
Taking time to review between 6-12 months afterwards –
also can be needed for boys
Try to observe these girls in various contexts,
schools/preschools, home, floortime sessions, playground
obs, social skills groups etc.
More lengthy intake interview particularly examining and
discussing the early year milestones with parents.
an informal interview with the child
possibly a school observation/teacher interview depending
on her age.
It requires thorough assessment over time and across
environments and in my opinion requires a higher level of
clinical skill.(3.7b)
Nothing different
Importance of good developmental history
Importance of comprehensive diagnostic ax to include
ADOS, ADI-R and school obs where possible
More thorough assessment to include school obs
ADOS and ADI-R rather than one or the other
ask parents the right questions regarding the
intensity/duration etc of behaviours related to ASD
diagnoses.
gather as much collaborative information as possible from
other family members and teachers or professionals
across settings.
detailed developmental history
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39

Multiple observations across settings and interviews with teachers and
parents. Giving weight to parental report regarding the challenges they
observe at home when considering the diagnostic outcome.

-

40

Girls are more likely to benefit from use of multiple tools and so longer
assessment.

-

41
42

45

Girls may need repeat assessment as difficulties become pronounced
later in development
Ensure ample observational opportunities are sampled, in clinic, home
and school if possible.
I have had experiences where a girl does not meet the ADI-R or ADOS
criteria for ASD but I have used clinical judgement etc. to make the
diagnosis.
Making some adaptations to assessments (e.g. allowing for written
communication).

-

-

Seeking comprehensive background and early developmental history
from parents - though we do this for boys also.
-

46
47
48

51
52

Observation across settings (e.g. school and yard) - though we do this
for boys also.
review assessments over time
more extensive observation
More in-depth questioning around these topics. (e.g. how often does
the child engage in the particular interest, how often and for what
duration do they talk about this topic. In social situations, do they use
the same topic always to start conversations or initiate interactions or
revert to this topic when others start conversations with her, is it difficult
to re-direct her from this interest in order to do something else, etc).

Spend a lot of time observing how they interact with their peers
Girls with ASD require a more in depth assessment to tease out subtle
difficulties
Essential that girls with ASD have a MDT assessment which includes a
school obs

-

-

-

Multiple observations across settings
interviews with teachers and parents.
Giving weight to parental report regarding the challenges
they observe at home when considering the diagnostic
outcome.
use of multiple tools
longer assessment.
repeat assessment as difficulties become pronounced later
in development
ample observational opportunities are sampled, in clinic,
home and school if possible.
Using clinical judgement etc. to make the diagnosis
when/if ADOS/ADI-R scores are below threshold
Making some adaptations to assessments (e.g. allowing
for written communication).
Seeking comprehensive background and early
developmental history from parents - though we do this for
boys also.
Observation across settings (e.g. school and yard) though we do this for boys also.
review assessments over time
more extensive observation
More in-depth questioning around RRBs. (e.g. how often
does the child engage in the particular interest, how often
and for what duration do they talk about this topic.
More in-depth questioning around social situations (e.g. do
they use the same topic always to start conversations or
initiate interactions or revert to this topic when others start
conversations with her, is it difficult to re-direct her from
this interest in order to do something else, etc).
Increased time observing how they interact with their peers
more in depth assessment to tease out subtle difficulties
MDT assessment is essential which includes a school obs
Additional clinical interview/play-based session with girls
often helpful to provide more information
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53

- Additional clinical interview/play-based session with girls often helpful
to provide more information (3.7b)
Using the ADOS-2 qualitatively.
Using measures specific to girls e.g. GQ-ASC

54

Address issues of rigidity, social mimicry, restricted interests in
interview with parents
Screening tends to take longer, will seek advise from other members of
MDT, particularly helpful are social communication assessment from
SLT on the team, sought to inform myself of pertinent questions to ask
that may capture more subtle features

-

Use the ADOS-2 qualitatively.
Use measures specific to girls e.g. GQ-ASC
Address issues of rigidity, social mimicry, restricted
interests in interview with parents

-

Longer screening
seek advice from other MDT members, particularly helpful
are social communication assessment from SLT on the
team,
self-directed CPD re: pertinent questions to ask that may
capture more subtle features
Provide numerous opportunities for reciprocal
conversation, to-and fro skills etc to assess the quality of
interaction.
Clinical interview with the child itself and pay close
attention to their understanding of emotions, relationships
etc

56

I often give numerous opportunities for reciprocal conversation, to-and
fro skills etc to assess the quality of intercaction.

-

57

Clinical interview with the child itself and pay close attention to their
understanding of emotions, relationships etc, as from my experience
that piece around perspective taking and EI is lacking in girls with ASD
(who are average cognitively).
Pay more attention to the subtleties within social communication.

-

60

Good history taking, indepth assessment of social interactions,
reviewing all interests and depth of same.

61
62
63

Slower to give definitive diagnosis
Look for information from multiple settings and informants
very detailed thorough assessment across multiple contexts

-

64

Qualitative data gained from experience and knowledge of the child

-

67

I try to get a very thorough developmental history and complete a
cognitiveassessment and use the AQ

68

I routinely outline to parents the difficulties in diagnosing girls with ASD
and the differences in presentation. I also highlight their strong imitation
skills (used to mask difficulties) as a positive for their ability to

-

59

-

More attention to the subtleties within social
communication.
Good history taking,
indepth assessment of social interactions
reviewing all interests and depth of same.
Slower to give definitive diagnosis
Look for information from multiple settings and informants
very detailed thorough assessment across multiple
contexts
Qualitative data gained from experience and knowledge of
the child
A very thorough developmental history
complete a cognitive assessment
use the AQ
outline to parents the difficulties in diagnosing girls with
ASD and the differences in presentation.
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recognise others and learn from them. They are told the label does not
change who their child is but may get them access to additional
supports that might be needed in the future.

-

-

69
70

71

Indepth consultation with the Team
I feel that girls sometimes do well in the ADOS and it does not provide
the information required. ( for 3.7b)
So I complete a very thorough background history in relation to their
social and communication skills, complete more observations prior to
formally meeting the girl and also sometimes complete further
interviews for the more subtle cases.
I definitely give these families additional time to process the possibility
of an ASD dx when compared to other work. I try to signpost supports
re mental health and if needed leave room for questioning of the ASD
dx.. I consult with experienced colleagues and access supervision from
well experienced experts.

72

May take longer to assess, do additional observations.

73

I typically try to spend more time in observation, and in clinical interview
with the child; parent(s), and teachers; and also add in the Beck Youth
Inventory for this population.

74

I have kept up to date with literature in relation to assessing girls and I
would never make my clinical decisions based solely on screening or
other assessment tools

75
76

Possibly longer assessment
A second school observation is frequently required plus an additional
intake interview to tease our possible confounding attachment variables

81

- Discuss extra carefully with Team
- Try to ensure I see child in various settings - more than usual
- Where diagnosis is not indicated, discuss what difference diagnosis

-

I highlight their strong imitation skills (used to mask
difficulties) as a positive for their ability to recognise others
and learn from them.
They are told the label does not change who their child is
but may get them access to additional supports that might
be needed in the future.
-Indepth consultation with the Team
a very thorough background history in relation to their
social and communication skills
more observations prior to formally meeting the girl
sometimes complete further interviews for the more subtle
cases.

I definitely give these families additional time to process
the possibility of an ASD dx when compared to other work.
- I try to signpost supports re mental health
- if needed leave room for questioning of the ASD dx..
- I consult with experienced colleagues and access
supervision from well experienced experts.
- May take longer to assess,
- do additional observations.
- I typically try to spend more time in observation, and in
clinical interview with the child; parent(s), and teachers;
- and also add in the Beck Youth Inventory for this
population.
- Self-directed CPD I have kept up to date with literature in
relation to assessing girls and
- I never make my clinical decisions based solely on
screening or other assessment tools
- Possibly longer assessment
- A second school observation is frequently required
- additional intake interview to tease our possible
confounding attachment variables
- Discuss extra carefully with Team
- Try to ensure I see child in various settings - more than usual
- Where diagnosis is not indicated, discuss what difference
diagnosis would make to the child & family. Parents have often
been seeking a reason for child's unusual behaviour for a long time
-
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would make to the child & family. Parents have often been seeking a
reason for child's unusual behaviour for a long time without any
indication of what problem is.

82
83

- Social skills can appear to be better than seen in ASD; often take the
passive role (3.7b)
Broad assessment without over-reliance on 'gold standard' or specific
psychometrics.
For older girls I would like to explore their self concept, their experience
of the world, their place in it, the challenges, any masks they hold, how
they found fitting in socially growing up, was it a hard task to fit in, did
they develop strategies to do this.

without any indication of what problem is.

-

-

84

For younger girls, I would ask parents questions from the ADI-R
focusing not just on the period between 4 and 5 years but earlier too. I
would look for evidence of more subtle presentations. I would probe
parents on the level of teaching they provided to helping their daughter
learn a skill.
I take time to get a very thorough early history. If possible, I ask
parents to show me video footage of the girl across time. I encourage
the child to report and reflect on her own experiences.

-

but where a good history (video footage from the early years can be
very helpful here) and lots of opportunity to interact with the child led to
a confident diagnosis of ASD- it make take more time but evidence for
the RRBs and the communication and social interaction deficits
characteristic of ASD was robust (part c) (from 3.7b)

-

Query - Do we need a different set of diagnostic criteria for females
with ASD? Are we dealing with the same construct then?? And why is
it not legitimate to consider alternative hypotheses? In such cases, I
think a referral to a school age disability team in the absence of access
to and openness to working collaboratively with psychiatry is
inappropriate. For these, girls, psychiatric assessment should be an
integral part of the assessment process. Most of us working in
disability services have limited experience of early presentation of
psychiatric difficulties and find it hard to hypothesise and assess

-

Broad assessment without over-reliance on 'gold standard'
or specific psychometrics.
older girls - explore their self-concept, their experience of
the world, their place in it, the challenges, any masks they
hold, how they found fitting in socially growing up, was it a
hard task to fit in, did they develop strategies to do this.
For younger girls, I would ask parents questions from the
ADI-R focusing not just on the period between 4 and 5
years but earlier too. I would look for evidence of more
subtle presentations. I would probe parents on the level of
teaching they provided to helping their daughter learn a
skill.

I take time to get a very thorough early history. If possible,
I ask parents to show me video footage of the girl across
time.
I encourage the child to report and reflect on her own
experiences.
lots of opportunity to interact with the child led to a
lengthier assessment to ensure evidence for the RRBs
and the communication and social interaction deficits
characteristic of ASD was robust
importance of it being legitimate to consider alternative
hypotheses if a different set of diagnostic criteria for
females with ASD is not needed – In these cases
psychiatric assessment should be an integral part of the
assessment process to ensure there is knowledge as to
the early presentation of psychiatric difficulties for
appropriate differential diagnoses.
more education and training in very broad-based
differential diagnoses across care groups is needed in
order to be confident in assessment, diagnosis (where
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85

differentially when presented with children who are referred for query
ASD but the ASD is not particularly evident. I think more education and
training in very broad-based differential diagnoses across care groups
is needed in order to be confident in assessment, diagnosis (where
appropriate) and intervention for girls referred for query ASD where the
ASD is not particularly evident. (3.7c – what ‘s needed to help address
the challenge (from 3.7b)
Ask more questions and seek 2nd opinion

appropriate) and intervention for girls referred for query
ASD where the ASD is not particularly evident.

86

More collateral from more sources. Longer "wait & see" period where
other interventions are offered.

-

87

More collateral information gathered from home and school.

-

90

During assessments with girls with ASD - Collaterol information from
parents, school and often direct observations in groups of peers is
required to inform clinical judgement. (from 3.7b)

-

Increased questioning
Seek 2nd opinion
More collateral from more sources
Longer "wait & see" period where other interventions are
offered.
More collateral information gathered from home and
school.
Collaterol information from parents, school
often direct observations in groups of peers is required to
inform clinical judgement.

Coding 2 and issues identified for counting
1. Lengthier and/or more thorough assessment when assessing for autism in girls (n=41/67 or 61.9%)
Participant no.
Comment
1
Increased time for the assessment
Careful scrutiny
3
Use additional interview questions specifically for exploring autism in girls during the assessment (i.e. interview, observation, play-based assessment)
7
Clinical interview with child if older; Emphasis on social-emotional reciprocity in particular
9
Targeted questioning
10
Adequate time with parents to guide them through ax. Process
11
More in-depth questioning
13
Additional screening at pre-diagnostic stage; Proceed to intervention and delay assessment to monitor RTI
26
Increased sessions with the parents; Increased sessions with the girl
27
Increased time investigating mental health issues and subtle social deficits
31
Including extra assessments (e.g. cognitive assessment) – also for boys; Considering the impact of the child’s difficulties on their lives; Taking time to
review between 6-12 months afterwards – also can be needed for boys;
Requires higher level of clinical skill
34
Thorough assessment over time
Increased time at intake interview
Informal interview with child (dependent on age)
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35
36
37
38
39
40
45
46
48
52
53
57
59
60
61
63
64
67
70
71
72
73
75
76
81
83
84
86
87
90

Importance of good developmental history for both genders
More thorough assessment
Gather information from multi-respondents (i.e. other family members, teachers, other professionals) across settings; Correct questioning as to
intensity/duration of behaviours relating to ASD
detailed developmental history
interviews with teachers and parents.
longer assessment. repeat assessment due to emerging presentation
Comprehensive background and early developmental history from parents for both genders
review assessments over time
More in-depth questioning around RRBs (e.g. frequency/intensity and around skills in social situations
more thorough assessment to tease out subtle difficulties; Additional clinical interview/play-based session with girls
Questioning around issues of rigidity, social mimicry, restricted interests in interview with parents
Longer screening
Clinical interview with the child – emphasis on emotional understanding/relationships etc *
More attention to the subtleties within social communication.
Good history taking; In-depth assessment of social interactions; RRBS – focus on type, frequency/intensity
Slower to give definitive diagnosis
very detailed thorough assessment across multiple contexts
Qualitative data gained from experience and knowledge of the child
A very thorough developmental history
increased number of interviews
I try to signpost supports re mental health and if needed leave room for questioning of the ASD dx; give families additional time to process the
possibility of ASD dx when compared to other work
May take longer to assess,
Increased clinical interview with the child; parent(s), and teachers;
Possibly longer assessment
additional intake interview for differential
If ASD not indicated – discuss impact of dx for child & family
Specific questions for older girls: explore their self-concept, their experience of the world, their place in it, the challenges, any masks they hold, how
they found fitting in socially growing up, was it a hard task to fit in, did they develop strategies to do this. Specific questions for parents of younger girls
Specific questions (open) for child as to their own experiences; consideration of alternative hypotheses in formulation and the importance of psychiatric
assessment for this differential piece; very thorough early history; if possible seek family video footage over time
More collateral from more sources; Longer "wait & see" period where other interventions are offered.
More collateral information gathered from home and school.
Collateral information from parents, school

2. The importance of observations across settings (n=30/67 or 44.4%)
Participant no.
Comment
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1
5
7
8

School observation
Increased observations across different settings; Observe specifically in a social communication group
Careful observation
Increased observations across different settings
Observe in SLT/OT sessions*
9
Observation
10
Observe the child with different adults in formal and unformal assessment*
School visit by MDT*
12
Increased observations in the school or home
14
Observations across settings
17
School/preschool Observations
20
Increased observations across settings
25
Observations across settings
26
Observations across settings
33
Observations across settings
34
? school observation depending on age
36
School observation
39
Multiple observations across settings
41
Sufficient observational opportunities across settings
45
Observation across settings (e.g. school and yard) for both genders
47
more extensive observation
51
Increased observation of peer interactions;
52
School obs
56
Numerous opportunities to observe social communication skills*
62
Observation across settings
70
increased observations; thorough assessment (present and past) of social and communication skills
72
do additional observations.
73
Increased observation,
76
increased school observation
81
Increased observations across settings
84
lots of opportunity to interact with the child to establish if ASD characteristics are present
90
direct observations with peers to inform clinical judgement.
3. Standardised assessment instruments (n=12/67 or 17.8%)
Participant no.
Comment
7
Use standardised assessment instruments
8
Use standardised assessment instruments (e.g. ADOS)
11
Use extra assessment instrument qualitatively (e.g. sections of the DISCO) if more clarification needed in a particular area
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14
increased reliance on clinical judgement as opposed to standardised autism assessment instruments
35
Importance of comprehensive diagnostic ax to include ADOS, ADI-R and school obs where possible (for both genders)
36
ADOS and ADI-R rather than one or the other
40
use of multiple tools
42
Using clinical judgement etc. to make the diagnosis when/if ADOS/ADI-R scores are below threshold
67
complete a cognitive assessment; use the AQ
73
Beck Youth Inventory for this population.
74
Importance of clinical judgement – rather than solely ax. Instruments
82
Broad assessment without over-reliance on 'gold standard' or specific psychometrics.
4. MDT assessment required when assessing for autism in girls (n=9/67 or 13.8%)
Participant no.
Comment
1
MDT assessment; Increased discussions re: presentation
8
Observe in SLT/OT sessions*
10
MDT assessment; School visit by MDT*
23
Advocate for MDT ax. If girl is making or if school are unaware of difficulties
37
Gather information from multi-respondents (i.e. other family members, teachers, other professionals) across settings.*
52
MDT assessment is essential
54
Consultation with MDT members (e.g. SLT)
69
In-depth consultation with the Team
81
Increased discussions with team
5. Multi-respondents required when assessing for autism in girls (n=8/67 or 11.5%)
Participant no.
Comment
2
Gather information from a number of sources
17
Gather information from preschool staff
34
?teacher interview depending on age
37
Gather information from multi-respondents (i.e. other family members, teachers, other professionals) across settings.*
39
interviews with teachers and parents; Giving weight to parental report regarding observed home challenges during formulation
62
Multi-respondents
86
More collateral from more sources
87
More collateral information gathered from home and school.
6. Reference to CPD
(n=6/67 or 8.8%)
Participant no.
Comment
15
Self-directed CPD (e.g. Tony Attwood; TED talk – Copy and Paste about who girls can 'hide' ASD traits.
31
Have awareness and experience of how broad the spectrum can be – for both genders
54
self-directed CPD re: pertinent questions to ask that may capture more subtle features
71
Consultation with experienced colleagues &access supervision from well experienced experts.
74
Self-directed CPD re autism in girls
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84
increased CPD in broad-based differential diagnoses across care groups
7. Knowledge and awareness of how autism presents in females (n=5/67 or 7.7%)
Participant no.
Comment
21
Increased knowledge/awareness of subtleties/differences of autism in girls and using this to guide assessment
23
Application of knowledge of the female presentation
24
Show a video about a Danish girl on Youtube about a Danish girl being very angry about why other people don’t see her difficulties
29
Increased awareness to subtle indications of autism in girls
68
outline to parents the difficulties in diagnosing girls with ASD and the differences in presentation; highlight their strong imitation skills (used to mask
difficulties) as a positive for their ability to recognise others and learn from them.
8. Do not do anything different (n=2/67 or 2.3%)
Participant no.
Comment
31
Nothing different for autism assessment with girls;
35
Nothing different for autism assessment with girls
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Appendix M
Laura Carpenter (2013) DSM-5 ASD Guidelines & Criteria and Examples
DSM-5 Autism Spectrum Disorder
GUIDELINES & CRITERIA EXEMPLARS
General Guidelines
One example of a specific criterion may not be sufficient to assign the criterion as
being present.
the example
behavior
behavior
present
across clearly
multipleatypical?
contexts?
• Is the example Is
• Distinguish between behaviors that are clearly atypical and present across multiple
contexts, versus behaviors that are on the borderline of being atypical or rarely
occur/occur in only one context. For example, while toe walking may be an example
of criterion B1, it may not be sufficient by itself to assign the criterion if there is a
physical explanation for the behavior (and thus not clearly atypical) and/or if it occurs
only in one context (e.g. at the beach when barefoot in the sand). By contrast, a
preoccupation with lawnmowers that involves obsessively drawing lawnmowers,
seeking out lawnmowers, and talking about lawnmowers is sufficient to meet criterion
B3 even if no other examples exist. This preoccupation is clearly atypical and is
present across multiple contexts.
Avoid using the exact same behavioral exemplar to satisfy two criteria.
• Some behaviors may appear to satisfy multiple DSM‐5 criteria. It is the
responsibility of the clinician to decide where the behavior is best represented.
For example, ‘repetitively putting hands over ears’ may satisfy B1 because it is a
repetitive motor movement, or it may be considered under B4 because it
represents an adverse reaction to sounds.
• Some behaviors are multi‐faceted and may satisfy multiple DSM‐5 criteria. For
example, a child who is obsessed with string and insists on always carrying string
with him at all times may meet criteria for B3 due to a strong attachment to an
unusual object. If the same child also frequently waves string in front of his face
and watches it flop up and down, then B4 should also be considered due to the
visual sensory aspect of this behaviour.
Behaviors that are not currently present may be considered.
• A behavior that only occurred in the past may be sufficient to assign a criterion.
• It is important to consider whether a behavior that occurred in the past is atypical for
developmental norms (e.g. handflapping should not be counted if it only occurred
from 6‐9 months of age).
Everything is subject to change.
• The final publication of the DSM‐5 (May 2013) may provide more guidance on the
number of behavioral exemplars required.
• The number of required criteria may change.
• Major changes possible
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Diagnostic criteria Autistic Spectrum Disorder (DSM-V)

A. PERSISTENT DEFICITS IN SOCIAL COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL INTERACTION ACROSS CONTEXTS,
NOT ACCOUNTED FOR BY GENERAL DEVELOPMENTAL DELAYS, AND MANIFEST BY 3 OF 3 SYMPTOMS:
A1. Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity; ranging from abnormal social approach and failure of normal back and
forth conversation through reduced sharing of interests, emotions, and affect and response to total lack of initiation
of social interaction.
Abnormal social approach
Unusual social initiations (e.g. intrusive touching, licking of others)
Use of others as tools
Failure of normal bank and forth conversation
Poor pragmatic/social use of language
(e.g. does not clarify if not understood; does not provide background information)
Failure to respond when name called
Does not initiate conversation
One-sided conversations/monologues/tangential speech
Reduced sharing of interests
Doesn’t share
Lack of showing, bringing, or pointing out objects of interest to other people
Impairments in joint attention (both initiating and responding)
Reduced sharing of emotions/affect
Lack of responsive social smile
(note: the emphasis here is on the response to another person’s smile;
other aspects of emotional expression should be considered under A2)
Failure to share enjoyment, excitement, or achievements with others
Failure to respond to praise
Does not show pleasure in social interactions
Failure to offer comfort to others
Indifference/aversion to physical contact and affection
Lack of initiation of social interaction
Only initiates to get help; limited social initiations
Poor social imitation
Failure to engage in simple social games
A2. Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviours used for social interaction; ranging from poorly integrated
verbal and nonverbal communication, through abnormalities in eye contact and body language, or deficits in
understanding and use of nonverbal communication, to total lack of facial expression or gestures
Impairments in social use of eye contact
Impairments in the use and understanding of body postures
(e.g. facing away from the listener)
Impairments in the use and understanding of gestures
(e.g. pointing, waving, nodding/shaking head)
Abnormal volume, pitch, intonation, rate, rhythm, stress, prosody or volume in speech
Abnormalities in use and understanding of affect
(note: responsive social smile should be considered under A1,
affect that it inappropriate for the context should be considered under A3)
Impairment in the use of facial expressions
(may be limited or exaggerated)
Lack of warm, joyful expressions directed at others
Limited communication of own affect
(inability to convey a range of emotions via words, expressions, tone of voice, gestures)
Inability to recognise or interpret other’s nonverbal expressions
Lack of coordinated verbal and nonverbal communication
(e.g. inability to coordinate eye contact or body language with words)
Lack of coordinated nonverbal communications (e.g. inability to coordinate eye contact with gestures)
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A3. Deficits in developing and maintaining relationships, appropriate to developmental level (beyond those with
caregivers); ranging from difficulties adjusting behaviours to suit different social contexts through difficulties in
sharing imaginative play and in making friends to an apparent absence of interest in people
Deficits in developing and maintaining relationships, appropriate to developmental level
Lack of “theory of mind”; inability to take another person’s perspective
(CA ≥ 4 years)
Difficulties adjusting behaviour to suit social contexts
Does not notice another person’s lack of interest in an activity
lack of response to contextual cues
(e.g. social cues from others indicating a change in behaviour is implicitly requested)
Inappropriate expressions of emotion
(laughing or smiling out of context)
(note: other abnormalities in the use and understanding of emotion should be considered under A2)
Unaware of social conventions/appropriate social behaviour; asks socially inappropriate questions or
makes socially inappropriate statements
Does not notice another’s distress or disinterest
Does not recognize when not welcome in a play or conversational setting
Limited recognition of social emotions
(does not notice when he or she is being teased; does not notice how his or her behaviour impacts
others emotionally)
Difficulties in sharing imaginative play
(Note: solitary imaginative play/role playing is NOT captured here)
Lack of imaginative play with peers, including social role playing
(>4 years developmental age)
Difficulties in making friends
Does not try to establish friendships
Does not have preferred friends
Lack of cooperative play (over 24 months developmental age); parallel play only
Unaware of being teased or ridiculed by other children
Does not play in groups of children
Does not play with children his/her age or developmental level (only older/younger)
Has an interest in friendship but lacks understanding of the conventions of social interaction
(e.g. extremely directive or rigid; overly passive)
Does not respond to the social approaches of other children
Absence of interest in others
Lack of interest in peers
Withdrawn; aloof; in own world
Does not try to attract the attention of others
Limited interest in others
Unaware or oblivious to children or adults
Limited interaction with others
Prefers solitary activities
B. RESTRICTED, REPETITIVE PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR, INTERESTS, OR ACTIVITIES
AS MANIFESTED BY AT LEAST 2 OF 4 SYMPTOMS:
B1. Stereotyped or repetitive speech, motor movements, or use of objects; (such as simple motor stereotypies,
echolalia, repetitive use of objects, or idiosyncratic phrases).
Stereotyped or repetitive speech
Pedantic speech or unusually formal language
(e.g. child speaks like an adult or “little professor”)
Echolalia (immediate or delayed); may include repetition of words, phrases, or more extensive songs or
dialog
“Jargon” or gibberish
(mature jargoning after developmental age of 24 months)
Use of “rote” language
Neologisms or idiosyncratic or metaphorical language
(language that has meaning only to those familiar with the individual’s communication style)
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Pronoun reversal
(for example, “You” for “I”; not just mixing up gender pronouns)
Refers to self by own name
(does not use “I”)
Perservative language
(note: for perseveration on a specific topic, consider B3)
Repetitive vocalizations such as repetitive guttural sounds, intonational noise-making, unusual
squealing, repetitive humming
Stereotyped or repetitive motor movements
Repetitive hand movements (e.g., clapping, finger flicking, flapping, twisting)
Stereotyped or complex whole body movements
(e.g. foot to foot rocking, dipping, & swaying; spinning)
Abnormalities of posture
(e.g. toe walking; full body posturing)
Intense body tensing
Unusual facial grimacing
Excessive teeth grinding
Repetitively puts hands over ears (note: if response to sounds, consider B4)
Perseverative or repetitive action / play / behaviour
(note: if 2 or more components, then it is a routine and should be considered under B2)
Repetitive picking
(unless clear tactile sensory component, then consider B4)
Stereotyped or repetitive use of objects
Non-functional play with objects
(waving sticks; dropping items)
Lines up toys or objects
Repetitively opens and closes doors
Repetitively turns lights on and off
B2. Excessive adherence to routines, ritualized patterns of verbal or nonverbal behaviour, or excessive resistance to
change; (such as motoric rituals, insistence on same route or food, repetitive questioning or extreme distress at
small changes).
Adherence to routines
Routines: specific, unusual multiple-step sequences of behaviour
Insistence on rigidly following specific routines
(note: exclude bedtime routines unless components or level of adherence is atypical)
Unusual routines
Ritualized Patterns of Verbal and Nonverbal Behaviour
Repetitive questioning about a particular topic
(distinguish from saying the same word or phrase over and over, which goes under B1)
Verbal rituals - has to say one or more things in a specific way or requires others to say things or
answer questions in a specific way
Compulsions
(e.g. insistence on turning in a circle three times before entering a room)
(note: repetitive use of objects, including lining up toys, should be considered under B1).
Excessive resistance to change
Difficulty with transitions
(should be out of the range of what is typical for children of that developmental level)
Overreaction to trivial changes
(moving items at the dinner table or driving an alternate route)
Rigid thinking
Inability to understand humour
Inability to understand non-literal aspects of speech such as irony or implied meaning
Excessively rigid, inflexible, or rule-bound in behaviour or thought
B3. Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal in intensity or focus; (such as strong attachment to or
preoccupation with unusual objects, excessively circumscribed or perseverative interests).
Note: Consider B1 for perseverative speech
Preoccupations; obsessions
Interests that are abnormal in intensity
Narrow range of interests
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Focused on the same few objects, topics or activities
Preoccupation with numbers, letters, symbols
Being overly perfectionistic
Interests that are abnormal in focus
Excessive focus on non-relevant or non-functional parts of objects
Preoccupations
(e.g. colour; time tables; historical events; etc)
Attachment to unusual inanimate object
(e.g. piece of string or rubber band)
Having to carry around or hold specific or unusual objects
(not common attachment objects such as blankets, stuffed animals, etc.)
Unusual fears (e.g. afraid of people wearing earrings)
B4. Hyper-or hypo-reactivity to sensory input or unusual interest in sensory aspects of environment; (such as
apparent indifference to pain/heat/cold, adverse response to specific sounds or textures, excessive smelling or
touching of objects, fascination with lights or spinning objects).
High tolerance for pain
Poking own eyes
Preoccupation with texture or touch (includes attraction/aversion to texture)
Tactile defensiveness; does not like to be touched by certain objects or textures
Significant aversion to having hair or toenails cut, or teeth brushed
Unusual visual exploration / activity
Close visual inspection of objects or self for no clear purpose
(for example, holding things at unusual angels) (no vision impairment)
Looks at objects, people out of corner of eye
Unusual squinting of eyes
Extreme interest or fascination with watching movement of other things
(e.g., the spinning wheels of toys, the opening and closing of doors, electric fan or other rapidly
revolving object)
In all domains of sensory stimuli (sound, smell, taste, vestibular, visual), consider:
Odd responses to sensory input
(e.g. becoming extremely distressed by the atypical sound)
Atypical and/or persistent focus on sensory input
Unusual sensory exploration with objects (sound, smell, taste, vestibular)
Licking or sniffing objects
(note: as part of a ritual, consider B2;
licking or sniffing people consider A1)

C. SYMPTOMS MUST BE PRESENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD (BUT MAY NOT BECOME FULLY MANIFEST UNTIL SOCIAL
DEMANDS EXCEED LIMITED CAPACITIES)
* EARLY PRIMARY CAREGIVER REPORT NO LONGER ESSENTIAL
* “EARLY CHILDHOOD” APPROXIMATELY AGE 8 AND YOUNGER (FLEXIBLE)
D. SYMPTOMS TOGETHER LIMIT AND IMPAIR EVERYDAY FUNCTIONING
* SELECT ONE SEVERITY LEVEL SPECIFIER FOR SOCIAL COMMUNICATION AND ONE FOR RESTRICTED INTERESTS AND
REPETITIVE BEHAVIOURS
Severity level for ASD

Social Communication

Restricted Interests & Repetitive Behaviours

very

Severe deficits in verbal and nonverbal social
communication
skills
cause
severe
impairments in functioning; very limited
initiation of social interactions and minimal
response to social overtures from others

Preoccupations, fixated rituals and/or
repetitive behaviours markedly interfere with
functioning in all spheres. Marked distress
when rituals or routines are interrupted; very
difficult to redirect from fixated interest or
returns to it quickly

Level
2:
‘Requiring
substantial support’

Marked deficits in verbal and nonverbal social
communication skills; social impairments
apparent even with supports in place; limited
initiation of social interactions and reduced or
abnormal response to social overtures from
others

RRBs and/or preoccupations or fixated
interests appear frequently enough to be
obvious to the casual observer and interfere
with functioning in a variety of contexts.
Distress or frustration is apparent when RRBs
are interrupted; difficult to redirect from
fixated interest

Level 3: ‘Requiring
substantial support’
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Level 1: ‘Requiring support’

Without supports in place, deficits in social
communication
cause
noticeable
impairments. Has difficulty initiating social
interactions
and
demonstrates
clear
examples of atypical or unsuccessful
responses to social overtures of others. May
appear to have decreased interest in social
interactions.

Rituals and repetitive behaviours RRB cause
significant interference with functioning in
one or more contexts. Resists attempts by
others to interrupt RRBs or to be redirected
from fixated interest

Behaviors/symptoms that are not/may not be captured in DSM‐5 ASD
• Problems with play/imagination
- impairments in imaginative/symbolic play
- lack of functional play skills
- difficulty distinguishing fantasy from reality
•
•

•
•

Shyness/social anxiety
Language and developmental delays
- milestone delays or developmental delays
- speech delays (expressive or receptive)
- language disorder
Behavioral difficulties/temper tantrums
Poor imitation skills (poor SOCIAL imitation skills ARE captured)
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